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Piazza San Francesco, Bologna, Italy, 5 October 2014. A handful of people 
are standing on a square, two meters from each other, with a book in their 
hands. They read in silence for one hour. They claim to defend the freedom 
of expression and combat the destruction of the human and of civilization. 
Like them, a few thousand other citizens have gathered on the same day in 
more than 100 Italian cities.2 This group, called the Sentinelle in Piedi (Stand-
ing Guards), first appeared in 2013 to oppose the Scalfarotto Bill against 
homophobia. Since then, such rallies have mushroomed across Italy and have 
become one of the landmark modes of action of opponents to LGBT rights 
and “gender ideology” in the country. Participants in these vigils present 
themselves as the heirs of Gandhi or Socrates, that is, as the victims of politi-
cal abuse, and members of a movement of resistance. Standing on a public 
square, they refer to other forms of citizen protests occurring at the time, such 
as the Arab Spring and the protesters in Istanbul’s Taksim Square.

Kongresni trg, Ljubljana, Slovenia, 12 December 2015. Eight days before 
the second referendum on marriage equality in Slovenia. A group of about 70 
people line up in straight lines with about two meters between each of them 
on one of Ljubljana’s largest squares. They are reading a book in silence. 
The group is called Stražarji (The Guards), and they present themselves as 
advocates for freedom of speech, thought and conscience. They are instructed 
not to engage in debate with other people and not to react to any provoca-
tion. The Guards claim to be “sick of the fact” that “gender theory” activists 
impose their own will and a way of life upon them. According to their own 
leaflet, they are the guards of “a natural family as a union of a man, a woman 
and children” and of “matrimony union between a man and a woman”.3 They 
also defend the right of a child to have a father and a mother, the respect for 
male and female identities and the parents’ freedom to raise their children 

Chapter 1

“Gender ideology” in movement: 
Introduction

David Paternotte and Roman Kuhar1
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as they wish. Unlike other protesters who usually occupy the public space 
by protesting loudly, they demonstrate in silence, as they believe that their 
consciousness can speak up only in silence.4 However, they did not want their 
action to be unheard: In a press statement they asked the media to report on 
the event, which was part of the referendum campaign.

These two examples show the diffusion of specific modes of action 
across Europe. In both cases, demonstrators claim to defend the freedom of 
speech, thought and conscience. They contest gender equality and LGBT 
rights and invoke the intriguing notions of “gender ideology”, “gender 
theory” or “(anti)genderism”. Such mobilizations are not unique. They 
have spread across Europe in recent years. In fact, Slovenian activists were 
inspired by Italian activists, and Italian activists were themselves inspired 
by a French group, the Veilleurs (Vigilist), which they imported to their 
own country and hybridized. Born in 2013 in Paris, this group initially 
gathered a few (mostly Catholic) youngsters who wanted to oppose the 
same-sex marriage bill and promote “human ecology”. Reclaiming a tra-
dition of non-violent resistance, they organize candlelit sit-ins in public 
squares, during which they sing and read extracts from books by authors as 
diverse as Gramsci, Gandhi, Martin Luther King or Saint-Exupéry (Lindell 
2014). Unlike the French, the Italian and Slovenian protesters stood and 
remained silent. Their movement became more important than the French 
one and was later emulated in France with the foundation of the Veilleurs 
debout (Standing Vigilist). These finally took the name of their Italian 
counterparts: the Sentinelles (Garbagnoli 2016a).

The silent reading of books is only one form of action in the repertoire of 
a new movement emerging in Europe, which claims to oppose gender and 
mobilizes against some of its most pernicious effects. As this book will dis-
cuss, these campaigns, which all bear a striking resemblance, have emerged 
in different parts of the continent. They share discourses, strategies and 
modes of action across borders; observe what each other is doing; and are 
increasingly connected transnationally (Hodžić and Bijelić 2014; Paternotte 
2015). These similarities are the starting point of this book, which attempts 
to understand the origin of these mobilizations, their concrete manifestations 
on the ground and their diffusion. Our focus is on national manifestations 
of a transnationally circulating movement against “gender ideology”. In this 
book, we want to shed light on and better understand campaigns against gen-
der in Europe today.

Scholars have described similar mobilizations against gender equality and/
or sexual citizenship in other parts of the world. The objectives and the modes 
of action of the American Christian Right have long been studied, leading to 
fruitful academic debates on notions such as counter-movements and culture 
wars. Research has focused both on the history and the development of this 
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movement (Diamond 1989; Liebman and Wuthnow 1983; Williams 2010) 
and on its influence on specific issues such as women’s rights, especially 
abortion (Saurette and Gordon 2015), and LGBT rights (Fetner 2008; Her-
man 1997; Stone 2012). Latin American scholars have also long produced 
important work (Vaggione 2010). This is particularly the case of Argentine 
sociologist Juan Marco Vaggione, who has examined the deprivatization 
of religion and the “reactive politicization” of gender and sexual politics 
by religious movements in the region, following José Casanova’s seminal 
insights (1994). Vaggione (2005, 2012) claims this process has been accom-
panied by an NGOization of religious actors and by a secularization of their 
discourse. More recently, scholarship on Africa has documented the export 
of the American culture wars (Kaoma 2009, 2012), often with a focus on 
Protestant Churches, as well as the intersections with concerns about national 
sovereignty and traditional authenticity (Anderson 2011; van Klinken 2013; 
van Klinken and Zebracki 2015).

This scholarship insists on the role of conservative understandings of reli-
gion as a catalyser for opposition to gender and sexual equalities, as well as on 
an ongoing process that seeks to reaffirm religion in public space. They show 
as well that these two projects often intersect with issues related to nationalism 
and a defence of national sovereignty (Ayoub 2016; Gryzmala-Busse 2015). 
This was dramatically illustrated by the rejection of the Colombia peace agree-
ment in a referendum in 2016. Indeed, according to several observers,5 debates 
about peace have intersected with an “anti-gender panic” promoted by the 
same actors who opposed the deal with the FARC.

Until now, there has been very limited research on such mobilizations in 
Europe (Ozzano and Giorgi 2015; Verloo 2017). This is partly due to their 
recent character, which have mostly developed since the 2010s. This absence, 
however, is also explained by the predominance of a teleological account of 
gender and sexual politics in the region. Scholars, observers and actors alike 
were generally convinced that Europe was on an unstoppable way towards 
“full” gender equality and sexual citizenship. They assumed that opposi-
tion was largely foreign to the European experience or could only subsist as 
reminder of the past, primarily in Eastern Europe or in (Catholic) countries 
such as Italy or Ireland. Largely successful demonstrations (Paternotte 2017a) 
such as the French Manif pour Tous came therefore as a surprise and forced 
these observers to amend their grand narrative.

Furthermore, when they exist, the accounts of such mobilizations are gen-
erally bound by state boundaries, presenting these mobilizations as uniquely 
national. Falling into the trap of methodological nationalism (Raison poli-
tiques 2014), they explain these campaigns by focusing on national factors 
and interpret them as national phenomena. This was particularly visible in 
the French case, where an abundant amount of research has been published 
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since 2014. Indeed, despite a few exceptions, French mobilizations against 
same-sex marriage are generally understood as another French exception, 
overlooking the similarities with forms of resistance elsewhere, as well as 
their anteriority in countries like Spain, Italy, Croatia or Slovenia (Paternotte 
2015). Elzbieta Korolczuk denounces a similar limitation in the coverage of 
Polish debates, concluding that “there is evidence however that recent mobili-
sation against ‘genderisation’, ‘gender ideology’ or the ‘gender lobby’ is not 
only a local trend” (Korolczuk 2014, 5).

Finally, while there is a growing literature on religion, gender and sexual-
ity in Europe, it tends to focus on Islam, asking whether it can be combined 
with an embrace of gender and sexuality equality. Moreover, these accounts 
tend not to cover religious movements but focus either on individual faith 
experiences or on religious authorities. One must also take notice of a public 
policy literature on “morality politics”, but this often does not disentangle 
the various religious actors in play and often merely considers religion as 
a hindrance to more permissive policies without engaging with religion as 
an object of study (e.g. Engeli, Green-Pedersen and Thorup Larsen 2012; 
Knill, Adam and Hurka 2015; Knill, Preidel and Nebel 2014). Similarly, the 
fast-developing scholarship on gender, sexuality and populism (e.g. Lazaridis 
and Campani 2016; Scrinzi 2014; Spierings, Zaslove, Mugge and de Lange 
2015) chiefly focuses on populist radical right-wing parties and their appeal 
to public opinion, and engages with civil society organizations to a much 
lesser extent (Aslanidis 2016).

Against these various shortcomings, this book focuses on campaigns and 
movements against gender in Europe and insists on the transnational nature 
of these discourses and strategies. It argues that these mobilizations share 
common theoretical roots in what is called “gender ideology” or – in some 
countries – “gender theory” and/or “anti-genderism”. At the same time, while 
emphasizing cross-border similarities, it examines local and national processes 
of reception and looks at the specific forms taken by these movements on the 
ground, as well as at the reasons why they did not develop in other contexts.

In this introductory chapter we first look at “gender ideology” as a specific 
discourse and expose its origins and its main tenets. Then, we examine it as 
a strategy and discuss how the movements in question both intersect with 
debates within the Catholic Church and with the recent wave of right-wing 
populism in Europe. Finally, we explain the structure of the book and account 
for the selection of the national case studies.

“GENDER IDEOLOGY” AS A DISCOURSE

“Gender ideology is destructive, obscurantist, anti-social, anti-popular as 
much as it is anti-natural”.6 This intriguing quote can be found in a brochure 
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on “gender ideology” which can be freely downloaded on the website of La 
Manif pour Tous, the movement which opposed same-sex marriage in France 
in 2012–2013. The brochure aims to warn the French against the overlooked 
dangers of gender, which – as indicated by this quote – would represent a 
major threat for European societies.

Contrary to the suggestion of some observers, this discourse does not 
constitute a French exception. An extensive body of thought has been elab-
orated over the years, and a common theoretical framework can be identi-
fied, although different arguments are stressed in different countries. It is 
crucial to bear in mind that “gender ideology” does not designate gender 
studies, but is a term initially created to oppose women’s and LGBT rights 
activism as well as the scholarship deconstructing essentialist and natural-
istic assumptions about gender and sexuality. Erasing fierce controversies 
within gender and sexuality studies and the complex interplay between 
activism and the academy, it regards gender as the ideological matrix of a 
set of abhorred ethical and social reforms, namely sexual and reproductive 
rights, same-sex marriage and adoption, new reproductive technologies, 
sex education, gender mainstreaming, protection against gender violence 
and others. Ignoring the history of the notion, “gender ideology” authors 
rely heavily on John Money’s problematic experiments and erroneously 
consider Judith Butler as the mother of “gender ideology”. Curiously, they 
put together Simone de Beauvoir, Shulamith Firestone, Monique Wittig, 
Germain Greer, Margaret Sanger, Alfred Kinsey, Wilhelm Reich, some-
times even Herbert Marcuse, Sigmund Freud and Friedrich Engels. In brief, 
“gender ideology” offers an interpretative frame, which opposes the adop-
tion of these reforms, and attributes them to different sorts of actors under 
an alleged gender conspiracy (Montfort 2011; Peeters 2013; Scala 2011; 
Trillo-Figueroa 2009).

According to these authors, “gender ideology” threatens most societies, 
especially in the West, and endangers mankind. Gender would indeed lead 
to an anthropological revolution because it negates sexual differences and 
gender complementarity, “thereby eliminating the anthropological basis of 
the family” (Pope Francis 2016, 56). As Marguerite Peeters, one of the most 
translated theorists of “gender ideology”, argues:

Analysis will show that, on behalf of a citizen and secular interpretation of 
equality, solely understood in terms of power and rights, the revolutionary pro-
cess of gender undermines – culturally, politically and legally – the constitutive 
identity of man and woman as persons: their identity as spouses, their wonderful 
complementarity and unity in love, their specific vocation and educational role, 
masculinity and femininity, marriage and the family, the anthropological struc-
ture of any human being, built on a given, received and shared love. (Peeters 
2013, 9)
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The development of this ideology would stem from the propagation of hedo-
nism, laicism, relativism and individualism in Western societies, as well as 
from misconceptions of feminism. It intersects with Jean-Paul II’s “culture 
of death”, the ideology which lies behind acts such as abortion, contraception 
and euthanasia and would be opposed to the “culture of life” promoted by 
the Church (Grzebalska and Soós 2016; Vaggione 2012). This leads Peeters 
to conclude that gender “belongs to a process of negation typical of the mys-
tery of evil, which has engaged humanity, since its origins and all along its 
history, in a triple perversion: a disordered search for power, pleasure and 
knowledge as ends in themselves” (Peeters 2013, 73).

This project is said to be particularly threatening to children, who would 
be indoctrinated from very early age in schools, often without their parents’ 
awareness. Gender would also have severe consequences on their develop-
ment, not the least by blurring anthropological references concerning the 
sexes. As part of a critique of “sexual permissiveness” and the legacy of 
May 68, “gender ideology” is sometimes accused of encouraging the hyper-
sexualization of children as well as paedophilia.

Anti-gender campaigns can also be read as a project of alternative knowl-
edge production, which aims to dismantle post-structural research in social 
sciences and the humanities in particular. The latter are deemed ideological 
and not in touch with allegedly unquestionable findings of natural sciences, 
particularly biological, medical and psychological studies in line with the idea 
of essential differences between male and female sex (including differences in 
male and female brains) and the complementarity of male and female sexes.

“Gender ideology”, however, is not only regarded as an anthropological 
and epistemological threat but also as a covert political strategy, a sort of 
conspiracy aimed at seizing power and imposing deviant and minority values 
to average people. The German scholar and activist Gabriele Kuby, who is 
particularly active in promoting anti-gender campaigns in Central and Eastern 
Europe, even claims that the main instrument of this cultural revolution is 
gender mainstreaming, linking knowledge production and political projects:

For the first time in history, power elites are claiming authority to change men’s 
and women’s sexual identity through political strategies and legal measures. 
They had previously lacked expertise in social engineering. However, today 
this is happening before our eyes on a global scale. The strategy’s name: gen-
der mainstreaming. The battle is being fought under the banner of equality of 
men and women, but that has proven to be a tactical transitional stage. (Kuby 
2016, 42)

Like Kuby many authors claim that gender represents a form of totalitarian ide-
ology and regard it as more dangerous than Marxism and Fascism (Kuby 2012, 
2016; Schooyans 1997, 2000). In this vein, Kuby again argues that “totalitari-
anism has made a costume change and now appears in the mantle of freedom, 
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tolerance, justice, equality, anti-discrimination and diversity – ideological 
backdrops that prove to be amputated, distorted terms” (Kuby 2016, 12).

This threat long remained invisible: As claimed already in the mid-nineties 
by US journalist Dale O’Leary, “the Gender Agenda sails into communities 
not as a tall ship, but as a submarine, determined to reveal as little of itself as 
possible” (O’Leary 1997, 21). Similarly, critics invoke George Orwell’s con-
cept of “newspeak”, for gender activists are often accused of manipulating 
language and hiding their objectives (Lopez Trujillo 2005, 8). Nice language 
embracing equality actually covers attempts to overthrow the natural order 
and common sense. “Gender ideology” activists and theorists aim to expose 
its underpinnings while warning fellow citizens about the dangers of gender. 
For example, Kuby is concerned that, after the “gender revolution”, “there 
would not only be two sexes, but at least six: man and woman, and each in a 
heterosexual, homosexual or bisexual version. It’s all about creating a human 
being ‘emancipated’ from nature”.7

Corrupt elites play a key role in this process, and international institutions, 
be it either Europe or the United Nations, are a key vehicle of “gender ide-
ology”, undermining the principles of national sovereignty and democratic 
deliberations. Comparing “gender ideology” to a Trojan horse, Tony Anat-
rella claims that:

gender ideology is the new ideology which openly serves as a reference to the 
UN and its various agencies, in particular the WHO, UNESCO and the Com-
mission on Population and Development. It has also become the new frame of 
the Brussels Commission and of various EU Member States by inspiring legis-
lators. . . . It succeeds the Marxist ideology, while being more oppressive and 
more pernicious because it is presented under the cover of a subjective liberation 
from unfair constraints, of a recognition of personal freedom and the equality of 
all before the law. (Anatrella 2011, 3)

As hinted in this quote, “gender ideology” is often presented as a new left-
ist ideology, emerging from the ashes of communism. Spanish philosophers 
Francisco José Contreras and Diego Poole (2011) equate the “old Left” with 
Marxism and the “new Left” with “gender ideology”. The achievement of 
socialism remains the goal of the revolution, but it cannot be reached only 
through social revolution, as the collapse of communism in Eastern Europe 
has clearly shown. Inspired by Gramsci’s notion of hegemony (Brustier 
2014), anti-gender activists claim a cultural revolution is also needed to 
change one’s mind and thinking so that Marxism can prevail. For obvious 
political reasons, this argument resonates particularly well in post–Social-
ist European countries, where “gender theory” is often classified as the new 
Marxism (Cestnik 2013).

According to its critics “gender ideology” is not an offensive restricted 
to Western societies, but is also imposed by the West on the rest of world 
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(see also Graff and Korolczuk 2017). Often understood as a symptom of the 
depravation of EuroAmerica, it can be read as a neocolonial project through 
which Western activists and their governments try to export their decadent 
values and secularize non-Western societies (Alzamora Revoredo 2005, 559; 
Peeters 2013, 79; Sarah 2013, 4). This is the reason why, when referring to 
“gender ideology”, Pope Francis prefers the expression “ideological colo-
nization”. This framing also allows Vladimir Putin to present Russia as the 
harbinger of an alternative moral project based on “traditional values” and 
authentic national cultures (Ayoub and Paternotte 2014, 1–4; Moss in this 
volume). International institutions and private funders such as Open Society 
Foundations or the Ford Foundation are accused of playing a central part in 
this process, especially by forcing poorer countries to accept morally prob-
lematic laws and regulations in exchange for support and money. Foreign 
interference was widely discussed during the two recent Synods on the Fam-
ily. Pope Francis, in his post-synodal apostolic exhortation Amoris Laetitia, 
deemed it “unacceptable ‘that local Churches should be subjected to pres-
sure in this matter and that international bodies should make financial aid to 
poor countries dependent on the introduction of laws to establish ‘marriage’ 
between persons of the same sex’ ” (Pope Francis 2016, 251).

Finally, this discourse intersects with concerns like (human) ecology. 
As pointed out by Eric Fassin (2007, 2010), this notion not only implies a 
defence of nature as the creation of God, but also the protection of the human 
against itself. Popularized by Pope Benedict XIV, this argument has been 
taken over by Pope Francis under the expression “integral ecology”. Along 
with concerns about the environment, this discourse is a vehicle for conser-
vative views on life, gender and sexuality (e.g. Derville 2016). In addition 
to attacks against abortion and reproductive technologies, “human ecology” 
has often been used to target transgender people, who - it is said - go against 
God’s design by seeking gender reassignment treatment. In his famous 2008 
Christmas discourse to the Curia, Pope Benedict claimed that the Church 
“should not only defend the earth, water and air as gifts from the creation that 
belong to all. . . . Rain forests deserve indeed to be protected, but no less so 
does man, as a creature having an innate ‘message’ which does not contra-
dict our freedom, but is instead its very premise” (Benedict XVI 2008). Pope 
Francis (2015, 155) adopted similar positions in Laudato Si’, his encyclical 
letter on contemporary ecological challenges.

“GENDER IDEOLOGY” AS A STRATEGY

The invention of “gender ideology” is closely connected to debates within the 
Catholic Church.8 It is, however, not only a religious issue. These campaigns 
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intersect with rising right-wing populism in Europe and, to a lesser extent, 
with political homophobia designed as a political project to increase state 
power. While subsequent chapters examine specific national articulations, 
we offer an overview of the genesis of this notion, and highlight some of its 
contemporary intersections with specific political projects.

A Catholic invention

The emergence and the history of “gender ideology” is well documented. 
Academics like Doris Buss (1998, 2004) and Mary Anne Case (2011, 2016) 
and actors such as Krzysztof Charamsa (Case, Paternotte and Bracke 2016) 
and the organization Catholics for Choice (2003) have traced this notion 
back to debates at the Vatican and more particularly to the elaboration of a 
counter-strategy after the 1994 UN conference on Population and Develop-
ment in Cairo and the 1995 Beijing conference on women. Indeed, although 
Cardinal Ratzinger had already discussed some of these issues in the 1980s 
(Ratzinger and Messori 1985), the notion of “gender ideology” really took 
shape in the mid-nineties as a response to the recognition of sexual and repro-
ductive rights in the UN rights system (Butler 2004, 185; Girard 2007, 334; 
Swiebel 2015).

Along with other religions and religiously inspired state delegations (Buss 
and Herman 2003; Butler 2006; Chappel 2006), the Holy See actively fought 
against the notion of gender, and considered the results of Cairo and Beijing 
as a defeat. It feared that sexual and reproductive rights would become a 
vehicle for the international recognition of abortion, attacks on traditional 
motherhood and a legitimization of homosexuality. Over the newly recog-
nized notion of gender, it privileged the idea of complementarity between the 
sexes and promoted the notion of equal dignity over that of equal rights. In 
this context, gender – which entered the UN discourse at the same time – was 
understood by the Holy See as a strategic means to attack and destabilize the 
natural family. At preparatory meetings in coalition with conservative allies, 
it managed to bracket the term, thus leaving it open for discussion at the gen-
eral conference (Baden and Goetz 1997). As a result, no consensus could be 
reached at Beijing, and the Platform for Action states that gender “as used in 
the Platform for Action was intended to be interpreted and understood as it 
was in ordinary, generally accepted usage” (Buss 1998, 351). This problem-
atic definition has never been revised.

The Church hierarchy in the Vatican, along with a few Catholic intellectu-
als and activists, tried to understand what had happened in Cairo and Beijing. 
This is the case of Dale O’Leary, a US pro-life journalist who attended the 
women’s conference. She was already alarmed before the conference and 
distributed a leaflet entitled Gender: The Deconstruction of Women (Fillod 
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2014). She became even more influential when she gathered this leaflet along 
with a few other notes in her book The Gender Agenda (O’Leary 1997), a 
volume reputed to have been read at the Vatican. O’Leary has toured the 
world to highlight the dangers of gender, and her work has inspired the early 
response to “gender ideology” of the Peruvian bishops’ conference (Fillod 
2014). It opens with the following statement, which summarizes the mind of 
Catholic actors at the time:

Without fanfare or debate, the word gender has been substituted for the word 
sex. We used to talk about sex discrimination, but it’s gender discrimination. 
Forms, like credit applications, used to ask for an indication of our sex, but now 
they ask for our gender. It certainly seems innocent enough. Sex has a secondary 
meaning – sexual intercourse or sexual activity. Gender sounds more delicate 
and refined. But, if you think the change signals a renaissance of neo-Victorian 
sensitivity, you could not be more wrong. This change, and a number of other 
things you may not have taken much notice of, are all parts of the Gender 
Agenda. (O’Leary 1997, 11)

The coining of the negative term “gender ideology” came both as an answer 
to the interrogations of the Vatican and as a means of action which should be 
understood in the frame of a global Catholic strategy. Relying on the Grams-
cian theory of cultural hegemony (Brustier 2014; Peeters 2011, 221), it aims 
at propagating alternative ideas by using and subverting the notions it repudi-
ates and to contest the supposed cultural and political hegemony of “postmod-
ern gender” in the context of a global battle of ideas. In this way the Church 
has reclaimed progressive notions such as gender or feminism and changed 
their meaning, increasing confusion among average citizens and resignifying 
what liberal voices have been trying to articulate over the last decades.

The discourse on “gender ideology” did not appear in a vacuum, but took 
root in John Paul II’s theologies of the woman and of the body, which insist 
on the difference and the complementarity of the sexes (Carnac 2013a, 
2013b; Case 2011, 2016; Favier 2014; Garbagnoli 2014, 2016b). It also 
echoes the Vatican’s attempts to promote a “new feminism”, which would 
foster the collaboration between men and women rather than exacerbating 
their antagonism (Couture 2012), as detailed in documents like Mulieris 
Dignitatem (1988) and Evangelium Vitae (1995). Cardinal Josef Ratzinger, 
who was appointed as the prefect of the Congregation for the Doctrine of 
the Faith in 1981 before becoming Pope Benedict XVI in 2005, played a 
key part in this strategy. He was a driving force behind documents such 
as the Considerations Regarding Proposals to Give Legal Recognition to 
Unions between Homosexual Persons (2003) and The Letter to the Bishops 
on the Collaboration of Men and Women in the Church and in The World 
(2004).
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“Gender ideology” should, however, not be understood as a mere attempt 
to set John Paul II’s theology in motion or as a new version of older tropes. 
Initiated under the Polish pope, this strategy has been reaffirmed by Popes 
Benedict and Francis, with the support of several Roman Congregations and 
dicasteries, in particular the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith, the 
Pontifical Council for the Family, the Pontifical Council for the Laity, the Pon-
tifical Council for Culture and the Pontifical Academy for Life. These efforts 
led in 2003 to the publication of the Lexicon: Ambiguous and Debatable Terms 
Regarding Family Life and Ethical Questions by the Pontifical Council for 
the Family with the support of the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith. 
This document resembles a dictionary with entries on a wide range of ethi-
cal topics, including several on gender. Translated into numerous languages 
including German, French, English, Spanish, Portuguese, Russian and Arabic, 
“it informs about the true content of words, about the true reality which must 
inform their usage and it seeks to shed light on the sense of some terms or 
expressions which are hardly understandable” (Lopez Trujillo 2005, 7).

Several authors, both lay and clergy, have contributed to the elaboration 
of this discourse. In addition to journalist Dale O’Leary, the most influential 
authors, and those translated in many of the countries under study, are Michel 
Schooyans, Tony Anatrella, Gabriele Kuby and Marguerite Peeters. Michel 
Schooyans is a Belgian priest long active at the Vatican, among others at the 
Pontifical Council for the Family, and the Pontifical Academy of Social Sci-
ences. Also an emeritus professor of the Université Catholique de Louvain 
in Belgium, in 1997 he published L’Evangile face au désordre mondial (The 
Gospel Facing Global Disorder). This book, which includes a foreword by 
Cardinal Ratzinger and was written with the help of Marguerite Peeters, is 
one of the earliest analyses of the role of the UN in spreading “gender ideol-
ogy”. Schooyans repeated his warnings in subsequent publications, such as 
La face cachée de l’ONU (The Hidden Face of the UN) (2001). The priest and 
psychoanalyst Tony Anatrella was strongly involved in the PACS debates in 
France, and he is one of the experts of the French Catholic Church on fam-
ily, gender and sexuality issues. In Rome, he is a consulter at the Pontifical 
Council for the Family and at the Pontifical Council for Health. He directly 
participated in the elaboration of the Lexicon and its translation into French 
(Stambolis-Ruhstorfer and Tricou in this volume). Gabriele Kuby, a convert 
to Catholicism and an acquaintance of Cardinal Ratzinger, has published 
several books to warn citizens about the consequences of sexual revolutions 
and the dangers of gender. They have been translated in numerous languages. 
She has travelled a lot to Central and Eastern Europe, and even addressed the 
Czech parliament in October 2014. Interestingly, her daughter, Sophia Kuby, 
founded the NGO European Dignity Watch, and later became the director of 
European Union advocacy for ADF International. Finally, Marguerite Peeters 
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is a Belgian-American citizen also based in Brussels, where she runs an NGO 
called Dialogues Dynamics on human identity and global governance. She 
works in the field of international aid, especially in Africa. Close to conser-
vative Cardinal Robert Sarah, she works regularly with the Vatican and has 
been invited to Rome for meetings on “gender ideology” and the family. She 
is a consulter at the Pontifical Council for the Laity and the Pontifical Council 
for Culture.

These four intellectuals are well known at the Vatican and have inspired 
its thinking about gender. Their books are widely translated and travel across 
borders, although not equally over Europe. Kuby is, for instance, not as well 
known by Francophones or Spaniards, while she is widely read in Central and 
Eastern Europe, where she is active on the ground. These authors have also 
inspired numerous national experts who further propagate their discourse. 
Their ideas are also diffused by popular culture products, such as Constanza 
Miriano’s books, which are translated into several languages and circulate 
outside of Italy, sometimes provoking public controversies. Public meetings 
can also function as sites of discursive production and channels of diffusion. 
They include events organized in Rome, such as the conferences celebrating 
the 20th and 25th anniversaries of Mulieris Dignitatem in 2008 and 2013, 
or the 2014 interreligious colloquium Humanum on the Complementarity of 
Man and Woman (Lopes and Alvaré 2015), and gatherings such as the first 
international conference on “gender ideology”, organized in 2011 by the 
Opus Dei Universidad de Navarra.

The Catholic Church has thus undoubtedly played a crucial role in the 
emergence and the development of the epithet of “gender ideology”. This 
campaign has been endorsed by the Vatican’s highest authorities, which 
have long considered it to be a political priority. Furthermore, while it would 
be misleading to assume that national mobilizations are directly run from 
an office in Rome, chapters will show that, in numerous cases, the Church 
has offered a space where intellectuals and activists can meet and exchange 
views and strategies. It has also provided a powerful mobilization and dif-
fusion network. However, while the mode of production of this discourse is 
relatively well known, its diffusion across the Catholic world and the ways 
it fuels grassroots mobilizations on the ground require more investigation, a 
project which lies at the core of this book. One needs to understand the chan-
nels through which this strategy is propagated, also beyond Catholic circles, 
as well as the ways it is hybridized when adopted in specific contexts. The 
timing of protest is another source of interrogation. The discourse on “gender 
ideology” was ready in 2003, when the Lexicon was published. Nonetheless, 
it took 10 years for it to travel from Rome to most European countries, where 
protests often started in 2012–2013 (although some experienced earlier mobi-
lizations, as documented in this book).
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Finally, the diffusion of the “gender ideology” discourse cannot be under-
stood without paying attention to other projects of the Church with which it 
is closely intertwined. This is particularly true of the New Evangelization, 
which was initiated by the same actors, particularly Popes Jean-Paul II and 
Benedict XVI (Aguilar Fernandez 2011; Béraud and Portier 2015; Paternotte 
2017b; Tricou 2016a). The project is an attempt by the Church to regain its 
influence in secularizing parts of the world (among which Europe is central), 
and to reaffirm the faith of its followers. Moreover, against a privatization 
of religion, it insists on the public role of religion, inviting lay Catholics to 
defend their ideas publicly and to mobilize in political action, even in the 
streets. The evangelizing role of the family and the importance of its defence 
by political authorities are often emphasized, and new technologies, espe-
cially the Internet, are used as new evangelization devices. Lay believers are 
crucial in this endeavour, and key actors include new ecclesial communities 
such as the Opus Dei, the Charismatic Renewal or the Neocatechumenal Way, 
which are also mobilized against “gender ideology”. Interestingly, authors 
such as Schooyans (2000, 139) and Kuby (2012, 78), as well as actors like the 
Spanish Cardinal Rouco Varela and María (2015, 101) or the French activist 
Frigide Barjot (2014, 42, 91) insist themselves on the intersections between 
the two projects of evangelization and opposition to “gender ideology”.

A populist fatigue

The unexpected resonance of this discourse in several parts of Europe as 
well as the relative success of these mobilizations cannot be understood 
without acknowledging the intersections between the Vatican’s concerns 
about “gender ideology” and the current wave of right-wing populism taking 
place in Europe. This is not to say that anti-gender campaigns are the direct 
consequence of the right-wing populist wave, but the shift towards the Right 
reinforces these campaigns and provides them with new supporters who took 
over a concept of “gender ideology” which shares some ideological structures 
with right-wing populist ideology. Equally, reactions to the economic crisis 
and the strict austerity measures in some European countries have encouraged 
anti-gender protests as a result of a similar dissatisfaction with allegedly cor-
rupt elites, and additional attacks against minorities who are transformed into 
scapegoats. In both cases, gender functions as “symbolic glue”, as it allows 
actors with diverging goals and strategies to work together against a common 
enemy (Kováts and Põim 2015).

In several countries, anti-gender actors overlap with those promoting 
right-wing populist politics, both as members of political parties and of civil 
society organizations. This is particularly true in countries like Austria and 
Germany (Villa; Mayer and Sauer in this volume; see also Kemper 2016). 
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Similarly, a dissident group of the French Manif pour Tous called itself le 
Printemps français (French Spring), pretending to defend “la France d’en 
bas” (the France from below) or “le pays réel” (the real country) from those 
who neglect people’s real problems (Perreau 2014).

More importantly, a sort of populist fatigue with gender and gender equal-
ity policies, understood as another interference of corrupt international elites 
and a marker of political correctness, intersects with the discourse promoted 
by the Vatican. Although actors may not be aware of its religious origins, the 
discourse on “gender ideology” often resonates with their own ideas and criti-
cisms of gender. This may include the willingness to overthrow the legacy of 
May 68 or a defence of national sovereignty against neocolonial impositions 
from Western Europe or the United States. The nostalgia for a lost golden 
age, where everything was simpler and genders were what they looked like, 
may also nourish a quest for firmer foundations when everything is disap-
pearing. In the context nature and biology offer an alternative to the disrup-
tive notion of gender (Villa in this volume). Finally, contested and uncertain 
masculinities, especially when they intertwine with inverted social mobility 
or perceived cultural threats, further strengthen these dynamics (Norocel 
2013; Tricou 2016b; Wimbauer, Motakef and Teschlade 2015).

For both movements common sense and binary divisions between “us” and 
“them” are central. They focus on corrupt elites as responsible for the current 
situation and seek to give voice to those who are constructed as silenced: the 
(normal) majority. They also blame international and supranational powers, 
often summarized under the term “Brussels” in the European context, for 
imposing perversions on powerless peoples. The latter are manipulated by 
all sorts of lobbies, including American billionaires, Free Masons, Jews and 
feminists (Chetcuti-Osorovitz and Teicher 2016). To reinforce the impression 
that gender is imposed from above and from abroad, anti-gender activists 
often use the English term “gender”. By rejecting vernacular translations of 
the concept, they make it resonate as foreign, strange and imposed on unsus-
pecting people (Kuhar 2015).

These resemblances are no coincidence. As will be shown by national case 
studies, anti-gender and populist campaigns utilize similar discursive strate-
gies, identified by Wodak (2015, 4) as the necessary toolkit of right-wing 
populist rhetoric: victim-perpetrator reversal, scapegoating and the construc-
tion of conspiracy theories. Their politics rely on the “politics of fear” and the 
“arrogance of ignorance”. The politics of fear seek to instil the fear of real or 
imagined dangers while instrumentalizing minorities or other social groups 
to create scapegoats who represent the dangerous Other, whose image is 
based on collective stereotypical imaginaries (see also Marzouki, McDonnell 
and Roy 2016). As pointed out by Pelinka (2013), we need to differentiate 
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between primary Others (the actual scapegoats, usually minority groups) 
and secondary Others (the elites, who promote cultural diversities and stand 
behind the primary Other). The arrogance of ignorance, on the other hand, 
appeals to common sense and advocates some kind of pre-modernist think-
ing. In fact, common sense is a response to a fear which is initially instilled 
through the creation of a scapegoat. Through scapegoating, a social group 
moves from the status of victim (e.g. non-recognition of same-sex partner-
ships) to that of perpetrator (same-sex marriage will destroy the family). This 
allows populists at once to create and to address fears and to elicit a clash 
between “the people”, the enemy and the elite, as well as to depict themselves 
as the real victims.

In this context, “gender ideology” becomes a “threat” – an empty signifier, 
which allows coalition making with a variety of actors precisely because of 
its “populist emptiness”. It corresponds to the basic structure of populism, 
which is a “thin-centered ideology that considers society to be ultimately 
separated into two homogenous and antagonistic groups, ‘the pure people’ 
versus ‘the corrupt elites’ ” (Mudde 2007, 23). Populists and anti-gender 
activists also try to implement what Mudde (2007) calls the “Le Pen’s man-
tra”: “rendre la parole au people” (return the word to the people). For that 
reason, one of their strategies involves calling for public referenda: either 
they try to initiate them or they advocate for their increased use. Particularly 
in Central and Eastern Europe, anti-gender activists have relied heavily (and 
rather successfully) on the use of referenda (e.g. Slovenia, Croatia, Slovakia; 
and currently there are debates about a similar referendum in Romania). In 
other countries, they petitioned political authorities to initiate a referendum, 
as happened in France with La Manif pour Tous. They also play on emotional 
registers “to raise the affects of the people and arouse their immediate feel-
ings” (Benveniste, Campani and Lazaridis 2016, 12).

Finally, attacks against gender and sexual rights may be instrumentalized 
to consolidate state power when some of these actors reach power or when 
those in power see some interest in backing their claims. This relates to Weiss 
and Bosia’s notion of “political homophobia” (2013), by which they stress 
that political homophobia may be disconnected from and even precede local 
activists’ claims, thus becoming a tool embedded in state elites’ political 
strategies to secure their power and reaffirm their sovereignty. This reasoning 
can be applied to gender issues (Amar 2013). In Europe, this phenomenon 
is illustrated by the case of Russia, where Vladimir Putin opposes gender 
to “traditional values” to strengthen his power and restore the international 
status of his country (Moss in this volume). Poland and Hungary may well 
follow this path, at least regarding the domestic use of such strategies (Graff 
and Korolczuk; Kováts and Pető in this volume).
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“GENDER IDEOLOGY” AS A NATIONAL PHENOMENON

This book does not aim to discuss the politics of the Vatican, but rather to under-
stand how an academic concept such as gender, when translated by a powerful 
religious organization like the Roman Catholic Church and intersecting with the 
current populist wave in Europe, has become a mobilizing tool and the target of 
massive social movements such as Manif pour Tous in France and Italy, U ime 
obitelji in Croatia or Za otroke gre in Slovenia. In other words, we want to map 
out these mobilizations and to explain how religious discourses about sex differ-
ence and complementarity have been turned into massive street demonstrations, 
as well as how forms of organization and protest travel across borders.

As we have already said, these protests are not single national phenomena, 
but share some common roots and display similarities across borders. This 
collection of chapters is therefore designed as a transnational and compara-
tive project, which examines discourses, mobilization strategies and actors in 
12 European countries, including Russia. Cases do include not only examples 
of massive mobilization (as in France, Croatia, Spain or Italy), but also 
“unlikely ones”, where massive forms of opposition could be expected but 
either did not materialize or were very limited (as in Belgium, Hungary or 
Ireland). The chapters are however not organized according to the intensity 
of anti-gender discourses and mobilizations, but in alphabetical order. They 
do not follow a unified methodology because the authors come from differ-
ent disciplinary backgrounds. We thing the different disciplinary approaches 
add to the depth of the comparative analysis. All of the chapters, however, 
address a common analytical grid, which was elaborated, thanks to the gener-
osity of the Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung (FES), during two meetings in Budapest 
in April 2015 and in Brussels in November of the same year. We thank both 
the Budapest and the Brussels FES Offices for organizing and hosting these 
events, along with the Belgian Fonds de la recherche scientifique and the 
Université libre de Bruxelles for supporting the Brussels event. We are also 
grateful to Mary Anne Case, Krzysztof Olaf Charamsa, Cécile Vanderpelen 
and Mieke Verloo, who commented on earlier versions of these chapters.

NOTES

1. The authors thank Dan Smith, Joan Scott and Michael Stambolis-Ruhstorfer 
for the linguistic assistance. This work was supported by the Fonds de la recherche 
scientifique (FNRS) under grant n° J.0115.16. The manuscript was submitted in autumn 
2016. In some countries further developments in anti-gender movements have occurred 
since then.

2. Corlazzori, Alex. 2014. “Omofobia, veglie in 100 piazze delle ‘Sentinelle in piedi’ 
contro il ddl coppie gay.” Il Fatto Quotidiano, October 4. Accessed 31 October 2016. 
http://www.ilfattoquotidiano.it/2014/10/04/omofobia-veglie-in-100-piazze-delle-
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sentinelle-in-piedi-contro-il-ddl-scalfarotto/1143229/. Ballone, Andrea and Michele 
Sasso. 2014. “Sentinelle in piedi, chi sono e cosa fanno i nuovi guardiani dei valori 
cattolici.” L’Espresso, October 9. Accessed 31 October 2016. http://espresso.repub 
blica.it/inchieste/2014/10/09/news/identikit-delle-sentinelle-in-piedi-1.183549.

3. Stražarji. Accessed 15 November 2016. http://www.strazarji.si/.
4. 24kul. 2015. “Izrazimo protest proti sporni družinski zakonodaji.” 24kul.si, 

December 11. Accessed 16 November 2016. http://24kul.si/izrazimo-protest.
5. Compoy, Ana. 2016. “A conspiracy theory about sex and gender is being peddled  

around the world by the far right.” Quartz, November 4. Accessed 16 November.  
http://qz.com/807743/conservatives-have-created-a-fake-ideology-to-combat-the- 
global-movement-for-lgbti-rights/.

6. La Manif Pour Tous, L’idéologie du genre, 2013, p. 17. http://www.lamanif 
pourtous.fr/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/LMPT-L-ideologie-du-genre.pdf

7. Kuby, Gabriele. 2011. “Gender mainstreaming – A cultural revolution”. 
Accessed 15 November 2016. http://www.pravoslavie.ru/english/print45587.htm.

8. Parts of this section rely on Paternotte (2015).
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Most research starts with a definition of the main concepts and terms under 
investigation, as well as the issues at stake. In our case, we cannot follow this 
established practice, as “gender ideology” eludes all attempts to precisely 
define the meaning and scope of the term.1 In this chapter, we want to argue 
that it is exactly this fluidity that makes “gender ideology” a successful rally-
ing cry with the potential to unite a broad range of Christian conservative and 
right-wing actors with opposing ideologies. As our analysis of this discourse 
shows, “gender ideology” functions as an empty signifier (Laclau 1996, 36) 
in the Austrian political discourse. It neither denominates specific social phe-
nomena or policies nor an ideological standpoint, but a vague (albeit emotion-
ally loaded) rejection of the development of family policies, gender equality, 
gender studies, sexuality policies and sex education. “Gender ideology” is a 
crucial notion in the establishment of a “chain of equivalences” (Laclau and 
Mouffe 2001, 129) that links concerns over anti-abortion and men’s rights 
activists to anti-LGBTIQ and anti-feminist agendas, as well as to Catholic 
conservative, right-wing and neoliberal stances on social policies in general.

More to the point, the term “gender ideology” can be defined primarily as a 
right-wing populist discourse, which typically aims at establishing antagonistic 
relations. Populism is based on an “equivalential moment” – the creation of “a 
frontier within the social”, the creation of antagonism. This creation requires 
the “other” side, the enemy (Laclau 2005, 39 and 41). The creation of a fron-
tier works through a “signifier representing the chain as a totality” (ibid., 39), 
and the process of representation of a totality by a particular demand through 
equivalential chains is called “hegemony” (ibid.).

To create hegemony, the chain of equivalences needs to be extended, while 
its “connection with the particularistic demands which assume the function 
of universal representation” becomes weaker and weaker (ibid., 39–40). 
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Therefore, the signifiers which construct the popular “we” and the “other” 
tend to become “empty signifiers”, that is signs without connection to the 
particularistic demand (ibid., 40). Hence, the contents of (empty) signifiers 
“become perfectly open to a variety of equivalential rearticulations” (ibid., 
42). The potential of such empty signifiers is to “bring to equivalential homo-
geneity a highly heterogenous reality” (ibid., 40).

On the one hand, the very term “gender ideology” is characterized by 
flexibility, as it is linked to a rather broad subject area. On the other hand, 
it is used interchangeably with other notions such as “gender theory”, “gen-
derism”, “gender delusion” or even “gender fascism”, as well as with more 
open formulations linking “gender” and “ideology”.2 These utterances have a 
reference to the impending abolition or destruction of gender as a natural and 
self-evident property of human beings in common, which is allegedly what 
“gender ideology”, “gender theory”, feminism and LGBTIQ movements 
are aiming for. Put differently, the notion of “gender ideology” is a specific  
(mis)representation of (de)constructivist feminist and queer theories, which is 
used as a background story to delegitimize all kinds of progressive policies in 
the fields of gender and sexuality (Hark and Villa 2015, 7).

It is noteworthy that even when authors and texts explicitly deal with 
Austrian examples or contexts, the logic of the argument mirrors the larger 
debate in Europe, and particularly Germany. This is especially obvious in 
the criticism of academic gender studies, which, more often than not, relies 
on German data and examples. Besides, transnational influences also shape 
debates in Austria, especially with regard to the international Catholic dis-
course (Paternotte 2015).

The aim of our chapter is to identify the networks of this anti-gender dis-
course in Austria and to depict the discursive elements of the debate about 
gender ideology as an empty signifier that might create equivalential chains, 
which feed into a counter- or anti-hegemonic discourse. Our chapter proceeds 
as follows. We first describe the Austrian political and religious landscape as 
an important context for the emergence of an organized and publicly visible 
anti-gender discourse. Then we characterize the main actors in this discursive 
field. Next, we provide a brief insight into our critical frame analysis meth-
odology before we present the main results of this document analysis. The 
conclusion gathers the various elements of “gender ideology” as an empty 
signifier.

THE AUSTRIAN CONTEXT AND THE EMERGENCE OF  
THE ANTI-GENDER DISCOURSE

Until the 1990s, the Austrian political system was dominated by two major 
parties, the Sozialdemokratische Partei Österreich (SPÖ, Austrian Social 
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Democratic Party) and the conservative Österreichische Volkspartei (ÖVP, 
People’s Party) and their closely affiliated social partnership organizations, 
the Österreichischer Gewerkschaftsbund (ÖGB, Austrian Federation of 
Labour Unions) and the Wirtschaftskammer Österreich (WKÖ, Austrian 
Chamber of Commerce). The conservative ÖVP, which has historical ties 
to political Catholicism and the Austro-Fascism of the 1930s, spans a rela-
tively broad political spectrum including liberal as well as very conservative 
(Catholic) elements. The SPÖ, the Green Party and some (until now mostly 
short-lived) liberal parties oppose these ideas with a more liberal discourse. 
Apart from political parties, a large number of civil initiatives, organizations 
and groups spanning the entire political spectrum participate in debates on 
gender issues.

This consensus-oriented system has been challenged by the right-wing 
populist Freiheitliche Partei Österreich (FPÖ, Austrian Freedom Party). The 
FPÖ has developed from a small, traditional and German national right-wing 
extremist party under its leader Jörg Haider in the mid-1980s to a major 
right-wing populist force (Heinisch 2012). In 2000, the FPÖ and ÖVP formed 
a coalition government on the national level, which, among other things, 
dissolved the Women’s Ministry, degraded it to a ministerial section and 
established a “men’s section” in the Ministry for Social Affairs, Family and 
Generations headed by a member of a German national student fraternity. The 
FPÖ’s positions in government advanced conservative discourses on gender 
(Weiß 2013, 44). In 2008, FPÖ representative Barbara Rosenkranz published 
a book against gender mainstreaming, laying the groundwork for the FPÖ’s 
current anti-gender discourse (Rosenkranz 2008). Her publication raised 
issues of “gender ideology” in Austrian mainstream media for the first time. 
Today, the FPÖ is the most important, but not the only right-wing populist, 
actor in Austrian politics, as several less successful populist parties have 
emerged in recent years.

Austria is a traditionally catholic country. Nevertheless, the credibility 
of the Catholic Church has declined tremendously over the last years, not 
least due to blatant cases of sexual abuse. While 74% of the population was 
members of the Catholic Church in 2001, this number declined to 60% in 
2014.3 Austrian state-church relations are characterized by cooperation and 
state neutrality. Relations between the Catholic Church and the Austrian state 
are regulated in a concordat dating back to 1933, reinstalled in most parts in 
1957 and reformed in the 1960s. Catholic (church as well as lay) organiza-
tions, which are especially relevant for the discourse on “gender ideology”, 
have long focused their campaigns on abortion issues. However, as we will 
show in this chapter, they have broadened their fields of (publicly noticeable) 
activities in recent years.

In relation to gender and sexuality, three features of the political and social 
context are of specific importance for our topic, including the conservative 
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welfare state model and political contentions about gender equality policies 
as well as sexual politics.

First, the Austrian welfare state still builds on a conservative family ideal, 
with a (male) breadwinner and a (female) part-time working housekeeper. 
Among the factors limiting women’s full employment are the rules for paren-
tal leave and child allowance, which encourage mothers to prolong their time 
off work. Even though the second parent has to take at least some months 
of parental leave in order to exhaust child allowances to the full, their share 
can be as little as 2 months compared to 12 for the first parent or 6 months 
compared to 30 months depending on the chosen model. As the gender pay 
gap in Austria in 2014 was still at 22.9% (EU average 16.1%), the economic 
rationale leads many couples to opt for a gendered division of care and paid 
labour. Between 2002 and 2011 the share of parental leave days consumed 
by fathers has more than doubled but is still at only 4.2%. Although family 
structures have been changing in the last decades, kindergartens, especially in 
rural areas, still tend to offer only part-time care and often require the children 
to be at least 30 months old.4

Second, policies relating to gender equality include the federal law on 
equal treatment (Bundesgleichbehandlungsgesetz), first established in 1993 
for federal institutions and in 2004 for workplace-related issues in the private 
sector, as well as gender mainstreaming regulations, which have been for-
mally implemented by the Austrian government since 2000. Austria was also 
the first country in Europe to introduce legislation against violence against 
women in the private sphere in 1996. Symbolic policies for the inclusion of 
both women and men in language usage have led to debates in the past, most 
frenetic with the “gendering” of the Austrian national anthem in 2012. The 
decision to include Austria’s “great daughters” alongside her “great sons” 
in the text of the national anthem stirred widespread criticism. The debate 
became especially heated and public when popular folk pop star Andreas 
Gabalier pointedly interpreted the anthem with the old text in July 2014 
and answered criticism with an open letter, focusing on the “forced gender 
mania”.

Third, issues of sexuality and reproductive rights were put on the agenda 
by the Austrian women’s movement in the 1970s. This resulted in the liber-
alization of abortion legislation by the social democratic government, against 
the opposition of the ÖVP and the Catholic Church, in 1975. With regard to 
LGBTIQ policies, a partial decriminalization of homosexuality was initiated 
in 1971 and was followed by the subsequent abolishment of discriminatory 
regulations. In 2010, civil unions were established for same-sex couples. 
They do, however, not entail the same rights as marriage, and the right to 
adopt children was only granted in 2016.
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These current processes of liberalization were accompanied by conserva-
tive protests. Since 2012, so-called Marches for the family, with up to 300 
participants, have been held against the Vienna Pride by right-wing Catholic, 
conservative and Far-Right groups every year. The European Song Contest, 
held in Vienna in 2015, led to protests by the Aktionsgruppe gegen Dekadenz 
und Werteverfall (A-GDUW, Action Group Against Decadence and the 
decay of values) against Vienna’s self-marketing as a liberal LGBT-friendly 
city. A-GDUW also promotes stickers against “gender fascism” on its 
Facebook page. Homophobic arguments are also at the core of protests of 
so-called concerned parents, most recently in the form of the Initiative wert-
volle Sexualerziehung (Initiative for Valuable Sexual Education), which in 
2015 petitioned against the introduction of sexual education guided by ideas 
of diversity in Austrian schools.

All in all, the situation with regard to politics on gender and sexuality can 
be described as ambivalent. This ambivalence is further enhanced by differ-
ences between cities and rural areas, where traditional gender relations are 
hardly disputed and Catholic influence is still strong.

ACTORS OF THE “GENDER IDEOLOGY” ALLIANCE

We identified five broad clusters of actors that are most active on “gen-
der ideology”. Although distinctions are sometimes blurred, actors can be 
grouped according to their ideological or normative background. The first 
cluster includes groups with a background in right-wing extremism and popu-
lism. This cluster encompasses a range of political parties – most notably 
the FPÖ – as well as small, independent groups of activists, for example the 
Identitäre Bewegung Österreich (IBÖ, Identitarian Movement Austria) or the 
A-GDUW. Members of this cluster show two common traits: an ideological 
history or background in right-wing extremism and (German) nationalism 
(which is often presented in modernized form, among other things, as “eth-
nopluralism” today) and the use of populist discursive logic and strategies. 
What is so specific to right-wing populism is the double antagonism it creates 
by opposing elites – national politicians, the European Union or the so-called 
Femocracy – as well as external “others”, that is immigrants, Muslims or 
refugees (Reinfeldt 2000, 133).

The second cluster consists of right-wing (Catholic) conservatism. Although 
many of the political demands voiced by actors in this group are similar to 
those of the first group, their historically developed ideological background 
differs. While right-wing extremism has traditionally been anti-Catholic and 
anticlerical, right-wing Conservatism has strongly relied on Catholicism.5 
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Groups within this cluster range from the right wing of the Christian conser-
vative ÖVP to smaller conservative groups (often strongly backed by former 
nobility). Groups in this cluster share a Catholic background but are clearly 
defined as organizations working in the political field.

In contrast, the third cluster is formed by Catholic organizations, which 
make religion itself and the spreading of Christian values in society their main 
goals. It includes a number of very small Christian parties that sometimes 
manage to stand for election, independent Christian associations (e.g. Human 
Life International [HLI] or Jugend für das Leben [Youth for Life]), and actors 
directly affiliated with the Catholic Church. Catholic bishop Andreas Laun 
from Salzburg, for instance, is responsible for Catholic Pro-Life activities 
and has repeatedly stirred debates, mostly resulting from his homophobic 
statements. Also, independent Catholic (online) media are rather outspoken 
on issues of “gender ideology”, more so than most of the Catholic hierarchy.6

The fourth cluster encompasses groups that mobilize for “men’s” and 
“father’s rights”. These groups are defined by a common agenda to fight 
against the discrimination of men through family legislation and/or gender 
equality measures. Despite the small number of activists, their agenda is 
regularly represented in mass media, where antagonism to “gender ideology” 
is often articulated by means of an anti-discrimination rhetoric.

Last but not least, groups of “concerned parents” lobbying against sexual 
education or the use of gender-sensitive language in schools form the fifth 
cluster. Some of these groups prove to be closely linked to political actors. 
The Catholic pro-life activist, chairwoman of the Dokumentationsarchiv 
der Intoleranz gegen Christen (Observatory on Intolerance and Discrimina-
tion against Christians), and ÖVP representative Gudrun Kugler-Lang, for 
instance, appeared as a “concerned mother” lobbying against sexual educa-
tion (Baumgarten 2012).

Alliances formed in the fight against “gender ideology” are quite broad in 
terms of actors with different political orientations. Issues surrounding “gender 
ideology” serve as a point of convergence between actors embodying tradition-
ally antagonistic right-wing orientations. Nevertheless, the anti-gender net-
works – including lasting contacts and ad hoc coalitions – are strengthened by 
individuals who interlink these different ideological milieus. In some cases, per-
sonal friendships bridge ideological differences, and individual, personal as well 
as political trajectories play an important role. For example the secular German 
nationalist and FPÖ representative Barbara Rosenkranz, who refused to have her 
ten children baptized, maintains personal contacts with the Catholic fundamen-
talist and leader of Human Life International (HLI) in Austria, Dietmar Fischer. 
This resulted in Fischer supporting Rosenkranz during the presidential elections 
in 2010 for the FPÖ, even though Rudolf Gehring, who ran for the Christian 
Party, would have appeared to be the more “natural choice” for an HLI leader.
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DISCURSIVE ANALYSIS: WHAT’S THE PROBLEM  
WITH “GENDER IDEOLOGY”?

To analyse the discourse on “gender ideology”, we focused on a selection of 
documents. We chose 13 texts published between 2011 and 2015, ranging 
from brochures to book chapters, articles, blogs and websites. The following 
criteria guided the text selection: all five clusters of anti-gender actors had to 
be covered; all texts had to be publicly available and identify “genderism” 
as their main topic. Furthermore, they had to be programmatic in style, that 
is they had to include arguments against “gender ideology”, and not merely 
condemn it without further explication. The method of critical frame analysis 
(Verloo and Lombardo 2007, 35) was applied in order to focus on the norma-
tive claims made to legitimize the problematization of “gender ideology”. 
Critical frame analysis focuses on the construction of problems and solutions 
as well as on processes of allocating blame and responsibility (Rein and 
Schön 1977).

While concrete articulations – that is the harshness of attacks, the language 
used, topics examined and examples given – vary greatly between actors, 
similar patterns of meaning creation could be identified. In the following, 
we focus on frames that appeared as dominant patterns of meaning creation 
in the discourse on “gender ideology” and seem to guide and structure the 
discourse.

Gender is sex is nature

The idea that the concept of “gender” negates nature and the natural (and 
therefore valuable) gender order is the baseline of nearly all arguments 
against “gender ideology”. This deeply held belief unites all actors and fuels 
into the frame on a “threat” to the biological reproduction of the autoch-
thonous population of Austria (Reichel 2015, 124).7 Interestingly, this line 
of argument is commonly coupled with other frames in order to make the 
“threat” posed by this defiance against nature more acute. The naturalization 
of the (heterosexual, two-parents-with-kids) “family” is the most important 
discursive nod in this respect. Some actors stress the danger to society and 
the state posed by the decay of the family, supposedly the “core and founda-
tion of the state” (Stadler 2014).8 A programmatic text by the FPÖ details 
the consequences of this view for gender equality policies. Men and women 
are understood as being “different, but of equal value”; therefore a “holistic 
approach” is called for that would celebrate the complementarity of men and 
women rather than stressing their equality9 (FPÖ 2013, 137).

While this line of argument might be expected from right-wing political 
actors, it was surprising to see that Catholic actors also regularly use “nature” 
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and “natural sciences” rather than theological reasoning to legitimize their 
arguments – albeit often in specific ways that link “nature” to “religion” by 
arguing that the “natural” order of things is the one “god” created and should 
therefore not be changed by humans (Abtei Mariawald 2014; Kirche in Not 
n.d.; on similar strategies of the Slovenian and Croatian Catholic Church, see 
Kuhar 2015). The international Catholic organization Kirche in Not (Church 
in Distress) claims that the Bible (Genesis) and natural sciences agree in their 
ideas on gender complementarity (Kirche in Not n.d., 13).

Science trumps ideology

In many cases, the argument that “gender ideology” contradicts “nature” is 
closely linked to a more specific understanding of “nature” as the domain of 
(natural) sciences, most notably biology. This line of reasoning is often linked 
to criticism over the allegedly “ideological” character of gender studies. The 
argument rests on the common-sense expectation that the relation of science 
to ideology is per se antagonistic. Science stands for the unbiased application 
of logic and reason to any given phenomena, while ideology distorts phenom-
ena by relying on assumptions and serving political ends. Several interlinking 
arguments are made to strengthen this claim.

First, gender studies are opposed to the sciences by claiming that they 
ignore or are in conflict with – seemingly uncontroversial – findings of biol-
ogy, for example results of neuroscientific studies claiming innate gender 
differences in human brains (RFS n.d.; see also Reichel 2015, 105; Kirche in 
Not n.d., 12). In a specific turn of this argument, the idea that science itself is 
a social enterprise and cannot be separated from its social setting is refuted as 
a “trick” through which gender studies try to cover up their own shortcomings 
in terms of scientific standards (Reichel 2015, 106). Second, gender studies 
are accused of following predefined (political) goals. To the same end, it is 
claimed that gender studies “do not correlate with the real world” and are 
to be seen as a “new theology” or religion, working in the sphere of “pure 
theory, without any empirical basis”, which renders them non-falsifiable and 
therefore unscientific (Unterberger 2015, 148).10 Third, gender researchers 
are attacked ad personam by right-wing and conservative actors, often in a 
homophobic fashion, that is as being “predominantly lesbian women” (Nagel 
2015, 53; see also Pekarek 2011).11 According to another kind of accusation, 
gender studies are a refuge for feminists, granting them money and power, 
now that the movement has become irrelevant, now that equality between 
men and women has been achieved (Unterberger 2015, 149).

Attacks on gender studies are often interwoven with other issues in the 
right-wing and Catholic discourse, most notably the allegedly totalitarian and 
authoritarian character of “gender ideology” (e.g. Reichel 2015, 105–107) 
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and the devastating effects of sexual education, which is allegedly based on 
gender studies’ ideological output (e.g. Unterberger 2015, 151).

Brave critics oppressed by ideology: Authoritarianism

The most frequently voiced argument against “gender ideology” is its totali-
tarian and authoritarian character: “Gender ideology” is pictured as today’s 
Socialism, Communism or Marxism after their defeat in 1989.12 In some 
cases, the authoritarian character of “gender ideology” is grounded differ-
ently – most notably in anti-EU rhetoric (Nagel 2015, 53). This argument is 
part of the common right-wing populist strategy of opposing an elite, which 
is depicted as the adversary of “the people” (Mudde 2004). It therefore points 
to commonalities between right-wing populism in general, and “gender 
ideology” discourse in particular. While anti-EU stances are widespread in 
populist discourses, the idea of “gender ideology” as the reincarnation of 
Socialism is a specific feature of the discourse under study and therefore 
analytically more interesting. It is most clearly voiced by right-wing extrem-
ist as well as right-wing conservative actors, pointing at the connection to 
broader ideological struggles against liberalism and left-wing politics. The 
ghost of Communism invoked here simultaneously plays on the fears of los-
ing civic rights and the possibility of choice, as well as on fears of poverty 
and economic decline, and on the image of an elite, distant from the people 
they claim to represent. Most commonly, “gender ideology” is constructed as 
part of a direct historic lineage that starts with Karl Marx and – even more 
importantly for his writing on gender relations and the family – Friedrich 
Engels. It includes Simone de Beauvoir and Shulamith Firestone and finishes 
with Judith Butler’s deconstruction of gender (Pekarek 2011; FPÖ 2013; 
Zeitz 2015). When the argument focuses more on LGBTIQ rights and queer-
ness (or “cultural homosexuality” as it is termed by one author, Zeitz 2015),13 
Wilhelm Reich and Herbert Marcuse are added to the list of forerunners. 
A specific definition of “differences” and “equality” is at the core of the argu-
ment, claiming an equivalence between the eradication of economic differ-
ences in Socialism and the alleged aim of “gender theory” to abolish sexual 
differences. Both allude to social technologies as creating a new human being 
while destroying individuality.

Self-victimization, moreover, plays an important role in the depiction of 
“gender ideology” as an authoritarian enterprise. Gender-sensitive language 
is constructed as the main culprit here, as it is deemed a “dictate”, a “politi-
cally correct codex”, enforced through a “language police” and “thought 
control” (Pekarek 2011; see also Abtei Mariawald 2014; Kirche in Not n.d.14). 
Groups of “concerned parents” made a similar point with regard to textbooks, 
but they refrained from situating these arguments in a broader political 
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context. The defamation of gender-sensitive language is taken one step 
further when criticism is directed at the “invention” of new terms allegedly 
designed to silence criticism of “gender ideology”. Several authors lament 
that critics of “gender ideology” are pathologized through the use of the term 
“homophobia” and that homophobia is “equated with racism, xenophobia 
and anti-Semitism and criminalized” (Pekarek 2011). Bishop Andreas Laun 
makes the same argument about homophobia and goes on to equate homo-
sexuality with an illness (Abtei Mariawald 2014).

In all these cases, the argumentative logic works the same way. First, dis-
criminations addressed by these measures are belittled or declared non-existent. 
Second, such measures or regulations are painted as all-encompassing, 
powerful devices that interfere directly with everyone’s life, limiting their 
freedom of choice, democratic rights, freedom of speech and thought or 
amounting to a new form of persecution of Christians. This strategy serves 
a two-fold purpose: it paints a very dark picture of “gender ideology”, while 
simultaneously displaying the courage of the critic who still dares to talk. 
Bishop Laun explicitly makes that point by comparing the lack of a public 
debate on “gender ideology” to the lack of resistance against the National 
Socialist regime; yet while anti-Fascism was a life-threatening endeavour 
then, most people remain quiet about “gender ideology” for lesser reasons 
today: “[S]ome because of lack of knowledge, others out of convenience and 
yet others out of cowardice” (Abtei Mariawald 2014). Alluding to National 
Socialism without explicitly claiming a parallel to today’s situation can be 
understood as further strategy of demonization.

It’s not what it seems: “Gender ideology’s” hidden agenda

According to its critics from the Catholic and right-wing camp, “gender 
ideology” is not only totalitarian and authoritarian, it is even more danger-
ous because it hides its true intentions. This argument is most often made 
with regard to gender mainstreaming. While there are several variations in 
its articulation, the basic logic of this framing is always the same. Gender 
mainstreaming claims to be about gender equality and equal chances for 
women and men, when in reality it is about the denaturalization and destruc-
tion of sexual difference, of heterosexuality and families (FPÖ 2013; Abtei 
Mariawald 2014; Kirche in Not 2014; Stadler 2014).

This idea of a “hidden agenda” serves several purposes. First, it under-
lines the alleged anti-democratic character of gender knowledge and plays 
into the narrative of elites working against the people. In this context, the 
technical description of gender mainstreaming as a top-down strategy is 
often used to strengthen the argument. Second, it allows actors to position 
themselves as pro-equality and tolerant, while simultaneously condemning 
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equality policies. As regards gender equality policies, this either plays out 
as a rhetoric affirmation of demands for equal pay and equal opportunities 
for men and women (Kirche in Not n.d., 2; RFS n.d.) or as a suggestion that 
gender equality has already been established in the West (Unterberger 2015, 
148–149). Therefore, while women’s emancipation has been a valuable goal 
in the past, today’s gender equality policies have become harmful “gender-
ism” (ibid.). The same argument is made with regard to sexual orientation, 
as some authors claim that discrimination against homosexuality has already 
been abolished by law15 (ibid.).

Third, and most important, the “hidden agenda” argument multiplies 
possibilities for rendering “gender ideology” as a threat. The claim that its 
true intentions are deliberately obscured by malevolent elites permits the 
projection of nearly any content and any development assumed danger-
ous or unwanted onto “gender ideology”. Anti-feminism and homophobia 
shape the background to the bleak (yet sometimes involuntarily comical) 
picture painted in some of these claims, for example when sexual education 
is explained as gay activists’ wish to breed followers as “young and sexy as 
possible” (Unterberger 2015, 151) and assessed as leading to more instead of 
less sexual abuse (Initiative wertvolle Sexualerziehung n.d.). Men are also 
afraid of becoming victims, as women are encouraged to make up stories of 
(sexual) violence in order to take advantage of their former husbands (Unter-
berger 2015, 152–156). Especially the latter example – which is part of a 
plea to end the criminal liability of rape in marriages – clearly shows how 
far the term “gender ideology” might be stretched. This discursive strategy, 
therefore, plays an important part in establishing “gender ideology” as an 
empty signifier as it allows for the ongoing addition of further topics – or 
rather, further threats – that can in some way be constructed in relation to the 
denaturalization of gender and/or sexuality. As “gender ideology” is defined 
as obscure from the beginning, there is no need for clarity on its contents in 
order to construct a plausible narrative.

The end of the world as we know it: The victims  
of “gender ideology”

Critics of “gender ideology” claim that the concept promotes discrimination, 
especially the discrimination of women as mothers. Gender is framed as an 
“outdated” concept (RFS n.d.) that hinders true gender equality. The effects 
of “gender ideology” on boys and men are much harsher as they suffer from 
constant discrimination and devaluation. The main culprit is a feminized 
education system that treats boys unfairly and aims to destroy their male 
identity altogether (Unterberger 2015, 151–152). Gender equality policies 
and quotas further discriminate men at universities and in the job market, as 
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women’s quotas serve to “discriminate men in disciplines that are preferred 
by women, at attractive work places and in leading positions” (Reichel 2015, 
120). Further “political correctness” and anti-discrimination legislation serve 
to destabilize male identities and render men helpless, with the aim of abol-
ishing “masculinity and everything that is connected to it like willingness to 
do hard work and take risks, bravery, competitiveness etc.” (ibid., 109).

Not only do individuals suffer from the consequences of “gender ideol-
ogy”, but society as a whole. Gender ideology, this line of argumentation 
claims, leads to an economic decline at several levels. Entrepreneurs are 
hindered by the regulations demanded by political correctness like women’s 
quota, tax money is wasted on gender issues and women are encouraged to 
study unproductive subjects at university and work in sectors of little eco-
nomic value,16 while East Asian countries take a leading role in research 
and development (Reichel 2015, 118; see also Pekarek 2011). Other authors 
rather stress the Socialist-capitalist interest in women’s employment and/or 
the “genderless human” as an “undemanding and modest worker” (Pekarek 
2011; see also FPÖ 2013, 136). Some connect the threat of economic decline 
not only to the Socialist legacy of “gender ideology” but also to sexual lib-
eration. The “total hedonism” allegedly promoted by “gender ideology” is 
the “classical anti-thesis to the concept of the modern bourgeois society” 
(Zeitz 2015), as the immediate satisfaction of all kinds of desires hinders 
accumulation and therefore economic progress. These different interpreta-
tions mirror ideological and strategic differences between actors. This seem-
ingly anti-capitalist stance has to be understood with regard to right-wing 
populist articulations, which criticize “big capital” or “financial capital” by 
juxtaposing it with the “hard-working entrepreneur”. These articulations have 
historically been grounded in anti-Semitism and do not present a critique of 
capitalist structures but of specific (types of) actors. Therefore, they do not 
conflict with the neoliberal belief in the free market, an anti-state agenda and 
a focus on (national) competitiveness.

The “feminization of society” (Reichel 2015, 109) as advocated by “gender 
ideology” would also have devastating consequences, beyond the economic. 
The end of male virtues in Europe, the destruction of families and the result-
ing demographic decline join hands with the destruction of Christianity as 
the basis of Western civilization as well as economic destruction, rendering 
Europe incapable of defending itself against “pre-modern cultures”, more 
specifically against Islam (Reichel 2015, 124; see also Zeitz 2015).

Islam and “gender ideology”: Exclusive intersections

Even though “Islam” is not a dominant frame in quantitative terms, we 
believe this to be an interesting intersection, as right-wing actors thereby 
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define the long-term winner of “gender ideology’s” destructive endeavor. 
The assumed antagonistic relations between Islam and European societies 
grounded in Christianity appear as a meta-narrative, providing the back-
ground for the interpretation of developments within Europe. Ways of tying 
Islam into “gender ideology” vary between authors, but they do rest on a 
few common assumptions, for example Islam’s alleged intrinsic sexism (and 
homophobia), its assumed intolerance towards differences and its striving 
for power in Europe. In this view, an analogy between Islam and “gender 
ideology” is constructed, yet the relationship between these two enemies of 
enlightened Western Christianity is constructed in different ways.

However, Islam is also constructed as an outright adversary of “gender ideol-
ogy”. Demographic changes in Europe will lead to Muslim majorities “within 
this century” in some European countries, which will also lead to “the defini-
tive end of genderism” (Unterberger 2015, 149). Another author claims that, 
in Muslim and African “parallel societies”, contempt for symbols of “western 
decadence, perversion and decline” is growing (Reichel 2015, 124–125). 
Again, this is linked to a demographic threat: “Communists died the economic 
death, genderists will die the biological one” as the author puts it (ibid.).

One author explicitly wondered why Muslim authorities keep quiet on 
“gay culture” and do not protest against events showing decadence and sexual 
liberties, even though Islam’s position on homosexuality is absolutely prohib-
itive (Zeitz 2015). The answer is to be found in Islam itself, or more precisely 
in Muslim strategies of dominance. While Christianity rests on values that can 
be included in societal debates, Islamic rules are presented as one monolithic 
entity that will be enforced once Muslims have reached demographic major-
ity and the balances of power shift. Since “gender ideology” is detrimental 
to European societies, it is not criticized by Islamic authorities and “average 
Muslims” alike, despite their hatred for LGBTIQ people and sexual libera-
tion (ibid.). Zeitz also sees more practical reasons for the alliances of Islam 
and “gay culture”. Both profit from anti-discrimination legislation, and even 
though it goes against their values of equality for women, “gender ideolo-
gists” follow an Islam-friendly agenda. In this view, “gay culture”, Socialism 
and Islam converge in a “common agenda”: “the plan to recreate the world on 
the basis of a fundamental outrage against the Christian god” (ibid.).

Discourses on anti-Muslim racism and on “gender ideology” – contradic-
tory as they may appear – are interlinked to form a broader picture of decay 
and ultimate danger. Thereby, two of the most important political issues 
today, addressed by different kinds of right-wing political actors, are becom-
ing discursively intertwined. Until now, the Catholic Church and its officials 
have refrained from anti-Islamic statements and have therefore not taken up 
this discursive node, but more extremist Christian groups readily include the 
alleged threat of “Islam” into their agitation.
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CONCLUSION

Even though the anti-gender discourse already originated in the Catholic 
Church in the 1990s, it entered public debates in Austria only in the late 2000s 
and gained momentum in recent years. Nevertheless, the anti-gender discourse 
today presents a common ground for different Christian as well as secular 
branches of the right-wing political spectrum. This common discourse, which 
is associated with the construction of common enemies and common threats, 
allows coalition building despite deep divisions between the different actors 
of the Right. Moreover, the rejection of gender as ideology seems to enable 
actors to criticize and challenge reforms that have led to the liberalization of 
gender and sexual relations in the country since the 1970s.

Our frame analysis shows that “gender ideology” as an empty signifier 
lends itself easily to populist discursive strategies, for equivalential chains 
are created between the antagonisms of men and women, the (gender) elite 
and “normal” people, LGBTIQ people and families, autochthonous people 
and Muslims. “Gender ideology” is able to re-articulate elements of diverse 
discourses into a common framework that different actors can connect to. 
This framework includes the narrative of an existential threat that renders 
their views and actions as part of something bigger and highly important. 
“Gender”, the argument goes, does not only legitimize abortion, women’s 
quotas or the right to a family life for gay and lesbian couples, but challenges 
the survival of Austrian culture and society.

Through this rhetoric of an existential threat, the discourse of “gender 
ideology” creates an impenetrable antagonism that is not limited to specific 
problems or policy fields, but pertains to society as a whole. “Gender ideol-
ogy” as an empty signifier is well suited to create antagonisms as well as to 
render family and kinship; gender relations, that is inequality between men 
and women; and heterosexuality as nature into common sense. Once conflicts 
are redefined in such a way, they are not debatable – let alone solvable – by 
existing political means anymore, but rather need “radical” solutions.

In Austria, this anti-gender discourse is linked to right-wing populist 
strategies of re-articulating Islam in European societies in terms of ethicized 
and culturalized conflicts. Again, one of the effects of demonization and 
naturalization strategies is the impossibility of any political dialogue. “The” 
Muslims are not merely seen to be wrong about specific issues but embody 
this wrongness simply because of the way they live (Herrmann 2015). They 
are “the” Other that needs to be excluded.

Even though the frames we found in the Austrian discourse seem to be 
available across Europe, their effects have to be understood in the spe-
cific Austrian context. We might conclude that those actors who built an 
anti-gender coalition – against gender equality policies and gender stud-
ies – aim at gaining cultural power by creating an anti-hegemonic approach 
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against the equality and emancipation of women and LGBTIQ people as well 
as against the liberalization and pluralization of Austrian society since the 
1970s. Hence, the “gender ideology” discourse might fuel a new right-wing 
hegemonic project against the social-democratic reorganization of Austrian 
society since the 1970s, in favour of a national-exclusive and anti-pluralist 
setting.

NOTES

1. It is noteworthy that the openness is further enhanced by the use of the English 
term “gender” instead of Geschlecht, which in German means both “sex” and “gen-
der”. The distinction between “sex” and “gender” therefore seems less obvious to 
German speakers. While the English term “gender” is regularly used among experts 
in German texts (i.e. Gender Studies, Gender Mainstreaming, Gender Budgeting), it 
is still relatively unknown to the broader public.

2. In this context the term “ideology” is always used in the sense of “false con-
sciousness”, that is of a worldview that distorts (allegedly simple) facts.

3. Katolische Kirche, accessed 30 March 2016. http://www.katholisch.at/kirche/
meldungen-zur-kirchenstatistik-97495. Statistik Austria, accessed 30 March 2016. 
http://www.statistik.at/web_de/statistiken/menschen_und_gesellschaft/bevoelkerung/
volkszaehlungen_registerzaehlungen_abgestimmte_erwerbsstatistik/bevoelkerung_
nach_demographischen_merkmalen/022885.html.

4. The organization of kindergartens is being supervised by the Austrian Länder 
and might be handled by municipalities, enterprises, religious or non-profit associa-
tions. Therefore opening hours, the age at which children are accepted and prices vary 
considerably. In many cases kindergartens are free until midday, but parents have to 
pay for afternoon care.

5. Differences between these two right-wing camps might be traced back to the 
deadly competition between Catholic fascism and National Socialism in the 1930s.

6. It has to be noted that the Austrian Catholic Church is far from united on these 
issues. One example for the different viewpoints is the fierce criticism of conserva-
tive Catholics directed, among other things, against the Katholische Frauenbewegung 
(KFÖ, Catholic Women‘s Movement), which is accused of being part of the “network 
of the abortion-lobby and gender-ideology” (Katholisches Info 2015).

7. Werner Reichel is an independent journalist, who has been working at a num-
ber of private radio stations and a lecturer at private colleges. He focuses mainly on 
the failures of social democratic policies regarding the media – that is the pitfalls of 
state-owned TV and radio. Recently he discovered “gender ideology” as a main topic. 
With other ultra-conservative and right-wing or “new right” authors, he published a 
book on the Eurovision song contest-winner Conchita Wurst, as well as a number of 
online articles.

8. All quotes from analysed texts have been translated by the authors. Ewald 
Stadler represents one of the nodes of the “gender ideology” network. He started his 
political career with the FPÖ, where he tried to introduce the idea of a “Christianity 
able to defend itself ” (“Wehrhaftes Christentum”) already in the 1990s. In 2007 he 
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moved on to Jörg Haider’s new party, BZÖ, which allowed him to become a member 
of the European Parliament (EP) in 2011, where he stayed even after his suspen-
sion from the BZÖ in 2013. He then founded his own party, Reformkonservative 
(REKOS, Reformist Conservatives), which did not manage to win a seat at the EP in 
2014. A lawyer by profession, Stadler cultivates close ties to a number of Christian 
as well as conservative and right-wing actors.

 9. The German language lends itself to this argument more easily, as it allows for 
the translation of “equality” in different ways. Right-wing actors argue that equality, 
in the sense of equal value, equal possibilities and chances, differs from equality in 
the sense of “sameness”. While – at least rhetorically – accepting the first meaning, 
they strongly denounce the second as an ideological construction.

10. Andreas Unterberger is former chief editor of the influential Austrian con-
servative daily Die Presse. He publishes his ultra-conservative views, among other 
things, on his own blog, which is often used by other actors as a respectable source 
in order to legitimize their claims.

11. Georg Immanuel Nagel used to be the spokesperson for the Austrian branch 
of the PEGIDA movement that started in Germany. As PEGIDA turned out to be a 
failure in Austria, Nagel founded his own A-GDUW. Their planned demonstration 
against the Eurovision song contest failed due to bad weather, but the list of speak-
ers published beforehand showed that Nagel could gain support from both Catholic 
organizations and the FPÖ. He regularly writes for the newspaper Zur Zeit, which 
is affiliated with the FPÖ. Edith Pekarek is mainly active in Catholic conservative 
groups, that is holds lectures and writes articles against “gender ideology”. She has 
close (family) ties to a number of organizations and actors.

12. These terms are used interchangeably. This can be understood as a deliberate 
strategy in order to invoke (invented or real) images of former communist regimes in 
Austria’s neighbouring countries as well as associations to current left-wing politics.

13. Christian Zeitz is a member of the ultra-conservative Wiener Akademikerbund 
(Vienna Academic Association), where he is the spokesperson on issues concerning 
Islam. He often uses biblical language and metaphors in his texts, for example pictur-
ing “gay culture” in terms strongly associated with Catholic ideas of Satan and Hell. 
His strong stance against Islam informs his position on “gender ideology”, as we will 
discuss later.

14. The latter dealing, for example with an especially shocking example as even 
the Bible has been translated to a gender-sensitive language.

15. However, this is only halfway true. While the penalization of homosexuality 
has been abolished, lesbian and gay relationships are still not equal to traditional 
marriages.

16. This is also the only reason for the gender wage gap. The free market does not 
discriminate (Reichel 2015, 118–119).
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Belgium is home to two leading architects of the anti-gender ideology move-
ment (Favier 2014; Paternotte 2015). One of them is Michel Schooyans, a 
Belgian priest and theologian who is emeritus professor at the Université 
Catholique de Louvain. Schooyans has been working closely with the Vatican 
for a long time: He is a member of the Pontifical Council for the Family as 
well as the Pontifical Academy of Social Sciences. His 1997 book L’Evangile 
face au désordre mondial (with a foreword by Cardinal Ratzinger) is one of 
the earliest analyses of the role of the UN in spreading “gender ideology”. 
The second of the pair is Marguerite Peeters. She is a Belgian-American citi-
zen based in Brussels, where she runs a NGO called Dialogue Dynamics on 
human identity and global governance. She works in the field of international 
aid, with a special focus on Africa. Close to Guinean Cardinal Robert Sarah, 
she is a consultant at the Pontifical Council for the Laity and the Pontifi-
cal Council for Culture. She has published, among other things, the widely 
translated volume The Gender Revolution: A Global Agenda: A Tool for 
Discernment (2013).

Both thinkers have been instrumental in the development and transnational 
dissemination of the discourse about “gender ideology”. Intriguingly, how-
ever, their ideas have failed to find fertile soil in their own country. Even 
conservative Catholic activists in Belgium hardly know their work and prefer 
to mobilize against abortion, same-sex adoption, surrogacy or euthanasia – 
which Schooyans and Peeters consider to be outcomes of “gender ideology” –  
rather than to oppose the notion of gender itself. Such activist groups, more-
over, are few and small, and they are divided along linguistic and ideological 
lines. Their media coverage is limited, and they are widely ignored in politi-
cal circles. Belgium’s traditionalist Catholics form a marginalized minority 
within their own Church today, even if they had found a formidable ally in 
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Archbishop André Léonard for the past few years. Furthermore, the Belgian 
Catholic Church as such, while still influential in many ways, is a far cry from 
the conservative powerhouse it was until the 1960s.

This chapter is an attempt to account for the comparative weakness of 
anti-gender activism and of Catholic conservatism more generally in Bel-
gium. It begins by attending to a recent event organized by a group of activ-
ists trying to turn the tide in their favour,2 which showcases some of the 
reasons for this weakness, and proceeds to mapping out Catholic anti-gender 
activism across the country. The analysis subsequently explores and dis-
cusses significant dimensions that might account for the fact that anti-gender 
activists are less influential in Belgium than they are and have been in other 
European societies with a strong Catholic influence.

MARCHING FOR THE FAMILY

On 16 May 2015, an organization called Pro Familia organized a “March 
for the Family” in the city of Antwerp.3 Some 200 people showed up. Dem-
onstrators blamed the rainy weather for this disappointing turnout. From a 
podium flanked by large banners with bloody pictures of aborted human 
fetuses, a series of speakers began addressing the thinly sown crowd. The first 
was Luc Verreycken from the Rooms-Katholiek Lekenforum (Roman Catho-
lic Lay Forum), a website set up in defence of the former archbishop André 
Léonard and his hardlining conservatism in all matters sexual. Verreycken 
spoke out against any political lobbying on behalf of sexual, reproductive and 
women’s rights, but his dissatisfaction was aimed more particularly at abor-
tion. This emphasis on abortion was reiterated in many subsequent interven-
tions. Fernando Pauwels, for example, whose employment at the Katholieke 
Universiteit Leuven was discontinued in 2012 for the alleged incompatibility 
of his religious views with his work as a researcher, declared that a population 
the size of the city of Ghent had been “wiped out” between the legalization 
of abortion in 1990 and 2011.

Many of the speakers also appealed to the Belgian clergy not to try and 
curry the public’s favour by softening their tone on conjugal ethics. Doing 
so would only add to the growing confusion among the faithful, and even 
among priests who are supposed to counsel them.4 Several speechmakers 
lashed out in particular against the Antwerp bishop Johan Bonny, known for 
being more progressive and for speaking out in favour of a more inclusive 
Church towards homosexuals and divorced people (Bonny 2014). “We are 
truly headed for a totalitarian regime,” Pro Familia’s chair Dries Goethals 
deplored, tapping into the discourse of a repressed minority as the police 
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ordered the removal of the gory anti-abortion banners. Standing up against 
abortion, for the traditional family, for chastity and for Catholic morals may 
be difficult in a “May 68 dictatorship”, Goethals went on to say, but “we 
are today’s rebels”. The righteous few were not to be deterred by the 80,000 
people celebrating Gay Pride in Brussels at that very moment.

The small crowd of demonstrators formed a peculiar and oddly contra-
dictory mix. A number of cassock-wearing priests singing psalms gave the 
march the air of a procession rather than a political manifestation. Vatican 
banners matched the rich religious sauce that was poured over the entire 
event, even though this was clearly not to everyone’s liking. Several marchers 
could be heard expressing their discomfort at the “exaggerated” atmosphere 
of quaint piousness.

More peculiar still were several other flags sticking out of the small crowd. 
The yellow and white of the Holy See standard contrasted sharply with the 
red white and blue ensign of tsarist Russia. “It is the last country that still 
respects traditional values”, the teenager holding it told us. A couple of  
middle-aged demonstrators wearing the militaristic outfits of Russian police-
men also raised quite a few eyebrows. And, from a political point of view, 
the competing presence of both large Belgian flags and many smaller Flemish 
ones was a strangely incompatible sight. In its immediately recognizable black 
and yellow version, after all, the Flemish flag is the symbol of militant Flem-
ish nationalism and anti-Belgian resentment. The organizers had apparently 
asked attendants not to bring politically charged symbols, but, as one Flemish 
nationalist told us, they had done so anyway to prevent the (French-speaking) 
“Belgicists” from hijacking the march.

Amid all these ideological insignia, the less familiar blue and pink banners 
handed out by the organizers, and based on the internationalized template 
first used for the Manif pour tous in France, looked a little inconspicuous. But 
the organizers’ desire to style their initiative as part of a much broader inter-
national movement was quite obvious from the inclusion of several foreign 
speakers, like Jacek Januzewski from the Polish anti-abortion organization 
Fundacja Pro or the German Wolfgang Herring from EuroProLife, an activ-
ist group whose website proudly boasts members from 15 different Euro-
pean countries, from Portugal to Russia. Directly appealing to the women 
(“natural mothers”) in the crowd was the Englishman Paul Moynan, from the 
Brussels-based lobbying group CARE for Europe and a councillor at Hope 
Alive Belgium.5 And the Belgian section of the largely French Catholic orga-
nization Civitas was represented by Tim Neubauer, a Slovene speaking in 
French. Despite attempts to give the rally an air of internationalism, however, 
it retained a distinctively Belgian character, marked as it was by elements of 
linguistic friction and nationalist undertones.
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A STRONGLY MINORIZED MOVEMENT IN FLANDERS

While emblematic for the small and fragmented Catholic anti-gender move-
ment in Belgium as a whole in several ways, the march was particularly rep-
resentative for this movement in the country’s Flemish half. The organization 
behind it, Pro Familia, consists of a conservative fringe of Flemish Catholic 
hardliners with ties to the Katholiek Hoogstudentenverbond (Catholic Stu-
dents’ Association). They are frowned upon by many within the Church for 
their reactionary zeal, as one insider told us, yet they do voice the concerns 
of the doctrinal minority of Flemish Catholics disgruntled by the Belgian 
Church’s allegedly docile acceptance of liberal ethics concerning marriage, 
sexuality and procreation. On its website, the Rooms-Katholiek Lekenforum, 
which is allied with Pro Familia, proclaims that the “deep division” between 
progressive and dogmatic believers “within the Belgian Church”, combined 
with continued attacks upon “the last traces of the apostolic faith”, was the 
principal reason for the apologetic organization’s foundation in 2011.

While distinctly Flemish, these conservative hardliners do reach out 
across the linguistic border to a certain extent. The Rooms-Katholiek Lek-
enforum’s blog warmly refers to its Francophone counterpart Belgicatho, 
for example. Aimed at counselling pregnant women, the relief organization 
Levensadem-Souffle de Vie (Breath of Life) even has a bilingual website and 
collaborators in both parts of the country (Brébant and Vanderpelen 2015). 
Most activist groups, however, are linguistically specific and only marginally 
connected with those on the far side of the linguistic divide. Echte Liefde 
Wacht (Real Love Waits) and Pro Vita, for example, appear to be chiefly 
Flemish initiatives, which try to spread their message of premarital absti-
nence online and in Flanders’ many Catholic schools. At the rally, their work 
was praised by Jeanine Goethals who regularly hosts a programme about 
conjugal ethics on Radio Maria, a station that broadcasts only in Dutch.6

Flemish Catholic conservatism often differs from its Francophone coun-
terpart, because of the former’s highly ambiguous historical and political ties 
to Flemish nationalism. Antwerp being the headquarters of Flemish national-
ism, much of the audience who attended the March for the Family was far 
less attuned to antiquated religious dogmatism than it was to underlying mes-
sages criticizing the liberal, multicultural and “Belgicist” establishment. It 
was easily predictable, therefore, that the most warmly received speech at the 
March for the Family was the one that dealt with “the congruence of Catholi-
cism and nationalism”, delivered by Edwin Truyens, who is the founder of 
the Nationalistische Studentenvereniging (Nationalist Student Association), 
from which the leadership of the separatist and xenophobic Far-Right party 
Vlaams Blok (now Vlaams Belang) has emerged. Along with a number of 
his supporters and NSV members, the party’s most radical spokesman, Filip 
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Dewinter, was among the demonstrators during the March for the Family. 
As if to illustrate the all-pervasive importance of language-based subnational 
identities in Belgian politics, the militant Flemish crowd had to be reminded 
to remain respectful of “others” when the representative of Civitas Belgique 
was about to begin his address in French.

Clearly, Flemish Catholic activism is largely the domain of religious 
and political extremes. Reactionary anti-gender rhetoric does not dovetail 
very well with contemporary mainstream political ideas, even among Flan-
ders’ traditionally conservative-leaning majority. During the march, many 
passers-by could be seen to shake their heads in disbelief at the reactionary 
aura of this demonstration. Organizations like Pro Familia are few, and their 
appeals for a return to Catholic orthodoxy fail to persuade even many on the 
Far Right in a region where practising worshippers have become a rare breed. 
As a result, high-profile and politically influential pro-life activists, like Alex-
andra Colen, are rarer still. And it may be taken as symptomatic that Colen, a 
Vlaams Belang MP since 1995, resigned from her right-wing party in 2013, 
disillusioned by its politics and her inability to push her ethical agenda to the 
fore. Since then, she has resigned from political life entirely, leaving the small 
and scattered Flemish pro-life movement without a public face.

One cannot understand the Flemish part of the Belgian equation without 
taking into account its recent religious and political history, and at least two 
factors must be discussed in order to understand both the weakness and the 
lack of appeal of conservative Catholic activism. First, since the late 1960s, 
“old school” authoritarian Catholicism and inflexible Catholic sexual ethics 
have come to be associated with “Belgicistic” paternalism in the eyes of a 
substantial and electorally vital part of the Flemish population. The clergy’s 
authoritarianism and its neglect of Flemish demands for cultural autonomy 
increasingly alienated the Flemish public from its religious leaders. In 1968, 
student street protests calling for the defrenchification of the Flemish Univer-
sity of Leuven, overseen by a recalcitrant synod of Belgian bishops, toppled 
the government and definitively set the country on a path towards federaliza-
tion based on linguistic difference. The reactionary tone of the encyclical 
Humanae vitae issued that summer only served to hasten the collapse of 
clerical authority in Flanders (Dupont 2014).7 In addition, between 1967 and 
1977, official church attendance figures in Flemish dioceses dropped from 
52% to 35.1%. By 1998, it was down to 12.7% and has since continued to 
fall (Hooghe, Quintelier and Reeskens 2006).

Second, the political debate on the Right has been consumed by the 
problem of Flemish nationalism for the past few decades, often forcing 
moral matters onto the background and increasingly depicting them as a 
form of rearguard action. This is crucial in order to understand the Belgian 
situation, for Flanders has long delivered the bulk of the votes that kept the 
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Christian-Democrats (the former CVP, currently called CD&V) in govern-
ment almost without interruption from 1947 to 1999.8 However, the CVP’s 
political hegemony eroded as Flemish nationalist parties on the Right and 
the Far Right have continued to flourish. The latter are principally concerned 
with Flemish independence and migration, and to a far lesser extent with 
moral matters. Moreover, the CVP and subsequent CD&V have dramatically 
transformed their stance on ethical matters, joining the liberalizing consen-
sus characterizing Flanders today. On ethical issues, its MPs are generally 
allowed to vote according to their conscience and a large portion of CD&V 
representatives have endorsed certain ethical reforms like same-sex marriage 
(Paternotte 2011, 31–33).

The only real political traction these strongly conservative and traditional-
ist margins have for the moment, Flemish Christian Democrats being unwill-
ing to wager their severely shrunken electoral capital on these issues, is with 
the Far Right. As said, however, the number-one priority of Vlaams Belang 
and its electorate lies not so much with ethical issues as it does with Flemish 
separatism and anti-immigration. Ethical and sexual problems are secondary 
to the party’s core issues and identity, and the series of laws passed by the 
governments of the early 2000s is primarily portrayed as indicative of the 
influence wielded by what they feel is the democratically over-represented 
and left-leaning French-speaking south of the country, in general (where 
Christian Democrats are a tiny minority, and right-wing parties are virtu-
ally absent), and the reviled Francophone socialists, in particular. Moreover, 
political activists on the Far Right quite happily turn to gender equality and 
sexual rights to portray Islam as incommensurable with Western “Enlighten-
ment values” (Bracke and De Mul 2009), in a political move which Puar 
(2007) has called homonationalism.

FRANCOPHONE BELGIUM: ACTIVISTS WITH  
A FRENCH TOUCH

The Francophone panorama reveals similar weaknesses and divisions, with a 
constellation of different groups and individuals, which are often connected 
but do not coalesce in a single organization. The question of nationalism, 
however, plays out in a very different way. Furthermore, the Catholic pillar 
has historically been much weaker in that part of the country, which was 
dominated by humanist forces (socialists in Wallonia and liberals in Brussels) 
with a strong presence of Free Masons and organized anticlericals. Closely 
connected to the development of the industrial revolution in the 19th cen-
tury, secularization started much earlier and Catholic thought lost most of its 
appeal very early on. Paradoxically, although small in numbers, conservative 
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Catholics’ views still maintain some traction within the small Christian 
Democratic Party, which was the only democratic political party to oppose 
recent laws on ethics.9 Finally, Far-Right parties have never been strong over 
the last decades in Francophone Belgium.

The main difference with Flanders, however, lies in the strong French 
influence on public and intellectual debate. While this is a general feature 
of Francophone Belgium, it played a key part in the development of a rather 
limited anti-gender movement. Indeed, as illustrated by the recent opposition 
to same-sex marriage, conservative Catholic activists were better organized 
and more influential in France (Stambolis-Ruhstorfer and Tricou in this vol-
ume). Relying on cultural and linguistic proximity, this has inspired Belgian 
French-speaking activists, who tried to emulate their southern counterparts. 
Leaders of the Manif pour Tous, like Frigide Barjot, have been invited to 
Brussels, and a few Belgians organized by Action pour la Famille-Actie voor 
de Familie (Action for the Family)10 went to demonstrate in Paris. Some 
actors like Civitas are even more intimately connected to their French homo-
logues. This group is indeed the Belgian section of a French organization, led 
by the Belgian activist Alain Escada. The latter was involved in the group 
Belgique et Chrétienté (Belgium and Christianity) and a board member of the 
Front nouveau de Belgique before taking the lead of Civitas in France, where 
his ideas found a more fertile soil (Chatel 2014).

In brief, well-known strongly conservative and traditionalist actors tried to 
import the debate into Belgium, as they saw it as an opportunity to bolster 
their activism and to build on the French success. This phenomenon was 
further reinforced by the fast-growing French population in Belgium and 
the interest of French activists for Belgian moral politics. As a result, these 
actors – who had mobilized against abortion, LGBT rights or euthanasia in 
the past – began to attack gender, to attend events like the conference “Qui a 
peur du genre?” (Who is afraid of gender?) held by the association Couples 
et Familles (Couples and Families) in November 2013 in Malonne (De Ganck 
2014) and to organize round tables like the one entitled “Parlez-vous le Gen-
der?” (Do you speak gender?) in Brussels that same month.11 Civitas even 
protested against Judith Butler’s lecture at the Université catholique de Lou-
vain in September 2014. They also tried to reach out to mainstream media, 
like the historically Catholic newspaper La Libre Belgique.12 A few conser-
vative intellectuals like Drieu Godefridi,13 Xavier Dijon14 and Olivier Bon-
newijn15 have also published on the issue. Despite this intense but short-lived 
attempt to mobilize, these initiatives were rapidly labelled as Catholic, never 
had much impact on public opinion and failed to find their way into political 
debates.

Belgium’s actors are often poorly connected to the numerous lobbies tar-
geting the European Union and the Council of Europe, which are based in 
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Brussels, something also true for conservative politics. There is, however, 
one notable exception on the Francophone side that deserves mentioning: the 
Institut européen de bioéthique (European institute for bioethics). This orga-
nization is a conservative think tank that is mostly active in French-speaking 
Belgium, especially with regard to euthanasia. Now led by Carine Brochier, 
it was established by Etienne Montero, a former dean of the Law Faculty at 
the Université de Namur who is known to be close to Opus Dei. The Institut 
européen de bioéthique gathers both Belgian and international actors belong-
ing to the radical fringes of the Catholic Church.16 It uses the European label 
to legitimize its discourse and to revitalize its activism.

WHY ARE THEY NOT INFLUENTIAL?

Despite the existence of militant groups and their willingness to mobilize, at 
present the impact of these mobilizations within Belgium remains limited, on 
both public debates and legislative agendas. Why? In this section we explore 
some of the characteristics of Belgian society which, when combined, might 
account for what we have identified as the paradox of the limited Catholic 
anti-gender mobilization in the country that has delivered two architects of 
the anti-gender discourse. We have identified at least three significant factors.

Belgian secular formations

The secular character of Belgian society is shaped by a combination of 
politico-philosophical principles, legal regulations through which these prin-
ciples actualized, and a distinct sociocultural reality of organizing confes-
sional and ideological pluralism called pillarization. A key principle in this 
respect is that of freedom, which is understood as freedom of consciousness, 
freedom of assembly and freedom of religion. The latter is constitutionally 
protected through the principle of “freedom of worship” (art. 19 of the Con-
stitution, which also encompasses the freedom of demonstration) and further 
elaborated in subsequent articles stipulating that nobody can be forced to take 
part in religious rituals and ceremonies (art. 20) and that the state cannot inter-
fere with the appointment or installation of ministers (art. 21), that is to say, 
with the concrete organization of worship. At the same time, the Constitution 
stipulates that the government holds responsibility for the financial support of 
the physical organization of religious worship (notably salaries for ministers) 
(art. 181) towards those religious traditions that it officially “recognizes”.17 
A second principle shaping secularism in a Belgian context is that of neutral-
ity, which, in contrast to the neighbouring French model, is understood not 
as a way to eliminate religion from the public sphere nor as an alternative 
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to religion but rather as a principle to regulate religious and confessional 
traditions according to a principle of equality in a pluralist society (Willaime 
2010). It is not so much a legal principle, as it is a politico-philosophical one 
which, more aligned with the neighbouring Dutch model, invokes a particular 
governmentality of religious traditions that includes, as a matter of principle, 
financial support of all recognized religions, without interfering with their 
internal organization (Panafit 1999).18 In this understanding, one could argue, 
neutrality is conceived of as the ideal of the state keeping equal distance to the 
different religious and confessional traditions, that is, to the different pillars.

These legal and philosophical principles need to be considered together 
with the sociological reality of how the process of secularization occurred 
in Belgium. Two dimensions characterize this sociological reality, that is 
the dominance of the Roman Catholic Church and pillarization. Pillariza-
tion refers to the organization of various social domains – ranging from civil 
society, education, health to politics – according to different confessional and 
ideological lines. In other words, pillarization implies the organization of the 
social body along confessional or sectarian lines in a segmented polity. A pil-
lar is an integrated complex of societal organizations and/or institutions on a 
confessional basis, which has a certain internal cohesion that is mirrored in a 
separation from the rest of society, and which can be recognized as a paral-
lel network or social body (Hoogenboom 1996). Pillarization has famously 
been described as “a politics of accommodation and pacification” (Lijphart 
1968), in which different faiths and ideologies are organized in a structurally 
similar way. The transformation of a society deeply shaped by Catholicism 
into a recognizable and delineated Catholic pillar (that stands alongside other 
confessional and ideological pillars, such as Socialist and Liberal pillars) 
has been key to the secularization of Belgian society, as well as to its nation 
formation. Pillarization, in other words, should not be understood as in con-
tradiction to secularization, or as an incomplete form of secularization, but, 
rather, as Dobbelaere (1988) has argued, pillarization is the particular shape 
secularization took in Belgian society.

While the legal regulation of freedom of religion has not undergone major 
changes, the pillarized sociocultural landscape significantly transformed 
since the 1960s. The pillarized grip over the body politic has loosened consid-
erably, and this has led many commentators to speak of depillarization. Yet 
it still remains impossible to understand the institutional landscape of today’s 
Belgium outside of the context of pillarization, most notably in the domains 
of social welfare, health care, trade unions and education. Schools, universi-
ties and major hospitals are often still connected to the Catholic, Socialist 
or Humanist pillar, and those (historical) connections continue to make a 
difference. Depillarization, hence, does not mean that the confessional and 
ideological structure of the Belgian institutional landscape has disappeared. 
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It has not. It does imply that the tight connections between different institu-
tions in what used to be one pillar have loosened and that individuals move 
more freely between these different institutions. More particularly, it means 
that the bonds between the Christian Democratic Political Party and the rest 
of the Catholic pillar have slackened, thereby weakening either one’s influ-
ence. While an almost uninterrupted presence of the Christian Democratic 
Party in Belgian governments long served as the Church’s political lever-
age and guaranteed ability to block moral reforms, this came to an end with 
the legalization of abortion in 1991, when a law was adopted by a secular 
parliamentary coalition that relied on the humanist pillar (Marques-Pereira 
1989). This political configuration prefigured the ethical reforms that took 
place during the following decade: a landmark anti-discrimination bill (2003) 
and the legalization of euthanasia and palliative care (2002), same-sex mar-
riage (2003), stem cell research (2003), human experimentation in medical 
research (2004), medically assisted fertilization (2006) and adoption by 
same-sex couples (2006). These reforms were the hallmark of a new ruling 
coalition excluding the Christian Democratic Party. In 1999, a six-party coali-
tion of both Flemish- and French-speaking Liberals, Socialists and Greens 
was formed under the leadership of Guy Verhofstadt (Delwit 2009, 257–259), 
and this was followed by “purple” coalitions (of Socialists and Liberals) 
from 2004 until 2008. During his two terms as prime minister, Verhofstadt 
deployed moral issues as symbolic opportunities to establish a difference 
from many years of Christian Democratic rule. These opportunities, it soon 
appeared, were most easily found in the “ethical” domain, where Christian 
Democrats had long blocked progressive reforms (Meier 2009; Eeckhout and 
Paternotte 2011).

Depillarization, in sum, refers to the disarticulation of different spheres of 
life that were traditionally held together within one pillar and hence implies 
a gradual undoing of the segmented organization of the body politic in Bel-
gium. Because the Catholic pillar was historically the most powerful one by 
far, the process of depillarization has first and foremost amounted to a loss of 
power by the Catholic Church. Yet this is a different kind of power loss than 
the one the Church has suffered in the French model of neutrality. As depillar-
ization does not imply that the public polity is all of a sudden cleared from the 
confessional fault lines that were present at the very formation of the Belgian 
nation state, the Catholic Church in Belgium continues to have its recognized 
place from where it can wield a certain kind of public influence, within the 
limitative contours drawn by the state. While a process of de-churching has 
significantly reduced (in numbers) and transformed (in form) the religious 
affiliation and expressions within that domain, a sociocultural Catholic world 
has continued to develop in a way that was not the case in the contrasting 
example of France. While the discourse of “marginalization” and of “being 
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besieged by secular culture” has been consistently present, this sociocultural 
Catholic world was able to exist and flourish within the (constitutionally 
delineated) contours of a space that by various sociological parameters can be 
described as important and influential within society at large. This might lead 
us to hypothesize that the avowed space for a Catholic religious and sociocul-
tural world in the Belgian public sphere has inhibited, or at least delayed, the 
dramatic rise of anti-gender activism in the contrasting example of France, 
where this activism was marked by a “return of the repressed” sentiment that 
loses much of its sense in the Belgian context.

The Belgian Catholic Church

This political economy of secularization (pillarization–depillarization) 
shaped the Catholic Church in Belgium in particular ways, just as the Church 
impacted on the shape secularization took in Belgium. Perhaps connected 
to the way in which pillarization guaranteed the Church its own space that 
did not require constant defence, the Church in Belgium is characterized by 
strong divisions, with key clergymen taking various positions with regard 
to important ethical issues. In fact, for almost half a century the Belgian 
Church has been led by two long-serving archbishops who held, at least from 
a Catholic perspective, distinctly progressive views towards several of those 
issues, particularly insofar as conjugal ethics were concerned. Appointed 
by his good friend Pope John XXIII, Leo Suenens has often been cited as 
the principal champion of the fight against Humanae vitae during the 1960s 
and 1970s. Although perceived as an authoritarian conservative at home due 
to his stance against the demands for autonomy by Flemish students at the 
Catholic University, the Vatican considered Suenens and his bystanders as 
renegade advocates for integrating the responsible use of birth control mea-
sures in Catholic doctrine (Dupont 2014).

Suenens’ successor, Godfried Danneels, who took over as archbishop of 
Malines-Brussels in 1980, had witnessed the damage done by Paul VI’s forbid-
ding encyclical. The 30 years of his own episcopacy were to be marked by the 
effort not to antagonize what was left of the crumbling Catholic community, 
but to tread carefully and speak ecumenically, something that earned him the 
respect of the public and policymakers alike (Mettepenningen and Schelkens 
2015). Many of John Paul II’s following as well as his more conservative 
opponents at home scorned at Danneels’ caution, blaming him for the runaway 
disintegration of the Belgian Church in general and for not speaking out more 
forcefully against the legalization of abortion in 1990 and the legislative agenda 
of the “purple” governments in particular. Indeed, if the Church officially con-
demned these reforms, it did not lead the opposition nor mounted campaigns 
against them. Most bishops were extremely careful in voicing their dissent.
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In an attempt to shift the tone of the Belgian clerical leadership, Pope Bene-
dict XVI appointed André Léonard as the country’s new primate in 2010. 
Unlike Danneels before him, perfectly bilingual and ubiquitous in the press 
from the outset, Léonard had no qualms in publicly condemning abortion, 
homosexuality and euthanasia. Mere months after his consecration he joined 
a March for Life against abortion in Brussels, and he attended it again the 
following year. Already in 2007, Léonard had relied upon Freudian-sounding 
terminology to call homosexuality a form of abnormal development, a posi-
tion he never distanced himself from. And during his resigning homily at the 
2015 Easter Mass, he used the 25th anniversary of the abortion law to recall 
that children are murdered in Belgium without the protection of the law 
(Brébant and Vanderpelen 2015).

Having been the bishop of Namur prior to his appointment as archbishop, 
Léonard’s outspoken and widely reported opinions were a great stimulus 
for Catholic conservatives in French-speaking Belgium. A Flemish blog-
ger deplored that the “abortion and Pro-Life movement is more alive in the 
French-speaking part of the country,” because of Léonard.19 Both as bishop 
and as the Belgian primate, Léonard fostered the implantation of the most 
conservative wings of the Catholic Church as part of his efforts towards a 
“New Evangelization”. He thoroughly reorganized the education of priests 
and facilitated the establishment of two seminars Redemptoris Mater, which 
follow the rules of the Neocatechumenal Way. He also supported the devel-
opment of “new communities” such as the Communauté de l’Emmanuel 
and the Communauté des Béatitudes, among others, on the campus of the 
Université catholique de Louvain. International research has shown that these 
groups were often the most active in mobilizations against gender (Arcq and 
Sägesser 2011).

Yet Léonard has also been harshly criticized within the Church, ever since 
his appointment as bishop of Namur (Arcq and Blaise 1991). In the final 
analysis, Léonard’s obstinacy and illiberalism seems to have primarily suc-
ceeded in strengthening many people’s conviction, both inside and outside 
the Church, that the Catholicism he represents is out of touch with the modern 
world. Especially at a time when one child sex abuse scandal after another 
has come to light, and the Church has failed to respond in a way that might 
have toned down public outrage at clear signs that such scandals had been 
covered up by the clerical hierarchy for decades, whatever legitimacy the 
Church still retained in matters of sexual morality has evaporated further. 
Turning 75, Léonard has submitted his resignation to the pope in the spring 
of 2015, and he was recently replaced by Bishop Joseph De Kesel, who is 
considered Mgr Danneels’ direct heir. In sum, conservative and traditionalist 
positions, particularly in relation to sexuality and bioethics, are entrenched 
with the Belgian Catholic Church, yet there has been significant space for 
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more progressive positions to develop. The current anti-gender positions that 
are present within the Church have, so far, not managed to become hege-
monic within the sociocultural Catholic world, not even during the brief time 
when one of the representatives of the more conservative and traditionalist 
positions was appointed archbishop.

The timing of ethical reforms

Last but not least, it is worth pausing to consider the role of timing in relation 
to the crucial ethical reforms of the early 2000s, the intra-Church dynamics 
and responses (with notably the appointment of Léonard as archbishop in 
2010) and the transnational emergence and visibility of anti-gender mobiliza-
tions. Indeed, Belgium became a forerunner in progressive moral politics at 
the start of the millennium, and both same-sex marriage and adoption, which 
served as catalysts for conservative activism and fuelled the gender debate in 
many countries, had already been adopted before the start of the anti-gender 
offensive internationally. The gap between the timing of reform in Belgium 
and the one of the international offensive against “gender ideology” might 
also help to explain the weak opposition to recent reforms by the Belgian 
Catholic Church.

More recently, when debates on same-sex marriage took place in France 
and the concept of gender entered the public debate in that country, Belgians 
were celebrating the tenth anniversary of same-sex marriage. As Belgium 
was the second country to do so worldwide, this law soon became a source 
of national pride, which became part of various homonationalist tenden-
cies. Because of this, it was difficult for most Belgians to understand the 
causes of the strong oppositional movement in France.20 In addition, as far as 
anti-gender mobilizations were associated with the French Manif pour Tous, 
public opinion was even more reluctant to support anti-gender arguments.

CONCLUSION

This chapter has shown that, at the time of writing, Catholic anti-gender mobi-
lizations have not been influential in Belgium. Conservative and traditionalist 
Catholic groups lack the militancy, the organizational skills, the ecclesiastical 
support and the sheer scale of the mobilizations we have seen elsewhere. Cru-
cially, this does not imply the absence of resistance to gender in this country 
but rather that the focus of this chapter does not allow us to capture the whole 
picture. Indeed, the opposition to gender as an analytical category, and the 
re-essentialization of sex – designated by Bracke as “gender lite” (2014)21 – can 
be observed in different sectors of Belgian society. Re-essentialized notions 
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of gender are by no means the prerogative of conservative strands within the 
Catholic Church, but also of similar strands within other religious traditions in 
Belgium, notably Evangelical Protestantism and Islam. They are, moreover, not 
the prerogative of religious traditions. Resistance against gender can equally be 
found in secular modes of knowledge production that dispute the use of gender 
as a category of analysis and other insights as they have been developed within 
gender studies. This resistance encompasses (but is not limited to) strands of 
evolutionary psychology, which happens to be relatively strong in Belgium, 
or positivist social scientific approaches that shun the constructed as well as 
performative dimensions of social reality.

The influence of these types of knowledge production might be linked to a 
particular trait of the public debate in Belgium, and in particular in Flanders, 
that is its anti-intellectualist character, which easily dismisses accounts that 
draw attention to how social reality comes into being. This is, moreover, 
exacerbated by a neoliberal hegemony in which analyses in terms of power 
relations are, to say the least, unpopular.

All this is illustrated by the comparative lack of institutionalized gender 
studies in Belgium. The development and institutionalization of gender stud-
ies as an internationally recognized interdisciplinary field of studies has been 
painstakingly slow in the country and significantly lags behind the institution-
alization of this scholarly field of inquiry in neighbouring countries. This is the 
case despite a sustained struggle for the introduction, promotion and institu-
tionalization of gender studies in the Belgian academy. It highlights the institu-
tional resistance against a strong, analytical notion of gender and allows gender 
critiques such as polemist Drieu Godefridi to deliver a lecture entitled “Gender: 
Science or Ideology?” at the Francophone Académie royale de Belgique. This 
event, which took place in March 2016, sparked reactions from numerous 
scholars in Belgium, but the Académie preferred not to reply to their concerns.

In sum, one may wonder whether anti-gender mobilizations in the street 
might be less urgent in Belgium, as various kinds of cultural and institutional 
resistances against a strong analytical notion of gender are operative. Clearly, 
these various dimensions and factors deserve a more in-depth in analysis that 
falls beyond the scope of this chapter.

NOTES

1. We thank Cécile Vanderpelen, Caroline Sägesser, Mieke Verloo and Roman 
Kuhar for their comments on earlier versions of this chapter.

2. The fieldwork was done by Wannes Dupont.
3. This was not the first time this label is used for a demonstration in Belgium, as 

illustrated by the main demonstration against same-sex adoption in 2005 (Herbrand 
2006, 57–58). Recent years have also seen a rebirth of anti-abortion activism, with 
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pro-life marches organized every year in Brussels since 2010 (Pereira 2014; Brébant 
and Vanderpelen 2015). These marches often involve the same individuals, and one 
can observe numerous intersections between these different struggles.

4. Such a comment invokes the well-documented tendency (see, e.g., Ammer-
man 1994) that, within the stricter or more conservative corners of various religious 
traditions, liberal or “modern” influences within the religious tradition are perceived 
as more dangerous or threatening than criticism from outside the tradition. A clear 
illustration of this view can be found in a post (9 January 2016, on euthanasia) on the 
website of the already mentioned Rooms-Katholieke Lekenforum: “What Is More 
Dangerous for the Survival of Our Church? The attacks by atheists and rabid anti-
clericals or the confusion induced by members of the intelligentsia or the clerics who 
propagate, through their words and deeds, a Catholicism of their own making? In our 
opinion the internal subversion of the catholic faith is by far the most detrimental” 
(www.katholiekforum.be/. Accessed 7 May 2016; our translation).

5. CARE stands for Christian Action Research and Education.
6. Radio Maria is connected with the international network of Radio Maria sta-

tions. See http://www.radiomaria.org. Accessed 5 January 2016.
7. Meanwhile, in Francophone Belgium the eventual separation of the French- 

and Dutch-speaking universities of Leuven also struck a serious blow to the authority 
of the synod of bishops for their failure to prevent this from happening.

8. Christian Democrats were only out of office between 1954 and 1958. The anti-
clerical cabinets of these years were fundamentally challenged by massive Catholic 
mobilization against the secularization of schools that lasted for years and ended with 
an election that swept Christian Democrats back into power for another 40 years.

9. A more radical Christian party, Chrétiens démocrates fédéraux (CDF), existed 
from 2002 until 2013 but never reached parliamentary institutions.

10. Chaired by Michel Ghins, an emeritus philosophy professor at the Université 
catholique de Louvain, Action pour la Famille-Actie voor het Gezin was the main 
civil society group opposing same-sex adoption in 2005–2006, organizing the March 
for the Family held in 2005 with the official support of Belgian bishops. It claims 
transnational connections with the Institute for Family Policies (IFP), the Foro Espa-
ñol de la Familia (FEF), HazteOir, the Federation of Catholic Families (FAFCE) and 
CARE in Europe. This group remains active and operates as a watchdog in family 
policy matters, calling its members to participate to the Marches for Life and cur-
rently mobilizing against surrogacy.

11. Speakers included Marguerite Peeters, Maria Hildingsson (FAFCE), Elizabeth 
Montfort, Jérôme Brunet and Jean-Thomas Lesueur.

12. Casterman et al. (2013) (that is just after the conference “Qui a peur du 
genre?”). In January 2014, the public radio La Première organized a debate on the 
“gender battle” in its show “Et Dieu dans tout ça?”. Catholic media also mobilized 
on the issue (Grandjean 2014).

13. Drieu Godefridi is the founder of the Brussels von Hayek’s Institute and 
a well-known polemist in Belgian media. He is also involved in activism against 
euthanasia. On this topic, he published two books (2013, 2015). He also took part in 
a debate entitled “Gender Theory: When Dad Wears a Dress” with Sophie Heine in 
La Libre Belgique in September 2015.
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14. Father Xavier Dijon is a Jesuit and an emeritus professor at the Université 
de Namur. He has been a member of the Conseil consultatif de bioéthique and has 
published various articles on the topics of gender and sex complementarity (see Dijon 
2015).

15. Father Olivier Bonnewijn is a member of the Communauté de l’Emmanuel. 
Episcopal Vicar to the formation of the ordained and non-ordained ministries, he 
teaches at the Institut d’études théologiques de Bruxelles and has been the head of 
the seminar of the Archdiocese of Malines-Brussels since 2009. On gender, he is the 
author of the chapter “Gender, qui es-tu?” (2012).

16. Like (former) MEP Elizabeth Montfort, Anna Zaborska and Miroslav Miko-
lasik, Prince Nikolaus von Liechtenstein, Action pour la famille’s leader Professor 
Michel Ghins, French Catholic activist Pierre-Olivier Arduin, the Fondation Jérôme 
Lejeune’s head Jean-Marie Le Méné, Dr Xavier Mirabel, McGill Professor Margaret 
Somerville or Father Xavier Dijon.

17. At present, “recognized religions” include Catholicism, Protestantism, Angli-
canism, Judaism, Islam, Eastern Orthodox Church, but also Secular Humanism 
(recognized as “non-confessional philosophical communities”, since 2002) and Bud-
dhism (since 2008).

18. This way of organizing religious traditions in the public sphere does of course 
not escape the operations of governmentality but revolves around it. This perhaps 
becomes most clear in the case of Islam, where its official recognition (in 1974) and 
inclusion in this particular way of organizing “Church-State relations” depended on 
the degree to which the religious tradition could be made to fit the existing format 
of the Belgian model and makes visible the extent to which the model understands 
religion organized along the lines of the Roman Catholic Church (a clear hierarchy 
with leaders who become the state’s dialogue partners) (Fadil et al. 2015).

19. http://kavlaanderen.blogspot.be/2013/06/de-volgende-mars-voor-het-leven-in.
html. Accessed 24 January 2016.

20. Some even believed they had to support French same-sex proponents. They 
organized an action against Frigide Barjot, the spokeswoman of the Manif pour Tous, 
when she came to Brussels and demonstrated in front of the venue where she was giving 
a talk. They also urged Belgians to demonstrate in Paris. Interestingly, many of them 
went to the French capital with Belgian flags, which are very rarely used in Belgium.

21. Bracke (2014) refers to the widespread usage of a weak understanding of gen-
der, a notion of gender that fails to fully consider the constructed character of gender 
nor the asymmetrical power relation at its heart. As a result, such uses of gender tend 
to re-essentialize gender and gender is effectively used to speak of men and women, 
that is as synonymous for biological sex.
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This chapter focuses on the origins, dynamics and social impact of a new 
social movement against “gender ideology” and sexual and reproductive 
rights in Croatia.1 A part of a larger process that recently emerged across 
Europe, the Croatian case demonstrates both similarities with other European 
mobilizations against “gender ideology”, as well as some specific, locally 
articulated strategies and discourses. The latter are primarily related to the 
post-communist and post-conflict context (the break-up of Yugoslavia), char-
acterized by a surge of religious self-identification and nationalist rhetoric. In 
comparison to countries such as Poland, Hungary or even Slovenia, the war 
for independence (1991–1995) resulted in delayed and heavily politicized 
economic transformation and a protracted period of high socio-economic 
costs of the war and transition. Throughout the 1990s, nationalistic rhetoric 
and ethno-national grievances remained highly present in public life. During 
the same period, the political and social influence of the Croatian Catholic 
Church steadily increased (Perica 2006), primarily due to its pivotal role in 
collective identity building and its staunch anti-communism, which resonated 
well with the Centre-Right politics of the ruling party (Croatian Democratic 
Union).

The analysis presented here covers the 2012–2014 period and focuses 
primarily on local issues and activities, emphasizing a notable shift in mobi-
lizing strategies and public campaigning compared to the earlier opposition 
to sexual and reproductive rights. Our aim in this chapter is to provide sys-
tematic insights into the development of this movement, as well as into its 
successful multifaceted strategy. A new discourse and the novel strategies 
employed by the conservative movement, represented by a network of civil 
society organizations (CSOs), were highly instrumental in the creation of a 
social movement against school-based health and sexual education, as well 
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as against same-sex marriage. Despite their defence of traditional Catholic 
values, the movement insisted on a supra-confessional identity. Moreover, 
some of the movement leaders repeatedly tried to present their activities as 
independent from the Croatian Catholic Church, possibly to appear more 
inclusive and to attract a less traditional audience.

Sharing many characteristics of contemporary conservative movements in 
Europe (Feder 2014; Grzebalska and Soos 2016; Hodžić and Bijelić 2014; 
Kuhar 2015; Stille 2014), this primarily Catholic movement represents a 
case of resistance identity-based movement (Castells 2010) fighting against 
the marginalization induced by secularization in the Croatian context. As 
we argue, this network of conservative CSOs has attempted to reverse the 
(Western) cultural dynamics – characterized with increasing individualism 
and sexual permissiveness – skilfully using traditional collective action (e.g. 
demonstrations and petitioning) and legal mechanisms. Somewhat paradoxi-
cally, these efforts to re-traditionalize Croatian society have been consistently 
expressed in strikingly modernistic imagery and terms, emphasizing human 
rights, freedom of choice and the protection of children. While these dis-
courses and strategies operate transnationally at the European level (Datta 
2013; Grzebalska and Soos 2016; Hodžić and Bijelić 2014; Kuhar 2015), our 
analysis highlights their local forms and manifestations and points to corre-
sponding features of the Croatian social and political context.

We start by presenting an overview of religiosity and social norms regu-
lating gender roles and reproductive rights in Croatia. Next, we provide a 
brief chronology of the issues and activities that shaped the social movement 
against “gender ideology”, comprehensive sexuality education and sexual 
citizenship in the 2012–2014 period. In the third part, we focus on central 
actors and networks behind these mobilizations, their activities and targets 
as well as the strategies they used. In contrast to the antiquated appeals and 
argumentation used by pro-life and abstinence-only Croatian activists in the 
1990s, the movement rhetoric has been highly modern and fiercely conten-
tious. In conclusion, we point to links between the rising political power 
and sociocultural influence of the national Catholic Church and the new 
conservative movement before briefly discussing the movement’s successes 
and failures. Noting several gaps in current knowledge, including a lack of 
information on funding and no systematic analysis of educated urban youth 
who participated in collective actions organized by the movement, some sug-
gestions are offered for future research.

BACKGROUND

Findings from large-scale national probability surveys carried out in the past 
two decades provide insights into dominant social attitudes and values related 
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to religiosity, homosexuality, gender equality and reproductive rights. During 
the 1990s, similarly to other post-communist societies in the Central and East-
ern Europe (Tomka 2001) – only amplified by the fact that religion served as 
the key ethnic marker during the 1991–1995 war – Croatia experienced a pro-
cess of desecularization. A substantial increase in religious identification was 
observed across age cohorts.2 In 1992, 66% of individuals aged 18–28 years 
identified as religious, which was 12% more than in 1990. In 1995, the per-
centage increased to 77% (Ilišin 1999). With 79% of participants in the 2008 
European Values Survey (EVS) self-identifying as being religious (Črpić 
and Zrinščak 2010), Croatia belongs to a highly religious group of Euro-
pean countries. The social and political influence of the Croatian Catholic 
Church – widely considered the guardian of Croatian national identity during 
the communist times and during the 1991–1995 war for independence – has 
been steadily increasing as a consequence of this religious revival. Further-
more, in the second half of the 1990s, religious education was introduced in 
public schools throughout the country, as stipulated by the Accord on Legal 
Questions that Croatia signed with the Holy See in 1996 (Ferrari 1998).

Acceptance of homosexuality has been negatively associated with reli-
giosity (Adamczyk and Cassady 2009; Pettinicchio 2012). The majority 
of Croatian adults surveyed in the past two decades consistently opposed 
homosexuality, sexual contacts between consenting same-sex individuals 
and same-sex marriage. In the earliest study included in this overview, the 
1995 World Values Survey-Croatia, a relative majority of participants (49%) 
reported that homosexuality can never (i.e. under any circumstances) be jus-
tified (Štulhofer 1999). More recently, in the 2008 European Values Study 
(EVS), the proportion rose to 68% (Rimac 2014). In a comparative study, 
which included 31 European countries, Croatia was ranked 26th in the accep-
tance of homosexuality and 7th in social distance towards gays and lesbians 
(Štulhofer and Rimac 2009).

Gender equality was addressed in detail in a 2003 national probability study 
(Brajdić, Birkelund and Štulhofer 2007). An egalitarian position regarding 
gender roles was consistently endorsed by a majority of participants (e.g. 76% 
of participants did not think that university education is more important for 
young men than young women; 51% disagreed that men are better political 
leaders than women). However, when attitudes about women’s employment 
were assessed, opposite views prevailed. For example, a majority of partici-
pants endorsed statements such as “most housework is naturally a woman’s 
job” (70%) and “if only one of spouses is employed, it should be the husband” 
(65%). Ambivalent views on gender equality are followed by deeply divided 
opinions on the issue of abortion, with an increasingly vulnerable pro-choice 
position. During the 2000s, the support for the pro-choice perspective decreased 
from 54% to 47% (“abortion should be available to unmarried women”) and 
from 50% to 44% (“abortion should be available to married women”).
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A CHRONOLOGY OF MAIN ACTIVITIES AND TARGETS

During the analysed period (2012–2014), the movement’s activities targeted 
several issues, following upon the mission of a new CSO called Vigilare, 
which was founded in 2008 with the aim of reacting against the “endangering 
of the Croatian cultural tradition” as embodied in heterosexual marriage and 
the right to life from the moment of conception (Vigilare 2008).

In January 2012, Vigilare launched the civic initiative I ja sam bio embrij 
(I Was an Embryo, Too) in reaction to a new Bill on Medically Assisted 
Reproduction that made possible embryo freezing and artificial insemina-
tion for single women (Vigilare 2012a). Their activities included a Facebook 
campaign, an advocacy video, online signing of a declaration on the begin-
ning and the protection of human life, a call for sending protest e-mails to 
the prime minister and members of the Parliament, as well as organizing a 
parliamentary discussion forum, lobbying through the National Council for 
Medically Assisted Reproduction and obtaining letters of support from the 
Croatian Bishops’ Conference and the authorities of ten other religious com-
munities. When the bill was passed in July 2012, Vigilare announced its fight 
was not over.

In fall 2012, the movement gained a new momentum through intense 
mobilization against a school-based health education programme. For this 
campaign, Vigilare was joined by another CSO, Glas roditelja za djecu 
(GROZD, the Voice of Parents for Children). This was founded in 2006 to 
promote parents’ right to educate their children in accordance with the “Croa-
tian value system” and was involved in the 2006–2009 sexuality education 
debates and then proposing a school-based health education curriculum that 
included an abstinence-only module.

Activists targeted the comprehensive sexuality education module that was 
incorporated in the programme and presented topics such as homosexuality, 
masturbation, the prevention of child abuse, pornography and media sexual-
ization, as well as the distinction between sex and gender. They claimed that 
the inclusion of these themes is a way to sexualize children and to promote 
homosexuality. The repertoire of action included sending protest e-mails to 
the Minister of Education and an open letter to the prime minister. They also 
targeted parents, teachers and parishes by distributing a PowerPoint presen-
tation that depicted sexuality education as “unscientific” and denounced the 
promotion of “gender ideology” (Vigilare 2012b).

In December 2012, rallies entitled Ne dirajte im djetinstvo! (Stay away 
from Their Childhood!) were organized in 20 cities across the country. Chil-
dren and their parents brought toys into the streets to symbolize the defence 
of “normal and natural” childhood against the “violent and perverse” impos-
ing of “gender ideology”. On the leaflet announcing the rally, the organizers 
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used the image of a hybrid creature with a teddy bear’s head and horse’s 
body, which portrayed alleged indoctrination (i.e. “gender ideology”) by the 
new health education programme. The caption read: “This is not my Teddy 
Bear!” The Croatian Bishops’ Conference offered its support and published 
a leaflet in which all “faithful parents” were called upon to actively oppose 
the implementation of sexuality education. The leaflet was distributed both 
in the churches and in the stores of the biggest national retail chain. The 
archbishop of Croatia strongly criticized the programme during the traditional 
Christmas mass.

In January 2013, the campaign continued with a series of public appear-
ances by Judith Reisman, an American publicist and activist known for her 
attacks on Alfred Kinsey’s legacy. Reisman’s speaking tour was organized by 
another CSO, Centar za kulturnu obnovu (the Center for Cultural Renewal), 
founded by a group of conservative intellectuals.3 Introduced and hailed as an 
academic and an international expert, Reisman sent a “disturbing” message to 
the Croatian audience. She suggested that Croatian sexuality education is “a 
product of criminal, homosexual and pedophile efforts by Alfred Kinsey”.4 
Several months later, GROZD filed a complaint to the Constitutional Court 
arguing that the new health education programme had never been publicly 
discussed. In May, the court decided to temporarily suspend the implemen-
tation of the programme due to procedural errors.5 Following a public dis-
cussion organized during the summer, the programme was implemented in 
Croatian schools in the fall of 2013.

In April 2013, a new CSO called U ime obitelji (In the Name of the Fam-
ily) held its first press conference, in which it announced it would petition 
to obtain a referendum on a constitutional provision defining marriage as a 
union between a man and a woman.6 During two weeks in May, with apparent 
support from the Catholic Church, the organizers managed to collect almost 
750,000 signatures, twice the required number for the Parliament to set up a 
referendum. The referendum was held in December, with a 38% turnout. Two 
thirds of participants voted in favour of the proposed constitutional provision.7

In 2014, new activities targeted legally regulated termination of pregnancy. 
They included daily public prayers in front of hospitals where abortions 
are performed (“40 Days for Life”; the original campaign was launched in 
the United States in 2004) and a well-orchestrated visit by Lila Rose,8 an 
anti-choice activist from the United States, who declared that “changes in 
the legislation and restrictions on abortions are necessary” and called for a 
public action “against the killing of unborn children” (Fabrio 2014). Several 
prominent members of the movement have since suggested that the right to 
abortion would be their next target.

In June 2014, another call for a referendum was announced by U ime 
obitelji to change parliamentary election rules in favour of small parties and 
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independent candidates (against party-based monopoly). The initiative also 
advocated proportional representation and personalized election lists, sug-
gesting that the leaders of U ime obitelji may be preparing for parliamentary 
elections in 2015. In December 2014, the Constitutional Court ruled that the 
number of signatures presented by the organizers falls short of the required 
10% of the total number of eligible voters.

THE DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MOVEMENT

Actors and networks

As described in the previous section, this movement emerged around 2006 
and was then spearheaded by the foundation of GROZD. In the period up to 
the mid-2000s, opposition to reproductive and sexual rights, sexual minori-
ties’ rights and comprehensive sexuality education was highly personalized 
and largely disconnected from the public. Although some activists rose to 
semi-prominence during the 1990s, thanks to their campaigns against abor-
tion or in favour of abstinence-only programmes, most of them were older 
individuals, often with a medical background, characterized by a lack of pub-
lic relations skills. Funded mainly by state institutions, these early conserva-
tive activists showed little interest in mobilizing their constituency.

The link between these early activists and the contemporary movement 
is offered by a married couple, Marijo and Darka Živković, who had been 
actively promoting Catholic perspectives on family life since the late 1960s. 
In 1980 they participated in the Synod of Bishops on the Christian family 
and later served (as one of 20 married international couples) on the Pontifical 
Council for the Family for a decade (Bradarić 2007). In 2003, they estab-
lished Obiteljski centar Zagreb (The Family Center Zagreb), the CSO that 
translated and distributed over 200,000 copies of A Doctrinal Note on Some 
Questions Regarding the Participation of Catholics in Political Life (Ratz-
inger 2002). In 2013, Marijo Živković became the Croatian coordinator of the 
European initiative “One of Us”, which aimed to ban and repeal funding for 
activities that include the destruction of embryonic stem cells.

Two of Živković’s six children, Mario Živković and Željka Markić, both 
physicians by training, continued their parents’ engagement in protecting 
traditional family values. Željka Markić is the head of U ime obitelji and one 
of the founders of Marijini obroci Hrvatska (Mary’s Meals Croatia), a local 
branch of an international Catholic charity. The head of this CSO is Renata 
Planinić, whose husband (and a board member), Krešimir Planinić, is legally 
representing U ime obitelji and has been providing the movement with legal 
expertise on several occasions. Marija Ćurlin is another board member of the 
Mary’s Meals (her husband, Krešimir, is the charity’s treasurer); she also runs 
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Centar za prirodno planiranje obitelji (the Center for Natural Family Plan-
ning) with her sister Kristina Pavlović. Together with their brother Ladislav 
Ilčić, they introduced the TeenSTAR, an abstinence-only sexuality education 
programme designed in the United States. Since 1997, the programme has 
been taught in approximately 100 schools around the country. In 2006, Ilčić 
and Pavlović founded GROZD, with Željka Markić as a vice-president.

Ilčić and Markić have also been both involved in the 2011 break-up of 
the political movement HRAST-Hrvatski rast (Croatian Growth), a coalition 
of fringe right-wing political parties and CSOs promoting traditional values 
(Hrvatski Fokus 2011). After they took over the organization in 2012, Ilčić 
changed the name of the organization (Pokret za uspješnu Hrvatsku, the 
Movement for Successful Croatia) but not its acronym. Through HRAST, 
which is a member of the European Christian Political Movement,9 Ilčić 
unsuccessfully ran for a seat in the European Parliament in the 2014 elections. 
HRAST’s former vice-president, Krešimir Miletić – who was also Vigilare’s 
executive director in 2012 – is currently heading CroBios – Hrvatski savez 
za brak i obitelj (the Croatian Alliance for Marriage and Family), a member 
of the Federation of Catholic Family Associations in Europe. Aside from 
CroBios, which represents a network of 15 CSOs that “promote and protect 
natural marriage and family” (Informativna katolička agencija 2010), Miletić 
initiated and managed the “I Was an Embryo, Too” (2012) and “Stop Chris-
tianophobia!” (2011) campaigns.

CroBios is registered at the address Grahorova 4 in Zagreb, together with 
Vigilare and Centar za kulturnu obnovu (the Center for Cultural Renewal).10 
The leading figures of Vigilare and the centre belong to the Croatian dias-
pora and are closely connected to the Croatian Catholic Church. Vice John 
Batarelo, born in Australia, is the president of Vigilare and Head of the Office 
for the Pastoral Care of the Family in the Archdiocese of Zagreb. Stjepo Bar-
tulica, a returnee from the United States, founded the Centar za kulturnu obn-
ovu and is currently teaching at the Croatian Catholic University in Zagreb.11 
Another member of the Centre’s Governing Board, Damir Stojić, a Salesian 
priest who grew up in Canada, serves on the Commission for the Pastoral 
Care of the Youth in the Archdiocese of Zagreb. Bartulica and Batarelo have 
significantly contributed to the movement’s new strategies by introducing 
grassroots mobilization modelled after the U.S. Religious Right, as well as 
by using their international contacts to influence local debates on sexuality 
education and abortion.

A multilayered discourse

The concept of “gender ideology” was first employed in the movement’s 
rhetoric during the campaign against school-based sexuality education module 
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(Paris 2013). It was used to designate school programmes dealing with the dis-
tinction between sex and gender, homosexuality and transgender/transsexual 
issues, arguing that it indoctrinates children and confuses them by undoing 
binary gender identities and roles and, ultimately, by encouraging same-sex 
sexual experimentation. This discourse was further consolidated with the 
Croatian translation and public promotions of Gabriele Kuby’s books and 
articles, which were posted on Catholic websites and blogs to alert the reader 
to the perils of “gender ideology” (Anić 2015).

In the 2012 Croatian Bishops’ Conference’s leaflet opposing sexuality 
education, “gender ideology” was referenced as one of the themes – along 
with masturbation, pornography, contraception and abortion – which would 
be used for a “re-education of children” (Hrvatska biskupska konferencija 
2012). In 2014, the notion of “gender ideology” was further elaborated 
in another document by the Croatian Bishops’ Conference, As Male and 
Female He Created Them!, addressed to the Catholic youth. The document 
highlighted educational and legal system as vehicles for the implementation 
of “gender ideology”, which in this instance was more broadly conceptual-
ized as a “detailed plan” and “radical and inhuman revolution” (Informativna 
katolička agencija 2014).

In the new movement’s discourse, the concept of “gender ideology” is 
often combined with a strong anti-communist rhetoric, primarily associated 
with the former political system but also with the current social-democrat 
government.

Today, the ruling coalition, certain “experts” and a substantial part of the media 
want to suggest that Croatia should accept homosexual ideology. . . . However, 
Croatian people did not forget that the exact same words were used to impose a 
communist ideology upon us. (GROZD 2013)

This kind of argumentation has been frequently used in actions against the 
introduction of school-based health and sexuality education and the pass-
ing of the Life (i.e. civil) Partnership Bill. A couple of publicly available 
PowerPoint presentations produced for the anti-sexuality education initiative 
contain slides entitled 10 Similarities between Gender Ideology and Commu-
nism (Marušić 2013), pictures of Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels as well as 
sentences such as “It is interesting to note how certain past ideologies have 
labored to create a new world and a new human by building their vision on 
social conflicts: Marxism used class struggle, Nazism race conflict, and now 
genderism is initiating gender conflict” (Presko 2012).

Inherent to the “gender ideology” discourse is the perspective that the 
“natural”, heterosexual family (and the children raised in such families) is 
endangered and needs to be protected. Starting with the 2012 Stay away from 
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Their Childhood! public campaign, this impression was steadily evoked by 
the Croatian conservative movement. A sequel of online articles named The 
Roots of Pedophilia and the 2013 and 2014 Reisman’s lecturing tours were 
used to establish a connection between child sexual abuse and the Croatian 
sexuality education programme. This discourse about child protection, opera-
tionalized in a form of paedophilia scare, was most explicitly expressed in a 
2014 leaflet that claimed that “the sexuality education imposed by the Croa-
tian government” includes, among other activities, “establishing an ‘intimate 
corner’ in kindergartens, where children are supposed to touch each others’ 
intimate body parts” and “a lecture with a detailed and explicit description 
of a homosexual act” intended for ten-year-olds (Građanska inicijativa Ne 
dirajte djecu! 2014).

Another facet of this discourse, used in the activities against school-based 
health and sexuality education, emphasized the parents’ decision rights 
over their children’s education. This concept was already used during the 
2006–2009 debates over sexuality education, when GROZD’s representatives 
stressed that parents’ values and the national cultural tradition context should 
be respected. More specifically, it focused on parents’ rights to choose a 
sexuality education fully compatible with their beliefs (Hodžić et al. 2012).12

This brings us to another layer in this discourse: the emphasis on religious 
freedom. In addition to using it in support for parents’ rights, this argument 
was raised in the context of conscientious objection to providing abortion and/
or contraceptives13 (Bijelić and Hodžić 2014). In all these cases, criticisms of 
the movement’s demands and rhetoric were swiftly labelled as attacks against 
religious freedom. The concept of “Christianophobia” was also promoted 
in several campaigns and e-mail petitions, which warned about instances of 
“intolerance and discrimination against Christians”. These protests ranged from 
supporting a catechist indicted for discrimination based on sexual orientation 
(Vigilare 2011) to an online mobilization against an advertisement showing a 
black sheep singing a Christmas carol (Vigilare 2013). Although standing up 
for traditional Catholic values, the movement insisted on its supra-confessional 
identity. The movement was successful in obtaining official support from most 
religious communities in the country in protests against medically assisted 
reproduction, health and sexuality education and same-sex marriage. This ecu-
menical background was often used by the movement’s leaders to support the 
claim that the movement was neither Catholic nor religious.

This movement also regularly invoked the argument of the “silent major-
ity” that has been under constant pressure from a “militant minority” and 
politicians “indoctrinated by gender ideology”:

As individuals, we can hardly resist those who aggressively attack Christian 
values. However, as there are much more of us who respect human values such 
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as family, life, marriage and parenthood, we can transform “silent minority” into 
“organized majority” with relatively little efforts. (Portal Hrvatskog kulturnog 
vijeća 2011)

The potential that the GROZD’s leader was pointing to in 2011 has been 
revisited in the following years using the concept of active citizenship. Vigi-
lare described its organization as a “strong network of determined citizens” 
who want to live in “a society based on responsibility to democracy, that is 
to active citizenship demanding that certain norms be respected” (Vigilare 
2008). This rhetoric paved the way for successful mobilization around the 
marriage referendum, repeatedly insisting on the importance of the par-
ticipatory model of democracy. In the period approaching the referendum 
on constitutional definition of marriage, one of the main contributors to the 
Zdravstveniodgoj.com website explained that the “issue of referendum is not 
a moral or faith issue, but the issue of democracy” (U ime obitelji 2013b).

Systematic manipulation or a selective reading of scientific findings to 
legitimize the movement’s objectives (Kuhar 2015) is another component 
of this discourse. The most notable example was the hype over Mark Regn-
erus’ 2012 study, which reported detrimental effects of same-sex parenting. 
Despite strong international (e.g. Cheng and Powell 2015) and local criticism 
(Croatian Sociological Association 2013) of the study’s credibility and valid-
ity, movement representatives have repeatedly cited the study findings.

Strategies

The period after 2006 was marked by the building of a network of about a 
dozen of conservative CSOs (Petričušić 2015). The core of this network, as 
already mentioned, relies on a group of close friends and often family-related 
urban professionals and the three influential returnees. Contentious social 
morality politics, which has been a characteristic of the network’s activities 
since 2012, were based on the concepts of public engagement and collective 
action, rather than on the idea of awareness raising that marked pre-2006 
activism. Since the 2010s, the conservative network focused on influencing 
public opinion directly, mostly through protests. In that respect, the network 
was successful in building a social movement that peaked around the time of 
the marriage referendum.14

In this process, the core group developed new strategies. Considerable 
efforts and expertise were invested in the network’s public and media vis-
ibility. In the 2012–2014 period, the core group successfully maintained a 
prolonged mass media interest. Aware that the activities of a single CSO 
could not sustain journalists’ and editors’ interest, the member CSOs rotated 
in issuing press statements and organizing media conferences, which often 
announced libel suits against critical journalists and liberal activists.
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An important feature was the use of appealing visual presentation. The 
imagery of the family, which remains the central icon of the movement, is 
tailored for a young, urban and educated audience. For example the GROZD 
web page (http://www.udruga-grozd.hr, accessed 11 April 2016) shows the 
emblematic contemporary family in a manner reminiscent of commercial 
advertising, with young parents (of two children) portrayed as happy and 
energetic urban professionals – hardly the people who could be assumed 
to be religious fundamentalists or rabidly opposed to communication about 
sexuality.

The network’s extensive use of new communication technologies was 
primarily aimed to mobilize discontent and to recruit supporters. Operat-
ing through a number of websites,15 online discussion groups and personal 
commentaries posted on news portals, Internet activism was particularly 
useful in protest e-mail campaigns (as during the public discussions over the 
school-based health and sexuality programme and the civic education cur-
riculum) and the organization of public protests. A number of actions, rang-
ing from group prayers in front of hospitals where abortions are performed to 
the referendum on same-sex marriage, were instrumentalized to demonstrate 
the existence of a silent majority disapproving of the contemporary sexually 
permissive morality.

Another novel strategy is the use of legal institutions, particularly the 
Constitutional Court, to block unwanted educational innovations (the case of 
school-based health and sexuality education) and to promote traditional val-
ues (constitutional amendment on the definition of marriage). The network’s 
legal expertise has been repeatedly demonstrated in carefully worded attacks 
on opponents (to avoid successful defamation suits), as well as in a number 
of lawsuits filed, or threatened with, mostly intended to intimidate critics.

Since 2012, particularly after J. Reisman’s first visit, the conservative 
network engaged in a systematic intimidation of their liberal opponents. 
This strategy ranged from a coordinated attempt to professionally discredit 
the coordinator of school-based comprehensive sexuality education module 
(Kuhar 2015) to defamation suits against several journalists who unfavour-
ably covered Reisman’s talks (Kovacs 2013), an LGBT CSO that awards an 
annual “homophobe of the year” award (Tportal 2015), and a liberal activ-
ist whose criticism of the activities by U ime obitelji was portrayed as hate 
speech (Slobodna Dalmacija 2015). A liberal CSO was also mailed a threat 
with legal action for slander if a text in which some of the members of the 
network were said to act against reproductive and sexual rights in Croatia was 
not removed from the Internet.

As observed in the other chapters, international networking is among the 
movement’s key strategies. As already mentioned, several prominent members 
of the movement were born in emigrant families and educated abroad (they 
would return to Croatia in the 1990s), which was crucial for the development 
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of the movement. Their international contacts – particularly those of Stjepo 
Bartulica,16 a conservative political philosopher and a member of Opus Dei – 
have been instrumental in various ways. A number of international speak-
ers, including Sophie Kuby (European Dignity Watch), were invited to the 
country to provide specific expertise or share personal experience of topics 
ranging from abortion and child sexual abuse to free market and minimal 
state. In the case of the school-based health and sexuality education, Reisman 
toured across the country to mobilize opposition.17 The tour was documented 
in the 2013–2014 mid-year report of the Liberty Counsel – a well-known 
non-profit law firm, based in the United States, that offers legal counselling 
on issues “advancing of religious freedom, the sanctity of human life and the 
family” (Liberty Counsel 2014). International speakers on traditional morality 
issues and free market ideas have also been given a key role at the Center for 
Cultural Revival’s annual summer school (Zadar Freedom Forum) and other 
events aiming to educate a new generation of conservative leaders. In a rare 
example of the local expertise being sought internationally, the leader of the 
U ime obitelji (Markić) was recently invited to tour Slovakia and to assist in 
organizing the referendum on same-sex marriage (BBC 2015).18

Recently, a couple of prominent figures attempted to use parliamentary 
party politics to bring their agenda into the formal decision-making arena. 
In the November 2015 parliamentary elections, Ilčić won a seat in the 
(short-lived) national Parliament. This was the result of Hrast joining the 
winning Center-Right coalition before the elections (Arežina 2014). U ime 
obitelji also participated in the elections as a newly formed political party 
(Projekt domovina [Project homeland]), but failed to reach the electoral 
threshold.

CONCLUSION

Croatian recent mobilizations against “gender ideology” share a number of 
similarities with some other European countries (Feder 2014; Grzebalska 
and Soos 2016; Hodžić and Bijelić 2014; Kuhar 2015; Stille 2014), and most 
of the mobilizing and contesting strategies and associated tools have been 
employed elsewhere. However, the Croatian movement can be regarded 
as particularly successful for different reasons. First, it has strongly voiced 
the opposition to comprehensive school-based sex education and legally 
blocked same-sex marriage. Second, it has legitimized a new discourse 
about faith-based morality and traditional values. Third, by putting pres-
sure on their liberal adversaries and their ideas by claiming to represent a 
silent majority, it has rattled the common public perspective on gender and 
sexuality matters. The core network, composed of a relatively small group of 
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individuals connected by family and friendship ties, as well as through their 
affiliations with the Croatian Catholic Church, was able to organize a number 
of collective actions, successfully recruiting not only older, highly religious 
individuals but also educated urban youth. Enabled by the use of new com-
munication technologies and appealing imagery and logistically supported 
by the Catholic clergy, the network’s success in mobilizing young people 
remains an interesting, and largely unanswered, sociological question that 
begs more detailed ethnographic work.19 Although important, the role of the 
country’s ongoing economic crisis that has (since 2009) particularly affected 
the prospects of educated young people, the group characterized by high-
est aspirations, should not be overplayed. The fact that faith-minded young 
individuals have been given a strong and combative (social and political) 
voice – a case of resistant identity building (Castells 2006) – which could no 
longer be ignored or ridiculed as being hopelessly anti-modern and outdated, 
deserves special attention. Indeed, this new collective identity may involve 
not only resisting secularism and permissive morals but also transforming the 
society along the moral lines of one’s value system. As recently suggested by 
a prominent member of the movement, the “Christian civilization” needs to 
be liberated from the restrictions imposed by secular laws (Batarelo 2016).

In this respect, it may seem paradoxical that this conservative movement 
took shape in a highly religious country (Črpić and Zrinščak 2010), in which 
social and political power of the Catholic Church has been steadily increasing 
since 1989 (Perica 2006). We argue that this paradox is only superficial: It is 
precisely the rising political power and sociocultural influence of the national 
Catholic Church, as well as the surge of public displays of religiosity, that 
has inspired the new movement and provided it with support for its actions. 
Such conditions set the stage for a new generation of conservative activists. 
Characterized by organizational skills unknown to their predecessors, strong 
international ties and the use of a more sophisticated and efficient rhetoric, 
they were successful in creating a movement that aims to fundamentally 
reform Croatian society. Therefore, to what extent have the recent culture 
wars – usually defined as a clash of liberal and conservative ideas about 
moral issues (Irvine 2000), often restricted to social elites (Fiorina, Abrams 
and Pope 2004) – and the sustained conservative, morality-focused collective 
action changed the sociocultural landscape in the country remains a question 
to be addressed in future studies.

NOTES

1. For full disclosure, the second author of this chapter coordinated a group of 
experts who developed the sexual education module, one of the four modules of 
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the health education curriculum currently taught in Croatian primary and secondary 
schools. The first author has been active in the discussions over sexuality education 
in Croatia since 2002.

2. Croatia is predominantly (81%) a Roman Catholic country (Črpić and 
Zrinščak 2010).

3. In the same month, Vigilare organized a campaign against a poster for a theatre 
play that displayed two Virgin Mary statues in embrace; http://vigilare.org/akcije/
kazaliste-gavella/. Pressures led to the withdrawal of the poster.

4. Reisman visited Croatia again in May and June 2014 and took part in a new 
campaign (“Stay Away from Children!”) organized by another faith-based CSO (Lau-
dato). The leaflet emphasized the “pedophile foundations” of the sexuality education 
module. In 2013, the Croatian capital city’s mayor awarded Reisman with the City of 
Zagreb Medal for her efforts in fighting against “pedophilia and sexuality education” 
(HINA 2013).

5. The conservative CSOs have been arguing that a majority of parents are 
against the health and sexuality programme, which does not seem to be the case 
(Kuštreba, Elezović and Štulhofer 2015). For more details about the recent history of 
clashes over sexuality education in Croatia, see Hodžić et al. (2012).

6. The leader of the new CSO figured prominently during the campaign against 
sexuality education.

7. Half a year later, the Croatian Parliament passed the bill on same-sex partner-
ship introduced by the Center-Left government (Romić 2014).

8. In May 2013, at a conference entitled “The Progressive Culture Festival”, Rose 
presented a “recognition award for promoting human dignity and culture of life” to a 
Croatian midwife who was temporarily removed from her duty after she had refused 
to assist in performing an abortion because of her religious beliefs.

9. The European Christian Political Movement is a political association of Chris-
tian Democratic parties, CSOs and consulting groups at European level. Founded in 
2002 and registered in 2005, it gained the official European political party status and 
funding from the European Parliament in 2010.

10. In December 2014, another organization, Judita – Glas žena (the Voice of 
Women), was registered at the same address.

11. Bartulica publicly acknowledged his membership in Opus Dei (7Dnevno 
2014). Until 2015, he served as a personal advisor on religious communities to the 
then president of the Republic of Croatia.

12. In the 2012–2014 period, this view was challenged by the Ministry of Educa-
tion’s emphasis on the right of children to information, based on the Convention on 
the Rights of the Child.

13. In 2013, the ombudsperson for Gender Equality Office processed two cases 
relating conscientious objection: one concerning a pharmacy store that refused to 
issue prescribed hormonal contraception and the other dealing with a doctor who 
refused to prescribe emergency contraception (Ombudsperson for Gender Equality 
2014).

14. According to an official statement by U ime obitelji, the referendum initiative 
received close to 22,000 EUR in donations, of which about a half was contributed 
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by companies, 26% by individuals and 24% by religious groups and organizations 
(U ime obitelji 2013a). Publicly available financial reports for 2013 and 2014, submit-
ted by the four major CSOs representing the movement (U ime obitelji, GROZD, Vig-
ilare, and Centar za kulturnu obnovu), mention donations from “companies and other 
legal entities” and “citizens and households” as major funding sources. Although the 
total budget and the ratio of company-to-citizen donations are organization specific, 
non-governmental funding sources dominate. In 2014, the four CSOs reported an 
annual income ranging from 22,000 to 100,000 EUR, with private donations, includ-
ing international organizations, amounting to 60–99% of annual budget. In July 2015, 
the County Court of the City of Zagreb suspended the trial against the city’s mayor 
who was accused of favouring the movement (HINA 2015). The accusations referred 
to over 40,000 EUR of the city budget being spent on logistics related to the second 
referendum organized by this CSO in 2014.

15. See, for example, vigilare.org, uimeobitelji.net, zdravstveniodgoj.com, www.
udruga-grozd.hr, www.cok.hr, www.laudato.hr and narod.hr.

16. In 2016, Bartulica became the new prime minister’s counsellor for foreign 
affairs (Ćurić 2016).

17. Reisman’s 2010 book Sexual Sabotage: How One Mad Scientist Unleashed a 
Plague of Corruption and Contagion on America was promptly translated in Croa-
tian, published and publicly presented by the author during her second visit to the 
country in May 2014.

18. Markić is also a member of the Citizens’ Committee Mum, Dad & Kids, which 
in October 2015 launched the European initiative to protect marriage and the family.

19. Another important line of investigation into the Croatian conservative move-
ment would be an assessment of its funding sources and ties with the Catholic 
Church. Both issues were only briefly assessed in this study.
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In 2011, Philippe Gosselin, a conservative French MP, sounded alarms about 
a Ministry of Education plan to teach high school biology students the differ-
ence between sex and gender: “The appearance of ‘la théorie du gender’ in 
biological textbooks . . . affirm(s) that gender identity is not a biological given 
but a social construction. This theory, born in the United States . . . [must] 
not be incorporated into biology textbooks,” he said.1 Gosselin’s dire warning 
about the infiltration of the foreign concept of “gender” into education policy 
illustrates the new target, language and tactics of French people traditionally 
opposed to sexual and gender equality.

In France, members of right-wing political parties, conservative Catholic 
groups and clergy and their ideological allies among the professional, intel-
lectual and state bureaucratic elite have long resisted change that undermines 
their vision of the family, sexuality and gender (Paternotte 2011; Robcis 
2013; Fassin 2015).2 Their stance is often couched in the language of French 
republicanism – universality, human rights and the common good – but is 
primarily based on conservative Catholic values about the supposed essential, 
natural complementarity of the sexes and heterosexual reproduction (Robcis 
2015). Although their mobilization has historic roots, grounded in resistance 
to abortion rights or civil unions, framing their efforts against such policies as 
a fight against so-called gender theory, is a new phenomenon.

Under this broad umbrella, their targets range from same-sex marriage, 
adoption and reproduction to sex education in schools, and European Union 
anti-discrimination directives. The Manif Pour Tous (LMPT), whose vibrant 
and youthful movement successfully galvanized and united previous frac-
tious conservatives in the face of the newly elected Socialist Party’s bill for 
same-sex marriage and adoption in 2012 and 2013, is the most emblem-
atic example. Although they failed to prevent the legalization of same-sex 
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marriage and adoption, these activists have successfully stalled, thwarted 
or diminished a number reforms, including granting lesbian couples access 
to assisted reproductive techniques, teaching gender equality in schools and 
reducing the administrative and medical burdens on transgender people. 
More broadly, they have become an enduring feature of the French political 
landscape. The unexpected strength of the movement in France has also sig-
nificantly bolstered similar conservative efforts across Europe, especially in 
Italy, where activists emulate the slogans and protests methods of the LMPT 
and cooperate with movement leaders across national borders (see Garbag-
noli in this volume).

Drawing on ethnographic observation, interviews and media analysis that 
both authors conducted at field sites and with people involved in anti-gender 
activism in France, this chapter explains how and why the “anti-gender” 
agenda emerged in France, the shape that it has taken and the effect it has had 
for French Catholic identity politics. It describes how clergy, activists and 
their intellectual allies transformed a conservative Catholic fight into a pow-
erful popular movement with wide appeal to groups feeling disenfranchised 
and marginalized across a swath of the French population. The popularity 
and power of this religious mobilization in one of Europe’s most secularized 
countries – as measured by political institutional policy, church attendance 
and parochial school attendance (Pérez-Agote 2012) – is surprising.

Their success, we argue, is the result of two main factors. First, people 
involved in the movement adapted their message to this secular context using 
symbolic repertoires (Lamont and Thévenot 2000) of national symbols, past 
social movements and anti-capitalist rhetoric, with precise local resonance 
in the French context (Benford and Snow 2000). In addition, activists stra-
tegically downplayed their predominantly white, upper-middle-class and 
conservative Catholic origins to give their movement a veneer of popular 
broad-based support. As a result, they both deflected attention away from 
their religious motivations and created a secular activist identity through 
which people could mobilize without appearing or feeling regressive.

Second, they exploited a favourable political opportunity structure (Tilly 
and Tarrow 2007) both on the national political scene and within the French 
Church. On the one hand, in terms of French national politics, the move-
ment made itself an indispensable rallying point around which the fractious 
right-wing parties could unite and attract voters alienated by the election of 
the Socialists in 2012. On the other hand, they took advantage of the waning 
progressive, social justice wing of the Catholic Church to reassert the domi-
nance of ideologically conservative and politically active Catholic factions. 
In so doing, the LMPT and similar groups have not only durably shaped legal 
outcomes in France (and by extension Europe), they have also reshaped what 
it means to be Catholic in France today.
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Starting with a description of the main political actions of the anti-gender 
movement in the 2010s, this chapter then outlines the factors that helped con-
tribute to their form and the timing of their emergence. We then discuss historic 
links between the Vatican and the French Catholic hierarchy that helped circulate 
the ideas behind what would eventually become the contemporary anti-gender 
cause. Finally, we point out how the anti-gender movement has relied on the 
identities and resources of Catholic organizations but developed tactics and 
messaging to expand its audience and garner relative political success.

ANTI-GENDER MOBILIZATION IN THE 2010S

The anti-gender cause started to gain media attention in the 2010s when 
Catholic organizations, most notably the Fondation de service politique 
(Political Service Foundation), mobilized against educational initiatives on 
homosexuality and gender. This conservative think tank, affiliated with Opus 
Dei, targets French pedagogical policies that deviate from their ideology. 
They avoid critical public scrutiny by taking a more neutral public face and 
pressuring specific politicians behind the scenes.

They carried out several successful actions during this period. For example, 
they started an online petition in 2010 against Baiser de la lune, an animated 
film for primary schools about love between two male fish commissioned by 
the Ministry of Education. In 2011, they denounced gender studies courses 
at the Institut d’études poltiques de Paris (Institute of Political Studies –  
SciencesPo). That same year – organized by the Fondation de Service politique 
and the Confédération Nationale des Associations Familiales Catholiques 
(National Confederation of Catholic Family Associations) – they wrote let-
ters to conservative legislators (Courty and Gervais 2015) to protest against 
“gender” in high school curricula. Despite the fact that “the program (did) not 
talk about the concept of gender in itself” (Favier 2012), the campaign incited 
lawmakers to action (Béraud 2013).

The introduction of legislation to legalize marriage and adoption for 
same-sex couples in 2012 sparked the extraordinary expansion of the 
anti-gender movement beyond its original ecclesiastical confines and into 
the public spotlight. As described above, the government passed the legis-
lation at a time and in a context that was particularly well suited to enable 
the rise of new organizations, such the LMPT. Same-sex marriage legisla-
tion was a major social reform, unlike some of the previous targets of the 
anti-gender agenda, and was therefore a strong catalyst for new action and 
wider mobilization.

Fighting against the bill also allowed groups to link same-sex marriage and 
parenting to the Vatican’s larger moral crusade against “gender ideology”, 
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building on existing networks and themes circulating before the anti-marriage 
protests. In media interviews, Ludovine de La Rochère, the spokeswoman of 
the LMPT, emphasized the connection between the same-sex marriage bill 
and gender. It was also reinforced at the first anti-marriage protests where 
marchers held signs with slogans such as “We want sex, not gender” and 
“marriage for all = gender for all”.

The anti-marriage protests gave new visibility and resources to anti-gender 
activists who could continue their efforts despite failing to prevent same-sex 
marriage. After the law’s passage, the movement’s actions targeted the 
Ministry of Education’s experimental curriculum on gender equality entitled 
“ABCD de l’égalité” through two specific efforts. Farida Belghoul organized 
one of these, the Journée de Retrait de l’École (Keep Your Child Home 
from School Day), which targeted a working-class audience of colour.3 The 
other, called the Vigi-Gender plan, was designed to monitor “gender”, which 
was “sneaking into schools” (Husson 2014). This renewed focus on public 
education allowed the movement to mobilize new constituents, including 
working-class families of colour and Muslims, and maintain a climate of 
urgency.

EXPLAINING THE EMERGENCE OF THE 
ANTI-GENDER CAUSE

Four specific cultural and political circumstances help explain the emer-
gence of the anti-gender cause in France and the shape that it has taken:  
(1) the secularization of French culture; (2) French public opinion on 
same-sex parenting; (3) the political situation at the moment of the passage 
of the 2013 same-sex marriage bill; and (4) historical divisions within the 
Catholic Church. Although some of these factors are also true for other Euro-
pean countries, taken together, they have specifically constrained and enabled 
the timing, success and form of anti-gender mobilizations in France.

First, compared to some of its European neighbours, France has adopted 
a more “assertive secular” approach to its legal policy in terms of religious 
expression in the public sphere, including blanket bans on religious symbols 
in schools and public life, state-organized control and interaction with repre-
sentatives of major faiths and state ownership of certain religious buildings 
(Kuru 2009). In addition, France has the lowest levels (45% in 2008) of 
self-identified Catholics relative to some of its Catholic European neigh-
bours: 51% in Belgium; 58% in Spain; 80% in Italy; and 83% in Portugal 
(Pérez-Agote 2012, 255). Furthermore, French levels of Catholic religios-
ity have declined over time. For example, in 1981, 17% of respondents in 
a nationally representative sample stated that they were Catholics regularly 
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attending church, 12% irregularly attending and 41% not attending. By 2008, 
these numbers had declined to 9%, 10% and 23%, respectively. Over the 
same time period, those stating that they had no religious affiliation rose from 
27% to 50% (Béraud, Pelletier and Portier 2012).

On the one hand, secularization in France, as in many other European 
countries, has made religious discourse politically illegitimate in the public 
arena. As a result, mainstream anti-gender groups must justify their positions 
in secular terms to be taken seriously. Moreover, practising Catholics, espe-
cially those that are socially conservative, are now a minority in France and 
are less likely to see their views and opinions represented by policymakers 
than they once were. In other words, they have slowly become alienated from 
“the civilizational universe” that the Catholic Church had at one time been 
central in creating (Hervieu-Léger 2003; Béraud, Pelletier and Portier 2012). 
Nevertheless, if they used a more politically palatable framing, mobilizing 
against same-sex marriage and against the teaching of the difference between 
sex and gender in public schools, for example, presented a new opportunity 
for these people to regain a more prominent voice in the public sphere.

On the other hand, despite its shrinking attendance, the French Catholic 
Church continues to have a disproportionately powerful infrastructure and 
resources to support mass mobilization. Through a deeply embedded and 
widespread network of well-funded dioceses across the French territory as 
well as through affiliated and satellite social organizations that are robust on 
both the local and national levels, the French Church has been able to func-
tion as a material springboard for anti-gender organizing. In addition, con-
servative Catholic groups have influential levels of representation in French 
governmental and quasi-governmental family policy organizations and 
institutions, such as the Union nationale des associations familiales (National 
Union of French Family Associations) and the Comité consultatif national 
d’éthique (National Consulting Council on Ethics). They are included in 
these bodies because of historic institutional rules ensuring their representa-
tion and because of the dominance of Catholics within the French family 
association movement (Robcis 2015).

Second, despite support for same-sex partnerships, the French public 
remains relatively hostile to the idea of same-sex parenting. For example, 
before 2008 and during the same-sex marriage debates in 2012 and 2013, 
majorities ranging from 67% to 54% of French respondents stated that they 
did not think that same-sex couples should be allowed to adopt, according 
to polls conducted by IFOP.4 In the same polls, support for same-sex mar-
riage ranged from 53% to 60%. Yet antagonism towards same-sex parenting 
was widespread enough across the political spectrum that leaders of French 
anti-gender groups could foreground adoption, artificial insemination and 
surrogacy to effectively motivate opposition against same-sex marriage. 
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The lack of strong public support for same-sex parenting also allows French 
anti-gender activists to exploit political divisions on the Left over that issue, 
as they have in other European countries, as well as destabilize Catholic 
organizations associated with the Socialist Party, like the Poissons roses, that 
might have otherwise served as a progressive Catholic counterweight in sup-
port of same-sex marriage and gender equality.

Third, after the defeat of conservative former president Nicolas Sarkozy to 
François Hollande in 2012, the French right wing went through a period of 
serious leadership instability as conflicting factions competed for dominance. 
It was during this period that the socialist government introduced its bill to 
legalize same-sex marriage and adoption, creating a political opportunity for 
conservatives. Rather than spend their energies fighting each other over who 
should succeed as the leader of Sarkozy’s Union pour une majorité populaire 
(Union for a Popular Majority) party, they united in common opposition to 
the marriage bill and in support of organizations, such as the LMPT, leading 
the fight. It also gave them an opportunity to galvanize and energize conser-
vative voters who were dealing with electoral defeat.

Fourth, French anti-gender mobilizations are also a symptom of more histor-
ical trends opposing conservative and progressive factions within the Catholic 
Church. Before the 1970s and 1980s, much French Catholic activism was orga-
nized around social issues, such as inequality or workplace conditions, that had 
ideological affinities with classic progressive social justice causes. However, 
this more “open” Catholic stance and tradition started to face competition over 
the last half century from what Portier (2012) calls “identity-based” Catholi-
cism. Actors within this tendency foreground, for example, the Judeo-Christian 
origins of Europe, regret cultural pluralism and have some affinities for nation-
alistic right-wing political currents. This deep division between these wings of 
Catholicism was first rooted in France in the 1960s and then spread to other 
European countries (Congar 1976). Thus although it is not unique to the French 
case, it is particularly salient because of its institutionalization there over time. 
In the midst of this “Catholicism in tension” (Béraud, Gugelot and Saint-Martin 
2012) mobilizing against gender has given French Catholics who agree with 
the positions of the Church hierarchy in France a common enemy to reinforce 
their engagement (Carnac 2014a).

FRANCE’S “ANTI-GENDER” PIPELINE TO THE VATICAN

These successful strategies against gender and sexual equality in France 
were aided in part by historical ideological liaisons between the Vatican and 
French clergy. One of the most visible conduits for anti-gender discourse was 
Tony Anatrella, a French priest and psychoanalyst. He is the author of the 
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1998 book, La différence interdite (The Forbidden Difference), in which he 
developed the same language and ideas as the “anti-gender” cause the Vati-
can used in texts in the following decade. As such, he warned of the dangers 
of “gender theory” even before the Pacs (civil unions for same-sex partners) 
in France in the late 1990s. Anatrella’s efforts centred on “re-pathologizing” 
homosexuality (Favier 2012) and arguing that it was a mental disorder that 
needed required treatment. French bishops sent Father Anatrella to the front 
lines during the Pacs debates to promote this psychoanalytic message. Ana-
trella is also either directly behind or the source of inspiration for the major 
Catholic French sources of knowledge around “gender”.

In addition to fulfilling the role as a “whistle-blower” (Chateauraynaud 
and Torny 1999) and author of the discourse that generated the “anti-gender” 
cause in France, Father Anatrella is an active movement entrepreneur for the 
Vatican on these questions. At the same time, given his position as a semi-
narian instructor and notoriety in French catholic circles, his ideas were rein-
serted in to the French debates and brought with them all of the legitimacy 
of the Vatican. The Vatican’s stamp of approval was necessary for a broader 
uptake of “anti-gender” ideology within French Catholic intellectual circles 
that were the least favourable to them.

TRANSLATING THE “ANTI-GENDER” CAUSE FOR  
THE 2010S: REFRAMING FOR A NEW CONTEXT

Although Anatrella successfully worked to bring “gender ideology” to France 
at the turn of the 20th century, by the end of the 2000s, his clearly anti-gay 
psychoanalytic framing became ill adapted to the social and political context. 
At this point, it became increasingly difficult for activists, politicians and 
the media to blatantly use anti-gay language or describe homosexuality as a 
psychological illness (Fassin 2005; Favier 2013). People seeking to argue, for 
example, that same-sex couples should not be allowed to marry had to do so 
in ways that did not seem homophobic or pathologizing.

The success of the LMPT relies precisely on its ability to move beyond 
the obstacles presented by the inherent drawbacks in Anatrella’s outdated 
discourse. The LMPT reignited the “anti-gender” cause and took it to a 
broader audience by reframing criticism of a so-called hidden LGBT agenda 
defending voiceless victims: future children of same-sex couples (Raison 
Du Cleuziou 2014). The same-sex marriage bill created an opportunity to 
reinvigorate local movement entrepreneurs, who were largely responsible for 
this reframing. Catholic intellectuals participated in these efforts using their 
secular professions, such as psychoanalysis or bioethics, as a foil to deflect 
attention away from their religious affiliation and the role of the Church.
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Because of this reframing, the “anti-gender” cause no longer had to rely 
on an explicitly negative and homophobic message. On the contrary, fight-
ing against same-sex marriage and parenting could appear positive and 
valorizing in a social context where children are sacred. This is especially 
true given how public opinion in France is still predominantly hostile to 
the idea of same-sex parenting. Thus the slogans, posters and in general the 
repertoire of action of the LMPT’s mobilizations against same-sex marriage 
and adoption in 2012–2013, appear even more secularized than during the 
Pacs debates.5 Furthermore, unlike during the Pacs debates, protestors drew 
explicitly on the images and rhetoric of progressive political mobilizations, 
including the student revolts of May 1968, feminism, degrowth movements 
and anti-globalization/commercialization movements.6 They also mimicked 
the upbeat music and colourful displays associated with Gay Pride Parades 
including playing classic disco music such as “I Will Survive” by Gloria 
Gaynor. Drawing on secular slogans with secular historical roots in the 
French popular imagination that appealed to a sense of French collective 
identity was strategic. Reframing social justice and emancipatory mes-
saging and imagery shifted attention away from the movement’s hardline 
conservative and anti-gay attitudes, which ran counter to majority public 
opinion.

Along with their positive framing, anti-gender French activists – like those 
in many other European countries – often used the English word “gender”, 
rather than the French word “genre”, in order to portray “gender” as a danger-
ous ideology imported from abroad. In France, intellectual anti-Americanism 
has a long history as an effective tool for delegitimizing the ideas of ones’ 
political adversaries (Fassin 1999; Ezekiel 2002). Rhetorically portraying 
ideas as “American” is therefore useful when groups seek to derail legal 
changes they oppose in France (Saguy 2003). Not surprisingly, these dynam-
ics are present in framing against “la théorie du gender”.

In addition to their slogans, conservatives opposed to same-sex marriage 
and parenting also mobilized academics, intellectuals and professionals who 
spoke out at LMPT meetings, testified before lawmakers and have given 
numerous interviews to the media (Stambolis-Ruhstorfer 2015). Some of 
these people, such as law professor Françoise Dekeuwer-Defossez, gave 
advice to the Conference of French Bishops about legal arguments they could 
use to frame their opposition to the legislation. Others, such as Thibaud Col-
lin, a philosophy teacher and early affiliate of the LMPT, and Claire Neirinck, 
a distinguished professor of law at the University of Toulouse, participated 
in rallies hosted by the LMPT and provided justifications grounded in their 
disciplinary backgrounds as to why same-sex couples should not be allowed 
to both be the legal parents of children. These efforts attest to the ways in 
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which the “anti-gender” mobilization took advantage of “scientific” and pro-
fessional discourse generated by credentialed “experts” to gain broader social 
legitimacy, a strategy common in the United States (Stambolis-Ruhstorfer 
2015) and other European countries, like Slovenia and Croatia (Kuhar 2015).

It is also important to note the trans-Atlantic circulation of knowledge 
between social movement organizations and their “expert” allies in the acad-
emy in the United States and France. For example, in the United States, the 
conservative Catholic American academic and professor of sociology at the 
University of Texas-Austin, Mark Regnerus, was funded by the Witherspoon 
Institute, an organization founded by fellow Catholic, Robert P. George, a 
professor of jurisprudence at Yale University. Regnerus (2012), who has 
given speeches at the Vatican, published a study claiming to find that children 
raised by same-sex parents fare less well off than their peers raised by dif-
ferent sex-couples. Regnerus himself, along with leaders of social movement 
groups opposed to same-sex marriage, used that research to fight against 
proposed reforms. Brian Brown, a Catholic and the leader of the National 
Organization for Marriage, the most prominent of such organizations, came 
to France during the LMPT protests and met with its organizers. At the 
same time, French experts opposed to same-sex marriage – as well as many 
in other European countries – such as the psychoanalysts and psychiatrists 
Pierre Lévy-Soussan, Jean-Pierre Winter, Maurice Berger and Christian Fla-
vigny, all began mentioning the Regnerus study, despite its widely criticized 
methodological flaws (Moore and Stambolis-Ruhstorfer 2013) in their public 
interventions.

There are other international connections between the two countries. The 
English professor Robert Oscar Lopez has not only translated many of the 
LMPT communications into English on his blog “English Manif”,7 he has 
regularly appeared at LMPT meetings in France, working with Béatrice 
Bourges and other French movement organizers.8 He also founded the 
International Children’s Rights Institute, whose board includes French and 
international scholars, activists and clergy. Examples include the French law 
professor Aude Mirkovic, who is associated with the LMPT; Jérôme Brunet 
co-founder and president of the Appel des professionels de l’enfance (The 
Plea of Child Welfare Professionals) and spokesman for the LMPT; and 
Father Don Stefano Tardani, a Roman priest and founder of the Movimento 
dell’Amore Familiare. These international connections attest both to the 
importance of the French case as laboratory for developing “anti-gender” 
activism for future global expansion and to the relevance of elite social move-
ment entrepreneurs, in this case academics and professionals, who, because 
of their positions, can translate conservative social demands into discourse 
that is more audible to policymakers.
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THE RELIGIOUS, POLITICAL AND SOCIAL BACKGROUNDS 
OF ACTIVISTS: AN ORGANIZING ADVANTAGE WITH  

A COMMUNICATIONS LIABILITY

Despite its appearance as a broad-based social movement, at its core, the 
base of the LMPT and other affiliated anti-gender mobilizations is decid-
edly white, Christian, right-wing and upper-middle class. Despite posing a 
liability to its appeal to other groups, this base has provided it with significant 
organizational resources. For example, anti-gender mobilizations have drawn 
heavily on existing Catholic and anti-abortion networks, including Alliance 
Vita, Catholic family associations, le Collectif pour l’enfant and the Lejeune 
Foundation to structure their mobilization.9 Illustrating this point, one of our 
respondents, who is an LMPT activist, described the movement as “a mes-
sage of which the Church is the soul”.10 The French Catholic Church’s influ-
ence behind anti-gender mobilization is evident in several ways.

First, it is visible in the social backgrounds of its organizers and spokes-
people. Many of the leaders of anti-gender organizations belonged to the spe-
cific subgroup of more conservative “identity-based” Catholics who emerged 
in the 1980s in opposition to the “open” Catholics more typical of the 
1970s–1980s, described above (Portier 2012). Examples include Ludovine 
de La Rochère, who was first the head of communication for the Bishops’ 
Conference of France and then at the Fondation Jérôme-Lejeune, and Tug-
dual Derville, who was managing director at the anti-abortion organization 
Alliance VITA and the brother of the director of Opus Dei in France.

Second, the conservative Catholic identity of the LMPT is visible in the 
types of organizations that make up its collective. Many have noted how the 
majority of the member associations were Catholic.11 Even those that were 
ostensibly secular or non-confessional had links to the Catholic milieu, such 
as the Appel des professionels de l’enfance (Statement of child development 
and educational professionals), which is a non-confessional group but whose 
president is a diocesan director of Catholic schools. It may be because of 
these religious and church affiliations that the LMPT decided to invent what 
seem to be “empty-shell” associations with secular sounding names in order 
to give an appearance of diversity. In addition, although the LMPT did later 
try to establish a “front of the religions” (Béraud 2014), their efforts seemed 
to have solicited little interest outside of Catholic circles; only a few Muslim 
groups joined the collective (Carnac 2014c).

Third, the shape of the protests themselves drew on Catholic traditions 
and symbolism around pilgrimages and scouting (Béraud 2014). The festive, 
upbeat and youthful protests drew on the contemporary Catholic repertoire 
of events like World Youth Day (Favier 2013), one of whose goals is to fight 
against the negative stereotypes associated with Catholicism (Rétif 2014). 
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These bright and youthful displays were also part of the efforts of the LMPT 
to cover the stigma stemming from their religious and anti-gay stances. Per-
haps because these tactics did not allow extreme right-wing groups to have 
much media visibility during the major street protests, some activists seceded 
from the LMPT – leaving behind its “sweet and cuddly” side – to form a new 
entity, Le Printemps Français, after the protest on 24 March 2013.12

Finally, the Catholic grounding of the LMPT comes through in the strate-
gies they adopted to “recruit” (Akrich and Callon 2006) and create interest 
among protestors and organizers. The LMPT relied primarily on the diocesan 
and parish structures of the Catholic Church, as well as on church-based 
movements. The Printemps Français, in contrast, may have drawn instead on 
extreme right-wing activist networks online and in person. The LMPT also 
carefully worked to exclude Civitas – a very clearly religiously identified 
movement from a fundamentalist Catholic background – from its organiza-
tion. According the Catholic blogger Darth Manu, Civitas decided to organize 
a “long-term counter-project by refusing to march alongside what would 
eventually be known as the LMPT”.13 These schisms across the LMPT, Le 
Printemps Français and Civitas generally reproduce the ideological division 
within the “identity-based” wing of French Catholicism.

BROADENING THE APPEAL OF THE ANTI-GENDER 
MOVEMENT: NEUTRALIZING THE RELIGIOUS AND  

SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ACTIVISTS

Dissipating the identities of the people participating in the movement through 
strong impression management was one of the major preoccupations of 
LMPT organizers. The conscious and deliberate effort to moderate its reli-
gious origins contrasts with earlier iterations of the movement where leaders, 
such as Christine Boutin, were less concerned about displaying their Christian 
motivations (Fassin 2015). By 2012, organizers were sufficiently successful 
at downplaying these characteristics that some media observers genuinely 
saw the movement as more socially diverse than it actually was (Fassin 
2015). They strategically projected public personas that deflected attention 
away from their religious and social affiliations to broaden the appeal of the 
movement. At the same time, they created the possibility of a new, positive 
protest identity that people could mobilize around without appearing either 
religiously motivated or anti-gay and regressive.

The original founders of the LMPT, Frigide Barjot, Xavier Bongibault and 
Laurence Tcheng each represented a strategically crafted identity whose com-
bination was meant to project the idea that anti-same-marriage mobilizations 
crossed social and political boundaries. Virginie Tellenne-Merle – better 
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known under her alias Frigide Barjot – is a former comedian and figure of 
Parisian nightlife who represented a “cool” and youthful face of Catholic 
activism. She wore a bright pink hoodie at all of her public appearances 
and, as mentioned earlier, insisted that protests and other public events for 
the LMPT feature techno music, dancing and a light-hearted atmosphere 
reminiscent of Gay Pride. Their desire to reframe and reuse tactics associated 
with Gay Pride in order to reinforce the idea one could be anti-gay marriage 
without being anti-gay also extended to the sexual identity of leaders. Indeed, 
Bongibault claimed to represent the voice of gay men and lesbians opposed to 
same-sex marriage. Finally, Tcheng claimed to be a supporter of the Socialist 
Party and represented progressives with conservative family values. Of this 
combination of representations, Bongibault said, “The strength of our trio is 
to fly in the face of stereotypes about opponents to gay marriage, who people 
think are necessarily right-wing Catholic fundamentalists.”14

The Hommen, a micro-movement born out of the radicalization of a part 
of the anti-same-sex marriage mobilization at the end of LMPT protests on 
24 March 2013, which ended in violence, is another emblematic example 
of efforts to mask and distort the social backgrounds of conservative move-
ment activists (Tricou 2016b). The Hommen draw on two logics that under-
gird anti-marriage mobilizations more broadly: the mask (i.e. euphemizing 
religious and political identities) and distortion (i.e. adopting and twisting 
emancipatory movement practices). Like several other groups within the 
“anti-gender” cause, they have been successful at transporting their methods 
outside of France to places like Italy where they have varying levels of vis-
ibility (Garbagnoli 2014).

The Hommen’s use of masks and anonymity was an attempt to make their 
movement appear broad and inclusive because they could claim to represent 
a neutral, everyman perspective. On a more practical level, the mask also 
allowed protestors to remain anonymous and thus protect themselves from 
potential stigmatization for their participation. Despite the aggressiveness 
of some of their protests, they stayed consistently committed to portraying 
themselves through popular secularized French symbols. Other groups who 
joined in LMPT marches and other anti-marriage and anti-gender protests 
and actions also made efforts to frame their actions drawing on imagery that 
resonates in France and downplays the Catholic and conservative roots of 
their members.

These groups include, but are not limited to, the Salopards, a co-ed group 
of youth who wore overalls, or salopettes, a play on the word salopard, which 
means bastard; the Gavroches, also a co-ed group, who co-opted the famous 
character from Victor Hugo’s Les Misérables, in order to “reinvent a national 
story”15; and the Antigones, a young women’s group drawing on mythological 
and pagan imagery, who call themselves the “antidote to the breast-bearing 
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‘terrorist’ group Femen”.16 Like the Hommen, these groups clearly make 
serious efforts to translate their resistance to issues like same-sex marriage 
and kinship, gender-neutral public policy and inclusive sex education. They 
draw on secular and well-known French symbols that have a resonance in the 
French public imaginary, making their anti-gender agenda more palatable and 
making their membership appear less religiously connoted.

THE EFFECTS OF ANTI-GENDER MOBILIZATION ON  
INTER- AND INTRA-RELIGIOUS POLITICAL DYNAMICS

Despite barriers to strong and visible religious participation in the French 
public sphere, the public and political institutional debates leading up to the 
2013 same-sex marriage and adoption bill were an opportunity for religious 
representatives to occupy the public space. In fact, relative to the debates 
during the Pacs, the presence of religious representatives in news outlets 
like Le Monde or at legislative hearings in the Assemblée Nationale actu-
ally increased during the marriage debates (Stambolis-Ruhstorfer 2015). 
Béraud (2014) also remarks that “starting in the summer of 2012, the reli-
gious authorities . . . unanimously expressed their opposition to the bill, first 
on their own initiative and then at the behest of public officials who asked 
them to testify at hearings”. They perceived themselves as “whistle-blowers” 
(Chateauraynaud and Torny 1999), especially Monseigneur Vingt-Trois, 
archbishop of Paris and president of the Bishops’ Conference of Paris. By this 
time, the proponents of the transnational anti-gender movement had already 
initiated and consolidated their actions in French legislative institutions over 
the debates on school textbooks, which had garnered significant media atten-
tion (Béraud 2013; Carnac 2014b). In so doing, their messages spread not 
only to French Catholics but also to leaders of France’s other major confes-
sional groups.

Gilles Bernheim, Grand Rabbi of France at the time, published a text in 
2012 warning against the pending marriage legislation, which is illustrative 
of the seeming inter-confessional unity on the issue.17 Pope Benedict XVI 
himself praised Bernheim’s text for its exemplary stance against same-sex 
marriage and parenting. It was later revealed, however, that Bernheim pla-
giarized the material from a book that a Catholic priest wrote to popularize 
the Vatican Magisterium’s ideas against “gender theory” (Gross 2015). This 
plagiarism demonstrates, as Béraud (2014) argues, that under the pretences 
of “good interreligious understandings” the Catholic Church was in fact only 
praising itself and its own ideas. Nevertheless, the public discourse around 
interreligious collaboration to oppose the bill allowed the Catholic Church to 
suggest that resistance to same-sex marriage – and, by extension, all critiques 
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of biological determinism of gender roles – was a universally held moral and 
ethical value.

In addition to creating opportunities for solidarity across confessions, 
anti-gender mobilizations were also a space where chronic tensions between 
ideologically opposed wings of the Catholic Church came into play. As stated 
earlier, Catholics generally associated with the “open Catholicism” typical 
of the post–World War II era did not strongly mobilize during the marriage 
debates. When they did, it was often to support the bill or to denounce the 
actions of those who were protesting against it. However, because of the 
Catholic Churches’ strongly centralized structure, coupled with the French 
media’s tendency to systematically present two sides to each story – which 
led them to contrast pro-same-sex marriage advocates from LGBT organiza-
tions with anti-same-sex marriage groups – these more progressive Catholics 
had little visible media presence.

It is important to note, however, that several important people associ-
ated with this progressive Catholic side quickly became involved with the 
anti-marriage movement and, as a result, allowed LMPT and anti-same-sex 
marriage activists to claim they represented both wings of the Church. These 
individuals included Jérôme Vignon, the president of the group Semaines 
sociales; René Poujol, a journalist who runs the blog “A la table des cathos 
de gauche” (Sitting down with Catholics on the left); and several members 
of “poissons roses” (pink fish, which evokes the colour of the Socialist Party 
and one of the symbols of Catholicism) who belong to the Socialist Party but 
identify themselves as followers of “social Catholicism”. As they joined the 
efforts of the “identity-based” Catholics who dominated the anti-sex marriage 
movement, they also had to continue to articulate that they were accepting 
of gay and lesbian individuals within the Church even as they fought against 
their rights to marry and found families via adoption.

We suggest that opposition to “gender theory” in general, and to same-sex 
marriage and parenting in particular, created an opportunity for formerly 
progressive Catholics to find a new place within the French Catholic church, 
which had come to be dominated by conservative and “identity-based” 
believers. If they could demonstrate that they were willing to denounce evo-
lutions in sexual and family norms, they would be able to more fully join the 
French Catholic community and continue to prioritize their more Left-leaning 
stances on other issues, such as income inequality and social solidarity. In 
so doing, the mobilization around same-sex marriage became a moment in 
which the meaning of what defines a French Catholic became clearer than  
in previous eras. Whereas in the past, there might have been some ambigu-
ity, in the wake of the protests, as one blogger associated with conservative 
Catholics put it to the second author in an interview “We all agree: You can’t 
be Catholic and in favor of same-sex marriage” (Tricou 2015).
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Finally, even as they excluded the more extreme and obviously clerical 
elements from the movement, one of the side effects of anti-gender mobiliza-
tions was to create opportunities for proselytizing new people into traditional 
Catholicism (Tricou 2016a). For example, Aymeric Pourbaix, editor in 
chief of the magazine Famille Chrétienne, declared in a radio interview that 
because “Christian reflections about anthropology can convince people far 
beyond the boundaries of the Church”, organizers should not shy away from 
being more explicit about their religious affiliation, which could bring people 
into the faith.18 The Pourbaix interview reveals that for some organizers, the 
policy goals of the mobilization were in fact secondary to a larger objective 
of showing a demonstration of force for the church in French politics. From 
this perspective, the fact that some of the public was aware of the religious 
affiliations of the protestors, despite organizers’ effects to conceal them, 
was not necessarily a problem. Rather, it helped the Church demonstrate its 
power as an influencer of public debate – albeit indirectly and through secular 
symbols – and created a potential for evangelizing. In addition, anti-gender 
mobilizations allowed identity-based conservative Catholics to consolidate 
their domination within the Church as well as shift control away from the 
clergy and towards conservative Catholic lay organizations.

CONCLUSION

Even as they enacted a Vatican agenda and drew on the organizational 
and institutional resources of the Catholic Church in France, anti-gender 
mobilization organizers strategically downplayed the religious, racial and 
class backgrounds of movement organizers and framed their message using 
French history and symbols in ways that gave their conservative message 
broad appeal. It gave people a new, upbeat and palatable – rather than regres-
sive and religious – activist identity. As a result, they have successfully and 
durably alerted the French political landscape and the power of conservatives 
within the French Catholic church.

Since the rise of the LMPT, which is now a declared political party with 
long-term ambitions and spin-off groups, French decision-makers across the 
ideological spectrum have had to contend with the potential mobilizing power 
of this movement. While conservative political parties and their ideological 
allies among the intellectual elite seek to capitalize on the LMPT’s popularity 
and appeal to smooth over their own divisions, the Socialist Party has sought 
to avoid sparking more protests and resistance. Thus, despite its failure to pre-
vent same-sex marriage and adoption by same-sex couples in 2012, the move-
ment has successfully derailed a number of planned reforms, such as those 
intended to address lesbian couples’ access to reproductive technologies, and 
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forced lawmakers to gingerly avoid discussing the needs of women, LGBT 
people and gender and sexual equality more generally.

The surprising success of a religious movement opposed to gender and 
sexual equality in a secular country such as France has bolstered the viability 
of similar movements across Europe (Paternotte 2015). The LMPT has pro-
vided a model for action that can be adapted across contexts. Furthermore, its 
success in France in particular, with its size, weight and perceived progres-
siveness, gives other movements legitimacy and symbolic capital. Several 
countries with similar social configurations and political circumstances, 
including secularization, internal ideological division within the local Catho-
lic Church and political division on the Right coupled with disillusionment 
across the board in a time of crisis, have seen similar mobilizations. Given 
the networks between activists that cross national borders both within Europe 
and beyond, it is not surprising that the LMPT, and other similar groups, have 
been exported outside France, especially to Italy. As this and other chapters 
in the present volume demonstrate, anti-gender mobilizations take on specific 
local meanings and manifestations. Nevertheless, the similarities of their 
demands and the strength of their international coalitions may lead to a per-
sistent rolling back of rights and the prevention of new reforms for women 
and LGBT people both in France and beyond.

NOTES

1. http://questions.assemblee-nationale.fr/q13/13–115235QE.htm. Accessed 15 
November 2015.

2. Some French intellectuals and groups aligned with the political Left work 
directly with or contribute their ideas to conservative efforts to undermine progressive 
laws on family, gender and reproduction. Sylviane Agacinksi, a public philosopher 
and wife of former socialist prime minister Lionel Jospin, is a notable example. She 
has used the idea of sexual complementarity between the sexes to argue in favour of 
party parity laws, on the one hand, and against same-sex marriage and parenting, on 
the other. While an important feature of the French political landscape, these alliances 
that blur the boundaries across political parties on gender and family issues are not 
the focus of our chapter.

3. See http://jre2014.fr/ and http://www.lemonde.fr/societe/article/2014/03/31/
journees-de-retrait-de-l-ecole-comment-les-enseignants-recollent-les-morceaux-
avec-les-parents_4392918_3224.html. Accessed 15 November 2015. Farida Belghoul 
successfully used social media to have parents keep their children home from school 
to demonstrate their outrage over the inclusion of gender equality in school programs. 
High student absences on that day required the Ministry of Education to articulate a 
response.

4. http://www.ifop.com/?option=com_publication&type=poll&id=2839. 
Accessed 15 November 2015.
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 5. The Pacs was a law passed in 1999 that allowed both same-sex and 
different-sex couples the possibility to have their relationships legally recognized by 
the state. It provided some – but not all, especially in terms of parenting – of the rights 
and responsibilities of marriage.

 6. For example, one slogan, “On ne lâche rien! (We’re not giving up anything!)”, 
is the same slogan that the Front de Gauche (Left Front) – an anti-capitalist Leftist 
party coalition including the Communist Party, the Parti de gauche, et the Gauche 
unitaire – used during 2009 European elections.

 7. http://englishmanif.blogspot.com. Accessed 7 November 2015.
 8. http://egalitedesdroits.yagg.com/2013/03/22/lille-metropole-21-mars-

2013-dernier-meeting-de-frigide-barjot-en-province-avant-sa-manifestation-avenue-
de-la-grande-armee/. Accessed 7 November 2015.

 9. http://www.la-croix.com/Actualite/France/Un-collectif-eclectique-a-la-tete-
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Within the German context, polemic articulations against “gender” began 
in the mid-2000s and were barely perceivable until approximately 2013. 
“Anti-genderism” (Anti-Genderismus) has now become a common denomi-
nator and a “symbolic glue” (Kováts and Põim 2015) for heterogeneous 
actors within conservative, (partly far) right-wing and populist sectors. It is 
also increasingly present in public debate, but it has until now only margin-
ally become an issue within policymaking.

While explicitly catholic actors or networks are part of what I call the 
“Anti-Genderismus” constellation and although they are fairly well organized 
at national as well as international levels, Catholicism as such is not particu-
larly visible or particularly constitutive for the entire discursive and practical 
field of “anti-genderism”. Rather, “anti-genderism” is a bridging signifier for 
a variety of anti-statal, anti-EU, mainly ethno-nationalist, racist and/or xeno-
phobic, aggressively heteronormative and overall anti-pluralistic constella-
tions which form the core of contemporary neoconservative and right-wing 
populism in Germany. Furthermore, the concept “Anti-Genderismus” sug-
gests that “gender” is a totalitarian and dangerous ideology. However, 
the defamation of “gender” is rarely worded as “ideology” or “theory” in 
Germany but occurs more often through the use of the “-ismus” suffix as in 
Faschismus, Kommunismus and so on.

The main argument of this chapter is that, in the German context, 
“anti-genderism” articulates a diffuse but rather broad and increasing 
rejection of post-essentialist/post-naturalist social dynamics and policies. 
It triggers and voices strong and far-reaching affects against pluralistic, 
post-essentialist social inclusion on many levels: for instance citizenship as 
based on rights and duties rather than on essentialist assumptions regard-
ing the citizen in question (Hark and Genschel 2003; Stychin 2001; Villa 
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2015; Weeks 1998). In this example, post-essentialist forms of citizenship 
and inclusion shift from assumed natural essences of the subject as a citizen 
(woman, foreigner, heterosexual, etc.) towards specific practices and/or roles 
or positions, for example care, paid work and educational situation.

The characteristic rhetoric of “concerned citizens” (Besorgte Bürger)1 is 
hence very popular in current right-wing constellations in Germany. Their 
main concern is (only) partly the loss of privileges for certain groups. The 
so-called concern also expresses the arguably irrational defence of an overall 
impression or perhaps concrete experiences of precarity in Germany (Wim-
bauer, Motakef and Teschlade 2015) and the loss of a certain normality (i.e. 
former naturalized stabilities based on specific exclusions). To put it in sim-
ple words, the increasing loss of “natural” subjects and identities – woman, 
child, sexuality, body and so on – which were so far the implicit basis for the 
political sphere is the main reason for an overall populist discourse, which 
includes but is by no means reducible to anti-genderism. Anti-genderism 
evokes an idea of certainty, a sense of social unambiguousness that certain 
groups feel has been lost.

This chapter explores current German articulations of “anti-genderism” 
in this light. It positions such articulations within broader political dynamics 
(especially right-wing populism) and interprets the appeal of “anti-genderism” 
through the notion of a “post-essentialist” social condition. Using this frame, 
it argues that anti-genderist discourse has in fact correctly understood what 
“gender” is about. Namely, a notion of gender as not naively determined by 
an ontological, ahistorical “nature” beyond human practice, but rather gender 
as complex, socially constituted, intersectional difference, in itself precarious 
and culturally negotiated individual identity, social structure and symbolic 
signifier. This seemingly complex notion of “gender” is not a mere academic 
theory but is deeply rooted in the everyday experiences and long-lasting 
political and/or subcultural struggles of minoritized people. More so, the 
increased visibility and political relevance of non-hegemonic, plural and 
complex gender(ed) persons as well as their cultural and political expressions 
are “correctly” understood by those who fight them. They use populist rheto-
ric in order to ridicule them as “academic”, dispensable, artificial, ideologi-
cal, perverse/sick, dangerous, elitist and so on.

This chapter is organized as follows. First, it presents the general back-
ground of policy debates on families, sexuality and migration in Germany 
since reunification. Then, it discusses the media and religious voices, which 
introduced the notion of “gender ideology” in the German context. Finally, 
it analyses the current situation and argues that “gender ideology” should be 
regarded as a bridge allowing coalition building among otherwise dissenting 
actors.
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GENERAL BACKGROUND: THE SITUATION IN GERMANY

After “reunification” in 1989, Germany has experienced a significant de-gendering 
of family policies, shifting from traditional (West German) “mommy politics” 
(Marx Ferree 1993, 2012) towards support of care duties beyond biological pre-
definitions. This has been catalysed and has at the same time enabled increasing 
employment rates and career options for women and mothers, accompanied by 
intense public debates. The latter have concentrated on the discriminatory mech-
anisms of the labour market such as the gender pay gap and employment-related 
discriminations, adequate measures like quotas and normative issues and moral 
anxieties regarding motherhood and education. These debates gained a specific 
momentum in Germany since they necessarily imply the re-articulation of the 
East/West divide and the examination of the recent past.

The negative stereotype of the working mother as a “bad mother” who 
neglects her children and endangers the moral integrity of the entire future of 
the nation is still very relevant, especially in western Germany. In this light, 
childcare and other care chores delegated towards the outside of the (biologi-
cal) family tend to be demonized as “socialist ideology”, hurtful for children 
and their needs. The normative ideal of mother-as-natural-femininity is still 
strong, while at the same time it has become empirically obsolete. Working 
mothers2 (as any parent) still face a systematic lack of professional, accessible 
and flexible care infrastructure, and they still face a relatively strong amount 
of distrust, negative stigma and concrete discrimination. This complex nor-
mative dynamic is at the heart of “anti-genderist” articulations.

Germany has also experienced increasing legal equality for gay and les-
bian citizens. After almost a century of protests and political activism against 
criminalization of male homosexuality (§175), Germany has abolished dis-
criminatory legislation and signed relevant international treaties. Same-sex 
marriage is not formally possible due to the heteronormative interpretations 
of conservative political majorities and several court decisions regarding the 
“special protection of marriage and family” as fixed in German Constitution. 
Yet same-sex partnerships are legalized since 2001, and they include the 
same rights and duties as “marriage” except from the crucial difference of 
adoption, which is not accessible to non-married couples.

Beyond legal achievements regarding gay rights and inclusion, Germany 
has experienced increasing visibility and cultural relevance of LGBTTI* 
people, as well as raising demands for recognition and rights. As the chapter 
argues later on related changes in educational curricula such as sex edu-
cation in high schools, which are an obvious reflection of these changes, 
have spurred much controversy and served as a main mobilization issue for 
anti-genderist articulations.
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Finally, it is important to notice the shift from decades of rhetoric of 
denial regarding immigration and multiculturalism towards the recognition of  
Germany as a multi-ethnic and diverse society. This rhetoric and partly (only) 
symbolic shift has prompted controversial debates in the last years, especially 
focusing on migration from Turkey as well as on Islam as part of German 
society. Germany has heard high-profile politicians, including Chancellor 
Angela Merkel, saying that “multiculturalism has utterly failed”,3 and it has 
experienced several extremely intensive public debates on whether such a 
thing as a “German Culture” exists and should be “reclaimed”. These debates 
were fuelled by polemic interventions, especially best-selling books from 
Eurosceptic xenophobe authors.

Even when taking seriously such partly ethno-nationalist positions and 
acknowledging their political relevance, it is rather surprising that Germany has 
a visible, relevant right-wing, anti-migrant, racist and islamophobic political 
party only since 2015 (the Alternative für Deutschland, AfD, formally founded 
in 2013, but far more moderate in its beginnings). Again, when compared to the 
whole of Europe, this delay might seem logic and fair given Germany’s history 
of fascism, racism and anti-Semitism. Furthermore, without going into details, 
it is important to note that Germany has begun to develop a post-essentialist 
and post-ethnic political sensibility regarding itself, that is its “demos”. The 
notion and formal recognition of “German” does no longer necessarily imply 
“German blood” or any notion of ethnic, racial, biological or otherwise homo-
geneity. This chapter precisely deals with groups that fiercely oppose such 
post-essentialist notions of Germaneness (and/or gender, sexuality, etc.).

These historically rather dramatic shifts and dynamics within German poli-
tics and culture have highlighted and partly implemented a politically relevant 
notion of social categories as socially constructed and in flux. More specifi-
cally, there has been a mainstreaming of gender as socially variable, not deter-
mined by nature in a naïve manner, complex and yet omnirelevant. This is, on 
the one hand, a long-term echo of intensive feminist and other emancipatory 
social movements. On the other hand, this new awareness of the social con-
struction and omnirelevance of gender requires constant reflexivity and nego-
tiation by actors, citizens and institutions alike (“modernization as reflexivity”; 
Beck, Giddens and Lash 1994). It has become a complex, precarious process.

EARLY ARTICULATIONS: JOURNALISTIC 
NEOCONSERVATISM AND LAY  
CATHOLIC/CHRISTIAN VOICES

Journalism

Around 2006–2007, several publications from explicitly conservative main-
stream authors and journalists such as Volker Zastrow (from Frankfurter 
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Allgemeine Zeitung/Frankfurter Allgemeine Sonntagszeitung), René Pfister 
(from Spiegel; Pfister 2006) and Bettina Röhl (e.g. Cicero Magazine 2005) 
started to target gender. These were either books (Zastrow 2006) or repeat-
edly singular articles focusing on the EU gender mainstreaming policy. These 
publications were published within culturally bourgeois-conservative main-
stream contexts, either in newspapers such as Die Zeit, FAZ, Cicero and Die 
Welt or within the context of a neoconservative consumer and lifestyle media 
(Siri 2015) as, for example, represented by interior design or food catalogues 
such as Manufactum.4

A salient feature of these singular, but systematically conservative, pub-
lications was a strong libertarian stance, in general, and a strong anti-EU 
attitude in particular. They depicted “gender mainstreaming” as a totalitarian 
ideology, comparing it to communism, fascism or state-socialism, the latter 
resonating particularly strong in Germany due to its specific past (GDR). The 
argument in such texts suggested that “gender” as in gender mainstreaming 
represents an anti-natural and therefore non-commonsensical understanding 
of men and women. It further claimed that this notion is actually radical femi-
nist and – thus – necessarily utterly sexist (against men). Then it presented 
gender/gender mainstreaming as highly particular, non-democratic, that is a 
radical ideology masked as an EU policy. This enabled such texts to present 
the EU – “Brussels” – as a deeply anti-democratic top-down bureaucratic 
“monster” run by radical lobbyists, brainwashing “normal people” of com-
mon sense or at least forcing them into silently accepting imposed measures. 
As Bettina Röhl, a well-known conservative journalist, wrote in the monthly 
political magazine Cicero:

Gender mainstreaming actually means a complete rebuilding of society. Gender 
mainstreaming is a kind of totalitarian communism in regard to sexuality and 
gender-relations. In GM, the real world is implicitly understood as patriarchy 
(which should be eliminated), and both, woman and society are to be forced to 
accept the blessings of matriarchy. Women are to work and to occupy powerful 
positions, that is to be leaders in politics, economy, and culture. Men are sent to 
the kitchen or are otherwise to remain in those segments with 100% men anyhow, 
such as mining, military diving or firefighter. Children into early day-care, girls 
to the GM-subsidized empowerment programs, and boys to the GM-reeducation  
school where they are forced to study the historical crimes committed by men on 
women. And what about the family? Abolished! This is, ultimately, the concrete 
image represented in the core principals of gender mainstreaming. . . . But how 
many have actually really been thinking and discussing these issues? How many 
women have been supporting and electing other women, not at all knowing that 
their ultimate (but well-kept secret) goal was to genderize, and thus rebuild the 
entire world? Does the majority of women really want to give up the education 
of their children? Do all women want to pursue a career, work a money job? 
Does the majority of women want their sons be systematically discriminated 
against as a penitence for historic injustices, be they real or alleged? Meanwhile, 
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monetary flows are manipulated under the catchword Genderbudgeting into 
supporting the obscure strategies. (Röhl 2005; Translation PIV)

This quote contains the main elements found in nearly all early (up to mid-
2000s) anti-genderist writings within German journalism and mass media: the 
assumption of an anti-commonsense and ideological – radical, particular – 
conspiracy, heavily funded by anti-democratic and over-bureaucratic EU, 
catering “our” tax money to dubious lobbyist ideas and groups. While these 
tropes are common throughout many European contexts, the strong negative 
reference to children’s day care and to compulsory work for women might be 
specific to some national contexts, for example Germany.

Both issues carry strong historical associations to former socialist/GDR 
policies, evoking a dictatorial regime based on an anti-humanist, repressive 
and illiberal ideology. Further, the notion of “forced labour” for women still 
has an audible negative and alien sound, given the dominance of “mommy 
politics” (Marx Ferree 1993) in (West) Germany since the Bismarck era. 
Such politics were intensified by the Nazi regime and have been strongly 
promoted and legally and economically encouraged in West Germany up to 
recently. As laid out in the first section of this chapter, for many Germans, 
working mothers do therefore not embody an appropriate social model.

This, again, has implications for the sociological analysis of anti-genderism. 
The assumption that “gender” forces women (and men) out of their traditional 
roles and destructs the “natural” family appears therefore not so much a 
religious argument, but rather a strong secular common belief shared by an 
important share of German society.5 This traditional family and gender model 
has been hegemonic and practically relevant in (West) Germany since the late 
19th century. As in many other regional and national contexts, second-wave 
feminist movements fought for economic, political and cultural inclusion by 
challenging this model and by demanding the right to paid labour, equal pay, 
anti-discrimination legislation, marriage reform and so on. The new social 
movements of the 1970s and 1980s played a crucial role in reforming this 
model and ultimately changing notions and empirical realities for women, 
men and families in Germany.

It is by no means a coincidence that, within the German context, anti- 
authoritarian projects were an important legacy of emancipatory social move-
ments. Psychoanalysis, “free love”, communal living forms, anti-authoritarian 
pedagogy and so on were developed and experimented to expunge the 
demons of authoritarianism and Nazism. “68s” (Left students, feminist, 
greens, anti-authoritarians, pacifists) are considered by many as responsible 
for questioning the hegemonic gender and family model so effective in Ger-
many, including its not so marginal Nazi heritage.

Coming back to the aforementioned authors from the early to mid-2000s, 
I suggest that the demonization of gender mainstreaming should be more 
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broadly understood as part of an “anti-68” rhetoric. While there are argu-
ably more dimensions, the moral panic around the eventual erosion of the 
traditional family actually serves the broader discourse demonizing “68” 
as a threat to social order, shared values and the moral integrity of German 
society. This specific moral panic – German Angst might be the correct word-
ing – is not so much a religious or otherwise institutionalized issue but shows 
a rather diffuse, albeit widespread scepticism regarding a post-essentialist, 
clearly liberal contemporary society, based on pluralist choices and fluid 
identities.

In this light, it might be interesting to know that Bettina Röhl is one of 
Ulrike Meinhof’s daughters. One of the most prominent radical Left journal-
ists, Meinhof was a Far-Left terrorist in the 1970s and became later an almost 
mystic figure, still partly idolized by sectors of the German radical Left.  
B. Röhl has often written against “68’ers” and their toxic influence on German 
society. As suggested by this biographical example, current anti-genderist 
and overall neoconservative populist articulations should be understood as 
an attempt to dispose of “Leftist” – reflexive, pluralizing, post-essentialist, 
liberalizing – movements in recent German history.

Religious actors

Gabriele Kuby is a sociologist by training who, after converting to Catholi-
cism by the end of the 1990s, has widely published on gender and sexuality 
issues: according to her own website, 13 books and a huge amount of news-
paper articles as well as many digital entries in blogs and so on. She is a 
well-known speaker at conservative, catholic meetings and congresses, espe-
cially within the international networks of self-declared Pro Life activism.6

Interestingly, Kuby is far less known in Germany than in other European 
contexts. Barely any German would know her name, as she is not seen on TV 
or elsewhere in mass media, and her contributions to the German blogosphere 
are less accessible than those from other authors on “Anti-Genderism”. One 
interpretation of this perhaps surprising fact is that decidedly catholic or reli-
gious framings are not intelligible in German public debates, unless they are 
voiced by official church personnel, that is explicitly framed as institutional 
Church statements. Moreover, as discussed later, anti-religious stances are an 
increasingly important element of anti-genderist dynamics in Germany.

Kuby’s writings are consistent with many (ultra-)Catholic or fundamen-
talist Christian stances. She combats the alleged totalitarian ideology of 
“gender and LGBTTI* demands”,7 which would seek to destroy the natural, 
divine, dignified order (of things and people). Within this context, “gender” 
is understood as the radical relativism of any norm related to individuals, 
to sexuality and/or any form of interpersonal relations as in couples, fami-
lies, friendships and so on. It is wilfully misinterpreted as an individual, 
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situational voluntaristic choice of lifestyle, that is as a sort of “stylish makeup 
for the day”. Sexual and reproductive choice is framed as anti-natural and 
as a threat to even a minimum of social order. In sum, gender is a code for 
“moral degeneration” (Kuby 2015, 10). And, as Kuby states in various writ-
ings and oral presentations, this ultra-libertarian notion of gender is then –  
paradoxically – enforced on all people, especially on “innocent children”. 
The point is, as Kuby argues, that pro-choice and gender or LGBTIQ “lobby-
ism” creates “new taboos”:

They [the new taboos] gain their validity through social exclusion and gradual 
criminalization, specifically in the domain that all cultures protect with strict 
standards: the domain of sexuality. A reversal has taken place. Today the dis-
solution of moral standards is being enforced, and opposition is being punished 
with exclusion and legal sanctions. (Kuby 2015, 10)

This argument is not only part of the standard repertoire within Catholic/
Christian attacks of gender and LGBTIQ articulations but is also highly 
relevant within the German context. The rhetoric of “new taboos” and 
“new social exclusion” triggers a relatively widespread and diffuse fear of 
(too much) political correctness (Spaemann 2015, 1). Many commentators, 
authors, journalists and even academics have indeed voiced this moral panic 
regarding a totalitarian, supposedly omnipresent repression against norms, 
opinions or choices, which appear as traditional. The panic regarding censor-
ship and normative marginalization, which is related to the EU (“Brussels”), 
connects various and heterogeneous voices of German “anti-genderism” 
while increasing its resonance in public debate. When authors like Gabriele 
Kuby or Birgit Kelle use this kind of heroic-speaking-truth-from-the-margins,  
they can easily merge into a broader discourse.8

These two distinct, albeit partly similar currents – specific neoconservative 
journalists and authors on the one hand, and specific Catholic laypersons on 
the other – merged and became widely visible in 2007, when Eva Hermann, 
a then prominent news anchorwoman and presenter of public television 
presented her book Das Prinzip Arche Noah. Warum wir die Familie retten 
müssen (The Arche Noah Principle – Why we need to save the family). The 
book reads as a fierce conservative catholic fight-back against pluralist family 
politics. In one interview, Eva Hermann voiced a partly positive appraisal of 
the Nazi-Regime (praising Nazi family policies and their views of mother-
hood) and caused a national scandal. She lost her job and became a heroic 
figure of anti-feminism, anti-gender perspectives and conservative Catholi-
cism. She had previously written several pieces and a rather well-selling book 
taking decidedly “anti-genderist” and anti-feminist positions.

In order to understand the German context, it is also important to pay atten-
tion to the Protestant Church. Although the relevance of Catholicism and 
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Protestantism differ regionally, both Churches are equally important at national 
level and play an equal role in public debates. Protestant actors – be their offi-
cial representatives of the Church or lay groups – have however a longer and 
rather marked tradition of public intervention, as shown in debates around ethi-
cal issues such as disability rights, euthanasia, biomedicine and reproduction.

Despite the overall liberal and even progressive stance of the official Prot-
estant Church, there are fundamentalist and conservative currents and orga-
nizations within German Protestantism (Thiessen 2015). These groups, partly 
networked with Evangelical groups in Europe and the United States, advo-
cate against sexual and reproductive freedom and – foremost – the support 
offered to such freedom by the German State. They promote home-schooling 
as a way to weaken public (state driven) interference in what they consider 
“private” matters.

Yet the most important issue within fundamentalist Protestantism is the 
family. Since the official Protestant Church in Germany has taken a marked 
progressive stance on families (Rat der EKD 2013; Thiessen 2015) – clearly 
opting for a constructivist, post-essentialist, non-biologically nor identity-based 
notion of plural families, which all deserve equal respect, support and religious 
acceptance as long as they are based on mutual respect, nonviolence and 
long-term commitment to each other – there has been increasing discontent 
within conservative Protestant sectors. As within Catholicism, “genderism” 
is seen as one of the main reasons of moral and normative decline. “Gender-
ism” is viewed as responsible for the marginalization of common sense, the 
loss of moral standards in sexual matters, the illegitimate relativism regarding 
marriage and family forms. It should be emphasized, however, that Protestant 
anti-gender discourses clearly acknowledge gender equality defined as equal-
ity between the sexes. Besides few and barely relevant exceptions, they are 
clearly opposed to the idea that the Bible itself stipulates the subordination of 
women (Thiessen 2015, 157). In this light, the very notion of gender is depre-
ciated as a purely ideological, non-commonsensical and non-natural “exag-
geration”. It is understood as a post-natural, post-essentialist notion of socially 
and historically constructed – that is, socially self-made – reality. This allows 
connections with other “anti-genderist” constellations.

Another actor is Beatrix von Storch,9 who is the vice-president of the 
newly founded, right-wing, nationalist, anti-migratory, partly racist, revan-
chist and anti-EU party Alternative für Deutschland (AfD), and a member 
of the European Parliament since 2012 (having recently joined the EFDD 
group after being expulsed from the conservative fraction ECR). Von Storch 
has founded and leads several networks, such as the Zivile Koalition e.V.,10 
which, among other issues, advocates against same-sex marriage. Although 
the official agenda of this group focuses on anti-EU and tax reduction issues, 
von Storch has repeatedly organized and spoken at demonstrations against 
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liberal and pluralist sexual education in schools as well as against (women’s) 
reproductive rights. She crucially connects particular religious (Protestant) 
anti-gender groups to an increasingly relevant populist, anti-migratory 
right-wing party in Germany.

THE CURRENT SITUATION: ANTI-GENDERISM 
AS A MISSING LINK BETWEEN HETEROGENEOUS 

CONSTELLATIONS

Mobilization against gender, sexual diversity and plural kinship and fam-
ily forms has recently increased to reach the streets in substantial numbers. 
Germany has also experienced a rather sudden rise and electoral success of 
a new populist, right-wing, nationalist, anti-migratory and anti-EU party, the 
Alternative für Deutschland (AfD), since 2014. Anti-genderism has hence 
become a facet of organized politics and a (eventual) topic within some 
regional parliaments. Following the analysis by Kováts and Põim (2015), 
“anti-genderism” works as a net or bridge – a “symbolic glue” – between a 
variety of separate, different and yet related persons, groups and networks. 
Thus, in order to understand the empirical situation in Germany, the chapter 
sketches distinct arguments underpinning “anti-genderism” discourses.11

Gender as a totalitarian ideology

As already seen within early anti-gender discourses, the assumption that 
anything related to gender is automatically ideological and coercive is a core 
element of this discourse. Virtually any document from any context – be it 
religious, academic, from organized party politics or from individual blogs 
and comments or really anywhere – either explicitly states or implicitly 
assumes that the very notion of gender necessarily leads to or reflects totali-
tarianism. As Klein claims, “Gender studies overstretch their self-concept as 
multidisciplinary into a semi theological pretension. Accordingly, all other 
academic disciplines, especially those relevant for high school teachers, are 
expected to incorporate and teach gender studies” (Klein 2016).

In this quote from a short article in the online daily NZZ (Swiss-based and 
conservative liberal), this senior evolutionary biologist and chair of the German  
association for Didactics in Biology rants against “Gender Studies” and 
advocates gender studies to be expelled from academia and cut off from any 
public funding. Beyond many wilfully wrong arguments, gender studies are 
typically framed as a “quasi theological ideology”.

This trope appears in numerous usages of “gender”. Virtually all networks 
and platforms mobilizing against more pluralistic and non-heteronormative 
(and less biologistic), sexual education at schools systematically equal gender 
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with “genderism”, that is with “gender ideology”. These are the kind of dis-
cursive shifts that can also be observed in well-established, intellectual mass 
media with regard to gender. Without further ado, gender is more and more 
factually equated with totalitarian and irrational ideology.

The suggestion that gender is necessarily ideological is intensified by the 
allegation that gender is a totalitarian form of policy, imposed on “us” by 
“them”: us Germans, us taxpayers, us voters, us commonsense and normal 
people, them nonsensical academic and irrational lobbyists, them up there, 
them detached from reality, them elites. This dichotomous rhetoric is a char-
acteristic feature of “anti-genderism” discourse, especially in populist and/
or nationalist and anti-pluralism political movements and parties. It is most 
strongly visible in anti-EU rhetoric by groups like PEGIDA or AfD. In these 
cases, “anti-genderism” serves as a focal point for all sorts of affects against 
the EU, which is depicted as non- or even anti-democratic, overly bureau-
cratic and a waste of money.

The main target of such rhetoric is the EU, ultimately regarded as run by 
lobbyists who make politics for their own sake and censor other voices. Gen-
der mainstreaming is then perceived as a magic signifier containing all the 
evils associated with the EU. The AfD “demands total transparency regarding 
all EU funds so far directed to enforce supposed equality measures” and to 
“stop non-democratic gender mainstreaming” within the EU and in Germany. 
It further pleas for ending “ideologically driven public interventions regard-
ing sex roles as they have been implemented by ‘red-green’ (parties) should 
not be part of public politics” (AfD Program 2016).

As already mentioned, the German situation, in general, and its political 
discourse in particular, is still strongly marked by the East/West divide. Para-
doxically, the framing of gender as totalitarian ideology works both ways, as 
pointed out by Heft (2015). On the one hand, gender – especially as defined 
in gender mainstreaming – is often equated with the GDR and the Stasi, as 
well as with communism and/or socialism: “Gender mainstreaming is to the 
‘gender theory’ what a Left (socialist) state party was or is to the Commu-
nist Manifest. Thus, gender aims at more, it wants to create the new man” 
(Klonovsky, quoted by Heft 2015, 183).

When framed in relation to anxieties about the “East”, gender becomes 
synonymous with the ideology of a dictatorial regime, especially with its 
inherent colonization of the private (the family and the intimacy of sexuality) 
by the public and the State. Many documents mention the violent Stalin-
ist and/or Maoist doctrines of re-education – the nightmarish “new Soviet 
man”. Furthermore, at least for some, this kind of framing sounds like fas-
cism. Expressions such as “Feminazis” or “Gender Faschismus” are not at all 
uncommon in certain contexts, especially in social media.

On the other hand, East German versions of anti-genderism claim that 
the very notion of gender is a Western, American (that is non-German) 
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construct. Although not hegemonic, this rhetoric is also present in former 
West Germany. This form of anti-Americanism is a core element of the ide-
ology pertinent of right-wing populist organizations, networks and parties all 
over, including Germany. This rhetoric is also an important bridge between 
otherwise not strongly connected contexts and elements of “anti-genderism” 
(Diner 1996; Knappertsbusch 2016).

“Protecting children”: Gender as an ideology  
of sexualization and peadophilia

The German moral panic around gender is condensed in the alarmist 
rhetoric regarding its supposedly inherent incitation to paedophilia and the 
sexualization of children. Gender is systematically mistaken by self-declared 
anti-genderists as automatically meaning atrocities like child abuse, lack 
of any moral or normative standards and the destruction of taboos. The 
post-essentialist or post-naturalist implications of gender are misread as a 
wilful destruction of any morality. More generally, liberal and critical stances 
on gender and sexuality are equated with the complete disintegration of any 
social and cultural order based on a minimum of morality.

These equations are particularly present in Christian contexts, which tra-
ditionally maintain a suppressed and distanced relation to sexuality. Within 
these contexts, heterosexual married sexuality serving reproduction is the 
only “good”, the only authentic, acceptable and legitimate form of sexuality – 
whereas any other forms are more or less strong aberrations and represent 
non-natural, illegitimate, pathological or ideological/artificial practices.

Beyond explicitly Christian, especially Catholic contexts, anti-genderists 
make strong use of the paedophilia trope in order to reach a broad audience. For 
instance, extreme Right hooligans and neo-nazi groups regularly demand the 
restoration of the “death penalty for child molesters”. As Schmincke (2015) and 
Kämpf (2015) point out, references to children and the self-declared mission 
of protecting them are extremely potent. They appeal to everybody and make a 
claim nobody will ever deny: the protection of innocence, pureness and vulner-
ability. The child serves as focal point in such claims, as it is clearly visible in 
the images and wordings used by organizations such as “Worried Parents”.12

As argued earlier, this specific trope – the fear of paedophilia and perver-
sion – should not only be understood as a moral panic regarding the inevitable 
liberal and reflexive dynamics of modernization processes, but also, and more 
specifically for the German context, as a (subconscious) intent of undoing the 
recent past. Indeed, such references are systematically connected to earlier 
liberalization policies, to sexual liberation and anti-authoritarian movements 
of the 1970s and 1980s, and to the Green Party. In a more or less historically 
accurate way, the social experiments and practices of the time (alternative 
childcare, communal living, free education, free love, etc.)13 are presented 
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as violent aberrations by dogmatic ideology-driven “perverts”. The German 
Green Party is particularly haunted by such defamatory media narratives, 
which are intensified by a mishandling of recently surfaced documents prov-
ing a downplaying and misleading trivialization of paedophilia in the early 
days of the party.14 Finally, protecting children’s innocence helps present 
anti-genderist articulations as the necessary defence of common sense and the 
restoration of an endangered natural order.

Gender studies as a new creationism: Gender is  
no scientific knowledge

The attacks against gender studies as a field of academic research are another 
salient issue. This trope is increasingly mobilized in the media and resonates 
widely in Germany: In the last two to three years, prominent articles have 
appeared in well-established and widely read liberal and conservative news-
papers. These articles claim that gender studies are not scientific, but a sort 
of ideological, or religious belief, since the very notion of gender would deny 
any scientific evidence (as in biology, medicine, chemistry or evolutionary 
theory). On this basis, gender studies are accused of being a new form of cre-
ationism. This is for instance the case of Kutschera, a senior tenured biology 
professor from a German university, who accuses the entire field of not only 
articulating a new form of creationism, but also of literally being a “cancer 
tumor” within an otherwise healthy academic body (Himmelrath 2015).

This argument relies on an overtly narrow, positivist and exclusively 
experimental notion of scientific knowledge. When taking a closer look, the 
accusation of gender studies as non-scientific relies on a rather common-
sensical, hegemonic and naïve notion of biology as ontology. The notion of 
“nature” as easily discernible from any social practice and cultural interpre-
tation or from any historic condition relies on the common sense idea that 
natural entities (such as the gene, the hormones or a neuron) determine all 
social dynamics (Martenstein 2013; Weber 2016).

In short, this accusation reproduces well-known ideological oversimplifications 
and epistemological primitivism, which have been refuted by scientific studies 
for decades and do not only matter to gender studies. It is interesting but not sur-
prising to acknowledge how the scientifically outdated nature/nurture-dichotomy 
(Ainsworth 2015; Baron Cohen 2013) is once again reactivated. The function of 
this dichotomous framing is obvious: It suggests a stable normative orientation 
beyond the contingencies, uncertainties and pluralisms of contemporary society. 
The naturalization of certain socially highly relevant differences such as gender, 
race or sexuality is evoked once again as an antidote to “liquid modernity” (Zyg-
munt Bauman) and its pluralizing, post-essentialist discontents (Max Weber). 
This particular function merges perfectly with the overarching tropes in current 
right-wing populist, nationalist and partly openly racist dynamics.
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The attack on gender studies includes other features, which resemble some 
of the attacks described earlier: the alleged tremendous waste of public money 
(“our taxes”) for ideological nonsense when universities are chronically under-
funded, the underestimated influence gender studies exert on German academia 
as a whole and on young students in particular, the boom of gender studies due 
to successful political lobbying and the according crowding out of small, but 
important, academic disciplines. In sum, gender studies are depicted as an 
omnipresent and omnipotent ideological danger for German academia, fuelled 
by politics, wasting enormous amounts of money and endangering the quality 
of higher education. Which is all, needless to say, simply not true. Chairs or 
professorships with a part- or full dedication to gender studies currently make 
approx. 0,4% of all professorships in Germany. More data can be found at 
http://www.database.mvbz.org/database.php. Furthermore, there is no explicit 
funding structure for Gender Studies in German academia, since national and 
regional funding heavily depends on a rather traditional disciplinary structure.

An additional element plays a crucial role: the phantasm of censorship 
due to political correctness (Ginsburg 2014; Grau 2016; Meyer 2015). Such 
articles claim there is an entire apparatus of control and censorship, a sort of 
centralist control on any aspect of academic life: the content of research proj-
ects, the recruitment of personnel and tenure decisions or the micro-politics of 
university life in general. This conspiracy rhetoric either evokes the Nazi past 
of Germany or explicitly blames “the USA/America” for importing political 
correctness into German politics and academia. Crucially, certain wordings 
are an exact quote of Nazi rhetoric. Gleichschaltung, for example, is the 
concept used by the Nazi regime to align all institutions to the same racist, 
anti-Semitic and ethno-nationalist ideology.

CONCLUSION

Anti-genderist articulations in Germany come from heterogeneous con-
texts. Compared to other European countries, the Catholic/Christian 
imprinting is less salient. Rather, the various tropes and the rhetoric at 
the core of the anti-genderism discourse function as a “glue” (Kováts and 
Põim 2015) between a variety of different actors, networks, movements 
and political parties. These tropes all relate to the rejection of post-essential 
or post-natural foundations of identities, groups and rights. That is, 
anti-genderism in Germany refuses the empirical evidences and the con-
ceptual framing of gender (and sexuality, family, reproduction) as socially 
constructed, historically framed, culturally negotiated and individually 
experienced in variable ways.

This rejection may or may not be understood as a backlash, but it certainly 
reacts to significant shifts and paradigm changes in the normative foundations 
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of German policies regarding (gender) equality, family, inclusion and citizen-
ship. Such shifts reflect the liberalization of (especially West) German soci-
ety in the aftermath of the emancipatory social movements of the 1970s and 
1980s. In this light, it is no surprise that many voices within “anti-genderism” 
formulate more or less malevolent defamations of the “68ers”, seen as the 
origin of most contemporary liberal evils.

Therefore, current “anti-genderism” discourse in German politics can also 
be read as an intent of certain sectors to undo or ditch part of recent history. 
“Anti-genderism” is also strongly linked, is substantially fuelled by and at the 
same time feeds anti-statal (anti-public) affects in general, and anti-EU affects 
in particular. Gender as understood in gender mainstreaming is systematically 
used as a code for “Brussels” and as a way to denounce problematic things 
about the EU (such as lack of democratic procedures and bureaucracy).

Finally, the form of anti-genderist articulations in Germany is particu-
larly interesting. There is indeed an overall style of self-heroization. By 
this, I mean a performative discursivity, which sets itself as a marginalized 
voice – silenced by lobbies, by powerful transnational conspiracy, by ideo-
logical media and public censorship, by an omnipotent “mafia” of political 
correctness – which claims to speak for the “silent/silenced majority”. Since 
gender (and queer and/or LGBTTI* activism alike) is framed as far detached 
from common sense and beyond reason, rationality and normal “evidence”, 
as ideological, “anti-genderism” claims not only to speak for a majority, but 
also to represent “normal” people’s common sense.

NOTES

1. Besorgte Buerger, http://besorgtebuerger.tumblr.com/. Accessed 15 June 2016.
2. Approximately 65% of mothers with children under 18 years are employed in 

paid labour. From these, approximately 75% work part time, often due to a lack of 
reliable and affordable childcare (Jurczyk and Klinkhardt 2014).

3. Weaver (2010).
4. Manufactum, http://www.manufactum.de. Accessed 15 June 2016.
5. Public opinion polls show complex and ambivalent, partly contradictory, 

stances regarding the combination of parenting, especially motherhood, and paid 
labour. Most Germans state that “good mothers” should work but also strongly sup-
port the notion that mothers should be at home in the afternoons, in order to help their 
children with school homework or otherwise (BiB 2013).

6. Such as the Alliance for Strong Families and Communities or the World Con-
gress of Families.

7. Anglico Press (2016).
8. For further analysis on “heroism” as new populist rhetoric in the German 

context, see Villa (2016).
9. For more details on von Storch within German and European contexts, see 

Kemper (2014).
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10. Zivile Koalition (2016), founded in 2010 and run by her family.
11. For further details and methodological background, see Hark and Villa (2015).
12. Besorgte Eltern (2016).
13. See Herzog (2005) for sexual politics in Germany and Reichardt (2014) for a 

more general description and analysis of new social movements in Germany.
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The Hungarian National Bank set up educational foundations and educational 
programmes which are outside the jurisdiction of the Hungarian Accredita-
tion Committee. They are, however, using as much state funding as the 
whole Hungarian state education system. One of these programmes recently 
appointed German sociologist Gabriele Kuby, one of the main ideologists of 
anti-gender movement in Europe, as a regular visiting professor. The appoint-
ment stirred the academic environment in Hungary sensitive to government 
interventions, as it shows that representatives of anti-gender activism receive 
preferential treatment in some circles. The appointment of Kuby might rein-
force the already-existing anti-gender discourse in Hungary, which is the 
topic of this chapter.

Unlike in some other East-Central European countries, there is currently 
no significant anti-gender movement in Hungary. However, there is a pal-
pable anti-gender discourse, which started to grab scientific attention in the 
past few years, although only to a modest extent (Balogh 2014; Félix 2015; 
Kováts and Põim 2015; Kováts and Soós 2014; Perintfalvi 2015; Pető 2015a, 
2015b). Given the local structural features, the question is why a full-fledged 
movement has not appeared yet? We argue that the major reason for that is 
the lack of a culturally liberal agenda of the current government, as well as 
the (so far) lack of a motive on the government’s behalf to initiate such a 
movement.1 Having said this, we cannot exclude the emergence of such a 
captured movement, organized with the support of collateral organizations 
in the near future (Metz 2015), should the creation of a new enemy served 
the purposes of the government. Indeed, creating an enemy is often used as 
a mobilization strategy by the current government between two elections. 
For instance, in 2015, during the refugee crisis, the communication went far 
beyond policy questions and was directed towards stirring fear and hatred. 

Chapter 7

Anti-gender discourse in Hungary: 
A discourse without a movement?

Eszter Kováts and Andrea Pető
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The same happened during the campaign leading to the government-initiated 
referendum in October 2016 on whether or not the Hungarian Parliament 
should have a say in approving of refugee quotas set by the EU.

However, one must also bear in mind the analytical limits of the framework 
of “a need for creating an enemy”, for such an approach would walk us into 
a trap of interpreting the emergence or non-emergence of a movement solely 
from a local and national point of view. As we argued elsewhere (Kováts 
2017; Pető 2016a, 2016b), these movements are rooted in a broader crisis 
phenomenon and the scale is much larger than specific local or national gov-
ernment or Church interests.

This chapter is organized in three parts. We first discuss the emergence and 
evolution of the anti-gender discourse, which has only sporadically appeared 
in Hungarian public debates. We also examine the actors, who initiated this 
discourse and/or might become the engines of a movement. Second, we 
elaborate on why no movement has emerged yet. Third, we discuss why we 
could however expect such a mobilization in Hungary.

THE HISTORY OF A DISCOURSE

In this section, we discuss the emergence of an anti-gender discourse as 
framed by different actors, and we discuss the relationship between the Euro-
pean level and local actors.

The emergence of a discourse (2008–2009)

In Hungary, “gender ideology” as an expression first appeared in 2008 in 
relation to a textbook for high school students (Pető and Tarajossy 2008), 
which was meant to assist the teaching of history through a gendered lens. An 
MP of FIDESZ identified the presence of “gender ideology” in this textbook, 
claiming that “the greatest danger of this trend is that society will lose its 
sexual identity. Traditional identity will be lost”. She also stated that “[t]his 
is the beginning of the final takeover of the culture of death, of denial, of the 
opposition to our creaturehood”.2

The expression “culture of death” itself, which originates in Pope John 
Paul II’s 1995 Evangelium vitae encyclical letter (Robcis 2015), was popu-
larized in Hungary by the translation of Gabriele Kuby’s book Die Gender 
Revolution – Relativismus in Aktion (2008). The book is indeed freely down-
loadable from the website of the Kereszténydemokrata Néppárt (KDNP, 
Christian Democratic People Party). The blurb for the Hungarian edition of 
the book was written by the Hungarian bishop László Bíró and the Austrian 
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bishop Andreas Laun, whose book “Christian Man in a Modern World” on 
the same topic was published in Hungarian in 2014.

The Lexicon on Ambiguous and Debatable Terms Regarding Family 
Life and Ethical Questions, which became a key theoretical foundation of 
anti-gender mobilization in several countries, was only translated in 2012 
(in Hungarian Lexicon of the Family, Családlexikon 2012). Nonetheless, 
its most important articles on gender had already been published earlier in 
a journal for caring professionals. Furthermore, one of the arguments put 
forward in the Lexicon – that differences measured by statistics between men 
and women in any given profession can be the result of some natural differ-
ences between men and women and not discrimination – appeared also in 
one of the earliest articles on “gender ideology” by theology teacher Tomka. 
In a piece published in 2010, Tomka argues that while “[t]he equal rights of 
women is a principle that we all agree on”, it is only the first step that eventu-
ally leads to a slippery slope. Through a “Trojan horse” argument, he claims 
that, while the first appearance of women’s equality is in a beautiful cloak, 
it later leads to the mingling of sexes. In other words, any action aiming at 
gender equality can be interpreted as the first step to a slippery slope.

Framing anti-gender discourse

Although the texts quoted above paved the way for the anti-gender discourse, 
“gender ideology” explicitly appeared on the political agenda for the first 
time in 2010 in response to an amendment of the curricula for preschool edu-
cation by the socialist government. It then got wide publicity in right-wing 
media. According to this amendment, preschool teachers should “deliberately 
avoid any strengthening of gender stereotypes and facilitate the dismantling 
of the prejudices concerning the social equality of genders”.3 Kornél Papp, 
the head of the Synod’s Education Office of the Reformed Church in Hun-
gary, denounced this as “wholly frightening”, arguing:

What does it entail in practice to avoid gender stereotypes? For instance, does 
it mean that in fairy tales the parents will no longer be called Dad and Mom, 
but rather Parent One and Parent Two? Or that one has to intervene if a little 
girl plays too much with her dolls. One should rather convince her to play with 
an excavator? Girly outfits are also gender stereotypes: the skirt, the long hair, 
the ribbon and the patent leather shoes. If we take the amendment seriously, we 
should ask the parents to have the little girls wear pants from now on.4

It is no surprise that the right-wing conservative FIDESZ-KDNP government, 
which stepped into office in June 2010, removed the contested sentence from 
the curricula. Rózsa Hoffmann, Undersecretary of Education, explained that 
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the sentence had to be deleted as it “introduced the foundations of the so-
called gender ideology into preschool education, which in the name of equal-
ity dismisses the differentiation of sexes as senseless”.5

After this event, the issue of “gender ideology” disappeared both from 
political debates and mainstream media and only marginal voices such as the 
anti-feminist blog Férfihang (Men’s Voice) and the Far-Right portal kuruc.
info, continued to keep the issue on the agenda.

While in several European countries anti-gender mobilizations started in 
2012 or 2013, Hungary remained relatively quiet. Nevertheless, the trans-
lation of the Slovakian Episcopacy’s Pastoral Letter to Advent (1 Decem-
ber 2013), which warned against gender equality as being a Trojan horse 
aiming at erasing the differences between sexes, was read out loud in Hun-
garian churches.6

In the media, the largest right-wing weekly Heti Válasz also emphasized 
in its article “A tolerancia diktatúrája” (The Dictatorship of Tolerance) that 
the gay lobby was about to restrict the rights of the majority. This text, which 
was published soon after the Budapest Pride Parade of 2013, further claimed:

This year homosexual activists have shifted into a higher gear worldwide. While 
beforehand their stated goal was the elimination of discrimination, today it is the 
rights of the majority that are being endangered. Those committed to a family 
model based on the relationship between a man and a woman are on the losing 
side all the way from Sweden to the United States.7

The reception of EU developments

From 2014 onwards, anti-gender discourse became denser. This was triggered 
by two reports discussed at the European Parliament: the – unsuccessful – 
Estrela report on sexual and reproductive health and rights, and the Lunacek 
report against homophobia and other forms of discrimination based on sexual 
orientation and gender identity, which was adopted by the European Parlia-
ment in February 2014.8 At the time, the right-wing press published numerous 
articles denouncing “gender ideology”. According to the Heti Válasz, which 
applied again the trope of majority-turning-minority:

Europe once again is loud with questions of bioethics. Gay rights organizations 
want to extend the privileges of homosexuals, the gender ideologists shifted into 
a higher gear, and in Belgium active euthanasia for children has become legal. 
But why did two FIDESZ European Parliament MPs vote for the LGBT-lobby’s 
proposal? . . . Twelve-year old girls could have abortions without parental consent, 
popularization of homosexuality would become obligatory in preschools, and 
member countries would be obliged to legalize gay marriage. This is the gist of the 
two reports against which hundreds of thousands of Europeans petitioned recently.9
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Such right-wing media reports sparked an increasing interest among con-
servative politicians, who started to use the phrase “gender ideology”. For 
example Zsolt Semjén, deputy prime minister and the president of KDNP, 
said in an interview for Hír TV that “gender ideology gets a brutal amount 
of support from Brussels. Small but loud interest groups in my opinion want 
to impose on the world a deviant worldview”.10 The same frame was used by 
Katalin Novák, Undersecretary of Family Affairs. She claimed in a deplor-
ing tone, discussing between the lines the term “gender”, that some Western 
governments are trying to sneak into EU and the UN documents expressions, 
which are expanding the notion of the family. She also stressed out that the 
Hungarian government does not agree with having hardly definable terms 
and controversial principles in these documents and would initiate a coalition 
with those countries which share Hungarian standpoint.11

Anti-gender discourse was further strengthened by the activity of the con-
servative news portal Mandiner, which, for example, published an interview 
with Gabriele Kuby, in which she warns Hungarians that “gender ideology” 
is an international conspiracy that could soon reach Hungary. A translation 
of bishop Laun’s Der Christ in der modernen Welt (“Christian Man in a 
Modern World”) was also translated into Hungarian at the time. In this book, 
Laun compares “gender ideology” with Marxism and socialism and sees it 
as an attack on the Church. According to him, criticisms against the Catholic 
Church would show that religious identity is under attack, as it was under 
state socialism (Balogh 2014, 11–12).

Dissident voices

Alternative voices emerged in early 2015. In February, the Hungarian transla-
tion of a study by an Austrian Catholic moral theologian Gerhard Marschütz, 
who criticizes the Catholic Church for its role in mobilizing against “gender 
ideology”, was published in the 2014 Keresztény-Zsidó Teológiai Évkönyv 
(Christian-Jewish Theological Yearbook 2014). In this piece, Marschütz 
criticizes the Catholic Church’s wholesale adaptation of Gabriele Kuby’s 
thoughts, as well as her role in drafting the above-mentioned Slovakian Pas-
toral Letter. He proceeds with an analysis of Kuby’s argumentation, refutes 
her claims from a moral theological point of view and discusses the reasons 
why the Catholic Church should learn from the discipline of gender stud-
ies (Marschütz 2014). This is a radical approach in the Hungarian Catholic 
context which shows that Hungarian Catholic context is multilayered, which 
offers chance to think about future alliance between progressive actors.

Piarist monk József Urbán also hits an unusual tone in his response to a 
statement by deputy prime minister, Zsolt Semjén, in which the latter, when 
commenting on the Slovak referendum against marriage equality, said that 
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“the Slovak nation bore witness to our common Christian values and normal-
ity”.12 József Urbán13 questioned Semjén’s gesture and wondered whether 
Christianity unconditionally leads to voting “yes” on the referendum. He also 
raised doubts about whether this referendum was necessary. This blog entry 
was followed by an intense debate, first under the entry itself and later in the 
press. As a response to a question on his blog, Urbán refined his argument, 
arguing: “Gay marriage is not my fundamental concern. My concern is how 
we could, as Christians, avoid contributing to spreading hatred, violence, 
shaming and fear. How could a topic like that of marriage, which . . . became 
a question of the referendum, exert violence? That’s my concern. The way 
I see it, this is truly the question” (Urbán 2015).

This comment led a journalist of the conservative weekly Heti Válasz to 
interview Urbán about the alleged contradiction between the Catholic teach-
ing and his opinion. Urbán’s response was about overcoming fear and listen-
ing to each other: “What would greatly help – and perhaps it is downright 
indispensable for the conversation – if we stopped using the words of the 
magisterium as shields, and if we stopped saying – or suggesting – that the 
other is “not normal”, or “not a Christian”.14

A third element should be mentioned: the shifts in Katalin Novák’s – 
and more broadly the governmental – communication. In 2011, during the 
Hungarian EU-presidency, the government’s standpoint was that family 
mainstreaming should be supported instead of gender mainstreaming, which 
they perceived as an anti-family agenda (Juhász 2012). In early March 2015, 
however, at the UN Commission on the Status of Women’s 59th Congress in 
New York City, the Undersecretary of State announced that “family policy 
cannot be pitched against women’s equality. It can be effectively pursued in 
parallel with women’s politics” and advocated women’s increased political 
representation.15 Novák did apparently not consider the issue of gender equal-
ity to be against family, nor to be a Trojan horse via which fierce ideas make 
their way into international organizations. However, the fact that Novák held 
a speech at a conference of the One of Us Association in Paris in March 2016, 
and her receiving an award by the World Congress of Families in Georgia 
in May 2016 indicate that she is somehow involved in the transnational net-
works mobilizing against “gender ideology”.

The activities of the local office of the Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung (FES) 
should be mentioned as well. Indeed, the FES – to which belongs one author 
of this chapter – organized the first dialogue forums explicitly focusing on 
the anti-gender mobilizations in Europe in February and June 2014. It was 
about initiating a dialogue between conservative and progressive opinion 
makers in Hungary in order to prevent similar fundamentalist movements 
locally. Given the great interest, the series proceeded from the fall of 2014 on, 
touching upon social issues that representatives of different world views and 
disciplinary backgrounds could connect to, like motherhood, masculinities, 
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childbearing, love and dignity.16 The aim of the dialogue series is to build 
trust among actors, to create a space of (self)reflection and to search for a 
common vocabulary, without which the various actors cannot communicate 
with respect. Such self-reflection is deemed to hinder the construction of 
conspiracy theories and the demonization of opponents, allowing all actors 
to move forward on gender issues (Kováts 2015b, 10). The experience of the 
forums seem to be so far that there are progressive and conservative opinion 
makers committed to overcome the trenches and the mistrust. Whether it 
could contribute to prevent an anti-gender movement or even bring about 
progressive changes is yet to be seen.

Turning the tide: The “female principium” discussion

Change in the anti-gender discourse happened with an intervention of an 
influential FIDESZ politician, who made the concept of “gender” a topic of 
discussion not only in media but also in everyday life. On 13 December 2015 
László Kövér, president of the Parliament, declared at the annual congress 
of the FIDESZ that the highest form of self-fulfilment of women is to give 
birth, complaining about the spread of “gender madness” in Europe. This was 
followed by a statement by the heavily state sponsored conservative pop icon 
Ákos Kovács, who claimed that the task of women is to “fulfill the female 
principium”, which is giving birth and belonging to someone.

These two statements are embedded in the general fear of demographic 
decline of the Hungarian government. In the upcoming weeks, 10 to 15 pro 
and contra articles and numerous blog posts were published daily about the 
“duty or role of women”. This discussion, involving critical voices from 
progressive men and conservative thinkers, however, only sporadically 
touched upon issues relevant to the anti-gender debates and remained in the 
framework of a feminist debate. It is also important to emphasize that this 
“female principium” discussion was a national centred debate without visible 
connections to other anti-feminist or anti-gender movements in Europe. In 
winter 2015/2016, the government started to finance a street poster and adver-
tisement campaign on the theme of family, the first topics being siblings and 
fatherhood. When finalizing this chapter (October 2016), there was no sign 
this campaign would be continued, but this discussion can be renewed at any 
moment in the context of the demographic discourse.

WHY IS THERE NO MOVEMENT? DISCOURAGING FACTORS

A comparison with the emergence of anti-gender movements across Europe 
points towards several discouraging factors, which might explain why there 
is (still) no visible anti-gender movement in Hungary. They relate to the (lack 
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of) institutionalization of gender equality policies – there is nothing one can 
protest against – and the state of affairs with the current government, which 
nearly eliminated all NGOs that could be advocates for gender equality. The 
Orbán government is opposing any liberal agenda and it rejects any kind of 
gender equality mechanism at governmental level. For that reason, only a few 
weak and non-influential NGOs can be labelled representatives of “gender 
ideology”.

First, as opposed to France, Slovakia or Poland for instance, there is no 
gender mainstreaming policy in Hungary.17 The institutionalization of gender 
equality is relatively weak today and cannot serve as a possible catalyst for 
the movement. The same is true for the LGBT issues. Unlike in Slovakia, 
Slovenia or France, where recent LGBT-related legislation helped activating 
anti-gender mobilization, such pro-LGBT legislation is currently not imagin-
able in Hungary. Hungary had already adopted a relatively progressive law 
on registered partnership in 2009, and no future improvement of LGBT rights 
can be envisaged at short sight. Finally, unlike countries where anti-gender 
mobilizations could piggyback on general public discontent with the gov-
ernment, it does not seem to be case in Hungary (Kováts and Soós 2014, 
119–120).

Second, the status of the Roman Catholic Church in Hungary does not 
facilitate the establishment of a movement. According to the 2011 census, 
39% of the population declares to be Catholic, 11% belongs to the Protestant 
Reformed Church and 2.2% to the Lutheran Church (18% does not belong 
to any religion; 27% didn’t answer). Balogh (2014) showed that in Hungary 
the number of practitioners of Catholicism is significantly smaller than in 
those countries where the anti-gender mobilization was powerful. Whereas 
the Roman Catholic Church plays a significant role in the mobilizations all 
over Europe, in Hungary the Church does not possess such a leading opinion 
making character. This leads to wonder whether the Church is capable of 
initiating and mobilizing large networks of active citizens and whether such 
a potential can be found in civil society outside the Church circles. For now it 
seems that in both Church and civil circles there is no “political culture within 
which mobilization and street politics would be accepted and considered 
valuable” (Kováts and Soós 2014, 120). However, the CitizenGO initiative, 
which has an active Hungarian branch, may prove this wrong. The initiative 
seems to be quite successful in mobilizing networks of people along conser-
vative values by collecting their signatures.

Third, several structural particularities of Hungarian conservatism must 
be emphasized. While there is often a continuity in conservative tradition 
in Western Europe, there was a fundamental break in 1945 in Hungary, as 
in other post-communist countries. This resulted in an alternative trajec-
tory in the development of conservative subculture (Pető 2003). From 1990, 
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Hungarian conservatism had to rebuild itself and hinged on key questions: 
What tradition(s) would it rely on? What would it borrow from the political 
toolkit of pre-1945 conservatism? This led to the selection of specific fea-
tures (“chosen tradition”). For this reason, there are no traceable differences 
between the gender discourses of the Hungarian right-wing conservatives and 
that of the Far Right. Both follow the traditional normative family model. 
They aim at the same discursive space of “family”, which in turn makes 
conservative discourse more susceptible to fundamentalism (Pető 2003). It 
will be a question for the future if right-wing conservatives can protect their 
version of normative family discourse from the Far Right.

Finally, the absence of an organized anti-gender movement in Hungary 
could be partly attributed to the success of conflict-avoiding initiatives. As 
shown with the experience of the Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung, many representa-
tives of conservative and human rights organizations are open to dialogue, 
certainly when the issue is not yet polarized. As presented, dissident voices 
have also emerged among Christian communities. This includes the rise 
of the Magyarországi Teológusnők Ökumenikus Egyesülete (Hungarian 
Women Theologians’ Ecumenical Association), the Lutheran blog Kötőszó 
and the recent publication of a volume with studies on theology and gender 
from various Christian confessions, published by the publishing house of the 
Lutheran Church (Hausmann et al. 2016).

WHY WE COULD EXPECT THE EMERGENCE  
OF A MOVEMENT

In countries like France (Chetcuti 2014; Robcis 2015) and Poland (Grze-
balska 2015) smaller mobilizations preceded a particular catalysing issue, 
which then prompted the development of a structured anti-gender movement. 
These mobilizations were not necessarily part of a deliberate strategy escalat-
ing from isolated, sporadic cases of resistance towards a greater opposition, 
but made the general public more conscious of certain concepts and of their 
alleged dangers, serving as the scaffolding of a larger movement. Hungary 
has experienced, as detailed earlier, small events in the past years, such as 
the 2010 debate about avoiding gender stereotypes in preschool teaching and 
the 2014 debate about the reports by Estrela and Lunacek. Therefore, the 
theoretical background work and arguments necessary to the emergence of a 
movement are already present in the country.

Indeed, one of the precondition for the emergence of a movement is the 
recognition of the dangers of gender. As we have highlighted, this discourse 
is actively promoted by right-wing media and civil society actors in Hungary. 
Moreover, some political actors, journalists, representatives of churches and 
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conservative civil organizations are ready to advocate this cause publicly. 
One can mention, among others, the already mentioned Hungarian branch 
of the transnational network of CitizenGO initiative, which mobilizes for 
the European Citizen initiative MumDad&Kids; the party foundation of the 
minor coalition partner Christian Democrats KDNP (Barankovics Founda-
tion), the Magyarországi Aquinói Szent Tamás Társaság (Hungarian Thomas 
Aquinas Association), the community university who invited Kuby to Hun-
gary (Wekerle Business School), the Association of Conservative Students at 
ELTE University Budapest which organized in March 2016 a debate about 
“gender ideology” and protested against a lesbian flash mob in May; the 
Századvég Foundation, a think tank heavily sponsored by the government, 
which has recently published a book against same-sex marriage and orga-
nized a conference on the “human rights fundamentalism”.

Several media outlets have also published on the issue: newspapers 
(Magyar Hírlap, Magyar Idők), a weekly magazine (Heti Válasz), television 
channels (HírTV, EchoTV), a radio station (Kossuth Rádió), popular Internet 
portals and blogs (mandiner, 888.hu), Christian fundamentalist evangelical 
forums (Hetek) and far-right-wing related portals (kuruc.info).

Furthermore, although there is no significant conservative civil sphere 
beyond these media outlets, the government has its own civil organizations, 
which can be easily mobilized if the government has to be defended from 
what they perceive as an unjustified external attack (Pető and Vasali 2014). 
Therefore, the Hungarian government with its anti-EU discourse could osten-
sibly support and encourage the development of an anti-gender movement, 
as well as the construction of a captivating vision of the enemy. In 2015, 
Orbán’s government started a new communication campaign in order to 
strengthen the “family-friendly thinking”, to promote pro-family world views 
and to provide “information about the positive results of family politics”.18 As 
the refugee crisis deepened, the campaign was postponed, but based on the 
experience of the anti-refugee campaign over the spring and summer 2015 as 
well as prior to the government-initiated referendum about refugee quotas in 
October 2016, we assume that this “family-friendly” campaign could become 
another territory to mobilize afresh the vision of the enemy. If the govern-
ment for any reason needs a (new) image of an enemy, it is poised to harness 
public support behind it, through which it can relay the message to otherwise 
uninvolved social groups as well.

Finally, progressive actors and voices in Hungary are weak. This could 
imply lesser triggers for the emergence of a conservative movement, but it 
also means that a possible anti-gender mobilization would face a frail opposi-
tion. Indeed, the anti-gender movement is partly built on the weaknesses of 
progressive politics (Pető 2016b; Wimbauer, Motakef and Teschlade 2015). 
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In such a political constellation, the “gender ideology” discourse offers a 
fertile ground for an organized movement, potentially feeding into many 
fears and insecurities. In Hungary, human rights–focused civil networks 
dealing with women’s and LGBT issues have weak social grounding. They 
have not performed the “radical re-thinking of the toolkit of the critique of 
the regime” (Pető 2014) and their agenda remained reactive. This proves to 
be especially challenging in the defensive stance into which stigmatizing 
government politics have pushed them, which in turn justifies their positions 
and increases their urgent demands for the EU and the UN norms (Pető 2014; 
Pető and Vasali 2014). Wimbauer and her colleagues (2015) also argue that 
discourses against gender equality are an explicit or implicit attempt to get 
experiences of precarity and precarization under control and that the feminist 
and LGBT struggles have found a comfortable place in the neoliberal order 
and are therefore made co-responsible by the anti-gender actors for the dam-
age it causes.

CONCLUSION

In the context of (Central and Eastern) European countries Hungary remains 
a unique case with a rather long history of anti-gender discourse, but with-
out any palpable anti-gender movement. This, however, can easily change, 
should the Orbán’s government or the NGOs near the government build up 
the new enemy “gender”. So far progressive actors have offered neither visi-
ble nor popular alternatives to the Orbán government (which uses partly Left-
ist and anti-systemic arguments to neoliberalism), and this opens the scene 
also to anti-EU discourses and to the more forceful Far Right party Jobbik 
and other anti-modernist alternatives (Pető and Vasali 2014). At the moment, 
the anti-gender rhetoric is one of the possible rhetorical frames besides the 
anti-migrant narrative to be used for political purposes of polarization. As 
the refugee crisis intensifies anti-gender rhetoric might be integrated in this 
frame and then has a potential of mass mobilization. On the opposite side, as 
we have argued elsewhere (Kováts 2015a, 2017; Kováts and Põim 2015; Pető 
2015a, 2015b, 2016a), it is indispensable for scholars seeking to understand 
anti-gender movements and for activists and politicians on the progressive 
side seeking to counteract them, to reflect on the content of progressive poli-
tics (questioning neoliberalism, and the rooting of the identity politics in neo-
liberalism), on the language of equality (statistical equality, human rights, EU 
as a neoliberal project while being sold as norm owner of gender equality and 
human rights) and on the language of politics (technocratic, policy-based). 
This is all the more necessary because what remains of the post–World War II  
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consensus is becoming more and more challenged by the growing fundamen-
talism represented by the Far Right and now by anti-gender movements.

At the end of September 2016, Hungarian tax authorities closed down the 
quasi university where Gabriele Kuby was appointed as a visiting profes-
sor. This shows that maybe the anti-gender movement will not be supported 
wholeheartedly by the Hungarian state. This restrain may open up space for 
those political forces who are fighting against hate and discrimination to look 
and to maybe find allies in unexpected places.

NOTES

1. FIDESZ (Fiatal Demokraták Szövetsége – Alliance of Young Democrats), a 
right-wing conservative party, with its minor coalition partner, the KDNP (Keresz-
ténydemokrata Néppárt – Christian Democratic People Party) was elected with a 
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7. Szőnyi, Szilárd. 2013. “A tolerancia diktatúrája.” Válasz.hu, 17 July. Accessed 
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signature-collecting website it is possible to gather the addresses of those interested 
in further initiations; hence it also acts as a networking forum that may serve as the 
base for future mobilization.
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Until very recently the Republic of Ireland has been perceived as a conserva-
tive, traditional Catholic country. This perception was accurate until the early 
1990s when there was a significant decline in the power of the Church. This 
was due to a combination of self-inflicted wounds, mishandling of several 
scandals1 and a more general liberalization of Irish society, influenced by 
second-wave feminist activism, civil rights movements and campaigns for 
lesbian and gay rights. Until then the Church had exerted immense political 
and social dominance over issues of sexuality and the family. Yet, despite 
this loss of influence, the Church and its secular allies remain a major force 
of resistance to liberalization in Irish society. More specifically, the Church 
has remained intransient on matters of reproductive rights for women and 
LGBT equality, most especially same-sex marriage. An historic collaboration 
between the Church and the Irish state meant that the Catholic Church not 
only became the appointed moral guardian of Irish society; it exerted huge 
levels of social control due to their dominance of almost all of the key institu-
tions of education and health.

Homosexuality was decriminalized in 1993 and then only at the insistence 
of the European Court of Human Rights. Yet a mere 22 years later, Ireland 
was the first country in the world to give constitutional protection to mar-
riage equality following a popular vote where two thirds of the electorate 
votes were in favour of the change.2 However, while equal rights for LGBT 
people are now fully enshrined and protected in law (although this does not 
mean a total eradication of homophobia in society), Irish women’s rights still 
lag behind many European countries, particularly in the area of reproductive 
rights. In 1983, Article 40.3.3 (known as the Eighth Amendment) was inserted 
into the Irish Constitution, creating a constitutional ban on abortion by equat-
ing the life of a pregnant woman with that of a fetus. Thirty years later, despite 
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two further referendums in 1992 and 2002 and numerous court cases, abor-
tion is illegal in almost all circumstances. In recent years, the mistreatment 
of pregnant women as a result of the Eighth Amendment has underpinned the 
campaign to repeal that amendment. The reality of Ireland’s abortion laws has 
come, nationally and internationally, into stark focus following the death of 
Savita Halappanavar in October 2012.3 The case sparked national and inter-
national outrage against Ireland’s regressive anti-abortion laws.

This chapter seeks to explore the role of the Catholic Church in both of 
these contexts focusing on its continuing attempts to preserve the privileged 
position of Catholic social thinking in both the Irish Constitution and social 
policy legislation. Using two major case studies – the recent marriage equal-
ity referendum (2015) and Ireland’s Constitution prohibition on abortion – we 
chart how the Catholic Church sought to exert its influence to restrict pro-
gressive change for women and the LGBT community. We will explore the 
strategies employed by the Irish Catholic Church and consider the influence 
played by the European Right and American evangelical ideology in terms 
of the development of these strategies. One interesting aspect of the response 
of the Irish Catholic Church to campaigns for women’s and LGBT rights has 
been the fact that, for historical and cultural reasons, “gender ideology” has 
not played a large part in these debates.

A CATHOLIC NATION FOR A CATHOLIC PEOPLE

In 1922–1923 the Irish Free State emerged from the detritus of a War of 
Independence with Britain and a short but vicious post-imperial civil war. 
Almost immediately the Catholic hierarchy, a number of lay groups and the 
government imposed a Catholic construction of sexuality and worked to regu-
late it (Hug 1998). Irish identity and Catholicism became enmeshed, with the 
state identifying itself as Catholic, governing a Catholic people and following 
Catholic social thinking and practices. From the beginning of its existence, 
the Irish Catholic State found the activities of women and homosexual men in 
the public realm problematic socially, culturally and politically. This Church/
state theocracy allowed a discourse on sexuality which was confined within 
the “thematic of sin” and which was preoccupied with explanations of what 
was “natural” that is heterosexual and reproductive and what was “unnatu-
ral” and “deviant”, that is everything else (Inglis 1998, 12). The 1937 Irish 
Constitution which privileged heterosexual marriage and the family as the 
normal and natural unit of society, and women’s place within society as in the 
domestic, reflected a “synthesis between Catholic, nationalist and democratic 
values in a way that provided a stable basis for constitutional continuity” for 
coming decades (Girvin 2002, 82).4
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The Catholic “moral monopoly” (Inglis 1998) created one model of mar-
riage which played a powerful role in the regulation of female sexuality and 
the reproduction of heterosexuality. Roman Catholic Canon Law enacted 
strict regulation (through the surveillance by priests) in relation to sexuality 
while the institution of marriage was a vehicle for the deployment of the laws 
governing sexuality (Inglis 2007). To many, the fundamental basic charac-
teristics of Irish national identity were morality, purity and respectability, 
which were primarily seen as a woman’s responsibility. The consequences of 
this ideology for Irish society as a whole were profound. As Kathryn Conrad 
argues, while it effects were most acutely felt “by those who do not fit the 
model and (were) excluded, silenced, or punished” even those who appear 
“empowered within the system, are held hostage by it, trapped within the 
family cell” (Conrad 2004, 3–4).

In the 1970s, campaigns for the legalization of contraception gained 
increasing public support. Second wave feminism produced a new insistence 
that the personal is political, that private life was structured and affected by 
a range of political, social and economic structures and policies, which could 
be changed (Connolly 2003). However, due to the dominance of the Catholic 
Church on social thinking, Ireland remained a deeply conservative country, 
and while this does not “suggest that Ireland was unchanging”, it was true 
that the “pace (of change) was slower than elsewhere in Europe and that the 
form it took was constrained by local considerations and attitudes” (Girvin 
and Murphy 2013, 98).

ABORTION AND CATHOLICISM IN IRELAND

Until the successful and progressive campaign for Marriage Equality in 2015, 
the most successful single-issue movement in the history of the Irish state was 
the Pro-Life Amendment Campaign (PLAC) which succeeded in inserting a 
constitutional prohibition on abortion into the Irish Constitution. Abortion 
has long been one of Ireland’s most divisive issues, and a study of how the 
issue has played out over the past 30 years reveals much about the debates 
between liberalism and Catholic conservatism in Irish society. Ireland in 
2016 continues to have one of the most draconian abortion regimes in the 
world and despite widespread popular support for change Catholic conserva-
tive forces retain considerable influence on this issue.

The campaign to support a constitutional prohibition on abortion emerged 
in the late 1970s when a number of very conservative Catholic groups, fear-
ing that, with the growing support for liberalization of equality laws, abortion 
could become legal in Ireland at some point in the future. Irish conserva-
tives were concerned that in the wake of Ireland’s accession to the European 
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Economic Community (1973), Europe would force a liberal social regime 
onto the country that could oblige “Catholic Ireland” to adopt a liberal “abor-
tion on demand” regime, in a manner similar to how Ireland was instructed 
to introduce equal pay legislation in 1976. These fears were compounded 
when the U.S. Supreme Court legalized abortion in the United States (Roe v. 
Wade in 1973).

Irish conservatives feared that the Irish Supreme Court would decide, like 
their counterparts in the United States that the right to marital privacy not 
only included a right to contraception (as the Irish Supreme Court ruled in 
the 1978 McGee case) but a right to abortion as well. This fear drove them 
to begin an intensified campaign to change the Constitution that would have 
ramifications for thousands of women in Ireland and that we are still living 
with today (Lord 2015). According to David Gwynn Morgan, “opponents 
of abortion considered it at least possible that the Court, having discerned a 
right to contraception in an open area of the Constitution, might find a right 
to abortion in the same source” (Conroy 2015, 43).

But with support growing for a liberal social agenda, the Catholic Right 
began to fear their influence was waning. The widespread popularity of 
the visit of Pope John Paul II to Ireland in September 1979 provided a rare 
opportunity to galvanize public support. Over 1.25 million people, a quarter 
of the Irish population, turned out to see the Pope in the Dublin’s Phoenix 
Park. This was a visible demonstration revealing that, despite the growing 
liberalization of Irish society, the Catholic Church maintained a considerable 
influence in Ireland (O’Reilly 1992). The Catholic Right sought to build on 
the success of this visit and the wave of popular support it appeared to express 
for the Church to build a campaign which would enshrine Catholic teaching 
on abortion in the Constitution and thereby ensure a “backlash” against what 
they viewed was the increasing advance of a liberal agenda.5

The first call for an anti-abortion amendment appeared in a leaflet pro-
duced by a fundamentalist Catholic lay-group, the Irish Family League, 
headed up by John O’Reilly. It specifically targeted the 1978 McGee ruling, 
saying that the matter of contraception was far too important to be left to the 
Supreme Court or legislators. It argued that the Constitution should define “a 
citizen as a citizen from the moment of conception and a prohibition on artifi-
cial contraception be inserted under clause 41” (Lord 2015, 94–95). O’Reilly 
went on to establish the Pro-Life Amendment Campaign (PLAC) in Janu-
ary 1981, which consisted of many religious and faith-based organizations.6 
The make-up of PLAC demonstrated the sectarian and ideological nature of 
the campaign as “for all of these groups, abortion was just one front in a wider 
religious war” (O’Toole 2014, 6).

In October 1983, following a bitterly divisive referendum campaign, a 
constitutional prohibition (Article 40.3.3) on abortion, known as the Eighth 
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Amendment, was signed into law. It states: “The State acknowledges the 
right to life of the unborn and, with due regard to the equal right to life of 
the mother, guarantees in its laws to respect, and, as far as practicable, by its 
laws to defend and vindicate that right.” The article clearly subordinates the 
life of a pregnant woman (who is referred to as “mother”) to that of the fetus 
she is carrying, making abortion illegal in all circumstances, except when 
abortion is deemed medically necessary in order to save the life, as distinct 
to the health, of the woman. This distinction between a woman’s life and her 
health is artificial and has no basis in medical practice. The distinction is of 
theological origin, based on the Catholic doctrine of double effect.

Emboldened by their Referendum victory, anti-abortion campaigners 
canvassed for the prosecution of any organizations, such as University Stu-
dents Unions and the Well Woman clinics, who were providing women with 
information on how to travel to Britain for an abortion. These prolonged and 
expensive court cases invariably ended up in the European Courts. But here 
too the Catholic Right exercised their power and succeeded in having Pro-
tocol 17 inserted into the Maastricht Treaty of 1992. It stated: “Nothing in 
the Treaties or in the Treaty establishing the European Atomic Energy Com-
munity, or in the Treaties or Acts modifying or supplementing those Treaties, 
shall affect the application in Ireland of Article 40.3.3 of the Constitution of 
Ireland.” Article 40.3.3 is the Eighth Amendment to the Constitution.

However, support for the anti-abortion position has collapsed in recent 
years following two tragic and very public cases. The first was the 1992  
X case involving a 14-year-old rape victim known as Ms X. When the par-
ents of Ms X attempted to take her to Britain for an abortion, the Irish state 
issued a high court injunction preventing her from leaving the country. There 
was outrage throughout Irish society with thousands of people taking to the 
streets in protest demanding that she should be allowed to have an abortion. 
The case was eventually appealed to the Supreme Court, which concluded 
that Ms X was entitled to an abortion because she was suicidal. Later that 
year under pressure from the Catholic Right, and hoping that anger over the 
X case had evaporated, a referendum was held to reverse the X case judg-
ment. It failed. People voted in favour of a maintaining the X case judgment 
and made access to abortion information legal.7 The X case had changed 
the abortion argument in Ireland in that a large majority voted to vindicate 
a woman’s right to life-saving abortion. But political fear of the Catholic 
Right remained among Irish politicians and no legislation was introduced so 
abortion remained illegal. In 2012, a further tragedy struck with the death 
of Savita Halappanavar in University College Galway Hospital. The outcry 
occasioned by her death forced the Irish to act and finally introduce X case 
legislation (The Protection of Life During Pregnancy Act 2013) to allow 
life-saving abortions.
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Despite the existence of a broad cased campaign to repeal the Eighth 
Amendment which enjoys wide support across Irish society, the Catholic 
Church continues to oppose abortion in all circumstances. However, it has 
been reluctant to allow itself to be central to the debate in recent years, pre-
ferring instead to support the intervention of surrogate Catholic groups like 
CURA and the Iona Institute and offer discrete support to organizations like 
the Pro-Life Campaign. CURA was established by the Irish Episcopal Con-
ference in 1977 and provides counselling services for women dealing with 
a crisis or unplanned pregnancy. Their ethos is “to ensure that every woman 
who is unhappily pregnant has immediate and easy access to the help which 
she needs . . . [and is] a service agency of the Catholic Church, and works in 
accordance with the compassionate vision and teaching of the Church”.8 The 
best-known secular surrogate is the IONA Institute. IONA, a privately funded 
lobby group, has become the Irish media’s go-to public advocate for Church 
positions, especially on women’s reproductive and LGBT rights. According 
to its mission statement, it “promotes the place of marriage and religion in 
society. Out starting point in debates about the family is that children deserve 
the love of their own mother and father whenever possible. We believe in 
publicly-funded denominational schools”.9

Other organizations which seek to defend the constitutional position 
include the Pro-Life Campaign and the notorious Youth Defense. Although 
the Pro-Life Campaign considers itself a “non-denominational human rights 
organization”, its founding members were associated with the Catholic PLAC 
organization of the 1980s. The Life Institute states that “it is committed to 
building a Culture of Life in Ireland, and is a centre of excellence for the 
development of cutting-edge information campaigns which seeks to protect 
human life and the family”.10 All these organizations have campaigned, under 
various guises, since the 1970s to ensure a rigid enforcement of Ireland’s 
abortion ban and are currently organizing to ensure that the Eighth Amend-
ment is retained in the Constitution.

“Gender ideology” has not featured in the arguments advanced by these 
organizations. This is largely due to the fact that in Ireland the abortion debate 
has largely excluded women, focusing instead on the figure of the fetus, as an 
autonomous human being whose rights must be protected. These groups sup-
port the Church’s position that the unborn is an innocent human being who 
has a “right to life” and increasing invoke the language, not of “gender ideol-
ogy”, but of human rights and, following the Marriage Equality referendum, 
equality. In a 1994 publication, which remains the Irish Church’s detailed 
statement on abortion, the Catholic hierarchy argued that the “unborn’s right 
to life is one of the inalienable rights of an individual”. It references the Roe v. 
Wade decision as giving “constitutional rights to abortion”, something which 
needed to be prevented in Ireland.11
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In November 2012, following the death of Savita Halappanavar, the Irish 
Catholic Bishops’ Conference released a statement, which acknowledged 
that, although “abortion is the direct and intentional destruction of an unborn 
baby and is gravely immoral in all circumstances”, medical treatment for 
pregnant women who did “not directly and intentionally seek to end the life 
of the unborn baby” was different. They went to state that “current law and 
medical guidelines in Ireland allow nurses and doctors in Irish hospitals to 
apply this vital distinction in practice while upholding the equal right to life 
of both a mother and her unborn baby” a fact directly contradicted by Savita 
Halappanavar’s tragic death.12 The Bishops were engaged in linguistic obfus-
cation, outlined in the statement that “by virtue of their common humanity 
a mother and her unborn baby are both sacred with an equal right to life”.13 
Because of the influence of Catholic social thinking on health policy (specifi-
cally the Eighth Amendment), medical practitioners have difficulty treating 
a pregnant woman with procedures which may damage or kill a fetus when 
there is still a fetal heartbeat. The Eighth Amendment also has significant 
implications for the treatment of women during pregnancy where the preg-
nant woman’s health as opposed to her life is at risk.14 Despite publicity 
around the deaths of several women because of these policies, the defence 
of the right to life of the unborn remains a central plank of any anti-abortion 
arguments of the Church or its secular surrogates. Since its 1994 publication, 
however, the Church has yet to make an explicit ideological intervention into 
the current (post-2013) abortion debate although we can anticipate the con-
tent and tone of this intervention through an examination of the arguments 
around the Marriage Equality referendum.15

THE IRISH CATHOLIC CHURCH AND HOMOSEXUALITY

For most of the 20th century, Irish official attitudes on homosexuality were 
governed by laws passed in the 19th century. The 1861 Offences Against the 
Persons Act made “buggery” an offence punishable by penal servitude, while 
the 1885 Criminal Amendment Act expanded the range of illegal male homo-
sexual activity from buggery to all sexual acts between men. While the 1937 
Constitution does not explicitly mention homosexuality, the normalization of 
the martial, procreative, heteronormative sexuality as the only acceptable per-
formance of sexuality meant that any other type of female sexuality (includ-
ing reproductive outside marriage) and male homosexuality were considered 
deviant and a threat to society.

As one Irish bishop stated “the question about legislation on such practices 
as divorce, sale of contraceptives, abortion and homosexual behavior . . . are 
questions about whether, or to what extent, freedom of conscience in this area 
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can be reconciled with what public order requires, especially in so far as the 
latter entails care for the rights of others and for public morality” (Hug 1998, 
3–4). It was this “normative approach”, informed by Church influenced social 
policies, which produced the inequalities under which LGBT individuals 
were regulated and sanctioned (Concannon 2008).

The first ruling of the Irish High Court (1980) upheld Ireland’s traditional 
statutes on homosexuality “on the grounds of the Christian nature of our State 
and on the grounds that the deliberate practice of homosexuality is morally 
wrong . . . that it is potentially harmful to the institution of marriage, I (the 
court) can find no inconsistency with the Constitution in the laws which may 
such conduct criminal”.16

Individual cases of hardship or oppression could not be allowed under-
mine the preservation of public order and morality according to the Court 
(Hug 1998). Therefore, it was made explicit that the “Christian nature” of the 
state, as defined by the Catholic Church, as outlined in the Irish Constitution 
and upheld by Irish laws, allowed for the criminalization of homosexuality 
on the grounds that it was “morally” wrong. The case was then taken to the 
European Court of Human Rights where an eventual judgment stated that, 
in the absence of any mention of homosexuality in the Constitution, the 
Irish Court had relied too much on Catholic theology and elevated sectarian 
ideals to interpret civil rights. It was ruled that Ireland’s laws on homosexu-
ality violated Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights. In 
response to this, although not until 1993, the Irish Government decriminal-
ized homosexuality.

In 1990, in response to ongoing campaigns for decriminalization, the 
Archbishop of Dublin, declared that homosexuality was an objective disor-
der. However, as evidenced by the public outrage over this comment, this 
was a moment of mutual incomprehension between the Irish people and the 
Irish Catholic hierarchy, who was no longer speaking the same language on 
sexuality and sexual morals (Hug 1998). In tandem with the liberalization of 
Irish society, the scandals of the early 1990s had cost the Church much as the 
moral guardian of society. As society awakened to the fact that “alongside 
the religious discourse emphasizing celibacy, purity, innocence, virginity, 
humility and piety, there existed practices of child abuse, incest, pedophilia, 
rape, abortion and infanticide” (Inglis 1998, 6), Irish people began to reject 
the guidance of the Church in matters pertaining to sexuality. The Catholic 
state for the Catholic people was becoming more secular and less Catholic.

THE 2015 SAME-SEX MARRIAGE CAMPAIGN

After a long campaign, in 2010, a Civil Partnership Act was enacted, with the 
first civil partnership ceremonies taking place soon after that. There remained 
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unease, however, among the more conservative elements in Irish society at 
the “feminist and liberal” agendas which were pushing, now, for civil mar-
riage of LGBT people and full reproductive rights for women. The Bishops 
Conference made its opposition to this law and, to any further proposals to 
introduced marriage equality, very public. A strong statement from the Irish 
Bishops Conference (2014) stated that any proposed constitutional changes 
which might include marriage equality, would be “grave injustice”, express-
ing its “hope . . . that the referendum would be defeated” (D’Arcy 2014, 4).

Occasional references to “gender ideology” can be found from those 
opposed to same-sex marriage in various publications, as well as in online 
Catholic sites. In 2009, the Rathkenny Parish Newsletter reported that “gen-
der ideology is being foisted on us by legislation and school curriculum”, 
and if it was unacceptable in African churches then why do we accept it 
in Europe. It was further argued, “gender (theory) separates the biologi-
cal sex of masculine or feminine identity in stating that it is not intrinsic to 
the person but is a social construct”.17 This push back was in relation to the 
adoption, in Irish Secondary schools, of a module entitled Exploring Mascu-
linities (EM). Many of the arguments about changes in attitudes to sexual-
ity in Irish society happened in relation to sex education in the still largely 
Catholic-dominated school system. For instance, it was stated that EM and 
other such programmes would encroach on the moral questions on which the 
Catholic Church has definite teaching (O’Donoghue 1999). In particular, a 
normalization of homosexuality, especially among young people, was the 
feared outcome of these programmes.

Those who opposed the introduction of EM tended to use the concept of 
the imposition of a “feminist ideology” as a platform from which to critique 
the module. Journalists David Quinn and Breda O’Brien, both leading figures 
in the IONA Institute, argued against elements of the EM module. O’Brien, a 
secondary school religious teacher, is a columnist with the Irish Times, while 
Quinn is a journalist and commentator. They are both frequent contributors 
to print media and on radio and TV, supporting the teachings of the Catholic 
Church on issues such as abortion and same-sex marriage. They felt that EM 
was based on the premise of gender as a social construct, that it was influ-
enced by an explicitly feminist and Left liberal agenda, which was an attempt, 
according to David Quinn, to feminize boys, (with) its social engineering, 
and its phony ideology (Mac an Ghaill, Hanafin and Conway 2002). It was 
argued that overemphasis on homosexuality as valid lay with the underlying 
“feminist ideology” of the EM modules. In its opposition to EM the Catholic 
Schools Parents Associations (CSPA) denounced it as an attempt to introduce 
politically correct, secular ideologies which went against parents religious 
beliefs and were morally wrong, into schools (Mac an Ghaill et al. 2002).

Rather than using the term “gender ideology”, discussions often centred 
on the wrongs caused by feminism and feminist ideologies, especially when 
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relating to the social construction of masculinity and femininity. An editorial 
on the CatholicIreland.net site reported on the World Synod of Bishops in 
2015 in which “gender ideology” was outlined and said to have a negative 
influence by dissolving “the family, parenthood, and human love”.18 There 
was a concern that feminist and/or “gender ideology” was destroying the 
concepts of the natural family and the primacy of heterosexuality.

As the campaign for full marriage equality got underway, the invidi-
ous position of the Irish Catholic Church as a moral arbiter in society was 
exposed. Child sex abuse scandals had raised real doubts about the legitimacy 
of the Church as a moral leader, and as morality was the core of its legiti-
macy, these scandals undermined its ability to give real leadership in opposi-
tion to civil marriage. In many ways, the official Church had little influence 
and it was among its secular allies/surrogates that opposition to the same-sex 
referendum was undertaken. The groups were involved in the No campaign 
included the Iona Institute, Mothers and Fathers Matter, StandUp4Marriage, 
First Families First, a number of politicians including Senator Ronan Mul-
len & Senator Jim Walsh as well as a number of well-known public com-
mentators and conservative thinkers.

The Catholic Bishops biggest impact, however, was in their ability to reach 
weekly congregations with a pastoral letter, The Meaning of Marriage, which 
was circulated to 1,360 parishes nationwide. Its argument was based on the 
idea “that marriage should be reserved for the unique and complementary 
relationship between a woman and a man from which the generation and 
upbringing of children is uniquely possible” (Irish Catholic Bishops’ Confer-
ence 2015, 2).

The Bishops noted that the Constitution of Ireland regards the family “as 
the necessary basis of social order and as indispensable to the welfare of the 
Nation and the State” and that “any attempt to change this protection would 
be a radical change in the meaning of marriage – the ‘foundation stone’ of 
society – in the document that expresses the foundational values of the Irish 
State” (Irish Catholic Bishops’ Conference 2015, 5). The preservation of the 
unique relationship between the Catholic state and the Catholic people was a 
principle argument from the Bishops for the preservation of traditional mar-
riage. While “gender ideology” is not mentioned, the language of comple-
mentarity used in the pastoral is similar to and echoes themes used throughout 
Europe:

Male – female complementarity is intrinsic to marriage. It is naturally ordered 
toward sexual union in a faithful, committed relationship as the basis for the 
generation of new life . . . An essential characteristic of marriage is the bio-
logical fact that a man and a woman can join together as male and female in a 
union that is orientated to the generation of new life. (Irish Catholic Bishops’ 
Conference 2015, 4)
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The main argument against same-sex marriage, used by the church and most 
of the secular anti-equality organizations, groups and individuals, was based 
primarily on the defence of traditional and reproductive marriage and of 
the right of a child to a father and mother. As stated in an editorial in Irish 
Catholic newspaper:

The legal recognition of marriage as a union between male and female does not 
discriminate but appropriately differentiates. It is appropriate because only the 
union between man and woman is open to new life. To try to make marriage 
something else, by simply repeating that it is about, “marriage equality”, numbs 
the engagement of our consciences, which, in silence and peace, tell us the truth 
that we are made male and female, and made by a male and a female. This is 
the unchanging truth upon which marriage, as the bond between a male and a 
female, is based. (Conway, Van Nieuwenhove and Treacy 2015a, 3)

The No message continued to be focused on “traditional family values” through-
out the campaign. As voting day approached, No campaigners honed in on ques-
tions of adoption and surrogacy which they felt, being related to the concepts 
of traditional family and children, were integral to the decision. The family, as 
composed in marriage of a man and women, was, they argued, the only true, 
acceptable, natural and moral place in which “to found a family”.

There were some arguments about the impact of “gender theory” where 
the Archbishop of Armagh and Primate of Ireland, Eamon Martin, wrote that 
the referendum sought to introduce the “new orthodoxy” of “gender-neutral 
marriage”.19 Professor Eamonn Conway and Dr Rik Van Nieuwenhove, 
theologians at Mary Immaculate College, University of Limerick and Patrick 
Treacy SC of Integritas,20 argued that “Gender theory [was] . . . an important 
building block in the argument for same-sex marriage as if there are no real 
differences between men and women, or that people can simply choose their 
gender, then it follows that there is no basis for defining marriage as between 
a man and a woman only, or for seeing such relationships as distinctive”. 
However they also admitted that there had not been many public debates in 
Ireland about “gender theory and its significance unlike in other countries 
where the effect of gender theory is being felt . . . in schools and in places of 
work” (Conway et al. 2015a).

Like the Bishops, their argument was on understanding “marriage as the 
unity that is only possible between a man and a woman, different from each 
other, and so uniquely able to complement each other”. Accepting “gender 
theory” would redefine marriage as between two people “without distinc-
tion to their sex”, which, they argued, for people who found “gender theory” 
unconvincing and held on to the belief that “the distinction between the sexes 
is real and natural, valuable and essential, then we have to reject the proposed 
redefinition of marriage” (Conway, Van Nieuwenhove and Treacy 2015b).
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However, over the course of the campaign, “gender theory” never really 
became part of the public discussions of opposition to marriage equality. 
Those who opposed same-sex marriage did so in defence of marriage as 
defined in the Constitution. Groups campaigning for a No vote argued that 
allowing same-sex marriage would redefine marriage and, in turn, redefine 
the family, as protected by the Constitution. This family model being, of 
course, the heteronormative family based on marriage under the rites of the 
Church. They concentrated on adoption and surrogacy, emphasizing the fact 
that the ideal form of family in which to raise children was one with two 
biological parents of the opposite sex. While the language used in defence of 
the traditional family, of the complementarity of male and female and of the 
rights of children to a mother and father was central to the campaign, it was 
not, generally, openly referred to as opposition to “gender ideology”. Despite 
these arguments, on 22 May 2015, the Irish people voted to accept Amend-
ment 41 of the Constitution; therefore marriage can, according to Constitu-
tion “be contracted in accordance with law by two persons without distinction 
as to their sex”. It was, as the Catholic archbishop of Dublin, Dr Diarmuid 
Martin, acknowledged in a media interview a “social revolution” in Ireland, 
adding that the result served as “a reality check” for the Catholic Church in 
Ireland (Healy 2015).

CONCLUSION

Much of the activism on LGBT rights and women’s rights in Ireland, espe-
cially in relation to reproductive rights and same-sex marriage, has focused 
on constitutional change. This stems from the historical nature of the Irish 
state, as law and social policy in the areas of reproductive rights and sexual-
ity were dominated by Catholic social thinking. The Irish state, which came 
into being in 1922, accepted the mores of Catholic ideology in legislation 
and in the Constitution: It formalized and legitimized these ideologies with 
its constitutional ban on abortion and its defence of traditional marriage. This 
meant that, in essence, the wars between those who sought to liberalize these 
laws and those who sought to preserve them were fought through legislative 
change and through the Constitution. In Ireland, the next battle will be the 
campaign to repeal the Eighth Amendment from the Irish Constitution.21 As 
David Quinn of the Iona Institute, said in anticipation of the battles to come: 
“Those seeking abortion will be hugely emboldened by what happened on 
Friday (22 May 2015). At the same time, however, many politicians will 
know that the 38 percent of people who voted against same-sex marriage can 
be turned into a majority opposed to deleting the Eighth Amendment (which 
bans abortion)” (cited in Kelly 2015).
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The defence of the Catholic identity of the Irish state, especially in its con-
trol of women’s reproductive bodies, is the final battleground. Ireland was 
constructed, from its foundation, as a Catholic state for a Catholic people, 
and so the dismantling of that has to happen through amending Constitution 
and changing legislation. In reality, this is about disentangling the ties that 
bind the Church and state together. These ties have been undermined and are 
slowly unravelling but many remain, especially though the control of wom-
en’s bodies, through resistance to further LGBT rights and through Church 
control of the education and healthcare systems.

While, “gender ideology” has not formed an overt part of that battle for 
legislative change, the language used reflects or mirrors the language of 
anti-gender campaigns in Europe, although usually couched in terms of 
resisting feminist or left-wing agendas. However, there are signs that “gender 
ideology” will form a more definite part of future debates, especially as trans-
gender rights are now an issue in Ireland. In an article written in 2015, David 
Quinn condemned “gender ideologues (who) believe that gender is a social 
construct, pure and simple”. In “this brave new world” advocates of “gen-
der ideology” “want us to believe that categories of male and female exist 
mostly in our heads, and are not an intrinsic, basic and fundamental element 
of what it means to be human” (Quinn 2015). Quinn wrote this to oppose 
any pro-trans policies, including a school program for junior students, Dif-
ferent Families, Different Love, which he wrote, would teach “junior infants 
(4/5 years olds) about transgenderism” (Quinn 2015).

Defending Catholic Ireland will continue to motive the Church and its lay 
allies. In particular the attempts to remove primary- and secondary-school 
education from its control will be strongly resisted. It is here that they can 
still combat, they argue, feminism and “gender ideology”. However, while it 
is certainly true that Catholic ideology continues to dominate and inform the 
teaching of sex education in schools and the treatment of pregnant women 
in hospital, this ideology is coming under severe scrutiny and public opin-
ion grows increasingly hostile. This means that the campaigns for secular 
education and a human rights complaint abortion regime are operating in 
a more friendly environment that could realistically been imagined even a 
decade ago.

NOTES

1. The litany of scandals which effected the standing of the Irish Catholic 
Church, from 1990, included revelations of several child abuse scandals in parishes 
and in schools run by religious orders. What was revealed in these many scandals 
was a system of abusive institutionalization (including Industrial Schools, Magdalene 
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Laundries, Mother and Baby Homes and Orphanages) in which poor children, 
“immoral” girls and women and homosexuals were incarcerated, many for life, 
between 1922 and the 1980s. Most of the institutions were run by religious orders 
of brothers or nuns, under the guidance of the bishops. Several inquiries into these 
abusive institutions (The Ryan Report, the Commission to Inquire into Church Abuse, 
2009, on industrial schools, the McAleese Inquiry in Magdalen Laundries, 2011) 
led to millions paid out in compensation to men and women who experienced these 
institutions and a decline in the moral standing of the Church among Irish citizens.

2. On 22 May 2015 a referendum was held to amend the Irish Constitution (the 
Thirty-Fourth Amendment of the Constitution) to permit marriage to be contracted 
by two persons without distinction as to their sex. Prior to this enactment, the Con-
stitution was assumed to contain an implicit prohibition on same-sex marriage. The 
amendment was approved by 62% of the electorate on a turnout of 61%.

3. Halappanavar, admitted to University Hospital Galway at 17 weeks pregnant, 
died due to complications of a septic miscarriage. She had repeatedly requested a ter-
mination but was denied one due to the presence of a fetal heartbeat. Doctors treating 
her felt unable to act due to the presence of the Eighth Amendment in the Constitu-
tion, which permits medical intervention only where there is a “real and substantial 
risk” to the life, as opposed to the health, of the pregnant woman. By the time doctors 
decided to intervene it was too late and Halappanavar died.

4. The Constitutional articles which reflected this Catholic society thinking are: 
Article 41.1: “In particular, the State recognizes that by her life within the home, woman 
gives to the State a support without which the common good cannot be achieved.” 
Article 41.2: “The State shall, therefore, endeavor to ensure that mothers shall not be 
obliged by economic necessity to engage in labor to the neglect of their duties in the 
home.” Article 41.3: “The State pledges to guard with special care the institution of 
Marriage, on which the Family is founded, and to protect it against attack.”

5. Journalist David McWilliams in his book The Pope’s Children (2005) points 
to the fact that the Irish birth rate peaked in June 1980, exactly nine months after the 
pope’s visit, with 10% of male children born that year being named John Paul.

6. The PLAC consisted of the Congress of Catholic Secondary School Parents’ 
Associations, the Irish Catholic Doctors’ Guild, the Guild of Catholic Nurses, the 
Guild of Catholic Pharmacists, the Catholic Young Men’s Society, the St Thomas 
More Society, the Irish Pro-Life Movement, the National Association of the Ovula-
tion Method, the Council of Social Concern (COSC), the Irish Responsible Society, 
the Society for the Protection of Unborn Children, the St Joseph’s Young Priests 
Society (i.e. young Catholic priests) and the Christian Brothers Schools Parents’ 
Federation. The initial meeting was chaired by the head of a 14th organization that 
was immensely influential on the campaign behind the scenes, the secretive, all-male 
Catholic brotherhood – the Order of the Knights of Columbus. Although what 
O’Reilly’s (1992) work reveals is that many of these impressive sounding guilds, 
associations and congresses were actually the same people using different titles.

7. Until 1995 it was illegal to even give someone the phone number of an abor-
tion clinic in Britain or Europe.

 8. CURA website: http://www.cura.ie/about/history. Accessed 3 November 2016.
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 9. IONA website: http://www.ionainstitute.ie/. Accessed 3 November 2016.
10. Life Institute website: http://www.thelifeinstitute.net/about-us/who-we-are/. 

Accessed 3 November 2016.
11. Catholic Church and Information Office (1994, 1–27).
12. Standing Committee of the Irish Catholic Bishops’ Conference (2012).
13. Ibid.
14. See AIMS: The Associations for Improvements in Maternity Services Ireland, 

http://aimsireland.ie/. Accessed 3 November 2016.
15. It is more than 20 years since the last publication by the Irish Catholic Church 

of a text on abortion: The Catholic Press and Information Office (1994).
16. The Irish Reports (1984) Containing Reports of Cases Argued and Determined 

in the Court of Appeal, the High Court of Justice, the Court of Bankruptcy, in Ire-
land, and the Irish Land Commission (Incorporated Council of Law Reporting for 
Ireland), 64.

17. Rathkenny Parish. 2009. “Gender Theory’s Dangers Exposed.” Accessed 3 
November 2016. http://www.rathkennyparish.ie/patron-saint/1452.

18. Catholic Ireland.net. 2015. “Working Document is Too Negative, Synod 
Fathers Say.” Accessed 3 November 2016. http://www.catholicireland.net/working- 
document-negative-synod-fathers/.

19. Catholic Ireland.net. 2015. “The Marriage Referendum: 22 May 2015.” 
Accessed 3 November 2016. http://www.catholicireland.net/marriage-referendum- 
reasons-voting/.

20. Integritas is the name of a domestic centre of Christians spirituality situated 
at Ennisnag, Stoneyford, County Kilkenny, Ireland, run by married couple, Linda 
Rainsberry and Patrick Treacy. As stated on their site “the center has emerged from 
the belief that a new appreciation of the beauty, truth and goodness of Christian spiri-
tuality is the greatest need of our time”. Accessed 3 November 2016. http://www.
integritas.ie/final/.

21. These battles will be fought on many fronts. Recently (April 2016) a debate 
has opened up around the new National Maternity Hospital, which will be sited in 
the St Vincent’s Hospital campus. St Vincent’s is a Catholic foundation, owned by 
the Religious Sisters of Charity who still have representatives on the Board of the 
Hospital (Hogan 2016). Concerns have been expressed about the “Catholic ethos” of 
St Vincent’s, which as a Catholic-controlled hospital might “forbid the provision of 
modern contraceptive services, IVF, sterilization operations and gender reassignment 
surgery” and concerns were also expressed about the “implementation of the Protec-
tion of Life in Pregnancy Act” (Cullen 2016).
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On 25 July 2013, dozens of young people protested in front of the Chamber 
of Deputies in Rome. Sitting in front of a candle with their mouths bandaged, 
they held flags with the logo of the French Collective La Manif Pour Tous 
and wore T-shirts with slogans recalling the rhetoric of the French protest-
ers: “LGBT privileges are not a national priority”, “You can’t bandage 
consciences”, “Against a liberticidal law”,1 As in France, the protests were 
triggered by Catholic social doctrine, although protesters presented them-
selves as apolitical and non-confessional citizens concerned about an “anthro-
pological emergency” (Béraud and Portier 2015). They claimed to stand up 
for the “defense of the Human” and to combat the rise of the “Transhuman” 
brought about by “gender ideology”.

This political happening inaugurated Italian anti-gender protests. It was 
summoned by La Manif pour Tous-Italia (Demonstration for All-Italy – 
LMPTI), a newborn association, which directly recalled the French activist 
group. The same day in Paris, a group of Veilleurs (Vigils) protested in front 
of the Italian Embassy in solidarity with the Italian protestors. The outburst of 
the Italian anti-gender movement was encouraged by the French one, identi-
fied as the archetypical example to follow.

The Italian movement has specifically targeted two bills proposed since the 
beginning of the 17th Legislature in Spring 2013 – the Scalfarotto Bill against 
discrimination on the ground of sexual orientation and gender identity and 
the Cirinnà Bill on same-sex civil unions –, as well as the implementation of 
educational tools on gender equality and LGBTQ bullying in public primary 
schools. Education and homosexuality have indeed always been two priorities 
of the Vatican. Primarily, through political lobbying of the Italian Bishops’ 
Conference, the Vatican has tried to promote Catholic values in public educa-
tion,2 to secure public funding for Catholic schools and to block any form of 
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legal recognition for same-sex partnerships. Unlike divorce and abortion, the 
Vatican has succeeded until May 2016 to prevent any form of same-sex civil 
unions, presenting homosexuality as a moral issue that the Italian State has to 
leave under the Catholic Church’s jurisdiction (Dall’Orto 1988).3 Until then, 
the Italian Parliament has remained impermeable to the main claims of the 
LGBT movement, despite the preparation of dozens of bills since 1986, all 
of which have been trashed by Catholic MPs in parliamentary committees.4

Since 2008, lawyers and scholars working in the field of LGBTQ rights 
have brought the question of marriage equality for same-sex couples to the 
attention of Italian tribunals and courts. Their campaign, called Affermazione 
Civile (Civil Affirmation), led to the adoption of important legal improvements 
in matters such as immigration regulation, refugee status recognition, stepchild 
adoption and registration of foreign same-sex marriages (Winkler and Strazio 
2015). This specific feature of the Italian context – favourable judicial rulings 
contrasting with the silence of the Parliament – is reflected in the primary role 
played by lawyers and magistrates in the anti-gender movement.5

This chapter aims to explain the political successes of the Italian 
anti-gender movement: it succeeded in blocking or weakening legal and edu-
cational reforms concerning sexual minorities and was able to shape the pub-
lic debate on sexual rights in accordance with the terms used by anti-gender 
actors to frame their own discourse. This chapter first offers an outline of the 
emergence of the anti-gender discourse in the Italian public space. Then it 
maps out the main groups involved in its diffusion, examines their repertoire 
of action and scrutinizes their main rhetorical tropes. This allows me to show 
that the “anthropological” argument deployed by protesters as the foundation 
of the “Human” conveys a specific form of sexual nationalism which merges 
gender and “islamization” as two analogous enemies of the national/“natural” 
order. According to anti-gender activists, Italy embodies a civilizational 
model from where to resist the destruction of the “alphabet of the Human” 
produced by gender. These activists also consider their resistance should be 
emulated by other countries in Western Europe (Pellicciari 2008). As their 
French comrades, they regard gender as both a matter of “human anthropol-
ogy” – that is “human nature” in Vatican’s terms – and an issue related to 
“national identity” (Fassin 2014; Perreau 2016).

Two national peculiarities are put forward to explain the success of 
anti-gender protests. The first is connected to the preponderance of the 
concept of “sexual difference” in the Italian public space, creating a fertile 
ground for naturalistic discourses on the sexual order. Its essentialism reso-
nates in deep concert with the Vatican’s view on the existence of a “feminine 
genius”. The second relates to the paradoxical form of Italian familism, which 
is still characterized, despite the sacralization of the conjugal heterosexual 
family, by weak family policies and a central role of the Catholic Church in 
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supplying services to families. Hence, the anti-gender rhetoric, which pro-
motes a re-naturalization of the sexual order and of the division of labour, fits 
into a social regime in which intergenerational relationships are supplied by 
family solidarity – notably by women’s domestic work – and by private care 
services that are often connected to the Catholic Church (Saraceno 2008).

FROM NOTHING TO ALL: THE EMERGENCY  
OF GENDER IN ITALIAN POLITICS

When the first anti-gender mobilizations took place in 2013, they could rely 
on an earlier Catholic critique of gender, which had started rather unnoticed 
ten years before with the first Italian edition of the Lexicon: Ambiguous and 
Debatable Terms Regarding Family, Life and Ethical Questions (Pontifical 
Council for the Family [2003] 2006). This dictionary on sexuality and bio-
ethical issues is the first systematization of the rhetorical device invented by 
the Vatican after the Beijing Conference to delegitimize analyses affirming 
that sex and sexuality are political issues. This book, which, as presented by 
the Human Life International’s website, is meant to be a “powerful antidote 
to a cultural poison”, counts more than 15 Italian authors out of 70, among 
whom three conservative Cardinals (Carlo Caffarra, Angelo Scola and Elio 
Sgreccia), the founder of the Movimento per la Vita (Movement for Life) 
(Carlo Casini) and the president of the Unione dei Giuristi Cattolici Italiani 
(Union of the Italian Catholic Jurists) (Francesco D’Agostino).

One year after the Lexicon’s publication, Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger pub-
lished the Letter to the Bishops of the Catholic Church on the Collabora-
tion between Men and Women in which he celebrated the value of “sexual 
difference” and accused feminists of using the concept of gender in order 
to “obscure sexual difference”.6 This rhetorical charge targeting what the 
Vatican calls “gender feminists” was praised by Luisa Muraro, the main 
representative of the “pensiero della differenza sessuale” (sexual difference 
feminism) (Muraro 2004) or popular atheist essayists such as Giuliano Fer-
rara.7 Hence, a discourse that posits an “ontological difference” between the 
sexes and celebrates it as the ground of “human anthropology” can easily 
find objective allies in a country where the notion of “sexual difference” is 
a reference category in the political and intellectual fields. Vatican’s “new 
feminism”, which promotes the “feminine genius”, resonates with sexual 
difference feminism, which is still nowadays the main feminist framework 
in many Italian intellectual circles. A few years later, in 2007, the attack on 
gender was taken up by the anti-abortion association, Scienza e Vita (Science 
and Life), which published a special issue of its journal on “gender ideology” 
and organized a congress in 2008 to “unveil its dangers”.
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Nonetheless, despite these isolated and unremarked events, references to 
gender long remained politically insignificant in a country where this con-
cept and the theories it inspired are hardly discussed or taught in academia. 
Gender and sexuality studies are evanescent, lack institutional legitimacy, 
face strong resistances (Di Cori 2013) and are often influenced by “sexual 
difference”, which is at odds with anti-essentialist feminist analyses (Perilli 
2005). Unsurprisingly, gender is not even translated in Italian, even if the 
word “genere” does exist.8 The use of the English term is meant to convey 
the alleged foreign origin of the concept, as well as its unfitness to the Italian 
context.

Symptomatically, gender was not mentioned during the Family Day, a 
rally organized in 2007 by Catholic associations to counter a bill on same-sex 
unions proposed by Romano Prodi’s Government (the Di.Co. bill). Accord-
ing to the essayist Angela Pellicciari, a member of the Neocatechumenal 
Way, this event marked the beginning of a “new European movement” in 
which Italy represents the “bastion of the human civilization” (Pellicciari 
2008). In 2007, Family Day activists did not need the word gender to stop 
legal reforms on LGBTQ issues, although their discourse was already relying 
on the notions of “human anthropology”, “feminine genius” and the “protec-
tion of the child”. This event can however be regarded as the direct anteced-
ent of “anti-gender” mobilizations.

To sum up, until 2013, the term “gender” as conceived of by the Vatican 
was not only obscure, but also useless in the Italian debate. However, follow-
ing the success of French anti-gender demonstrations, the rhetorical device 
constructed on the syntagma “gender ideology” suddenly spread across the 
Italian political field. It produced an extraordinary discursive proliferation on 
“gender”, which was then identified by Italian protesters and by the media 
as the enemy against which French protesters were successfully demon-
strating. Paradoxically, gender has started to exist as an efficient political 
category thanks to the Vatican. It was not only appropriated by protestors in 
the terms constructed by the Vatican – a hotchpotch mixing and distorting 
different feminist and queer theories and claims – but it was also re-signified 
as the symbol of what these conservative actors regarded as abnormal and 
anti-national in the contemporary Italian context.

GENDER AS A FEDERATING RALLYING CRY  
WITH A MAKE-UP EFFECT

In Italy, “gender ideology” operates as a rallying cry that gathers a vast 
heterogeneous front of conservative actors. Interconnected in complex and 
ductile ways, not only do these groups share a common grammar – gender as 
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“ideological colonization” – and a political target – any form of denaturalization 
of the sexual order –, but they also use gender as an open label to reformulate 
their own specific political issues. Additionally, the humanist rhetoric bran-
dished by protesters – gender is defined as the antonymous of the “Human” – 
produces a make-up effect whitewashing the presence of non-democratic 
movements into their ranks (Kováts and Põim 2015). We can thus distinguish 
between three sorts of actors involved in the dissemination of the anti-gender 
discourse: the Vatican, who invented the rhetorical device in mid-2000s (Fillod 
2014; Paternotte 2015; Paternotte, van der Dussen and Piette 2016) and pro-
pelled it with the help of the Italian bishops; new protest groups like La Manif 
pour Tous-Italia and Sentinelle in piedi, which embody the anti-gender crusade 
in the public eye; and a few already-existing anti-abortion associations which, 
in connection with traditionalist groups and some Far-Right activists, constitute 
the driving force of the protest (Avanza 2016; De Guerre 2015–2016).

The Vatican and the Italian bishops’ conference:  
Support and lobbying

Due to its economic and symbolic interests, the Vatican operates in Italy as 
a national political actor, directly interfering in the political agenda, notably 
on bioethical, sexual and educational issues (Polchi 2009; Giorgi and Ozzano 
2016). The main instrument of propagation of Vatican’s politics in the coun-
try is the Italian Bishops’ Conference (CEI), peculiarly the only national 
bishops’ conference where the president and the secretary-general are directly 
appointed by the pope. The CEI also manages the agreements regulating the 
relationship between the Italian State and the Vatican and is considered by 
the latter as the primus inter pares of all national Bishops’ Conferences, the 
closest and the most loyal to the Holy See.

Both Vatican’s and CEI’s highest representatives have been spreading the 
discourse on “gender ideology” since its onset at the beginning of the 2000s, 
and they have been using it as their weapon after the outburst of anti-gender 
protests in 2013. However, these actors do not unanimously agree on the form 
of support to give to anti-gender protests and on the degree of acceptability of 
specific forms of legal recognition for same-sex couples.

A predominant intransigent line upholds the rise of a public protest in 
defence of “human anthropology” and opposes any form of legal recogni-
tion of same-sex unions. This line is represented by the CEI’s president, 
Cardinal Angelo Bagnasco, Cardinal Mauro Piacenza, close to Opus Dei, 
and Cardinal Carlo Caffarra, one of the Lexicon’s authors as well as the 
co-author of the book Remaining in the Faith of Christ. Cardinal Caffarra, 
for example, exhorted Catholics to “fight to defend natural law as they should 
fight to defend the ramparts of the town” in an interview to the Comunione 
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e Liberazione magazine Tempi. Cardinal Bagnasco and Cardinal Piacenza 
acted as speakers at the Italian Circuli Minores during the 2015 Synod of 
Bishops on the Family, where they both strongly condemned “gender ideol-
ogy”. In October 2015 a meeting gathered a few actors of this intransigent 
front: Cardinal Gerhard Müller, Cardinal Camillo Ruini and Marcello Pera, 
the former president of the Italian Senate and founder of the right-wing think 
tank Magna Carta. Interestingly, the conference was not only the occasion to 
reaffirm that “gender ideology destroys the Human”, but also to explain that 
“moral decadence” induced by gender is the combined result of the refusal 
of Europe’s Christian roots and of the threat posed by “islamization”.9 By 
reactivating an opposition between the insiders and the outsiders within the 
national body, anti-gender rhetoric depicts gender and Islam as the defining 
marks of what is radically “Other” and cannot be assimilated. This argument, 
where the “anthropological” reference to “human nature” and the cultural 
reference to “national identity” merge, has become a recurring trope of 
anti-gender actors.

Next to the intransigent front, a minority group, represented by the CEI’s 
General Secretary, Mgr. Nunzio Galantino, prefers political and parliamen-
tary lobbying over street demonstrations. It aims at eroding the content of 
legal reforms rather than opposing them. Concerning same-sex civil unions, 
Nunzio Galantino and other Bishops such as Edoardo Menichelli backed up a 
solution that would recognize few rights for same-sex couples, such as inheri-
tance and alimony, the right of making decisions on funeral arrangements 
and organ donation when partner dies, but would prohibit any parental rights 
and reaffirm the non-equivalence between same-sex unions and heterosexual 
marriage. These two fronts act simultaneously, so that every legal or political 
reform aimed at denaturalizing the sexual order faces a double opposition: an 
external and frontal one meant to stop any change and an internal one meant 
to water down their content.

The front stage of the protest: Anti-gender groups  
against an “anthropological revolution”

The Italian anti-gender movement is personified by LMPTI, which, unlike 
the French collective, is a single association and not a coalition. During the 
first months of the protest, the reference to the French movement worked as 
a mark of recognition and of political legitimization.10 As in the German and 
the Finnish cases, the name operated as a brand: non-French users capitalized 
on the success of French protesters and shared the same rhetoric and political 
goals, but were autonomous in defining specific targets, forms of action and 
allies. Notably, LMPTI embodies the recognizable anti-gender leader in the 
public debate, collecting and spreading information over initiatives that are 
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launched by other associations or collectives like mail-bombing ministers or 
days of withdrawal from school.11

While LMPTI has not been immune from critiques from traditional groups, 
which accused it to domesticate Catholics’ dissent, it succeeded in becoming an 
umbrella association for a wide front of protesters. Notably it aims at bridging 
the Forum delle Associazioni Familiari (Forum of Family Associations), which 
gathers the main Catholic family associations and is tightly connected to the 
CEI, with groups that are parts of a galaxy of traditionalist and Far-Right move-
ments (Alleanza Cattolica [Catholic Alliance], Fondazione Lepanto [Lepanto 
Foundation], Milithia Christi [Militia of Jesus Christ], Christus Rex [Christ 
the King] or the Lefebvrian Fraternity Society of Saint Pius X). Moreover, by 
inserting Italian mobilizations in a transnational movement, LMPTI operates 
as the Italian relay of transnational initiatives such as the European citizens’ 
initiative Mum Dad & Kids. The LMPTI’s headquarters are located at the 
home address of the president of the association, and, although around 80 local 
LMPTI clubs have been created across the country, most of them are mere let-
ter boxes. Hence, lacking logistic structures, LMPTI operates mainly through 
an effective online militancy. All LMPTI board members are young (born in 
the 1980s) and, except for its president, Jacopo Coghe, representative of the 
Neocatechumenal Way, they were not active in Catholic associations before.

LMPTI works in connection with a plethora of recently founded commit-
tees of concerned citizens, such as Difendiamo i nostri figli (Let’s Defend Our 
Children), Di mamma ce n’è una sola (There Is Only One Mum), Famiglia 
Educazione e Libertà (Family, Education and Freedom) and Sì alla famiglia 
(Yes to the Family), thereby giving the impression of a multiplicity of actors. 
However, when inventorying them, De Guerre points out that such commit-
tees are interconnected empty containers relying on the same few anti-gender 
actors, who often belong to already-existing anti-abortion associations (De 
Guerre 2015–2016). Since August 2013, LMPTI has been backed up by a 
new protest group, Sentinelle in Piedi (Standing Sentries), which holds vigils 
in public spaces in the wake of the French Vigils. These actors represent the 
front stage of Italian anti-gender protest, the ones to which media outlets 
mainly refer when talking about anti-gender mobilizations. They present 
themselves as concerned, non-religious and non-political citizens acting 
against the “anthropological revolution” destroying “Human nature”.

The radical fringes and the Christian roots of the nation: 
Anti-abortion organizations, traditionalist Catholics and  
Far-Right activists

Even if LMPTI and Sentinelle have been attracting media and political atten-
tion as the protagonists of anti-gender mobilizations, three anti-abortion groups 
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belonging to the radical fringes of Catholic associations – Scienza e Vita, 
Giuristi per la Vita and Notizie Pro-Vita (Prolife News) – are the most active 
and effective actors. As Martina Avanza points out, they provide the movement 
with resources and skills accumulated by anti-abortion activists (Avanza 2015). 
For them, gender operates as a political opportunity to revitalize their activ-
ism and promote the anti-abortion cause in a more socially acceptable form. 
Additionally, it is also a rhetorical tool to reformulate reactionary arguments in 
a nationalistic way. The war on gender emerges as a struggle to defend “tradi-
tional values”, restore the “natural order” and define the national community.

These anti-abortion groups present similar characteristics: all of them 
are autonomous vis-à-vis the Movimento per la Vita and the CEI, they are 
connected to some Vatican’s Dicasteries and Academies, notably within the 
Pontifical Academy for Life and the Pontifical Council for the Family, they 
are recent and share similar associative goals (reference to “the anthropo-
logical question”), way of functioning (resort to expertise) and connections 
to transnational conservative groups, traditionalist movements and the two 
main Italian xenophobic parties, Lega Nord (the North League) and Fratelli 
d’Italia-Alleanza Nazionale (Brothers of Italy-National Alliance).

Scienza e Vita was the first anti-abortion association spreading the 
anti-gender discourse in 2007. It was founded in 2004 with the support of  
the CEI to become the leader of a campaign launched by the Vatican to stop the 
referendum on assisted reproductive technology. Currently, it counts among its 
members all the key actors of the anti-gender campaign, gathering activists 
from different backgrounds: Movimento per la Vita, Alleanza Cattolica, the 
Neocathecumenal Path, the Opus Dei and others (De Guerre 2015–2016).12

While Scienza e Vita is a platform connecting different conservative actors, 
Giuristi per la vita and Notizie Pro-Vita mainly operate as the Italian refer-
ents of international and transnational anti-abortion and anti-LGBTQ groups, 
as well as a bridge towards identitarian and Far-Right actors. The founder 
and president of the Giuristi per la Vita, Gianfranco Amato, is connected to 
U.S. conservative groups. He is notably the Italian allied attorney of Alliance 
Defending Freedom and member of Advocates International. Toni Brandi, 
who created Notizia-Provita, is close to the Lefebvrian Society of Saint Pius 
X and to neo-fascist groups such as Forza Nuova.

Both Scienza e Vita and Notizie Pro-Vita were created in 2012 in the 
wake of the political effervescence produced by the anti-abortion and tradi-
tionalist group, Famiglia Domani (Family Tomorrow), a member of Voice 
of the Family, an international organization gathering major anti-abortion 
groups such as Human Life International (HLI) (De Guerre 2015–2016).13 
Famiglia Domani’s former president, Luigi Coda Nunziante, was a militant 
of the neo-fascist party Movimento Sociale Italiano and one of the Italian 
signers of the transnational “Appeal to the Pope”, together with Amato 
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and Brandi. This appeal was published before the Synod on the Family 
and was intended to seek the Pope uphold on traditional Catholic Church 
teachings on marriage and family. Famiglia Domani is one of the key actors 
of the March for Life, an event organized every year in Rome by radical 
anti-abortion, traditionalist and neo-fascist groups dissenting with the poli-
tics expressed by the Movimento per la Vita, whose politics are considered 
too mild when it comes to secularization. Supported by the Congregation 
for the Doctrine of the Faith, the Opus Dei and the “Black Nobility” – the 
Roman aristocratic families supporting the Papacy as a political authority –, 
this event includes delegations of foreign organizations such as Legionaries 
of Christ, Human Life International and the Laogai Research Foundation 
(De Guerre 2015–2016).

To fuel anti-gender protests, Scienza e Vita, Giuristi per la Vita and Notizie 
Pro-Vita work in close connection with Alleanza Cattolica. This traditional-
ist group is politically well established: among its prominent members are 
magistrate Alfredo Mantovano, sociologist Massimo Introvigne and historian 
Roberto De Mattei, who have all played key roles in Italian political institu-
tions.14 Alleanza Cattolica is connected to Tradition, Family and Property 
(TFP), a powerful reactionary movement created in Brazil, which opposes 
the “Western Civilization”, individualism and democracy in the name of 
Catholicism.

These groups interact with Far-Right political parties such as Lega Nord 
and Fratelli d’Italia, as well as neo-fascist and identitarian groups such as 
Officine identitarie, Circolo Proudhon and Mille Patrie. The latters, in turn, 
are connected to neo-fascist foreign groups like the French Bloc Identitaire 
and German Pegida. These activists publish anti-gender texts, organize con-
ferences and invite ideologues such as Aleksandr Dugin, Alain de Benoist or 
Eric Zemmour. For the groups of this radical pole, “gender ideology” and its 
“unbounded individualism and egalitarianism” are fruits of capitalism and 
opposing them means promoting an idea of “national identity” in which the 
notions of “Christian roots” and “natural family” are intertwined.

The participation of the leaders of Scienza e Vita, Giuristi per la Vita and 
Notizie Pro-Vita at the international meetings such as the World Congress of 
Families (WCF) testifies their primary role in spreading anti-gender protest. 
The WCF’s latest edition, on the theme “Civilization at The Crossroads: The 
Natural Family as the Bulwark of Freedom and Human Values”, took place 
in Tbilisi in May 2016. The two leaders of Notizie Pro-Vita, Toni Brandi and 
Alessandro Fiore (the son of the neo-fascist group Forza Nuova’s head) were 
invited to give a talk on “gender and education”. During the 2016 edition, 
the main international anti-abortion and anti-LGBTQ actors met. Among 
them, the National Organization for Marriage (whose Director Brian Brown 
was appointed as new president of the WCF), Alliance Defending Freedom 
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International, CitizenGo and the Pontifical Academy for Life. The Russian 
nationalist Alexey Komov – who has been regularly invited to Italy by Toni 
Brandi since 2013 – supervised the organization of the event and the choice 
of invitees.

PROTECTING “OUR CHILDREN” TO DEFEND THE HUMAN 
AND SAFEGUARD NATIONAL IDENTITY

Anti-gender protesters mobilize a set of rhetorical arguments in which the 
heterosexual conjugal family is the fundament of humanity, civilization and 
national community. If such a discourse reactivates the main recurrent rhe-
torical topoï of familialist and anti-LGBTQ mobilizations, anti-gender pro-
tests deploy specific features related to the social, political and legal context 
in which anti-gender discourse has emerged. Notably, in order to produce a 
political effect, the anti-gender rhetoric needs to develop a socially acceptable 
and audible discourse. For that reason anti-gender protesters deploy a formal 
aggiornamento of familialistic and homophobic arguments that combines the 
notion of “natural family” with references to human rights and the defence of 
the weak. Instead of claiming the inferiority of women and LGBTQ people, 
activists emphasize the notion of “human nature”, which main feature is held 
to be the complementarity between the sexes. Following this line, the notions 
of “family”, “nation”, “nature” and “heterosexuality” overlap and the chil-
dren are presented as the innocent victim of LGBTQ people’s egoistic and 
hedonistic drives.15 Anti-gender rhetoric refers both to the commodification 
of the children and to the marketing of female bodies. Hence, during events, 
posters are seen with images of frightened infants and children, and slogans 
are uttered to claim the “children’s right of having a father and a mother” and 
the “right of access to their biological truth”. Anti-gender protesters focus 
on filiation – “our children” – because the way in which it is legally defined 
frames the legitimate way in which a given society reproduces. As Bruno 
Perreau has shown studying the French case, this trope displays two inter-
twined reactionary tropes revived by anti-gender activists: homosexuality as 
a contagious disease threatening children and “national purity” and the stig-
matization of minorities by depicting them not as oppressed and essentialized 
groups, but as powerful lobbies (Perreau 2016).

To spread a view in which heterosexuality organizes social – and 
national – reproduction, anti-gender actors use different modes of action 
explicitly referred to as reactions to an “anthropological emergency”. Each of 
them pursues a specific aim. Conferences run by experts intend to explain the 
precepts of “human anthropology”; standing vigils performed in public space 
by concerned citizens are in opposition to a “totalitarian ideology”, and street 
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demonstrations organized by Catholic family associations aim at reaffirming 
that the “natural family” is the basis of the national community, hence in need 
of a better support by the Italian State.

Science vs. ideology: Anti-gender conferences

The reference to science is a keystone of anti-gender rhetoric.16 The so-called 
“human anthropology” is presented as a matter of scientific and theological 
evidence, as opposed to gender, which is depicted as an “ideology”. Theology 
and science would both affirm that men and women are natural groups, which 
are both equal in dignity and complementary in predispositions and missions. 
It is therefore not surprising that the two most outspoken actors of this cru-
sade are a medical doctor (Massimo Gandolfini) and a lawyer (Gianfranco 
Amato), who both speak in the name of their expertise without acknowledg-
ing their religious and political beliefs.

The congress which launched the anti-gender mobilization was organized 
by Scienza e Vita and Famiglia Domani in September 2013 in Verona. 
Speakers belonged either to anti-abortions, traditionalist associations or to 
Universities run by Opus Dei or Legion of Christ (De Guerre 2015–2016; 
De Guerre and Prearo 2016).17 Since then, hundreds of conferences have 
taken place in halls and auditoriums made available by parishes or local 
authorities run by right-wing parties (Lavizzari and Prearo 2016). Some-
times “ex-homosexuals”, such as Luca di Tolve, take the stage to share their 
experience of “healing”.18 Similarly, foreign guests, such as French Ludivine 
de la Rochère and Eric Zemmour or Russian Alexei Komov and Aleksandr 
Dugin, have been invited to present their political experience and boost the 
transnationalization of the movement. When there is only one speaker, such 
as Massimo Gandolfini, Gianfranco Amato, journalist Costanza Miriano or 
essayist Mario Adinolfi, conferences take usually the form of pep talks in 
front of worried parents.19 These one-man shows are then broadcasted on 
YouTube channels run by Catholic traditionalist groups and reach thousands 
of spectators.

Speakers use references to “anthropology” and to science to present their 
views as non-political and non-religious and combine them with a millenarist 
tone demonizing gender and evoking the end of civilization and the destruc-
tion of humanity (Lavizzari and Prearo 2016). The mix between (pseudo-)
science and apocalyptic catastrophism is a typical trope of reactionary dis-
courses aiming at increasing moral panic in order to restore a “natural order” 
(Rennes 2014). The panic about gender tends to push people targeted by 
“anti-gender” discourse (jurists, scholars, activists) to develop a defensive 
discourse (“gender ideology” does not exist) which ends up legitimizing the 
terms of the debate as posed by the Vatican and invisibilizing feminist or 
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queer theories which affirm not only that gender exists and is a social con-
struction, but also that sex is a political category (Delphy 2001).

Resistance vs. totalitarianism: Sentinelle in piedi

Standing in a square block in front of a town hall or a court of justice, silently 
absorbed in reading books at about two yards from one another, activists of 
the group Sentinelle in Piedi (Standing Sentinels) have been organizing vigils 
in the Italian public space since summer 2013. Sentinelle present themselves 
as concerned citizens protesting to defend a freedom of speech endangered 
by the prospect of legislation on homophobia. More broadly, they oppose the 
pertinence of the notion of homophobia and “the totalitarian nature of gen-
der”. Although they claim to be apolitical, they are closely connected to the 
traditionalist movement Alleanza Cattolica.20

They explicitly refer to the words spoken by John Paul II during his first 
visit to the United States in October 1979, during which the Polish Pope 
encouraged Catholics to “stand up when a child is looked upon only as means 
to satisfy an emotional need and when the institution of marriage is aban-
doned to human selfishness”. In October 2015, as the Synod on the Family 
was about to open, a coordinated vigil, involving one hundred different cities 
across Italy, was organized by the Sentinels. In three years, hundreds of vigils 
have been held, in particular in North-Eastern Italy, where the Far-Right par-
ties and groups have close relations with local administrations and are gen-
erally more involved in anti-gender protests (Avanza 2015). This new form 
of protest mixes heterogeneous elements from other forms of occupation of 
public spaces (flash mobs, street prayers, military parades).

Framed in time and space, each vigil may be seen as a mise-en-espace 
and a performance. Each element of the scenic device aims at impressing the 
public and erasing both the religious origin of the protest and the participants’ 
sexual and political conservatism. The act of reading books conveys the idea 
that Sentinelle are trying to implement a “permanent education”, as they call 
it, free from cultural manipulations.21 In these performances, protesters face 
counter-demonstrations by LGBTQ groups imperturbably and accuse these 
groups of being threatening, insulting and violent. Spatial and bodily arrange-
ments allow sentinels to present themselves as the heirs of revolutionary and 
pacific figures, such as Gandhi or Socrates.

The cause defended by the Sentinelle has been framed as a battle for free-
dom against the colonization of consciences. This relies on a repertoire of 
arguments referring to the semantic of the “Resistance” and of the defence 
of “the weak”, specifically represented by children. The act of standing in 
public aims at portraying the movement as a form of opposition to totalitar-
ian regimes, implicitly referring to other forms of citizen protests like the 
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Arab Springs, protesters in Istanbul’s Taksim Square or the activists debout 
(standing) in Paris. The use of silence – which significantly opposes Act-Up’s 
slogan “SILENCE = DEATH” – is meant to be a warning of the threats to 
freedom of speech.

In brief, the Sentinelle’s rhetoric rejects the oppressive system of norms, 
which considers women and LGBTQ people as inferior and reverses it. To 
them, women and sexual minorities constitute powerful lobbies running 
international institutions, promoting forms of “totalitarian conformism” and 
preventing opinions from being expressed. To support their view, they often 
refer to dystopic literature. George Orwell’s 1984 and Robert Benson’s Lord 
of the World (which Pope Francis has recently declared being his favourite 
book) are among the books they hold in their hands. This scenic device 
contributes to the idea that minorities are the agents of oppression, while 
anti-gender protesters are the real victims. During their vigils, Sentinels 
are safeguarded by the police who, at the same time, act severely to block 
LGBTQ counter-manifestations. The resident of Circolo Pink (Pink Circle), 
one of the most active groups in organizing counter-demonstrations, was 
intimidated by the DIGOS agents while protesting against a vigil in Verona 
and harshly fined because he refused to leave the place.22

The Sentinelle represent an example of the transnational circulation and 
local hybridization of the modes of action of the “anti-gender” movement. 
Their success outdid that of their French antecedent, Les Veilleurs debout, to 
the point that the French group changed its name into Sentinelles to capitalize 
on the Italian Sentinelle and create a clearly recognizable transnational move-
ment (Della Sudda 2015).

The “natural family” vs. the “dung of the devil”: Family days

Eight years after the Family Day that stopped the introduction of civil unions, 
new editions of this event were organized in June 2015 and in January 2016 
by the anti-gender committee Difendiamo i nostri figli.23 They explicitly 
targeted “gender theory as ideological colonization” and the Cirinnà’s bill, 
whose discussion in the Senate started three days after the January protest. 
In 2007, the rally was explicitly backed by the Bishops’ Conference and 
gathered all the Catholic movements and associations, ranging from Forum 
delle Associazioni Familiari (FAF) to Comunione e Liberazione and from 
the Charismatic movement to the Neocatechumenal Way. Conversely, in 
2015 and 2016, these events only got limited support from the Episcopacy. 
The president of the CEI and the Vatican’s Secretary of State endorsed the 
initiative, whereas the CEI General Secreatary opposed it because it frontally 
opposed the Parliament. Pope Francis did not explicitly support the pro-
test, but he warned that there should be no confusion between “the family 
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demanded by God and any other type of unions” a few days before the 2016 
meeting. The split within the CEI between frontal opponents and lobbyists 
was mirrored by Catholic associations. Only the more radical ones considered 
the act of taking the street as an effective way to influence the Parliament, 
whereas the leaders of the movements such as Communion and Liberation, 
Rinnovamento dello Spirito and FAF preferred more discrete forms of lob-
bying, even though they showed their solidarity towards their members who  
chose to demonstrate. For that reason, in 2015 and 2016 the Family Day 
displayed a more radical outline. This contributed, on the one hand, to the 
absence of the family associations, which are closely connected to the Bishops’  
Conference and, on the other hand, to the presence of Far-Right organiza-
tions such as Forza Nuova and Casa Pound. Protesters claimed that what they 
call the “natural family” – that is the heterosexual and conjugal one – is the 
foundation of the “natural order” and of the national community and should 
be better supported by the State.

The two latest editions of the Family Day offered to anti-gender protesters 
the opportunity to depict Italy as “a lighthouse and a trailblazer in safeguard-
ing civilization and respect for children”.24 In their slogans, Italy was opposed 
to “Gayropa” and “Gaystapo”, and gender portrayed as the symbol of West-
ern capitalism, individualism and egoism. In presenting Italy as an “advanced 
outpost of humanity”, anti-gender protesters use and reverse the nationalist 
argument framing Europe or, more broadly the West, as “sexual exceptional” 
and opposing advanced versus backward countries (Fassin 2010; Colpani and 
Habed 2014). The idea of Italy as a “trailblazer” fosters the imaginary of an 
“anti-gender Europe” resisting a totalitarian “rainbow Europe”. Interestingly, 
in Italy, such “Europes” are both constructed in opposition to the supposed 
sexual and cultural Otherness of racialized groups.25

A banner, which became the symbol of these protests, claimed that gender 
was “the dung of the Devil”. This slogan paraphrases a statement by Pope 
Francis, who used this stunning quote from Basil of Caesarea to criticize 
capitalism. Other slogans compared “gender imperialism” with Islamism and 
accused them of destroying the “natural family”: the former by erasing the 
principle of sexual difference, the latter by promoting polygamy and dismiss-
ing women rights. This argument has been used in Italy since the beginning 
of 2000s, notably in texts accompanying two parliamentary bills asking for 
legal inscription of “sexual difference” into the Italian Constitution (Calde-
roli’s bill in 2002 and Malan’s bill in 2009) as well as in books written by 
the leader of Alleanza Cattolica, magistrate Alfredo Mantovano (2004, 2006, 
2007). The same rhetoric has been used again in the wake of the supposed 
rapes of the New Year’s Eve in Germany by Matteo Salvini and Giorgia 
Meloni, leaders of Lega Nord and Fratelli d’Italia, respectively. This mix of 
anti-feminist, homophobic, xenophobic but also femonationalistic elements 
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draws boundaries between “us” and “them” in sexual terms and constitutes 
a specific form of sexual nationalism in contemporary Italy.26 As Eric Fassin 
argues, such rhetorical device has been circulating since the beginning of the 
2000s, when the rhetoric of a sexual clash of civilizations, inflected differ-
ently depending on the national context, has been used to define the borders 
of Europe while embodying national identities (Fassin 2010).

ITALY AS A FERTILE GROUND FOR “GENDER IDEOLOGY”

Since its invention at the beginning of the 2000s, the anti-gender rhetoric 
started to seep in the Italian context. Ten years later, following the French 
protests against same-sex marriage reform, an anti-gender protest move-
ment was launched by the most radical groups among the anti-abortions 
associations and quickly achieved significant political success. Indeed, the 
discussion of the bill on hate crimes related to sexual orientation and gender 
identity has been abandoned (Winkler and Strazio 2015). Furthermore, if 
the bill on same-sex civil unions adopted in May 2016 under the pressure of 
an ECtHR’s decision may be considered as a historical achievement, it can 
also be read as a half defeat for the LGBTQ movement.27 Indeed, while the 
law offers rights similar to those of married couples, at behest of the Nuovo 
Centro Destra (New Centre Right), the provision that would have granted 
parental rights to non-biological parents was struck down, as was the require-
ment of faithfulness for partners. Both these omissions aimed at reaffirming 
the non-equivalence between marriage and civil unions.28 Finally, the imple-
mentation of a strategy against homophobia and transphobia in schools has 
been blocked since 2014, only a few days after the president of CEI, Cardinal 
Bagnasco, expressed his opposition against “the dictatorship of gender that 
is transforming public schools in re-educational camps and indoctrination”.29

Other political effects have to be mentioned as they show how the expres-
sion “gender ideology” succeeded in becoming an effective political category 
in Italy. Children books articulating family diversity have been withdrawn 
from public primary schools; several town halls have adopted resolutions 
against “gender ideology”; anti-gender phone lines have been created by 
public authorities to allow worried parents to denounce the presence of “gen-
der” in educational programmes; slogans such as “our local administration 
is against gender ideology” have been broadcasted by led signposts at cross-
roads in few municipalities.

More broadly, anti-gender protesters succeeded in imposing the terms of 
public debate on sexual issues. The expressions gender and “gender ideol-
ogy”, as defined by the Vatican, are used by politicians and media and have 
been accepted as a legitimate principle of vision and division. The expression 
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“anti-gender” itself stems from the invention of Vatican’s gender. This has 
fostered forms of equalization of the two positions (“pro” and “anti”) which 
are forms of legitimization of sexist and homophobic positions. A symp-
tomatic example of the rhetorical and political success of the anti-gender 
crusade is the use of “gender ideology” as a label in few Italian bookstores. 
New shelves have appeared in which gender scholars’ books stand alongside 
anti-gender’s authors’ texts as if they represent different yet equally legiti-
mate intellectual positions, whereas anti-gender essayists are but political 
activists connected with Far-Right groups.

The political and cultural success of “gender ideology” lies in the formal 
features of this discursive device – a Catholic discourse reproduced as an 
anthropological evidence on human nature –, in its impressive rhetoric euphe-
mizing its sexism, antifeminism, homophobia and transphobia – notably,  
the use of the notions of victimhood and resistance –, in its capacity of 
bridging different feminist and queer theories and issues – from abortion 
to surrogacy – and in creating a moral panic that responds to a number of 
anxieties produced during a period of austerity, political and economic crisis 
(Grzebalska 2016).

Two national peculiarities must be underlined to explain how such a device 
could spread and radicate. First, the predominance of the doctrine of sexual 
difference in the intellectual field plays a crucial role. Not only is gender 
an unknown analytical category, but as a concept denaturalizing the sexual 
order it is also rejected by influent groups of intellectuals. It comes therefore 
with little surprise that the anti-gender discourse was welcomed by influen-
tial feminists like Luisa Muraro.30 Similarly, influent marxists, like Mario 
Tronti, founder of Operaismo, and Giuseppe Vacca, president of Fondazione 
Gramsci, launched in 2011 a “Manifest for the anthropological emergency” 
to reaffirm the necessity of an alliance between Catholics and non-Catholics 
in defence of “non-negotiable values”.31 Hence, “sexual difference” and 
“anthropological emergency”, the two notions at the core of the anti-gender 
rhetoric, reverberate far beyond catholic circles.

The paradoxical form of Italian familialism constitutes a second crucial 
element. While the family is sacred in public discourse and referred to as 
the basis of national identity, family policies remain marginal and fragmen-
tary (Saraceno 2008). Under the pressure of Catholic lobbyists, the Italian 
State prefers to sustain families by funding private health care institutions 
or schools. At the same time, confronted by underdeveloped family policies, 
Italian families are forced to rely on intergenerational and internal solidar-
ity (that is, on female domestic work) and on private structures, most of 
them supplied by structures linked to the Catholic Church.32 In this sense, 
anti-gender protest is based on a fallacious argument linking the absence 
of significant familiar policies characterizing Italian Welfare State and the 
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legal recognition of same-sex unions. Italian families are indeed not poorly 
supported by the State because of the demand of recognition by the LGBTQ 
people, but because the Catholic Church keeps operating to prevent the 
State from replacing itself in regulating family relationships. As stated in 
the Reports on the economic situation of the country by the Italian Economy 
Minister, Italy occupies the second to last position before Poland in public 
expenditure for family and motherhood. This tendency is in perfect continuity 
with five decades of Christian Democratic political dominance.

These two national structural traits, the hegemonic role of the notion of 
“sexual difference” and the paradoxes of Italian familialism, show how the 
success of the “anti-gender” crusade has to be related to the political, eco-
nomical and cultural role played by the Vatican in contemporary Italy. In 
this sense, the Italian anti-gender movement must be apprehended as a new 
episode in the long-term match between the Vatican and the Italian State to 
define what is a couple and a family and to determine the modes of social 
reproduction considered as “legitimate” and “natural”, in which the Italian 
State has often been operating as an ally (that is not a competitor) of the 
Vatican.

More generally, “gender ideology” may be conceptualized as a counter- 
revolutionary political invention reacting to what Colette Guillaumin defined 
as the theoretical and political revolution produced by feminist and LGBTQ 
theorists and activists when affirming that not only gender, but also the sexes 
and sexualities were products of social relationships (Guillaumin 1995). 
Anti-gender discourse and its success have indeed to be put in relation with 
the persisting strength of what Monique Wittig called “the straight mind”, 
that is, the belief that men and women are natural and complementary groups 
(Wittig 1992). Thanks to the social arrangements producing and naturalizing 
the differences between men and women, these convictions dwell deeply 
shared. As the Italian context displays, anti-gender protests capitalize the 
force of this naturalistic belief, rephrases it and impresses many more than 
just Catholic actors.

NOTES

1. I am grateful to Adriano J. Habed and Yàdad De Guerre for their comments on 
an earlier version of this chapter.

2. A symptom of the influence of the Vatican on public education is the weekly 
teaching of Catholic doctrine. From nursery school through high school, all students 
are obliged to take either a weekly hour of religious instruction or an alternative 
of some sort. Ninety per cent of Italian public school students continue to receive 
religious education from Catholic priests or Catholic laypeople selected by the Vati-
can and paid by the Italian State. Moreover, in 2006, the Supreme Administrative 
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Court stated that the display of crucifix in classrooms of state schools did not violate 
the principle of secularism, since the crucifix has to be considered as a symbol of 
national cultural values. The ruling has been confirmed by the Grand Chamber of 
the European Court of Human Rights in 2011. The attorney defending the cause was 
Gianfranco Amato, the founder and the president of Giuristi per la Vita (Jurists for 
Life) and a member of Scienza e Vita (Science and Life).

3. A law on divorce was adopted in 1970 and abortion was decriminalized in 1978, 
even if the high rate of conscientious objectors (70% of gynaecologists, up to 83% in 
some southern regions) severely limits access to abortion in practice. In April 2016, 
the Council of Europe denounced the Italian situation stating that the number of Italian 
objectors may involve considerable risks for women’s health and well-being.

4. In 1986, the Inter-Parliamentary Women’s Communist group supported by 
Arcigay (Italy’s main gay rights organization) raised for the first time the issue of 
civil unions within the Italian Parliament. Two years later, Alma Cappiello introduced 
the first bill in Parliament calling for the acknowledgment of cohabitation between 
“two persons”. From 1988 to 2016, several bills on the legal recognition of same-sex 
unions were presented in Parliament: same-sex marriage (e.g. Grillini 2002; Poretti 
2008), civil partnership restricted to same-sex couples (Soda 1998; De Simone 2002; 
Grillini 2003) and civil union (notably, PaCS 2002; CUS 2007; DiCo 2007; DiDoRe 
2008). None of these has ever been debated in Parliament.

5. No less than three associations of jurists referring to “Natural Law” as the 
source of the production of legislation are fuelling anti-gender protests: Giuristi per 
la Vita, the Unione Giuristi Cattolici Italiani (Union of Catholic Italian Jurists) and 
the Centro Studi Livatino (Livatino Study Center).

6. Cardinal Ratzinger started denouncing the danger of the “trivialization” of 
“sexual difference” in 1985 (Ratzinger and Messori 1985: 93–109).

7. The demonization of gender and “gender feminists” is the ultimate outcome of 
the Vatican’s longer-term antifeminism (dating back from Pius XII) (Couture 2012; 
Garbagnoli 2015) and of the progressive adoption of the doctrine of the complemen-
tarity between the sexes by the Catholic Church (Case 2016). Under the label “gender 
ideology” the Vatican specifically targets queer and materialist feminist theories 
affirming that not only gender but also “sex” is a political category. Given her radical 
constructivist approach and her considerable international renown, Judith Butler is 
presented as the “Papess of gender”.

8. On the theoretical and political issues raised by the circulation and the trans-
lation of the concept of gender, see Delphy (2001) and Delphy, Molinier, Clair and 
Sandrine (2012).

9. These themes and the claim for a “healthy secularism” based on Christian 
roots were central in Without Roots: The West, Relativism, Christianity, Islam, a 
co-authored book by Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger and Marcello Pera published in 2004 
(Ratzinger and Pera 2006) and in the fourth annual report on the Social Doctrine of 
the Church in the world written by the Observatory Cardinal Van Thuân (2012).

10. The French expression “Manif pour Tous” is not translated in Italian. In 
November 2015, LMPTI changed its name in Generazione Famiglia – La Manif Pour 
Tous Italia (Generation Family - LMPTI) as the success of the Italian movement 
made the reference to the French collective unnecessary.
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11. Following the “Day of withdrawal from school” organized in France by Farida 
Belghoul (Fassin 2014), in March 2014, the main Italian association gathering Catho-
lic parents launched the initiative to withdraw children from public primary schools 
once per month to protest against “gender’s ideological colonization”. Parents were 
notably alerted through Whatsapp and encouraged to join the protest through blogs 
and forums connected to Far-Right groups.

12. Among its members: Paola Binetti (MP, linked to Opus Dei’s Universidad de 
Navarra and Università Campus Bio-Medico in Rome), Carlo Casini (founder and 
president of Movimento per la vita, former MP), Gianfranco Amato (founder of Giuristi 
per la Vita), Massimo Gandolfini (neurosurgeon, member of the Neocatechumenal 
Way and spokesperson of Comitato Difendiamo i nostri figli), Alfredo Mantovano and 
Roberto De Mattei (Alleanza Cattolica), Francesco D’Agostino (Unione Giuristi Cat-
tolici), Luca Volonté (former MP, director of Foundation Novae Terrae for the Natural 
Family) and Lucetta Scaraffia (historian, columnist at the Osservatore Romano).

13. In 2015, Famiglia Domani created the web page Osservatorio Gender (Obser-
vatory on Gender) aiming at informing parents on the dangers of “gender ideology”.

14. Mantovano was vice-minister of internal affairs from 2001 to 2011 and is now 
a member of the Centro. Introvigne has been appointed both by the Italian Govern-
ment as the Italian delegate to OSCE to fight racism and other discriminations and 
by the Ministry of the Foreign Affairs as the coordinator of the National Observatory 
for Religion. Founder of the traditionalist think tank Fondazione Lepanto (Lepanto 
Foundation) and close to the Fronte Monarchico (Monarchic Front), De Mattei 
has been vice-president of the National Research Council. He was one of the first 
academics denouncing the spread of “gender theory” since 2008; see https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=zarVJEQesjg (Accessed 20 September 2016). In 2011, De 
Mattei declared that the Roman Empire collapsed because of the “contagion of homo-
sexuality and effeminacy”, see http://www.repubblica.it/cronaca/2011/04/06/news/
de_mattei_impero_romano_omosessuali-14561724/ (Accessed 20 September 2016).

15. In anti-gender blogs such as “No ai matrimoni gay in Italia” (No to gay mar-
riage in Italy), gender is described as an ideology spreading paedophilia. The cases of 
child abuse by Catholic priests and the subsequent cover-ups by the Catholic hierar-
chy are never addressed in public debate.

16. On the Vatican’s misuses of scientific literature, see Fillod (2014).
17. The speakers were Mario Palmaro (one of the promoters of Giuristi per la 

Vita and Notizie Pro-Vita), Dina Nerozzi (Dale O’Leary’s translator), Chiara Atzori  
(a follower of Joseph Nicolosi’s theories) and Roberto de Mattei.

18. Di Tolve wrote a book meaningfully entitled Ero gay. A Medjugorje ho ritro-
vato me stesso (I was gay. I found myself in Medjugorje), introduced by scientist 
Tarcisio Mezzetti. In his text, Mezzetti describes Di Tolve’s account as an instrument 
to let “science and knowledge” triumph over “opinion and ignorance”.

19. Costanza Miriano and Mario Adinolfi are the authors of two anti-gender best 
sellers: Sposati e sii sottomessa (Marry and Be Submissed) and Voglio la mamma  
(I Want Mummy).

20. On the relationship between the Sentinelle and Alleanza Cattolica, see http://
gayburg.blogspot.fr/2014/08/chi-e-il-proprietario-delle-Sentinelle.html. Accessed 20 
September 2016.
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21. The selection of books that demonstrators hold in their hands is supposed to be 
free, although members of the neo-fascist group Forza Nuova who participated at a vigil 
in Milan in December 2013 have been expulsed by the organizers because they chose 
books edited by Far-Right publishers. This event produced a break between the activ-
ists of Forza Nuova and the organizers of the vigil from Alleanza Cattolica. The former 
created a new group of sentinels explicitly claiming their Catholic positioning, the Sen-
tinelle – Cattolici in Piedi (Standing Catholic Sentinels).

22. DIGOS is a special operational division of the Italian police (Polizia di Stato) 
charged with investigating sensitive cases involving terrorism, organized crime and 
serious offences.

23. On the leading role of the Committee, see De Guerre and Prearo (2016).
24. Massimo Gandolfini on 26 January 2016: http://video.repubblica.it/dossier/ 

unioni-civili-stepchild-adoption-cirinna/gandolfini-family-day-macche-fana 
lino-di-coda-su-famiglia-l-italia-e-faro-di-civilta/226537/225818. Accessed 20 Sep-
tember 2016.

25. For a critical analysis unpacking the relationship between Europe and LGBTQ 
rights in time and space, see Ayoub and Paternotte (2014).

26. This nationalistic argument coexists with a strategy of involvement of Mus-
lim personalities, such as Souad Sbai, president of the Associazione della Comunità 
Marocchina in Italia delle Donne (Association Moroccan Women in Italy) or Ben 
Mohamed Mohamed, president of the Associazione Culturale Islamica in Italia 
(Islamic Cultural Association in Italy), in anti-gender actions.

27. On 21 July 2015, the European Court of Human Rights ruled that Italy violated 
the European Convention on Human Rights by not recognizing same-sex couples’ 
right to family life. In this ECtHR judgment – Oliari and Others v. Italy – the court 
imposed a positive obligation on Italy to offer legal alternatives to same-sex couples 
in the absence of same-sex marriage.

28. Interestingly, a televised intervention, the Minister of Internal Affairs 
and leader of the Nuovo Centro Destra, Angelino Alfano aligned himself with 
anti-gender discourse by saying he was proud of preventing an “anthropological 
revolution against nature”, see http://www.ansa.it/sito/notizie/politica/2016/02/25/
alfano-no-a-rivoluzione-contro-natura_dda2bc48–5072–4286-b7c2–135ed490c3de.
html. Accessed 20 September 2016.

29. See http://www.lastampa.it/2014/03/24/vaticaninsider/ita/news/bagnasco- 
genitori-non-fatevi-intimidire-dalla-dittatura-gender-3BXyGvNh2nyzTtsRVOS84N/
pagina.html. Accessed 20 September 2016.

30. In a national context in which sexual difference feminism is still influent, femi-
nism can be depicted by the essayist Giulia Galeotti as the “ally of the Catholic Church 
against gender” (Galeotti 2013). Galeotti’s text constitutes one of the Italian versions 
of the copious books reconstituting the origin and the development of what anti-gender 
actors call “gender ideology”. It is interesting to note how these publications present com-
mon references (Simone de Beauvoir, Shulamith Firestone, Monica [sic] Wittig, Judith 
Butler) and national peculiarities. More broadly, in anti-gender rhetoric, the label “gender 
ideology” operates as a pseudo-concept with three main functions: creating a unique 
enemy in deforming, unifying and delegitimizing different minister of internal affairs 
and claims, constituting a front of mobilization and impressing a wide political audience.
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31. After the Family Day of January 2016, Giuseppe Vacca declared that 
“anti-gender” protest should not be considered reactionary because they combat the 
“nihilistic drifts menacing our civilization”. http://www.corriere.it/politica/16_feb 
braio_03/vacca-intervista-family-day-non-reazionario-b2415284-c9e8–11e5–83af-
3e75cf16ed0a.shtml. Accessed 20 September 2016.

32. In this sense, it is interesting to notice that among the anti-gender groups we 
found the association “Nonni 2.0” (Grandparents 2.0), established in 2014. It gathers 
grandparents worried about what they call an “eduational emergency produced by 
gender”.
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This chapter examines the mobilization against “gender” which has spread 
across Poland since 2012, pointing to both local specificities and links to 
the transnational context. As we will show, while Polish “anti-genderism” is 
part of a boarder transnational trend (a fact long invisible to most of Poland’s 
liberal defenders of gender), some aspects of this phenomenon are indeed 
locally embedded (Korolczuk 2014). First signs of the new right-wing strat-
egy appeared already in 2012, but the campaign was officially inaugurated 
on 29 December 2013 by the Pastoral Letter of the Bishops’ Conference read 
in Poland’s parishes. The letter was followed by many initiatives undertaken 
by the Catholic Church and conservative groups to fight gender equality 
education and legislation, sexual and reproductive rights, as well as the very 
use of the term “gender” in policy documents and public discourse. Polish 
anti-gender campaigners claim that their aim is to protect the Polish family 
(especially children) against feminists and the “homosexual lobby”; to defend 
authentic Polish cultural values (which are equated with Catholic values) 
against the foreign influence of the corrupt West and liberal European Union, 
which has supposedly replaced the USSR as Poland’s “colonizer”. Targets 
include sex education, ratification of the Istanbul Convention and gender 
equality policies more broadly.

In the first part of this chapter, we present key developments of the Pol-
ish war on gender, its main actors, targets, strategies and themes, while the 
second part critically assesses existing explanatory frameworks offered by 
liberal commentators and scholars. We argue that the war against gender did 
not stem from a misunderstanding of the concept of gender, but was rather 
part of a larger right-wing mobilization on the local and transnational level. 
In Poland, anti-genderism it proved remarkably effective in political terms, as 
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it enabled a political alliance between nationalism and religious fundamental-
ism, contributing to the right-wing electoral victory of 2015.

In our view, the current wave of anti-gender mobilization in Poland is not 
business as usual or another wave of conservative backlash, but a new ideo-
logical and political configuration, which successfully combines the local and 
the transnational, making possible a politically effective mass movement. In 
the last few years, it has managed to mobilize hundreds of people on the local 
grassroots level, successfully appealing to parents’ anxieties concerning the 
future of their families and children. We argue that the success of anti-gender 
mobilization can be explained by its leaders’ skilful references to ordinary 
people’s dignity and their identity as an oppressed majority. Anti-genderism 
consistently presents itself as an effort to defend authentic indigenous 
values against foreign forces and corrupt elites – a discourse which we 
interpret as a variant of right-wing appropriation of the anti-colonial frame 
(Snochowska-Gonzalez 2012; see also Graff and Korolczuk 2017; Pető 
2015, 127). What may be construed as an Eastern European peculiarity is the 
strategic use and cultural resonance of the argument that gender is a “totali-
tarian ideology”. This tendency to discredit gender by explicitly linking it to 
actual totalitarian regimes which claimed millions of victims in the region 
is exemplified by the following statement made in 2013 by Polish Bishop 
Tadeusz Pieronek: “Gender ideology is worse than communism and Nazism 
put together” (Sierakowski 2014a). While the contested policies are com-
ing from the West and are presented as Western impositions, “genderism”  
(a word used interchangeably with gender) is seen as a vast project of social 
engineering rooted in Marxism and comparable to Stalinism. This tension 
or ambivalence persists in many of the documents and statements examined 
here: gender/“genderism”/“gender ideology” are demonized as a cultural 
imposition, a foreign body that is Western and Eastern at the same time.

This study builds on textual analysis of pastoral letters, articles and state-
ments published on the web pages of specific groups and organizations such 
as No to Gender!, media reports (also international), as well as existing 
research on neoconservative movements in Europe and the United States.1 
We also examine the new genre of anti-gender books, many of them writ-
ten by women, speculating on the significance of this fact for the shape of 
anti-gender rhetoric. Finally, we refer to events which we have experienced 
first-hand, as participant observers of demonstrations and public debates.

KEY ACTORS AND STRATEGIES IN THE POLISH  
WAR ON GENDER

Mass mobilization started in 2012, and the main social actors involved in the 
campaign included priests, conservative politicians, journalists, bloggers but 
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also grassroots activists, many of whom were concerned parents of young 
children (Fábián and Korolczuk 2017). Some of the organizations involved 
were established well before the anti-gender mobilization began: Fundacja 
Mamy i Taty (Mom and Dad Foundation) had been engaged in promoting 
“traditional family values” and opposing gay rights and divorce since 2010; 
Stowarzyszenie i Fundacja Rzecznik Praw Rodziców (Foundation Ombuds-
man for Parents’ Rights) was set up in 2009 with the goal of counteracting 
school reform. Other groups such as Inicjatywa Stop Seksualizacji Naszych 
Dzieci (Initiative Stop Sexualizing Our Children) and Stop Gender network 
came into being later (2013 and 2014) with the sole purpose of resisting what 
they saw as the spread of “genderism” (their specific targets were sex educa-
tion, as well as access to contraception and IVF treatment).

These organizations and networks appear to be well connected to each 
other, as well as to influential Polish right-wing think tanks such as Instytut 
Kultury Prawnej Ordo Iuris (Ordo Iuris Institute for Legal Culture) and to 
transnational platforms such as citizengo.com (registered in Spain but avail-
able in Polish and used by Polish groups for petition drives). This network 
also includes many anti-choice groups such as Stowarzyszenie Rodzin Wielo-
dzietnych (Association of Large Families), Centrum Wspierania Inicjatyw dla 
Życia i Rodziny (Center for Supporting Initiatives for Life and the Family), 
Polska Federacja Ruchów Obrony Życia (Polish Federation of Pro-life Move-
ments) and Koalicja Obywatelska Dla Rodziny (Civic Coalition for the Fam-
ily). These organizations and alliances are instrumental in mobilizing large 
numbers of people, especially parents of school children, as was evident in the 
mass rally organized on 30 August 2015 in Warsaw with the aim of stopping 
changes in sex education curriculum in Polish schools. The demonstration, 
held under the banner “Stop depravation in education”, was organized by 26 
organizations and networks and hosted both Polish and international guest 
speakers, mostly renowned anti-choice activists such as Antonia Tully (Soci-
ety for the Protection of Unborn Children, Great Britain), Antoine Renard (La 
Manif Pour Tous, France and the head of the European Federation of Catholic 
Family Associations) and Christoph Scharnweber (Demo für alle, Germany).

Strategies of the movement include petitions, demonstrations, publications, 
workshops and conferences as well as political initiatives in Parliament. It is 
remarkable how well anti-gender activists have made use of the Internet and 
new communication technologies: websites, social media and open platforms 
disseminating information and mobilizing people to sign online petitions, 
take part in protests and engage on the local and national level. Sometimes 
these digital communities are linked to a specific organization, such as stop-
gender.pl and stop-seksualizacji.pl, but there are also open platforms such as 
citizengo.org.

Practical goals the activists mobilize around include opposition to gender 
equality and sex education programmes in schools, sexual and reproductive 
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rights (including not only contraception and abortion but also access to repro-
ductive technologies such as in vitro fertilization), equal rights for sexual 
minorities, gender mainstreaming and the very use of the word “gender” in 
public documents, international treaties and media discourse. The stated goals 
focus on “saving” the children, the family and ultimately the Christian civili-
zation from the dangers of “gender ideology”.

Among groups identified as dangerous are feminists, LGBT organizations, 
sex educators, state administrators. Although specific targets are local, the 
evil’s roots are identified as “global” and “totalitarian”. Hence, it is not a 
coincidence that anti-gender opposition often targets specific legal changes 
proposed and promoted by international institutions and organizations such 
as the UN or EU. Right-wing opposition to EU policies on gender equality 
and LGBT rights has played an important role in the anti-European propa-
ganda and mobilizing already since the early 2000s (Graff 2009, 2010). Even 
before the EU accession in 2004, Eurosceptics liked to refer to the European 
“homolobby” and “pro-abortion lobby” as ultimate threats to the Polish 
national identity. This campaign was not fully successful as the level of sup-
port for EU integration in Poland was the highest among the new member 
states and remains so today: 68% of Poles trust EU as an institution (GUS 
2014). However, mass support for modernization brought by EU funding 
does not necessarily translate to acceptance of cultural and social transforma-
tion associated with sexual democracy. Polish Euro-sceptics have capitalized 
on this gap by arguing that Poland has the right to benefit from European 
integration economically, but must retain its cultural integrity as a Catholic 
country. Arguably, the anti-gender mobilization marks a new phase of these 
efforts: The concept of “gender ideology” explicitly links homosexuality, 
abortion and the alleged threat of arbitrary sex change with the West and the 
European Union.

MAIN THEMES AND DEVELOPMENTS

Though it is difficult to locate the precise starting point of anti-gender mobi-
lization, one date often mentioned is April 2012, when the then minister of 
justice Jarosław Gowin publicly opposed ratification of the Convention on 
preventing and combating violence against women and domestic violence 
(Istanbul Convention), calling it a “carrier of gender ideology” (Graff 2014; 
Grzebalska 2015). His statements, puzzling at the time to many people, seem 
to have initiated the anti-gender campaign.2 The rationale offered by Gowin 
was that the Convention is an ideological Trojan Horse: Its hidden agenda, 
he claimed, was undermining the traditional family. The fact that the text 
of the Convention includes the word “gender” was viewed as proof of its 
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social-constructionist underpinnings. Polish feminists, sex educators as well 
as the then-ruling party, the liberal-conservative pro-EU Civic Platform, were 
portrayed as traitors, mere puppets in the hands of an international or even 
global conspiracy against the existing traditional gender order. A similar 
isolationist note could be heard in other related contexts, for example when 
Bishop Stanisław Stefanek, representative of the Council for Family of the 
Polish Episcopate, commented on government’s efforts to initiate discussion 
on civil unions as evidence that the ruling party “implements global direc-
tives, dressing them up in trendy words, claiming that this is what progress 
and freedom are about” (Kowalczyk 2012).

Another prominent theme of anti-gender debates is the issue of sexedu-
cation, which is demonized as the “sexualization of children”. Clearly, the 
overarching theme of “child in danger” is not a Polish invention, as it has 
been used also in other countries such as Russia, Ukraine, Germany and 
France (Höjdestrand 2015; Kováts and Põim 2015; Strelnyk 2016). However, 
in Poland the focus on children may be stronger than elsewhere because the 
initial stage of the anti-gender campaign coincided with the surfacing of 
the public accusations against paedophile priests (Overbeek 2013). Conse-
quently, attacks on “gender” were viewed by many as an effort of the Polish 
Episcopate to divert media attention away from the Church peadophilia scan-
dals. On 8 October 2013 archbishop Józef Michalik made a public statement 
depicting child victims of paedophile clergymen as “clinging to priests”, 
seeking for the love they do not receive at home (Polskie Radio 2013). With 
this outrageous statement he attempted to shift responsibility from perpe-
trators to “broken families” and international institutions which “sexualize 
children” through sex education. While Michalik later retracted his expres-
sions as “unfortunate”, the question of sex education remained a key theme 
of anti-gender mobilization.

Attacks were made on sex education programmes in kindergartens and 
schools, focusing mainly on WHO standards for sex education being imple-
mented by NGOs such as the Foundation of Pre-School Education (Grze-
balska 2015). One key target, consistently demonized and misrepresented as 
incitement to sexualization and masturbation was the handbook Równościowe 
przedszkole (Equality Kindergarten) published by feminist educators in 2011. 
Rumours were spread that sex educators forced little boys to wear dresses. 
These attacks on “gender” were consistently framed as efforts to protect 
children who are to be confused about gender roles at an early age, only to 
become slaves of the homo/feminist/anti-Church lobby later.

The idea that children need to be protected against exposure to allegedly 
corrupting sex education programmes or “sex-talk” in the media is central to 
conservative cultural politics in many contexts. In some ways controversies 
over sex education in Polish schools bear resemblance to the battle over sex 
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education in the United States in the 1990s: In both cases, the focus was on 
protecting children and on parents’ rights to decide what is best for their 
children (Irvine 2002). Moreover, in both countries, sex education offered 
in public schools and kindergartens was presented as an unacceptable form 
of the state’s intervention into citizen’s private lives. The specificity of the 
Polish variant of this argument is that this intervention was then routinely 
compared to communists’ attempts to gain full control over people’s private 
and family life. In other words, sex education was disqualified as an imposi-
tion of the liberal West (UN, WHO, EU) but also as a remnant of communist 
practices.

Given the focus on the welfare of children, it is no surprise that the propo-
nents of anti-genderist rhetoric have been successful in mobilizing parents. 
The most famous representative of the anti-gender campaign, the charismatic 
Father Dariusz Oko, stressed in an interview:

Nobody has a right to encroach onto the sanctuary of the family in boots and 
with a bludgeon. Therefore, we must take part in marches and other protest 
forms, write and send letters to the Minister of Education and other members 
of the government, publicize scandals in media and look for private help, and 
we must not be scared of judicial fight. We must also control well what is 
happening at school, we must look carefully at its lessons. The headmaster 
has not got any right to do anything in this sphere without parents’ agreement. 
(Cichobłazińska 2013)

The seemingly politically neutral agenda of “saving the children” broadened 
popular appeal and ensured the support of existing parents’ groups previ-
ously engaged in other issues such as educational reform or father’s rights 
(Korolczuk and Hryciuk 2017). Two key parents’ organizations involved in 
fighting “gender ideology” in Poland were Fundacja Mamy i Taty (Mom and 
Dad Foundation) and Stowarzyszenie i Fundacja Rzecznik Praw Rodziców 
(Foundation Ombudsman for Parents’ Rights). This trend is not peculiar to 
Poland: In many countries, including France, Germany, Russia and Ukraine, 
conservative parents’ rights organizations have become key actors of the 
anti-gender campaigns (Höjdestrand 2015; Strelnyk 2016; Fábián and Korol-
czuk 2017).

Not surprisingly, in the Polish context it is the Catholic Church that has 
become the main force behind the anti-gender campaign (Case 2011). Offi-
cial religious sanction for this effort was given in the Pastoral Letter of the 
Bishops’ Conference of Poland, which was made public and read in churches 
on 29 December 2013. This document provides a useful sample of how 
anti-gender crusaders explain the origins of “gender ideology”, showing 
how in the post-communist context of Poland gender equality is disqualified 
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through a crude parallel with Marxism and communist propaganda. In the 
view of Polish Episcopate:

Gender ideology is the product of many decades of ideological and cultural 
changes that are deeply rooted in the Marxism and neo-Marxism endorsed by 
some feminist movements, and also the sexual revolution. . . . It maintains that 
biological sex is not socially significant and that cultural sex, which humans 
can freely develop and determine irrespective of biological conditions, is most 
important. . . . The danger of gender ideology lies in its very destructive char-
acter both for mankind, personal contact and social life as a whole. Humans 
unsure of their sexual identity are not capable of discovering and fulfilling tasks 
that they face in their marital, family, social and professional lives. (Bishops’ 
Conference 2013)

Polish bishops stressed the danger posed by this alleged “ideology” claiming 
that, by negating sexual difference and gender complementarity, it erases the 
existing gender order and constitutes a major threat to mankind. According 
to this view, “gender ideology” is implemented worldwide by international 
institutions (especially the United Nations and the European Union) and 
nation states, inspired by feminists and proponents of gay rights (Buss 2004; 
Datta 2013; Paternotte 2014).

Though gay rights were not explicitly mentioned in the Pastoral Letter, it 
was soon clear that the key danger to Polish children is homosexuality, usually 
dubbed as “homosexual propaganda”. Father Oko, already cited above, has 
become one of the main figures disseminating homophobic hate speech in the 
public sphere. His speeches are jeremiads warning against the slippery slope 
that tolerating equality inevitably leads to. In a typical statement broadcast on 
Catholic Radio Maryja he exposed the alleged homosexual conspiracy:

Anyone who allows himself to be brainwashed by homosexual ideology will 
find himself the following day forced to accept incest, polygamy, polyamory – 
these are the consequences. The homosexual lobby always acts in this way. Such 
are the stages. They will never stop; they want a total revolution. (Stefczyk.
info 2015)

Oko was a key actor of the anti-gender campaign as early as January 2014, 
when he appeared with a public lecture on gender in Polish Parliament. 
He was invited to give a speech at the lower chamber of Polish Parliament 
(Sejm) by the Parliamentary Committee Against Atheisation of Poland and 
by a group of MP’s identifying as “pro-life” with the aim of drawing public 
attention to the dangers of gender mainstreaming and “sexualization” of chil-
dren.3 In his lecture, Oko presented gender as “a dire threat to civilization”,  
“a great evil, that must be spoken about”, informing the public that “genderists 
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propagate incest, pedophilia and homosexuality” and “atheists have been the 
greatest criminals in human history” (Oko 2014).

Oko’s lecture was a significant event, much discussed in the media, mark-
ing the politicization of the anti-gender debate. That same month, another 
right-wing party Solidarna Polska (United Poland) formed the Parliamentary 
Committee STOP Gender Ideology headed by Beata Kempa. During the first 
half of 2014 alone, this body organized a conference that featured Gabrielle 
Kuby as a keynote speaker, as well as meetings and workshops in over a 
dozen of Polish cities. Kempa’s involvement in the anti-gender campaign 
paid off: In November 2015 she became the head of the chancellery of the 
prime minister in the new right-wing government. And as the new govern-
ment installed itself in power, the war against gender, already inscribed in 
Law and Justice electoral programme, became part of governments’ official 
policy known as “Change for the Better”. On 17 November 2015, Jarosław 
Gowin, the newly appointed Minister of Science and Higher Education, 
announced his intention to remove unnamed “gay and lesbian studies jour-
nals” from the official rankings of academic journals. On the same day, in an 
interview for the Catholic weekly Niedziela, the new minister of education, 
Anna Zalewska stated: “School must be free from various ideologies. Chil-
dren will study normal, classic subjects. We will deal with this problem with-
out causing unnecessarily turmoil and press conferences” (Stelmasiak 2015).

Since many of the Polish organizations and networks involved in the 
anti-gender mobilization are linked to the national and transnational anti-choice 
movement, it is hardly surprising that the issue of abortion was an important 
theme in the war on gender in the country. This is especially relevant in the 
light of the later developments. Following the right-wing victory in elec-
tions 2015, the Roman Catholic Church and the anti-choice network “STOP 
abortion” launched a massive campaign for a total ban on abortion. In spring 
2016, the initiators (many of whom were involved in anti-gender mobilization) 
started to gather signatures supporting citizen’s law proposal. The drafted bill 
included a total ban on abortion and the threat of criminal prosecution for both 
doctors and women (up to five years in prison).4

This was not the first time such a restrictive law was submitted to the 
Parliament, but never before had the country’s leading politicians announced 
their support for such a proposal. Polish Prime Minister Beata Szydło and the 
leader of the ruling Law and Justice party Jarosław Kaczyński declared that 
as Catholics they will support total ban on abortion. If the law was passed, 
it would affect not only women seeking to terminate pregnancy but also 
patients treated for ectopic pregnancy, cases of severe physical defects pres-
ent in fetus such as spina bifida and rape survivors who would be forced by 
law to give birth. In retrospect, the link between anti-gender campaign and 
this political initiative is clear: Putting a total ban on abortion fits well with 
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the overall goal of opposing forces which allegedly promote promiscuity, 
chaos in gender order and depopulation.

“ANTI-GENDERISM” AS AN INTELLECTUAL PROJECT

“Anti-genderism” is not only a political battlefield, but also a struggle over 
legitimacy in the academic world. Unlike the backlash of the 1990s in the 
United States, which presented itself as a commonsense reaction to a dubi-
ous and harmful developments caused by feminism, anti-genderism claims 
to be scientific. In fact, it has the ambition of becoming an alternative field 
of knowledge production (Duda 2016). Efforts to establish anti-genderism 
as a legitimate academic field and intellectual pursuit consist in translat-
ing well-known foreign authors such as Gabrielle Kuby and Marguerite A. 
Peeters, publishing books and articles by Polish authors, organizing academic 
conferences and giving lectures at public universities (e.g. Dariusz Oko lec-
tured at University Warsaw in October 2014). Anti-genderism has evolved 
into a coherent world view and an area of expertise, a vast project of educa-
tion aimed not only at debunking feminism and gender studies but also at 
developing an alternative field of knowledge and perhaps also a new public 
sphere (Graff and Korolczuk 2017).

Interestingly, gender matters very much in the anti-gender world: If you 
plan to become an anti-gender authority, it clearly helps to be a woman. 
While the European anti-gender scene coheres around female pundits Gabri-
elle Kuby and Marguerite A. Peeters, in Poland examples of women made 
famous by their opposition to “genderism” include the formerly unknown 
female politicians, Rep. Beata Kempa, who became an anti-gender celebrity 
and, as mentioned above, went on to a remarkable political career. Another 
noteworthy example is Małgorzata Terlikowska, the wife of a well-known 
ultraconservative publicist and mother of five, who became a household name 
thanks to her part in the anti-gender campaign. Three full-length anti-gender 
books were published in 2014, all of them authored by young female journal-
ists associated with the right-wing press. Agnieszka Niewińska “infiltrated” 
the Warsaw Gender Studies programme at the Institute for Literary Studies 
PAN and produced a detailed Raport o gender w Polsce (Report on gender in 
Poland). Magdalena Żuraw published Idiotyzmy feminizmu (The idiocies of 
feminism) a pamphlet aimed to unmask the “inconsistencies and absurdities” 
of feminism by confronting them with “common sense”. Marzena Nykiel, 
perhaps the most ambitious of the three, authored Pułapka Gender (Gender 
Trap), a tract of some three hundred pages, revealing to the public the horrors 
of “genderism”, presented as a new form of colonialism and totalitarianism, a 
vast conspiracy and a dire threat to Christian civilization. The book reads like 
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a dramatic wake-up call addressed to the faithful: Readers are urged to join 
the struggle to defend Christianity before it is too late; the battle going on in 
Poland is presented as the last hope.

Female authors of anti-gender tracts are celebrated in the conservative 
media as Cassandras, defenders of humanity, but also as women, defenders of 
true womanhood against the fake agenda of genderists and feminists. Women 
appear as the authentic experts of anti-genderism since they represent what is 
seen as experiential knowledge gained in motherhood (actual or potential). It 
is this claim to authenticity that elevates conservative common sense to the 
status of dogma. Feminism is then presented as a hoax, an absurd ideology 
foreign to most women’s lives, imposed on them by leftist men against their 
best interests. “Genderism” is said not only to hurt children and deprive men 
of masculinity, but also to lead women to prostitution, desperation as single 
mothers and deprive them of the support of men.

INTERPRETATIONS OF ANTI-GENDER MOBILIZATION: 
POLISH EXCEPTIONALISM RECONSIDERED

Poland may appear peculiar or even exceptional to both insiders and outsiders 
in regard to matters of gender equality and LGBT rights. It is not only a mat-
ter of continuing political and cultural power of the Catholic Church, but also 
of politicization of gender and sexuality in Poland during the pre-accession 
period. Since the mid-90s, governments as well as media have repeatedly 
presented gender conservatism as key to Poland’s uniqueness in Europe, a 
matter of national pride and national sovereignty in the process of EU acces-
sion (Graff 2009, 2014).

Intially most commentators, scholars and journalists in Poland have under-
stood anti-gender mobilization as a local phenomenon, a sign of Poland’s 
intellectual and social provincialism and perhaps also a sign of crisis or divi-
sion with in the Episcopate. Anti-genderism was viewed as a doomed effort 
to cover up paedophilia scandals and dubious financial transactions of the 
Polish Catholic Church. A vivid example of such argumentation is the article 
published in January 2014 in the New York Times by the well-known Pol-
ish intellectual and founder of a Left-liberal think tank Krytyka Polityczna 
(Political Critique), Sławomir Sierakowski:

The reasons behind such an orchestrated action might be found in the Church’s 
recent problems. Poles have been outraged by the large-scale financial fraud 
carried out by the commission tasked with the reprivatisation of church property 
that had been seized by the Communist government. Poles also continue to be 
disturbed by increasingly frequent disclosures of paedophilia within the Church. 
(Sierakowski 2014b)
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Sierakowski was not alone in attributing the anti-gender campaign to local 
trends (e.g. Kuisz and Wigura 2014). Another sign of this misconception 
was the well-meant effort to explain gender to the misinformed, undertaken 
by Minister Agnieszka Kozłowska-Rajewicz, at the time the government’s 
Plenipotentiary for Gender Equality. Assuming (or pretending to assume) that 
the Bishops’ Letter was the result of ignorance or an unfortunate misunder-
standing, Rajewicz offered calm explanations and posted a primer in gender 
studies on the Ministry’s website. She explained that gender is no threat, but 
a staple category of social sciences and that gender mainstreaming is a EU 
policy and not an international plot against the family. The Ministry’s website 
also featured a glossary of gender-related terminology aimed to enlighten 
the misinformed. Yet another example of actions based on the assumption 
of Poland’s exceptionalism was the open letter addressed by the Congress 
of Polish Women (the nation’s largest women’s rights organization) to Pope 
Francis, alerting him to the misdoings of Polish bishops (28 November 2013):

This mad hatred towards “gender ideology” – which is really a hatred of women 
and egalitarian ideals – has flooded Poland far and wide and is giving rise to 
fear, which poisons people’s souls and destroys the civic debate. As an inevi-
table result, both the public opinion and state officials in Poland are becoming 
fearful of speaking not only in terms of “gender”, but also in terms of non-
discrimination and equality, even though these are Christian ideals at the core. 
(The Congress of Women 2013)

The underlying assumption of this document was that the war on gender was 
a Polish invention unknown to and unsupported by the Vatican, while exist-
ing scholarship shows the opposite (Case 2011).

The early interpretations and reactions highlighted the importance of the 
local context but ignored broader trends that have since become more appar-
ent to all. Also in contexts such as France, usually associated with secular-
ism, a new wave of neoconservatism is on the rise, often rooted in religious 
teachings. Eric Fassin (2014) talks about “religious common sense” leading 
to an interesting overlap between teachings of representatives of different 
denominations as to the importance of Nature, heterosexual marriage and the 
“traditional” gender order, as the case of Baptist-burqa network discussed 
by Clifford Bob (2012) aptly shows. Arguably, we are dealing with a major 
shift in public debates globally, in which the notions of gender, nation and 
democracy are being redefined and reconfigured.

As the war on gender developed, so did interpretations of this phenom-
enon by liberal intellectuals. From the beginning it was clear to many that 
anti-gender mobilization partakes in a broader cultural conflict about moder-
nity: “gender” is a stretchy category that serves as a screen for collective 
fears about change, loss of national identity, excessive influence of the West 
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and its cultural expansion. A crucial source of anxiety is the rampant indi-
vidualism of contemporary culture, the erosion of community and growing 
precariousness of everyday life. Opponents of “gender ideology” attribute 
these trends to the influence of feminism and the sexual revolution rather 
than to neoliberalism. However, anti-genderism can in fact be interpreted 
as a neoconservative response to neoliberal globalization (Pető 2015). Even 
though anti-genderists often use references to community, family and value 
of motherhood strategically, for example when mobilizing parents groups, 
they also genuinely cherish these values as central to their world view. Tradi-
tional family is to them the last frontier to be defended against the onslaught 
of modernity (Höjdestrand 2015; Fábián and Korolczuk 2017).

One especially vulnerable element of the traditional world view is mas-
culinity: the authority and dignity of men which is under threat both within 
the family and in the public sphere. Renewed faith in the dignity of manhood 
and fatherhood is central to anti-genderist rhetoric. This explains why in the 
Polish context conservative fathers’ rights organizations, such as Brave Dad 
(Dzielny Tato) joined anti-gender campaign (Korolczuk and Hryciuk 2017). 
David Ost (2005) has long diagnosed that Poland’s cultural war is more use-
fully viewed as a class conflict. We believe, however, that gendered social 
norms and economics must be combined if we are to understand the phenom-
ena in question. The focus on masculinity involves an economic dimension, 
as the ability to perform as a “breadwinner” is a central tenet of traditional 
manhood. It is clear to us that the aggressive masculinism and homophobia 
at the core of new nationalist extremism are at least partly driven by the frus-
tration of young men lacking economic perspectives. The ideology of new 
manhood rooted in patriarchal values and nationalist hero-worship promises 
a sense of purpose and a self-respect that cannot be won in the market.

While the above observations are relevant in most cultural contexts, cer-
tain aspects of anti-genderism seem specific to Poland, a country where an 
ongoing nationalist revival draws heavily on a sense of victimhood and hun-
ger for recognition and where the Catholic Church is a key political player 
as well as cultural influence. An important element of the local version of 
anti-genderism is a strong investment in authentic Polishness constructed not 
just as national identity but also as moral dignity, previously under attack 
from the East and today from the West, especially the European Union.

Brussels is often identified as the new colonizer and compared to USSR. 
Poland is viewed by the right wing as repeatedly betrayed and notoriously 
disrespected by the West. Thus, the addressee of claims to dignity and pro-
nouncements of national pride is not just the fellow Pole, called upon to join 
the struggle, but also an imagined English-speaking visitor, whose arrogance 
is being critiqued. This explains why many banners displayed at anti-gender 
demonstrations are bilingual. For instance during a large anti-sex education 
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rally held on 30 August 2015 in Warsaw, protesters held the following signs 
in both Polish and English: “Gender-danger”; “Gender – the ideology of 
spineless Westerners is not for our hardy Poles”; “Gender + Convention 
about so called ‘violence against the women and violence in the family’ this 
is the Ebola for Poland from Brussels”.

The version of Polishness these protesters want to defend against “spine-
less Westerners” and “ebola from Brussels” is firmly embedded in Catholi-
cism. Feminist theologian Zuzanna Radzik (2013) has argued that the Church 
should not be viewed as an ideological monolith here: In fact, anti-genderism 
serves the conservative and nationalist wing of the Church to discipline 
liberal dissenters. A new version of an old polarization is at the root of the 
present trend: “gender”, claims Radzik, has simply replaced Jews and homo-
sexuals in their role of the demonized enemy of the illiberal wing of the 
Polish Catholic Church. This analysis is useful also in pointing attention to 
anti-Semitic residues in the Polish anti-gender campaign. They are not central 
but nonetheless present, which explains why figures such as Michel Jones, 
an American right-wing extremist, who blames Jews for the destruction of 
Western culture, are welcome guests in the Polish anti-genderist circles.

Scholars have also pointed to links between anti-genderism and ongo-
ing controversies regarding reproductive technologies, especially in vitro 
fertilization in Poland. Anthropologist Magdalena Radkowska-Walkowicz 
(2014) has suggested that anti-genderism is a response to anxieties caused 
by recent developments in biotechnology and the fundamental changes they 
caused in the sphere of kinship, reproduction and family (Stawiszyński 2013). 
Opposition towards gender constructionism is an effort to restore stabil-
ity in an increasingly unstable world of human reproduction, in which the 
nature-culture divide has ceased to be self-evident. While this interpretation 
works in most cultural contexts, it is especially relevant to Poland, where 
biotechnology has been the object of heated political and ethical debates 
at least since 2007 (Radkowska-Walkowicz 2012; Gunnarsson-Payne and 
Korolczuk 2016).

Some commentators have emphasized the role of economic trends in the 
development of anti-genderism. Political scientist Dorota Szelewa (2014) 
suggests that attacks on gender are in fact part of a longer historical process 
linked to critical junctures in the economy. She claims that the antifeminism 
rampant in the region in the early 1990s after the collapse of state social-
ism provided a rationale for re-familialization of the social policy model, 
while the present wave of anti-genderism is linked to the global economic 
crisis of 2008. On this view, anti-genderism paves the way for continuation 
of austerity-based social policy reforms such as cuts in child care services, 
which results in reinforcing the traditional gender order. While we agree that 
the anti-gender campaign, with its focus on family values and motherhood, 
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has the aim of strengthening the traditional family order, it does not necessar-
ily lead to a continuation of austerity policies. On the contrary, recent policy 
changes often consist in substantial public spending (e.g. prolonged maternity 
and parental leave introduced by the then ruling Civic Platform in Janu-
ary 2014; and child allowance amounting to 500 PLN per child implemented 
by the Law and Justice government in Spring 2016).

Finally, according to some scholars, anti-genderism really is what it claims 
to be: a conservative reaction to EU gender mainstreaming policies, to the 
development and growing cultural influence of gender studies at universities 
and especially to gender education in schools and kindergartens (Grabowska 
2014). It is true that the visibility of gender studies has substantially increased 
in recent years; however, feminist scholars are right to view themselves as 
marginal in Poland’s overwhelmingly conservative academic culture. In our 
view, presenting gender scholars and feminists as powerful and influential 
serves the purpose of constructing opposition to gender as a form of victim-
hood and resistance to a powerful, foreign-based enemy or cultural colonizer. 
However, Grabowska (2014) rightly points to the fact that since the 1990s, 
when religion was introduced into Polish schools, education remained a safe 
and unquestioned sphere for the popularization of religion and Catholic val-
ues among children. This explains why efforts to introduce equality classes 
in early child education were perceived as a violent imposition on national 
culture and children’s innocence, and why this issue has become the main 
battlefield the anti-gender campaign.

CONCLUSION

With its focus on national pride, its use of neoconservative “family values” 
rhetoric and its insistence that Christianity is in danger, the Polish anti-gender 
mobilization appears at the intersection of global illiberal influences and local 
resurgence of gendered nationalism. Initially, many commentators in Poland 
interpreted this mobilization as a local phenomenon, an effort to cover up 
emerging paedophilia scandals in the Polish Catholic Church. Even today 
many Polish liberals remain attached to an exceptionalist frame, viewing 
anti-genderism as a symptom of ignorance and obscurantism peculiar to 
the conservative currents of Polish Catholicism, in short, an anomaly. We 
are among those who challenge such a perspective as too limited. Poland’s 
anti-gender campaign must be linked to events taking place in Europe and 
beyond, for example mass mobilizations of concerned parents such as La 
Manif Pour Tous in France, Vatican’s statements targeting gender, as well as 
recent attacks on “the gender agenda” in the United States and the anti-LGBT 
and antifeminist backlash in Putin’s Russia, Ukraine or Georgia, as well as 
anti-gender mobilizations in other regions, including Africa.
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Polish initiatives are part of a broader resurgence of right-wing extrem-
ism and religious fundamentalism, a coordinated transnational effort to 
undermine liberal values by democratic means. Part of this strategy, as we 
elaborate elsewhere, is the effective employment of an anti-colonial frame, 
whereby “genderism” is presented as a sinister global force, a new form of 
colonial power exercised by the UN, EU and WHO against the worlds’ poor, 
especially developing nations of Africa (Graff and Korolczuk 2017). Eastern 
Europe is accorded a special place in this geography of gender as a part of the 
world that was left untouched by the sexual revolution and proved resistant 
to Marxism, thus it is hoped to save the West from its own decadence. This 
sense of the region’s uniqueness and Poland’s special importance as a Catho-
lic country permeates the local version of anti-gender rhetoric, endowing it 
with a peculiar tone of urgency and drama. In the eyes of Polish Catholic 
clergy and right-wing activists, gender studies are equivalent to totalitarian 
ideologies such as Stalinism and Nazism, atheists become mass murderers 
and sex education can be equated with “organized gang rape on the child’s 
soul” (zorganizowany, zbiorowy gwałt na duszy dziecka) (Oko 2014).

In retrospect, it is clear that the battles against gender served as a spring-
board for political careers for previously lesser known right-wing politicians, 
such as Beata Kempa discussed above. However, more than individual careers 
were at stake. It must be emphasized that the anti-gender campaign and mass 
mobilization around this issue have had real political consequences in Poland. 
This is in part due to effective appropriation of the anti-colonial narrative, 
where “genderists” feature in the role of colonizers, while the conservative 
right plays the role of defender authentic local culture. The discourse of 
besieged dignity, wounded pride, moral panic and righteous anger strength-
ened the polarization of the country’s public debate and political scene. The 
anti-genderism provided “a symbolic glue” (Pető 2015) facilitating an alli-
ance between “the altar” and “the stadium”, that is between Catholic clergy, 
anti-choice organizations and right-wing extremists, including football fans. 
Due to its focus on children, the campaign also attracted many concerned 
parents’ groups. They all united in defence of endangered Polish children and 
traditional family values (equated with Catholicism) in open meetings held 
in parishes, during patriotic demonstrations in the streets of large Polish cit-
ies, in TV studios and increasing online. The strategic alliance forged among 
different conservative groups helped bring about the political triumph of the 
Polish right in presidential and parliamentary elections of 2015.

NOTES

1. We examined articles and reports published on websites which are key to 
anti-gender organizing (www.stop-seksualizacji.pl, www.stopgender.pl), Catholic 
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and right-wing media outlets (www.fronda.pl, www.niedziela.pl, www.naszdziennik.
pl, http://gosc.pl, www.wsieci.pl, www.ekai.pl, www.poloniachristiana.pl), as well 
as publications and debates on gender ideology in mainstream media outlets (www.
rzeczpospolita.pl, www.gazeta.pl, www.tvn.pl and www.tvp.pl) throughout 2013 and 
2014. We focused on materials featuring “gender”, “genderism” and “gender ideol-
ogy” as key words, aiming at comprehensive analysis of key actors, arguments and 
developments, as well as the frames of interpretation used. Elżbieta Korolczuk wishes 
to acknowledge that the work on this article was assisted by grant received from the 
Foundation for Baltic and East European Studies (grant A 78/2014 “Genus och poli-
tiska kunskapskulturer i Polen, Sverige och Tyskland”).

2. The ratification process was finalized in March 2015, but the right-wing gov-
ernment, in power since November 2015, has announced its intention to withdraw 
Poland from the agreement.

3. The Parliamentary Committee against Atheisation of Poland is a body com-
prised exclusively of MPs from the right-wing party Law and Justice (which won 
elections over a year later, in fall 2015).

4. Polish law already strictly limits access to abortion, which is illegal unless one 
of the three exceptions occurs: when the pregnancy is the result of criminally proven 
rape or incest, if the woman’s life is in danger or the fetus is “seriously malformed”.
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THE RUSSIAN CONTEXT

In the European Union anti-gender mobilizations work against gender equal-
ity and LGBT rights. Usually they are aimed at changing secular state poli-
cies, but they also target gender studies programmes at universities. In Russia 
the picture is very different, since the “traditional values” endorsed by those 
who oppose gender equality, LGBT rights, abortion and reproductive rights 
and sex education are fully and openly embraced by the state, by the Russian 
Orthodox Church, and even by state universities and the Russian Academy of 
Sciences. Within Russia those who support gender equality and LGBT rights 
are completely marginalized. Instead of defending gender, the educational 
establishment at places like the Sociology Faculty at Moscow State Univer-
sity produces anti-gender discourse, and not a single state university in Russia 
has a gender studies department (Sozaev 2012, 9).

Since at least the middle of the 2000s, “traditional values” have become the 
national idea of Russia, deployed internally as a populist ideology to unify 
Russia, and externally as a kind of exceptionalist-messianic pose to present 
Russia as the saviour of Europe and the leading defender of true European 
values (defined through the traditional heteronormative family). “Traditional 
values” is a vague term that usually means opposition to same-sex marriage, 
abortion and sex education in schools. Thus the anti-gender position is at 
the heart of Russia’s self-identification in opposition to the decadent West 
as well as at the heart of Russia’s geopolitical strategy to unite like-minded 
traditionalist forces behind Russia (thereby both gaining international status 
as a world leader and destabilizing the EU by supporting right-wing dissent-
ing factions in Europe).

Chapter 11

Russia as the saviour of European 
civilization: Gender and the 

geopolitics of traditional values
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This chapter will describe the context that has led to the special role of 
“traditional values” in Russia internally and for Russia on the world stage. It 
will then look at what Russian actors – politicians, media figures, activists, 
clerics and academics – produce anti-gender discourse and how they recycle 
anti-gender discourse from the West and deploy it to promote Russia’s role 
as a defender of “true” European values. Particular attention will be paid to 
academics, since their prominence in the anti-gender crusade is unique to 
Russia, to the World Congress of Families and to the Russian media, which 
has produced propaganda for use both internally and externally.

Unlike most countries in this book, the influence of the Roman Catholic 
Church in Russia is virtually non-existent, as Catholics account for only 
around 0.1% of the population, and the dominant Russian Orthodox Church 
has often considered Catholicism heretical. This context complicates the 
reception of anti-gender strategies from Europe in Russia. For example 
reports about Polish anti-gender activist Dariusz Oko may be available to 
Russian readers through sites like katolik.ru or translations of Polonia Chris-
tiana in inosmi.ru, the foreign press aggregator; similarly Russians can find 
translations of the work of the German anti-gender sociologist Gabriele Kuby 
(via a Romanian Orthodox website), yet they do not affect how Russians 
themselves address issues of sexuality (Kuby 2010, 2011; Oko 2013). Instead 
they are read as descriptions of decadence found safely outside of Russia. 
They become part of what I refer to as Russia’s Occidentalist discourse about 
Europe, projection onto Europe of negative fantasies as a way of defining 
Russian culture as Europe’s mirror image.

The Russian context also differs significantly from that of EU countries, 
even those that also experienced significant changes after the collapse of 
socialist states. Russia/the USSR went from being a major player on the 
world stage and the major counterbalance to the United States to being a 
much smaller and less-powerful country. Many Russians associated the 
decrease in world prominence with the opening up and liberalization of the 
1990s, when Soviet constraints on sexuality were also lifted. Since Putin’s 
rise to power, Russians have seen the society and the economy stabilize. 
Putin’s authority has grown even more since his return to the presidency in 
2012. On the world stage Russia has lamented the unipolar power imbalance 
(with the United States leading without opposition) and has been eager to 
re-establish a bipolar balance, playing a more prominent role. Though Putin’s 
party, United Russia, originally had no particular ideology associated with it 
beyond loyalty to Putin, since 2011–2012 the party has increasingly identi-
fied itself with Russian Orthodoxy and with “traditional values”. Russia can 
thus distinguish itself from the United States, the EU and the West as the 
leader of cultures/societies around the globe that are more conservative and 
oppose gay rights, sexual liberation, abortion, surrogacy and so on (Baunov 
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2013; Long 2013; Gessen 2014). In Europe, these are the conservative and 
Far-Right parties that Eszter Kováts and Maari Põim describe as using gender 
as symbolic glue (Kováts and Põim 2015).

Several scholars have described the centrality of sex and sexuality to Rus-
sia’s self-definition and geopolitical ambitions. Cai Wilkinson writes about 
the role of political homophobia in Russia’s “moral sovereignty”, while 
Alexander Baunov refers to “sexual sovereignty as the new foreign policy” 
of Russia (Baunov 2013; Wilkinson 2014). Chris Stroop traces Russia’s 
messianic ambitions back to the Slavophiles and suggests that “moral excep-
tionalism” allows Russia to claim leadership of the right-wing international 
(Stroop 2016). Francesca Stella and Nadya Nartova place restrictions of 
sexuality alongside restrictions on women’s reproductive rights to show how 
“the meaning of Russian ‘traditional values’ is constructed in opposition to 
European ‘sexual democracy’ ” (Stella and Nartova 2015). Masha Gessen 
points out that gay people are a perfect symbolic target to be exploited by 
the government, because gay-identified people really did not exist in Russia 
until the 1990s. There were people who had sex with same-sex partners, but 
they were invisible. So the appearance of self-identified gay people coincided 
with what Russians saw as a failed experiment to adopt Western values and 
systems of government and economics, which were forced on Russia by the 
West (Gessen, Mayerchyk, Pető and Verloo 2015).

Several events demonstrate how Russia’s anti-gay and anti-Western poli-
cies developed hand in hand. In February 2012, the feminist punk rock group 
Pussy Riot staged a protest in Cathedral of Christ Saviour, which included 
language about gay Russians: “Гей-прайд отправлен в Сибирь в кандалах 
(Gay pride is exiled to Siberia in chains).” They were protesting the close 
ties between Putin and the church, and they were prosecuted in a widely 
publicized trial for hooliganism and sentenced to two years of prison under 
a law against inciting hatred based on religion. Another move that garnered 
the attention of both Russians and the rest of the world was the ban on “pro-
paganda of non-traditional relations” (i.e. information about homosexuality) 
to minors adopted in 2013. Human rights activists confronted Russians on 
the eve of the Olympics at Sochi, which were meant to be a show of Russia’s 
renewed prominence in the world. That same year demonstrations in neigh-
bouring Ukraine came to a head as well over President Yanukovich’s deci-
sion to delay entry into an agreement with the European Union, while flirting 
with increased ties with Russia. Ukraine’s population was confronted with 
the choice: Europe or Russia? Russian propaganda – even on the main Rus-
sian TV channels – consistently described decadent Europe throughout this 
crisis as “Gayropa” and played on the punning rhyme that the way to Europe 
was through the ass (“v Evropu cherez zhopu”). The text was used – with 
rainbow flags – in an anti-Ukraine roundup on Dmitry Kiselev’s News of the 
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Week. Kiselev, no marginal figure, was soon named the head of all Russian 
media when it was consolidated into one organization. Another peak moment 
of gender-related hostility towards Europe came with Eurovision 2014, when 
the Russian Tolmachev sisters, presented as pure and innocent young Rus-
sian girls from the provinces, lost to Conchita Wurst, the Austrian singer 
who performed bearded and wearing a dress. Live TV coverage in Russia 
expressed the official shock of all, with the MC remarking: “This win is a 
diagnosis. It’s the funeral of the EU, a requiem for Europe” (Fomenko 2014). 
The word “apocalypse” was used frequently. In all these cases, gender-related 
anxieties are projected onto Europe, while Russia supposedly remains both 
heterosexual and normatively gendered (Healey 2001).

Discourse emanating from the government and the ruling United Russia 
party reiterates the distinction between Russia and Europe in terms of sexual-
ity. Under the rubric on “Principles” on the website of Project Network, the 
successor of the pro-Putin Nashi youth movement, the first principle, the 
Moral Principle, begins with the words: “We are against same-sex marriages. 
Single-sex families produce single-sex children” (Project Network 2014). 
Leaving aside the curious logic of that term, why should it be that this is the 
first principle and the first line to define Russian morality? Russian moral-
ity is defined in terms of what it is not, and that is Europe. This is a typical 
Occidentalist self-definition through projection onto the Occidental other.

Similarly, the Ministry of Culture sums up its definition of Russia as fol-
lows: “Russia must be viewed as a unique and distinctive civilization that 
cannot be reduced to either ‘the West’ (Europe) or ‘the East.’ The short form 
of this position is the thesis ‘Russia is not Europe’ ” (Ministry of Culture 
2014). Among the distinguishing features between Europe and Russia are two 
that are linked to gender and sexuality: The West values “aggressive” indi-
vidualism (with people demanding rights for whatever the individual wants 
or chooses, including sexuality), while Russia relies on collective identity. 
The West promotes multiculturalism and tolerance, while Russia sees these 
as foreign and hostile to Russian culture, where moral values are based on 
the common values of the majority. Hence Russia’s claim to “sexual sover-
eignty” (Baunov 2013) or “moral sovereignty” (Wilkinson 2014).

Western multiculturalism and tolerance (sometimes rendered as tolerasty, 
to rhyme with pederasty) are also deplored most when they refer to sexual 
morality. The Ministry of Culture proposal advises rejection of the principles 
of multiculturalism and tolerance, citing a speech in which Putin refers 
to Russia’s long tradition of collective organic life with other cultures, as 
opposed to “so-called tolerance, sexless and infertile” (Ministry of Culture 
2014). Racial, national and religious intolerance are deplored, but there is 
no problem with “intolerance of social phenomena that are alien and dan-
gerous to Russian society and its values”. Though sexual orientation and 
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homosexuality are never mentioned explicitly, it is quite clear what Putin 
and others mean by “sexless and infertile tolerance of phenomena alien and 
dangerous to Russian society” (Ministry of Culture 2014).

“GENDER IDEOLOGY” DISCOURSE IN RUSSIA

Given the official state position described earlier, it is not surprising that those 
who might defend gender equality or LGBT rights are increasingly marginal-
ized and othered as alien to Russia’s “traditional values” at best, and foreign 
agents or a fifth column at worst. A Google search of “gender ideology” or 
“ideology of gender” in Russian turns up very little until recently, and the 
terms are almost always found in descriptions of European, rather than Rus-
sian society. Yet the relatively new (since 2012) importance of sex and gender 
in Russia’s definition of itself as the champion of “traditional values” and the 
leader of an alternative to Western and European liberal democracies on the 
world stage means that Russia is increasingly speaking to like-minded tradi-
tionalists in Europe (both Catholic and Orthodox) in the language of “gender 
ideology”, those who use gender as “symbolic glue”. Unlike many Catholics, 
though, Russian actors are completely open about their opposition to “gender 
ideology” in the name of the values of the Russian Orthodox Church.

In Europe, the phrase “gender ideology” is used primarily by anti-gender 
forces as a scare-tactic. Russia may be one of the few places where the phrase 
“gender ideology” has been used neutrally by actual scholars of gender, par-
ticularly in the early days of gender studies, which for Russians meant the 
1990s and early 2000s. A textbook called Introduction to Gender Studies 
published in 2000 contains an entire chapter on “Gender Ideology in Soviet 
Russia” (Kostikova 2000). A Russian-speaking gender scholar in Kharkov 
wrote an entry on “Gender Ideology” for the 2002 Dictionary of Gender 
Terms (Khrisanova 2002). In books on the UN and the Beijing conference, 
she puts a positive spin on “gender ideology”: “Book 1: The UN and the 
Sources of the Birth of Gender Principles. The book reveals the positive 
role of the UN in the process of forming modern gender ideology.” “Book 2:  
The 4th Peking Conference and Gender Ideology exposes the social role and 
significance of the Fourth World Conference on Women (Beijing, 1995) 
in the birth of the modern gender idea and gender ideology” (Khrisanova 
2001a, 2001b). As recently as 2006, two prominent gender scholars at the 
European University of St. Petersburg analysed the different “gender ideolo-
gies” behind the family policies of Mikhail Gorbachev and Vladimir Putin 
(Rotkirch, Temkina and Zdravomyslova 2006).

In the last few years, however, “gender ideology” (гендерная идеология) 
has appeared in Russian discourse to describe the problems of the decadent 
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West. In their Occidentalizing campaign to distinguish Russia’s “traditional 
values” from those of Europe, Russian actors have found common cause 
with those who decry “gender ideology” in Europe. Journalists, politicians, 
activists and scholars describe the threat of “gender ideology” – but only as 
a symptom of the decline of Europe, not as something dangerous for Russia, 
save perhaps for a small percentage of the population: gays and the political 
opposition.

The mobilization of these discourses circulates through various channels: 
theoretical discussions, particularly at the Sociology Faculty of Moscow State 
University, in politics, with actors in the Russian Duma and Petersburg’s 
Legislative Assembly, as well as official organizations like the Institute of 
Democracy and Cooperation, based in Paris, which represents the interests 
of Russia in Europe. Journalists in Russia, particularly television journalists, 
specialize in portraying Europe in chaos and decline. Sometimes the mobi-
lization is channelled through organizations, the largest and most influential 
of which is the World Congress of Families. These are supported by the 
state and by the Orthodox Church, but they are funded by oligarchs close to 
Putin’s circle. The interconnections between these actors and organizations 
are complex, and they also interact with Western conservative actors, who are 
invited to conferences in Russia or in Europe to network with Russians and 
each other or are featured in Russian-made propaganda about gender-related 
issues in Europe.

ACADEMIC HOMOPHOBIA: MOSCOW STATE UNIVERSITY

Unlike in Europe, where universities and gender studies programmes defend 
themselves against attacks on “gender ideology”, in Russia the academic 
establishment is a primary source of anti-gender discourse. Journals of the 
Russian Academy of Sciences have published several articles by academi-
cians in support of Russian state homophobia (Bozhkov and Protasenko 
2012; D’iachenko and Pozdniakova 2013; Shchelkin 2013). Moscow 
State University’s Faculty of Sociology is home to several prominent pro-
“traditional family” scholars, and its psychologists have helped define “pro-
paganda of non-traditional sexuality” (Queerussia 2014). One of the chief 
ideologues of the Russian attempt to re-establish a bipolar world is Alexander 
Dugin, who was described at the time of the invasion of Crimea as “Putin’s 
Brain” (Barbashin and Thoburn 2014). Dugin promotes neo-Eurasianism: 
Eurasian civilization is land-based and collectively traditional, as opposed to 
the Atlantic maritime civilization that stresses individual rights and freedoms, 
including capitalism (Tolstoy and McCaffery 2015). Dugin was Head of the 
Department of Sociology of International Relations at the Sociology Faculty 
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of Moscow State University until he was relieved of his position for saying 
that the way to deal with Ukraine was to “kill, kill, kill” (Newsru.com 2014). 
But at the Sociology Faculty (which is known for its social conservatism), he 
gave a course of lectures in the fall semester of 2013 on the Sociology of Gen-
der (Dugin 2013). He begins the course by saying that gender is the centre 
of attention in today’s society and political debates and gives the example of 
France, where he says many millions came out against homosexual marriage, 
and people carried banners saying “nous connaissons le sexe, mais nous ne 
connaissons pas le genre” (“We know sex, but we don’t know gender.” The 
documented slogan was “On veut du sexe, pas du genre” – “We want sex, not 
gender”.) Much of the course is standard sociology, but Dugin highlights the 
differences between pre-modern (archaic and traditional), modern (enlighten-
ment Europe) and post-modern societies. He claims post-modern is an inven-
tion of sociologists, a project of liberation that aims to replace the real with 
the virtual, loss of the unity of identity, fragmentation and changing identities 
(such as changing one’s sex) over time.

The final lecture in the course delves into the issue of “gender ideology”. 
It is titled “The deconstruction and reconstruction of gender. The difference 
between accepting the concept of gender (neutrally) and its ideological uti-
lization (left liberalism)” (Dugin 2013, Lecture 14). “That gender is a social 
construct,” says Dugin, “is a fact.” And it is upon this that claims to rights for 
gay and trans people are based in modern, liberal societies. Naïve opponents 
of such rights in the West, such as the millions who supported the Manif pour 
Tous, claim that gender is natural and real, but they’re scientifically wrong. 
Dugin’s argument here is that gender is indeed a social construct, and there is 
a move in the West from holistic denial of individual LGBT or gender rights 
towards a liberal granting of rights based on individualism. Yet we do not, 
Dugin says, have to value that movement from holism to individualism with 
a plus sign – we do not have to call this movement morally good – that would 
be a value judgment, not science. From the point of view of traditional values, 
of religion, of pre-modern societies, this shift can be viewed as motion into 
the abyss. We can acknowledge this liberal ideology without accepting the 
moral or ethical value of it. But Dugin says you cannot have it both ways: 
Once you accept arguments based on granting individual rights as good, you 
have to accept everything that comes with that, including trans rights and 
adoption by gay couples.

According to Dugin, to oppose LGBT (he just uses the acronym), you can-
not remain within the framework of Western liberalism, you have to have an 
anti-West, anti-liberal, anti-progressist, anti-modernist revolution. You have 
to cross out the modern altogether. This will be very hard to accomplish in 
the West, where we are now seeing Western humanity rotting and disap-
pearing before our eyes. But it’s either this or LGBT. It will be easier for us 
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(in Russia) because the modern liberal system is very shallow here. There is 
no critical mass – only a thin slice in the media, in the educational system, 
certainly not in the government. We just have to pull out by the roots this 
anti-Russian, anti-nationalist, anti-Russia elite and assert our own social 
identity. But it’s hard, because the idea of progress has taken root. Progress 
can only be towards adoption (by same-sex couples) and LGBT. We have 
to revise our principles and return to the pre-modern, to Orthodox norms. 
Dugin’s argument assumes that the entire audience of students agrees with 
his position, and perhaps they do. He never has to explain why exactly adop-
tion by same-sex couples is so horrific; he just uses it as code for the worst 
imaginable future. The same holds for the undefined LGBT.

The Sociology Faculty at Moscow State University, where Dugin lectured, 
has sponsored various homophobic events. In 2008 the Department of the 
History and Theory of Sociology hosted a roundtable on “Social Norms or 
Social Anomalies”, at which the honoured guest was Paul Cameron, who 
spoke on “Homosexuality and Demographic Problems”. Cameron is com-
pletely discredited in the United States, expelled from the APA and censured 
by the American Sociological Association. But he was invited by Moscow 
State University and fêted as an expert.1 Also on the panel was Anatoly 
Antonov, Chair of the Department of Sociology of the Family at the same 
University. Antonov (2008) is known for his demographic work on Russian 
families, and it was he who co-founded the World Congress of Families with 
the American Allan Carlson in 1995.

Another major ideologist who connects the World Congress of Families 
with the Sociology Faculty of Moscow State University is Aleksei Komov. 
Komov describes himself as the Ambassador of the World Congress of 
Families to the UN, and he is writing a dissertation under Antonov’s supervi-
sion. It was Komov who promoted the Eighth World Congress of Families, 
which was scheduled to meet in Moscow in September 2014. As the most 
visible Russian face of the Congress outside of Russia, Komov often appears 
in Europe, where he meets with anti-gender and anti-LGBT activists and 
attacks “gender ideology”. At the 2013 Congress of Lega Nord in Torino, 
for example, Komov explained to the cheering hall that Russians are against 
same-sex marriage and had just enacted the law against “propaganda of 
homosexuality”. He invited everyone to the 2014 Congress in the Kremlin 
for people who share our values that every child has the right to have a father 
and a mother (huge cheers) (Lega Nord 2013). In March 2015 Komov was in 
Sicily for two conferences and explained in Italian why Russians are uniquely 
positioned to fight “gender ideology”: “We who lived through Communism 
endured 70 years of persecution, and today we want to help our brothers and 
sisters in the West to defend traditional family values. This spiritual battle 
is important for the future of humanity” (PAlingenesi 2015). Komov clearly 
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wants to link “gender ideology” with Communism as a totalitarian ideologi-
cal system with dangerous consequences, and who better than a Russian to 
explain these dangers to the West?

Komov spells out this theory in greater detail in an interview for the Ortho-
dox website pravoslavie.ru titled “World Elites, Neomarxism, and Gender 
Ideology” (Komov 2013). Once the cold war ended, the world elites were 
free to expand their agenda throughout the world. Various revolutionary ideas 
have neo-Marxist roots that can be traced to the Frankfurt School (Marcuse, 
Adorno, Horkheimer, Fromm), which united Marx with Freud and produced 
the psychedelic and sexual revolutions of the 60s. According to György 
Lukács, the easiest way to destroy the bourgeois order was to introduce sex 
education in schools. Instead of fighting in the streets, following Gramsci, 
they take the long march through institutions, taking over hegemonic institu-
tions like cinema, TV, the media and universities to spread their ideas and 
destroy bourgeois morality and Christian norms.

If “gender ideology” is used by conservative forces to oppose LGBT rights 
and abortion in Europe, for Komov, from the Russian perspective, it has an 
even more important role as a stand-in for Western geopolitical strategy, pri-
marily against Russia. Komov’s speech to the World Russian People’s Coun-
cil (Всемирный Русский Народный Собор) was titled “Gender Ideology 
as an Instrument of Geopolitics” (Komov 2014). Though “gender ideology” 
figures in the title, Komov does not say the phrase in his short talk. Instead 
he mentions the Manif pour Tous, Prop. 8, financial elites, mass-media black-
outs of traditional points of view, the Frankfurt School, Gramsci, sex educa-
tion and U.S.-backed popular uprisings using social media in Serbia, Ukraine, 
Georgia and the Arab Spring. At the same time he talks about networking 
with like-minded groups in the West and touts the film Sodom, which he 
says has been translated into 10 languages and will get wide distribution 
throughout the world. Sodom is a perfect propaganda tool for geopolitics and 
“symbolic glue”. Komov found his calling via the Russian Orthodox Church, 
through connections with Archpriests Dimitry Smirnov and Maxim Obuk-
hov, with whom he serves in the Patriarchal Commission on Family. He is 
studying at Moscow State University under Antonov, and like Antonov he is 
intimately connected with the World Congress of Families.

THE WORLD CONGRESS OF FAMILIES

The World Congress of Families is “the largest and most influential organi-
zation involved in anti-LGBT policies worldwide” (HRC 2014). The Human 
Rights Campaign (HRC) in its report calls it an “American organization 
exporting hate”, but it was co-founded by Americans and Russians, and 
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while it continues to have U.S. participants and institutional connections 
to Focus on the Family, Alliance Defending Freedom, the American Fam-
ily Association and the Family Research Council, the Russian branch has 
become particularly active in the last five years with support from the Rus-
sian Orthodox Church and Putin’s regime. Two reports have exposed the 
vast interconnected network of politicians, funders and activists behind this 
new resurgence: Hannah Levintova’s “World Congress of Families’ Russian 
Network” in Mother Jones, and the HRC report Exposed: The World Con-
gress of Families, An American Organization Exporting Hate (HRC 2014; 
Levintova 2014). Much planning went into hosting the 8th World Congress, 
which was scheduled to take place in Moscow in September 2014. The 
annexation of Crimea, war in Eastern Ukraine and Western sanctions against 
some of the oligarchs backing the conference led some Western participants 
to pull out, and the Congress was officially cancelled. But Komov himself 
admits that the conference that did take place, The International Forum on 
Large Families and the Future of Humanity, was effectively the 8th World 
Congress of Families: “Officially it isn’t the World Congress of Families, but 
in reality all the same people who wanted to come came to it” (Komov 2015). 
The forum took place partly inside the Kremlin and partly at the Cathedral 
of Christ the Saviour, with the clear support of both Putin and the Russian 
Orthodox Church. Sponsors included Vladimir Yakunin, the CEO of Rus-
sian railways, who was prominent in the Sochi building projects and runs the 
Center for National Glory (Центр национальной славы) and the Andrey the 
First-Called Foundation (Фонд Андрея Первозванного). Yakunin’s wife, 
Natalia Yakunina, is the head of a charity organization called the Sanctity of 
Motherhood (Святость материнства). Another oligarch-sponsor was Kon-
stantin Malofeev, who founded several investment funds, is on the board of 
the “Safe Internet League” and runs the St. Basil the Great Charitable Foun-
dation (Благотворительный фонд Святителя Василия Великого). Yakunin 
and Malofeev are both on Western sanctions lists.

Invitees to the conference included not only U.S. anti-LGBT activists 
like Brian Brown of NOM and Scott Lively, who is widely thought to be 
behind Uganda’s anti-gay legislation, but also many of the activists in the 
anti-gender ideology movement in Europe. The Russian Internet organiza-
tion Shaltai-boltai leaked some documents associated with the conference, 
including a list of invited guests and who was paying their way (Feder 
and Armitage 2014; Shaltai-boltai 2014). The list includes representatives 
from Austria, Belarus, Belgium, Croatia, Czech Republic, Estonia, Finland, 
France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Moldova, Montenegro, 
Netherlands, Poland, Romania, Serbia, Slovakia, Spain and Ukraine, just to 
list the European countries. Names known to be connected to the “anti-gender 
ideology” movement include Aymeric Chauprade of the National Front, Elias 
Kuby (Gabriele Kuby’s son) and Marijo Živković from Croatia.
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The document adopted at the end of the conference, “An Urgent Appeal to 
the Nations of the World”, does not mention “gender ideology”, though the 
Russian version does denounce the “ideologized, state-supported interference 
in the private lives of people in the attempt to force on the majority the spe-
cific sexual preferences of the minority” (World Congress of Families 2014). 
Instead, the appeal criticizes a closely related phenomenon that gets more 
attention in the Russian projection of Europe’s demise: post-modernism. 
“We regretfully observe the systemic policy pursued by the ruling elite in 
the developed countries of the world in order to implement the ‘theory of the 
post-modern society’ – in essence, a ‘society of unrestrained consumerism’, 
a policy of creating a society of individuals who are absolutely unconcerned 
about the future and who are focused only on satisfying their selfish desires of 
the moment.” This standard Occidentalist language sounds a lot like Dugin.

Yet another connection between the Forum and the European attacks 
on “gender ideology” can be found in a slickly made propaganda film that 
premiered at the conference: Sodom (Mamontov 2014). Hosted by Arkady 
Mamontov, one of Russian TV’s most homophobic anchors, who had pre-
viously made a “documentary” to smear Pussy Riot, the film describes the 
horrors of gay life in the United States, Europe and elsewhere, where pro-gay 
policies wreak havoc. European participants include Italians Luca di Tolve, 
who claims to have been cured of both AIDS and his homosexuality by 
prayer, and Barbara Bianchi, who says her child’s school sent her forms with 
“parent 1” and “parent 2” instead of mother and father; Evgenii Martens, 
who was imprisoned in Germany because he refused to let his daughter take 
sex education in school; and Gabrielle Kuby herself. Kuby criticizes Hillary 
Clinton’s declaration that gay rights are human rights and the U.S. promotion 
of gay rights abroad, which Kuby claims is supported by billionaire elites. 
Kuby is well-known to the “traditional family” supporters in Russia. In fact, 
the top hit on “gender ideology” in Russian is a translation of her 2008 article, 
“Gender Mainstreaming – The Secret Revolution” (Kuby 2011).

A second “documentary” featuring Komov appeared in June 2015, this 
time focused on Europe: Gender Politics/Policies in Europe, Only the Facts. 
A Documentary Film (Гендерная политика в Европе, только факты. 
Документальный фильм) (Prokopenko 2015). Most of the focus in this 
Occidentalizing “documentary” is on gender and sexuality and the horrors 
Europe’s gender policies wreak on straight citizens. Across Europe children 
are given books that include same-sex parents. This, says Komov, is a plot to 
disorient people and make them isolated, the better to control them. Children 
are raised not as male or female, but as neuter. It all began with “gender the-
ory” from the United States, which holds that sex depends not on how you are 
born, but how you are raised. The problems began with the Beijing Confer-
ence in 1995. Komov brings up his favourite point that there is no democracy 
in Europe, which was demonstrated when millions went out into the streets 
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for the Manif pour Tous against marriage and adoption by same-sex couples, 
but their wishes were ignored by the government. This second documentary, 
though it focuses on Europe and uses the title “Gender Politics/Gender Pol-
icy”, appears to be aimed at a Russian audience only. It interweaves material 
of specifically Russian concern (juvenile justice, orphanages, inferiority com-
plexes vis-à-vis Europe) and is not translated or promoted to an international 
audience. Yet it does demonstrate how the Occidentalist vision of the spectre 
of “gender theory” and its excesses in Europe can be used to gin up support 
for Russia and work against Europe.

POLITICIANS, POLITICAL NETWORKING AND  
THE RUSSIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH

Anti-gender and anti-LGBT ideology is not restricted to academia, media 
propaganda and Occidentalizing projections abroad. Politicians have enacted 
laws restricting the rights of queer people in Russia, and state homophobia 
is presumed to promote social homophobia and violence. The best-known 
promoter of homophobic Russian laws is Vitaly Milonov, member of the 
Legislative Assembly of Saint Petersburg. He spearheaded the adoption of 
the anti-propaganda law in Petersburg. It had been adopted in several Russian 
cities before then, but the campaign to introduce the law in Russia’s second 
capital from November 2011 to March 2012 attracted the most international 
outcry. That law banned “propaganda of sodomy, lesbianism, bisexualism, 
and transgenderness among minors”. Milonov has also threatened to file law-
suits against Madonna and Lady Gaga, among other publicity stunts.

At the federal level the law against “homosexual propaganda” was spon-
sored by Elena Mizulina, Chair of the Duma Committee on Family, Women 
and Children’s Affairs. The federal law, as adopted in June 2013, was more 
vaguely worded than the first draft. It banned “Propaganda of non-traditional 
sexual relations”. Mizulina’s colleague, Olga Batalina, introduced the “Law 
of Bastards” or the “Dima Yakovlev Law”, which restricted adoption of Rus-
sian orphans in countries that allow marriage for same-sex couples. (This law 
was created in response to the U.S. Magnitsky List, which sanctioned a small 
number of Russian politicians, though it’s hard to see the connection.)

In June 2013 Mizulina invited five Catholic activists from France, to 
explain the dangers of gay marriage in the Duma.2 Their visit was funded by 
Konstantin Malofeev’s St. Basil the Great Foundation. Aymeric Chauprade 
praised the Patriarch for having been moved by LMPT, and Fabrice Sorlin 
hoped that “Russia, which had saved Europe from being destroyed at various 
times in the past, would be able to save European civilization from ‘suicide’ ” 
(Sokolova 2013). In July of the same year, Mizulina and Batalina went to 
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Paris to the Institute of Democracy and Cooperation, run by Natalia Naroch-
nitskaya, to attend a conference on “La défense de la famille et des droits de 
l’enfant: une lutte commune en Russie et en Europe” (Defense of the family 
and the rights of children: a common struggle in Russia and Europe) (Insti-
tute of Democracy and Cooperation 2013). Apparently some supporters of 
the Manif pour Tous asked Russia to save French democracy: demonstrators 
stood in front of the Russian Embassy in Paris with Manif pour Tous flags 
and a sign that read, “S.O.S. Russie: la démocratie française est en danger!” 
(Help, Russia: French democracy is in danger!)” (Gofman 2013).

Narochnitskaya, Mizulina and Batalina later appeared at a meeting in 
Leipzig in November 2013. It was sponsored by Jürgen Elsässer’s right-wing 
Compact Magazine, which was created “to counter anti-Russia, anti-Putin 
propaganda” (Compact Magazine 2014). The meeting’s title: “For the future 
of the family: Are the European nations under threat of disappearing?” 
(Lichert 2013). Der Spiegel called it a “German jamboree for homophobes 
and populists” (Langer 2013). Various Far-Right figures attended, and a 
robust group of protesters, mostly anti-Fascist Germans, disrupted the meet-
ing. In Russia they were all branded as violent LGBT activists. Wanja Kilber, 
a gay Russian who lives in Berlin, did interrupt Mizulina with a rainbow flag 
and red paint on his hands, saying she has the blood of LGBT victims on her 
hands, but he was taken out and she kept speaking. Nevertheless, Narochnits-
kaya lamented the violence of the aggressive and violent political gays of the 
West (gay.ru 2013).

Another meeting, this one kept secret, was held in Vienna in June 2014 and 
funded by Konstantin Malofeev (Odehnal 2014). Right-wing politicians from 
Europe like HC Strache (Austria’s Far-Right FPÖ) and Marion Marechal-Le 
Pen (France’s Front National) were feted in Vienna’s Palais Liechtenstein, 
where special guests included Ilya Glazunov and Alexander Dugin. The gay 
lobby and the dangers of European liberalism were discussed.

More French activists and politicians visited Russia. Marine le Pen was in 
Russia in 2013 and gave a talk at the Moscow State Institute of International 
Relations in which she discussed “gender theory” (le Pen 2013). According 
to her, the EU is “forcing gender theory on us, forcing same sex marriage and 
adoption”. “Gender theory” came to Europe from the United States, and now 
we have to explain to children that they have no sex, everything is unisex, and 
father may wear a dress. A year after the 2013 delegation of French visited the 
Duma, a second delegation of French Catholics associated with LMPT were 
invited to Moscow by the Patriarchate of the Russian Orthodox Church (Pou-
jol 2014). Russian coverage pointed out that the delegates consider Russia  
“one of the few countries in the Christian world which has at the state and 
societal level announced that it will defend the natural laws of development 
of human personality” (Riabykh 2014).
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Not just people, but information and symbols circulate back to Russia as 
well, as two incidents in the summer of 2015 show. After the U.S. Supreme 
Court struck down bans on same-sex marriage and Facebook was awash in 
rainbow flags, a Russian graphic designer created a tool to allow Russians 
to overlay their profile pictures with the Russian flag instead (Seddon 2015). 
That same summer, Russians in Putin’s United Russia party decided to stage 
a celebration of straight marriage with a march of heterosexuals on a day of 
traditional family celebrations, August 8. The Moscow leader of United Russia, 
Alexei Lisovenko, claimed LMPT had granted them permission to use the flag, 
to which they added one child and the hashtag #НастоящаяСемья (RealFam-
ily). Lisovenko explained the action this way: “This is our answer to same sex 
marriage, to this mockery of the concept of family. We have to be aware of 
the gay-fever in our country and support traditional values” (Ivushkina 2015). 
Buzzfeed discovered that there was no such permission granted. A spokesman 
for LMPT claimed that they would never agree to partner with a political party 
and “we disagree with the way they use our flag” (Armitage and Senecot 2015).

Though there have been ostensibly secular and politically motivated 
opponents of gender and LGBT rights in Russia, most active promoters of 
anti-gender and anti-LGBT ideology have been directly connected to the 
Russian Orthodox Church. The ROC has increasingly lobbied on the inter-
national stage and increasingly cooperated with the Vatican against LGBT 
rights. After meeting with the Pontifical Council for Promoting Christian 
Unity in 2011, Patriarch Kirill stated that “the Russian Orthodox Church and 
the Roman Catholic Church already now can closely interact in the areas 
where their positions coincide, such as the protection of traditional Christian 
values in Europe . . . [which] can provide a basis for further development 
of cooperation using the platforms provided by international organizations: 
the United Nations, the OSCE, the EU bodies” (Sozaev 2012, 11). The ROC 
successfully lobbied to have “traditional values” included in discussions of 
human rights at the UN Human Rights Council (Sozaev 2012, 12). Patriarch 
Kirill has even gone so far as to accuse human rights defenders of “the global 
heresy of anthropolatry” (человекопоклонничество), since they put human 
rights above God’s will (Interfax 2016). Cooperation between the ROC and 
the Vatican led to the meeting in Havana between Patriarch Kirill and Pope 
Francis in February 2016 and their adoption of a joint resolution, one of the 
main points of which was a defence of marriage against comparison with 
same-sex unions (Vatican Radio 2016).

CONCLUSION

In Russia, the government, the ruling party, the oligarchs, the state church, 
the state educational and scholarly establishment and the media all speak with 
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one voice. There is no dialogue, and there is no attempt to hide the sources of 
anti-gender ideology. Russian activists recycle anti-gender propaganda from 
Europe and find common ground with the Vatican and right-wing parties 
and activists in the EU and the United States. The law against propaganda 
of non-traditional sexuality muzzles Russian pro-equality and pro-LGBT 
voices, and Russia presents itself as the defender of European values, includ-
ing democracy, by marginalizing human rights claims and challenging them 
at the UN. Anti-gender forces in Europe and the United States cheer Russia’s 
position as the saviour of European civilization from suicide.3 The anti-gender 
position dovetails all too well with Russian Occidentalism, Russian excep-
tionalism and Russia’s geopolitical ambitions to be the world leader in “tra-
ditional values”. Any opposition to “traditional values” within Russia can be 
labelled as anti-Russian, and any support for those labeled “non-traditional” 
will also be seen as meddling in Russian affairs and attempting to undermine 
Russia’s sexual sovereignty.4 This situation is not likely to change soon, and 
Russia’s global influence will continue to include support for anti-gender 
activism – moral, political and financial – in Europe and elsewhere.

NOTES

1. The appearance of a discredited American “expert” is reminiscent of Judith 
Reisman’s visit to Croatia to speak against sex education (see the chapter on Croatia 
in this volume). Cameron also visited Croatia at the invitation of the Baptist Church 
to speak against gay rights on the eve of the referendum against marriage (Komanović 
2013).

2. François Legrier (Mouvement Catholique des Familles), Hugues Revel 
(Catholiques en Campagne), Odile Tequi (Alliance Vita), Fabrice Sorlin (Dies Irae) 
and Aymeric Chauprade (then of the Front National).

3. US conservatives who have praised Russia’s anti-propaganda law include 
Alan Keyes, Scott Lively, Brian Brown, Larry Jacobs, Bryan Fischer, Franklin Gra-
ham and Patrick Buchanan.

4. Several NGOs promoting LGBT rights in Russia have been forced to register 
as “foreign agents”. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs criticized the British Embassy 
for its support of an LGBT film festival, calling it “an attempt to break down Russia’s 
traditional, moral and family values” (Moscow Times 2016).
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When the expression “gender theory” emerged for the first time during the 
debate on marriage equality in Slovenia in 2012, it sounded like an unfortu-
nate and accidental combination of two words without a specific meaning. 
However, the continuous repetition of the expression, the ambiguity of its 
meaning, combined with a clear negative connotation, hinted that something 
more structured was in the making. What looked like a linguistic lapsus at 
first soon turned out to be a well-thought-out strategy, a new populist buzz-
word that came to represent “the enemy”.

Since then, anti-gender activists have initiated controversies around public 
schools claiming that children had been exposed to “gender theory”. They suc-
ceeded in preventing a bill on gender equality from entering into further parlia-
mentary procedures, arguing that it would institute “gender theory” as the official 
ideology of the state. They also – although unsuccessfully – urged the Slovenian 
government not to ratify the Istanbul Convention, as it requires the introduction 
of the “extreme ideas of gender theory”2 into national legislation and school cur-
ricula. Finally, they staged 40 days of prayers outside of the gynecological clinic 
in Ljubljana, and they continuously screened a prolife movie for one week 24/7 
on the outside walls of the Franciscan Church in the center of Ljubljana, hoping 
that these actions would prevent women from aborting. While the targets of the 
Slovenian anti-gender movement increasingly include women’s reproductive 
rights, most of their activities so far have been organized around the two referen-
dums on marriage equality, which they successfully called for in 2012 and 2015.

There are numerous resemblances between the Slovenian anti-gender move-
ment and similar movements across Europe, particularly its essentializing dis-
course and self-victimizing position in relation to allegedly corrupt elites. Both 
features, which are an indispensable “toolkit of . . . populist rhetoric” (Wodak 
2015, 4), have significantly contributed to its success in Slovenia, which cannot 
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be explained without paying attention to the specific political and cultural context 
in which the movement emerged. I argue therefore in this chapter that the success 
of the Slovenian anti-gender movement results from the strategic exploration of 
opportunities offered by the government’s proposal on marriage equality in 2009 
and 2015. This opened up political space for organized counter-movement against 
the government’s intervention into naturalistic hegemonic ideas and values about 
nuclear family and marriage, which aimed to go beyond the heteronormative 
suppositions of both institutions. The anti-gender movement seized these oppor-
tunities – which emerged during severe economic crisis and mass protests against 
(corrupt) economic and political elites in Slovenia – and build up a “politics of 
fear” (Wodak 2015) that manifested in self-victimization (i.e. victim-perpetrator 
reversal) as a strategic approach to address “silenced majority”.

The movement has also succeeded in presenting itself as a non-confessional 
movement of concerned citizens. Ironically, this has been achieved thanks to 
the extensive support of the Slovenian Catholic Church. In fact, as I will 
show, such a mode of cooperation was already envisaged in the action plan 
of the Church in the early 2000s, when the Church adopted its own policy 
document on the new evangelization of Slovenia for the twenty-first century. 
This action plan intersected with the broader Vatican’s anti-gender strategy, 
which had been in the making since the mid-1990s (Buss 1998, 2004; Pater-
notte 2014, 2017). It must also be mentioned that, in 2010, the Slovenian 
Catholic Church faced a considerable financial scandal. Due to poor financial 
investments the Church ended up with 70 million euro in debt. Hence, it used 
debates on marriage equality as a convenient opportunity to shift public atten-
tion and to reestablish itself as a moral authority.

This chapter documents the emergence and the development of the anti- 
gender movement in Slovenia from its beginnings in 2009 to its announced 
entrance into party politics in 2015. It first highlights the context in which the 
anti-gender movement emerged, its modes of action and its successes. Then it 
examines the connections of the Catholic Church to the movement and studies 
the Church’s action plan to foster lay people’s civil initiatives, such as the one 
that emerged during the first referendum on marriage equality. In the third part, 
it analyses the ways “gender theory” is explained and framed in the Slovenian 
context. Finally, it discusses the reasons why the anti-gender movement has 
been successful and has managed to mobilize thousands of people who voted 
against the equal rights of same-sex couples in both referendums.

A CIVIL INITIATIVE OF CONCERNED CITIZENS

The Slovenian anti-gender movement emerged in 2009, when the Slovenian 
government presented the reform of the Family Code. This new code, which 
replaced the previous one from 1976, introduced numerous innovations, 
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including an inclusive definition of the family encompassing all forms of bio-
logical and social parenting, marriage equality and the right of same-sex cou-
ples to joint adoption. These changes were the bone of public contention for 
three years. The Family Code was finally adopted in parliament in 2011, but 
was repealed in 2012, after a public referendum initiated by the newly estab-
lished coalition of “concerned citizens” Civilna iniciativa za družino in pravice 
otrok (Civil Initiative for the Family and the Rights of Children, CIDPO).

In 2015, the Slovenian parliament adopted amendments to the Marriage and 
Family Relations Act, introducing marriage equality into Slovenian legislation 
for the second time. However, the same initiative of “concerned citizens” – this 
time renamed into Za otroke gre (Children Are at Stake, ZOG) – petitioned 
again for a referendum. They managed to collect over 80,000 signatures – 
twice the required number for a referendum to be called by the parliament. In 
December 2015, the majority of the electorate voted against marriage equality.

Aleš Primc, a philosophy graduate who is no stranger to conservative 
groups in Slovenia, was the leading person of the CIDPO and a co-leader 
of the ZOG. In 2001, he actively participated in the referendum campaign 
against the right of single women to in vitro fertilization (Hrženjak 2001).3 
He also opposed the decriminalization of prostitution in Slovenia in 2003, 
but failed to collect enough signatures to initiate a public referendum (Pajnik 
2003).4 He used to be an active member of the conservative People’s Party, 
but now he mostly presents himself as a concerned father.

The new figure in the movement, Metka Zevnik, who came into the media 
spotlight during the second referendum campaign, also describes her politi-
cal engagement through her family role as a grandparent of six and a mother 
of three. A former teacher and education expert, she is now the president of 
the association of grandparents of Slovenia Glas starih staršev (The Voice of 
Grandparents), which was established in 2014. The association is closely con-
nected to the ZOG and claims that Slovenian legislation ousts grandparents 
from families by not recognizing their educational and caring roles.5

Like other anti-gender movements in Europe, the CIDPO used the silhou-
ette of a “normal family” as its visual trademark. However, its trademark 
colours are not pink and blue, which were typically used in the anti-gender 
rallies in countries like France, Italy, Croatia or Slovakia, but yellow.6 During 
the second referendum campaign, the ZOG retained the now-recognizable 
yellow colour, but changed the silhouette of a “normal family” into a draw-
ing of a boy and a girl, hiding behind a hand, which will stop the devastating 
“gender theory”. The shift from the nuclear family to a boy and a girl hiding 
behind a hand might be connected to the increased focus of the movement on 
grandparents and extended families, although the protection of nuclear family 
and particularly children remains its main goal.

The anti-gender movement applied different strategies to spread its mes-
sage, including online petitions, e-mail chains, roundtable debates, public 
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rallies and, similarly to Italy (Garbagnoli in this volume), the organization of 
the Family Day as an antidote to the Pride Parade. It also used its website to 
collect signatures against the Family Code. Although these signatures did not 
have any legal validity, collecting them was used strategically, as the leader 
of the campaign showed hundreds of pages of signatures to television cam-
eras each time he was given a chance to speak.

Similarly to the online platform CitizenGO or European Dignity Watch 
(Hodžić and Bijelić 2014), the CIDPO used the tactic of e-mail chains to 
spread its message among “unsuspecting citizens”, and e-bombarded politi-
cians, scientists and other public figures who talked in favour of marriage 
equality. The latter have received hundreds of identical e-mails every hour, 
which in some cases led to a total blockage of their mailboxes.7

Both initiatives, the CIDPO and the ZOG, were targeting primarily “con-
cerned parents” and, in 2015, also grandparents, who constitute a vast pool 
of potential voters who are typically more conservative.8 Unlike the CIDPO, 
which started to refer to “gender theory” during the last phase of the public 
debate on the Family Code in 2012, ZOG’s references to this concept were 
much clearer and appeared earlier in the campaign.

During the first referendum campaign, the emerging anti-gender movement 
obtained its first momentum. The second referendum provided the movement 
with another opportunity to establish itself as a relevant political actor. There-
fore, it came as no surprise that the leader of the anti-gender movement Aleš 
Primc, who renamed his initiative into Gibanje za otroke in družine (Move-
ment for Children and Families) in 2016, announced its entrance into party 
politics. In May 2016, the Gibanje za otroke in družine presented its political 
program called Deklaracija upanja za otroke in družine (Declaration of hope 
for children and families).9 This declaration is an interesting mixture of ideas, 
addressing numerous topics – from support for workers’ rights and a better 
welfare state to the reintroduction of compulsory military service for men – 
but its major framework is the promotion of fertility (women should have 
three children on average), a strong anti-abortion standpoint, the protection 
of motherhood and fatherhood, social benefits for big families and a binary 
understanding of gender. It explicitly states that “there is a male and a female 
gender” and that “gender theory, radical sexual education, esoteric praxis, 
paedophile literature” do not belong to preschools and schools.

THE ANTI-GENDER MOVEMENT AND  
THE CATHOLIC CHURCH

In the past two decades, the Slovenian Catholic Church has been increasingly 
confronted with secularization. According to a 2000 study, about 60% of 
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Slovenian citizens are not religious or express extremely low levels of belief 
in notions such as the soul, God or the resurrection (Toš 2000). Furthermore, 
a majority of Slovenian citizens – nearly 70% – assume that the Church is not 
entitled to deal with issues such as marriage equality and women’s reproduc-
tive rights (Ančić and Zrinščak 2012).

Nevertheless, the Slovenian Catholic Church – since its rehabilitation after 
the change of the political system in the early 1990s – tries to regain the social 
position it used to hold before Socialism: that of a “collective intellectual” 
that offers solutions to important social and political issues (Kerševan 1996). 
The anti-gender movement seems to be one of its main vehicles to reestab-
lish itself as a moral authority and for its doctrine on gender and sexuality to 
become part of the state’s legal norms.

Furthermore, the debate on marriage equality and particularly the 2012 
referendum coincided with a period during which the Slovenian Church dealt 
with the devastating effects of economic scandals which erupted in late 2010. 
The collapse of the Church’s investment holding had incurred 800 million 
euros in losses. Nearly 60,000 people, who had invested in this holding, 
stayed empty-handed and the Maribor archdiocese ended up bankrupted. All 
this resulted in the deposition of three Slovenian bishops by the Holy See 
and in the lowest level of trust into Church ever recorded since the Slovenian 
independence in 1991. In 2011, the Slovenian Public Opinion Poll, which is 
part of the World Value Survey, indicated that less than 25% of respondents 
express high or relatively high levels of trust into Church, compared to 34% 
in 2005 or 39% in 1992 (Smrke 2014, 2016). In this context, marriage equal-
ity – which was opposed by a majority of citizens – could be conveniently 
used by the Church to shift public’s attention.

The links between the anti-gender movement and the Catholic Church in 
Slovenia are very clear, despite the fact that this cooperation was initially 
denied. The leading clerical anti-gender actor is Franciscan monk Tadej Stre-
hovec, the secretary general of the Slovenian Bishops’ Conference. A teach-
ing assistant of moral theology and applied ethics, he also chairs the Zavod za 
družino in kulturo življenja (the Institute for Family and the Culture of Liv-
ing), which was established soon after the government announced the reform 
of the Family Code in 2009. The website of Strehovec’s Institute for Family 
and the Culture of Living functions as the official website of the Slovenian 
anti-gender movement. As the Church’s moral position was weakened by the 
scandals (Smrke 2016) and a discourse based on the scriptures had lost mobi-
lizing effectiveness (Kuhar 2015), working primarily in the background of 
Primc’s civil initiatives of “concerned citizens” seemed an effective solution 
for the Church to restore its compromised public image.

Although Strehovec claims that the Institute is his private initiative and 
is not connected to the Catholic Church, it is located at the same address as 
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one of Ljubljana’s parishes and its website was initially hosted on the official 
server of the Slovenian Catholic Church.

The Institute aims at promoting “fundamental values: human life, human 
rights, family, solidarity, democracy, freedom and active citizenship”. This 
is a typical framing of numerous anti-gender initiatives: They focus on the 
appropriation of the concept of human rights – particularly those of children – 
in order to promote their value system. It was therefore not surprising that the 
“innocent child” was in the forefront of both referendum campaigns.

In close collaboration with the Catholic Church, the anti-gender move-
ment’s messages were read during Sunday masses or made available on local 
parishes’ websites. While the movement was collecting the required 40,000 
signatures to initiate a public referendum on marriage equality, Strehovec 
sent out a letter to all priests in Slovenia urging them to invite parishioners 
to sign for the referendum during the Sunday mass and to direct them to the 
Institute’s website for additional information. Priests were also instructed to 
organize transport (such as private cars or buses) to municipality offices for 
their flocks.10

The prosperous cooperation between the anti-gender activists and the 
Catholic Church has been foreseen as a mode of operation long before 
anti-gender movements started to emerge in Europe. In 2002, the Slovenian 
Catholic Church issued a comprehensive action plan entitled Choose Life, 
the concluding document of the Plenary Assembly of the Church in Slovenia. 
The document reads like a very detailed, more than 120-page long description 
of an action plan for a “new evangelization” for the twenty-first century, with 
numerous conclusions and recommendations (Kongregacija za škofe 2002). 
Among others, it envisages the creation of a variety of organizations for lay 
people – like Primc’s civil initiative – which would help spread the message 
of the Church.

In many ways, Choose Life intersects with “discourses and strategies pro-
duced in the Vatican over the last twenty years” (Paternotte 2015, 135) and 
translates them into local actions. This document requests the establishment 
of an “office for legislation” at the Slovenian Bishops’ Conference, which 
would monitor “the creation and modification of civil legislation, particularly 
on the issues of freedom of religion” (Kongregacija za škofe 2002, 28), but 
also on other ethical issues. It also pays attention to electronic media, encour-
ages media education for pastoral workers and supports the efforts to abolish 
the difference between religious and civil marriage in a way that religious 
marriage would have “civil legal effects” (ibid.).

In her analysis of this plan, Jogan (2008) explains that the “new evangeli-
zation” is a continuation of the process of the “re-catholization” of Slovenian 
society, which started in the early 1990s. It is based on the idea that the 
failures of communism need to be corrected and public life should be synced 
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back with Catholic morality. Women are a central target of this process. 
Indeed, their economic independence and increasing social equality – first 
fostered by the “state feminism” (Jalušič 2002) of the socialist establishment 
and later continued by EU gender mainstreaming policies – pose a funda-
mental problem to the Church, as they contradict women’s “natural role”. 
For that reason, in the early 1990s, the Slovenian Catholic Church, in close 
cooperation with conservative (Catholic) political parties, pushed for a new 
legislation, which would abolish abortion, prolong maternity leave from one 
to three years and prevent single women from artificial insemination.

Interestingly, this plan refers to same-sex partnerships only once: “The 
Church has consistently advocated monogamous heterosexual family, and 
therefore does not accept the possibility of same-sex marriages”. It supple-
ments this with a rather unclear instruction: “This phenomenon (i.e. same-sex 
marriages) should be monitored in preventive and broader educational field 
on a personal level” (Kongregacija za škofe 2002, 65). However, as I have 
shown, the Church’s opposition to marriage equality and the cooperation with 
lay believers’ anti-gender initiatives are part of the same process.

For the Church in the post-socialist context, “gender theory” also embodies 
a new scapegoat and a new tool for self-victimization. After the demise of its 
main oppressor, the communist regime, the Church uses “gender theory” as 
its substitute, which is said to be produced and fostered by the same “forces 
of continuation” (that is former communists). It is therefore not surprising 
that the Catholic Church forcefully tries to compare “gender theory” with a 
totalitarian ideology.

Tadej Strehovec and Branko Cestnik are the leading Slovenian anti-gender 
authors in the Church. The former termed “gender theory” as “Marxism 
2.0”. He claims that “Marxism 2.0” shifts the class struggle towards struggle 
among genders: The battle no longer exists “in the relation between the 
bourgeoisie and the capital against the working class, but rather in the rela-
tion between men and women” (Strehovec 2013, 238). Similarly the goal of 
the revolution is no longer socialism, but so-called gender society. Cestnik 
(2013), a theologian and philosopher, explains that “gender theory” comes 
from the conclusions of the socialists who realized that socialism cannot be 
reached only through social revolution, but also through cultural revolution. 
Gender theory is therefore “a typical project of cultural revolution” which is 
aimed at changing one’s mind and thinking.

According to Cestnik (2015), the initial mistake of the Marxism lies in the 
“cognitive error” in which “the idea” was given priority over the “concrete 
experience”. In such a way the idea of socialism “ideologically colonialized” 
the concrete world in which all factual data showed that the material experi-
ence of the Western democracy and capitalism is much better than the mate-
rial experience of socialism. “Gender theory”, he claims, functions in much 
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the same way. However, when he tries to present a scientific argument in 
order to show that “gender theory” is a faulty one, he curiously refers to the 
non-scientific concept of “common sense”:

Contemporary new-leftists theory of gender is presented as “based on scientific 
research” although we know on the basis of our common sense (experiential 
level) that boys are boys and girls are girls and that both need for their develop-
ment a man and a woman, a father and a mother, without whom – as it is gener-
ally known – they wouldn’t come to this world. (Cestnik 2015, 12)

Interestingly enough, Cestnik finds reasons for the emergence of “gender 
theory” also within the Catholic Church itself. He blames the Church’s patri-
archal attitudes towards women as the source of inspiration for such a theory. 
For that reasons, he believes that issues of sexuality and women should be 
addressed by promoting “Catholic feminism” and preventing the “destructive 
feminism of the extreme left” (Cestnik 2013).

THE INTERPRETATIONS AND FRAMINGS OF  
“GENDER THEORY”

Although the roots of the anti-gender movement in Slovenia are closely 
connected to debates on marriage equality and the new Family Code 
(2009–2012), the term “teorija spola”11 – sometimes referred to also as 
ideologija spola (gender ideology) and rarely as genderizacija (genderiza-
tion) – denotes much more than marriage equality. It is said to be the hidden 
agenda of radical feminists and homosexual activists who would be mounting 
a cultural revolution: the promotion of the fluidity of gender and a denial of 
the biological (i.e. natural) facts about sex complementarity. “Gender theory” 
is therefore constructed as a project of social engineering where men are no 
longer masculine and women are no longer feminine and one is free to choose 
one’s own gender and sexual orientation, even “several times a day” (Cestnik 
2013; Debevec 2015).

When such an explanation is faced with the common-sense understanding 
of sex as a biological category, it creates the desired populist effects: aver-
sion, anger and moral panic. Such framings are based on people’s deeply 
rooted anxieties about (homo)sexuality and the need to protect “innocent 
children” – either from being adopted by same-sex couples, brainwashed in 
schools by homosexual propaganda or – more recently – being aborted by 
heartless women.

As Slovenia is a post-socialist country, the anti-colonial framing of “gen-
der theory” as an ideology that is imposed from the West and from interna-
tional institutions such as the EU and the UN could increase the mobilizing 
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power of this discourse (Graff and Korolczuk in this volume) by evoking the 
painful memories of the communist regime. However, the anti-gender move-
ment in Slovenia refrains from such framings to a large extent and has rather 
taken over the now-mainstream interpretation that Slovenian culture has 
always been European (i.e. progressive and Western). Slovenians would have 
always belonged to (Western) Europe, if only had their true identity not been 
abruptly denied during the communist regime of former Yugoslavia with 
the imposition of the Balkan culture (that is seen as backwards and corrupt). 
For that reason, “gender theory” is rather framed as a new type of Marxism, 
which resonates and mobilizes much more effectively than any attempt at 
presenting it as a contemporary form of Western colonization.

Today the concept of “gender theory” is regarded as a tangible fact in 
social media debates, mainstream media reports and in an increasing number 
of books, such as the recent translations of Anatrella’s La teoria del gender 
e l'origine dell'omosessualità (translated as Teorija spola: Kulturni izziv 
[Gender Theory: A Cultural Challenge], 2015) and of the Spanish philoso-
phers Contreras and Poole’s Nueva izquierda y cristianismo [New Left and 
Christianity] (2015), which equate the “old Left” with Marxism and the “new 
Left” with “gender theory”. Interestingly enough, none of Gabriele Kuby’s 
books has been translated in the Slovenian language, despite the fact that 
her writing is used as a key source for the explanation of “gender theory” on 
the official website of the anti-gender movement in Slovenia, together with 
translations of the French La Manif Pour Tous’ material, a translation of the 
Slovak Bishop’s conference letter on “gender theory”, a lecture by Croatian 
linguist Ivan Poljaković on “gender ideology” and the Norwegian documen-
tary Likestillings Paradokset (The Equality Paradox).12

The articles published under the “gender theory” tab on the movement’s 
website do not explicitly refer to “gender theory” as a conspiracy. However, 
the general impression given by this website presents it as a cunning and 
hidden plan which was secretly constructed by (leftist) elites and is now care-
fully implemented through ideological penetrations of school curricula and 
(trans)national policy documents. According to Debevec (2015), a Catholic 
journalist, “gender theory” is not about “few people who have some weird 
ideas. It is rather a well thought-out plan”.

THE SUCCESS OF THE ANTI-GENDER MOVEMENT

The recent success of the anti-gender movement in Slovenia has to be con-
sidered in the context of the two referendums on marriage equality. Both ref-
erendums generated a lot of political capital for the movement and its actors, 
who are now trying to invest it into the transformation of their movement 
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into a political party, becoming an important part of the Slovenian politi-
cal spectrum. The anti-gender backlash and the introduction of the made-up 
concept of “gender theory” were politically effective for several reasons, 
among which are the timing of debate, the resonance of the commonsensical 
naturalistic discourse and the creation of politics of fear by self-victimization.

Timing

Among all the European Union countries that had a referendum about mar-
riage equality (Croatia in 2013 and Slovakia and Ireland in 2015), Slovenia is 
the only one to have had two referendums. The time difference between the 
first (2012) and the second referendum (2015) is one of the factors that can 
explain why “gender theory” was so easily introduced into public discourse 
and is now used as a valid concept not only by anti-gender activists, but also 
by politicians, journalists and even some scientists.

Primc’s CIDPO emerged soon after the Slovenian government publicly 
announced the reform of the Family Code in 2009. As it included marriage 
equality and the right for same-sex couples to adopt children, it provided the 
emerging movement with a deeply dividing issue that could be easily turned 
into a mobilizing tool. By the time the Family Code was adopted by the 
parliament (June 2011) and then taken to a public referendum (March 2012), 
Primc’s CIDPO had built a widespread network of supporters across Slove-
nia heavily relying on the existing Church’s and right-wing political parties’ 
networks.

The same networks were activated during the second referendum, which 
offered the movement an opportunity to sharpen its strategies based on the 
experiences from the first referendum. This is why grandparents were one 
of the newly targeted audiences during the second referendum. They were 
strategically approached not only because they are older people with typically 
more conservative standpoints and a huge social group in an aging Slovenian 
society, but also because the emotional references to the “innocent child” – 
which represents the entering point of the movement’s discourse and is fea-
tured in the movement’s logo – could play on their personal experiences with 
grandchildren.

By the time anti-gender movements in Europe became recognizable politi-
cal actors, the Slovenian movement had already won one referendum, become 
politically relevant and self-confident and defined “gender theory” issues as 
an important site of political contestation that could mobilize thousands of 
people and can be won at referendums. During the first referendum, oppo-
nents to marriage equality had not yet framed their arguments with references 
to “gender theory”, but had already created a discursive substance, which was 
then developed into “gender theory” during the second referendum.
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A resonating discourse

As the government’s proposal on marriage equality intervened into cultur-
ally hegemonic ideas about family and marriage as “natural institutions”, the 
anti-gender actors skillfully based its counter-discourse on strengthening the 
essentialist and naturalist frames as commonsensical, while at the same time 
tapping into powerful emotional undertones of the heteronormative beliefs 
and values about the family, children or the nation. This allowed their argu-
ments to resonate broadly, mobilizing large crowds against the two same-sex 
marriage referendums.

The movement’s essentializing discourse was built upon two elements 
that are typical of populist approaches: anxiety and normalcy. The anxiety 
part addressed people’s uneasiness with anything that does not fit into the 
heteronormative representation of the nation and, consequently, mankind. 
The movement’s basic argumentative structure of all their public appear-
ances was always the same: marriage equality represents a threat to the 
(traditional) family, fatherhood and motherhood, but primarily to innocent 
children and – by consequence – to the future of the Slovenian nation and its 
authentic values. It is therefore not surprising that the anti-gender movement 
started their referendum campaign by singing the Slovenian national anthem 
together with a group of like-minded people dressed in Slovenian national 
costumes.13 Appropriating the nationalistic sobbing about a “small Slovenian 
nation” which is facing a “demographic winter”, they succeeded in construct-
ing “the homosexual” and same-sex couples and families (and more recently 
transgender people and pro-choice supporters) not only the Other within the 
nation, but also the one who is against the nation.

While the leading figures of the anti-gender movement never explic-
itly claimed that homosexuals would sexually abuse (their) children, they 
insinuated it implicitly. Because it was unspoken, it became even more 
effective: The implicit hints to (physical/verbal/symbolic) sexual abuse of 
the innocence of children triggered the “politically non-correct” (and as such 
unspeakable in public) imagery of unnatural and deviant homosexuals. In 
other words, the anti-gender populist discursive strategy was covered by the 
seemingly rational, even supposedly scientifically based arguments, strategi-
cally designed to address the emotions, stir fear and activate the power drawn 
from existing prejudices.

As already mentioned, during the second referendum grandparents were 
one of the key demographic group the movement tried to address. Primc was 
hence joined by a new co-leader Zevnik, who represented grandparents, and 
the movement was renamed into Za otroke gre. Primc and Zevnik claimed 
that according to the new law, grandparents are not given the right to adopt 
their grandchildren in case something happens to their parents. Instead, they 
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claimed, these children will be adopted by same-sex couples. Despite the 
fact that such an interpretation was explained to be false by lawmakers, the 
idea had a tremendous effect and was reproduced over and over in the media. 
It represents a typical mechanism of the movement’s discourse, which was 
used also in the construction of the concept of “gender theory”: Partial facts 
are combined with fictitious constructions, then shaped into commonsensical 
claims, continuously repeated in the media and, finally, turned into a “mobi-
lizing truth”.

Normalcy is the second element upon which the movement’s discourse 
is built. It refers to allegedly unquestionable biological facts about men and 
women in order to show that the proponents of “gender theory” are really 
radical in trying to change the world as it has always been (Villa; Mayer and 
Sauer in this volume). While there is a general agreement in the movement 
about the need for some kind of equality between men and women, it cannot 
be surpassed by “natural” gender roles. Consequently, the proponents of “gen-
der theory” are seen as too radical in their quest for gender equality. They are 
constructed as being totally out of touch with experiential and unquestionable 
reality of the binary gender system. Consequently, the anti-gender movement 
is the last bastion of common sense and normalcy.

It has also been suggested that the production of knowledge is abducted by 
radical feminists. For this reason, anti-gender discourse is presented as scien-
tific, while its actors have already started to work on some kind of a parallel 
science or give voice to (American) authors who are academically discredited 
in their local environments, but effectively promote their ideas outside their 
country of origin (Kuhar 2015; Hodžić and Štulhofer in this volume). The 
notorious Regnerus (2012) study, for example, was endlessly quoted during 
referendum campaign in Slovenia. In other words, the anti-gender movement 
in Slovenia is not only a struggle over the legislative frame of sexual citizen-
ship policies, but it is also a struggle over the production of knowledge. One 
of the first targets of the movement was the academics who pointed to the 
populist abuse of scientific research by the actors of the movement.

Self-victimization

This brings us to the last element of the anti-gender movement’s success: 
self-victimization. The movement emerged during the economic crisis. 
Strict austerity measures additionally fuelled the general dissatisfaction with 
the political and economic state of affairs. According to Eurobarometer 82 
(2014), 58% of Slovenes believe that things in Slovenia are “not going in 
the right direction”. Over 10% of Slovenians were unemployed in 2013, and 
the unemployment rate among young people reached nearly 22% (Eurostat 
2016). All this created a flammable context in which the ruling elites were 
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faced with the largest mass protests in Slovenia since its independence. In 
2012 and 2013, all major cities in Slovenia saw a spontaneous eruption of 
protests, which were not organized by oppositional parties or trade unions, 
but different social groups. Although the goal of the protests known as “Slo-
venian uprising” was the same – overthrown of political elites because of 
poverty, unemployment and deconstruction of the social state – the protesters’ 
perspectives ranged from moralistic to nationalistic or socially transforma-
tive (Kirn 2013). The anti-gender movement was not a visible actor in the 
uprising, but the general discursive frame of the protests was broad enough 
to reproduce one of the key messages of the anti-gender movement – that of 
corrupt elites. Both the Slovenian uprising and the anti-gender movement 
succeeded in creating the image of oppressed majority in the face of corrupt 
elites.

While on the surface it is surprising that the academic sounding concept 
of gender has been intensively used to mobilize masses, it actually helped 
strengthen the movement’s claim that corrupt (academic and political) 
elites, who are producing such ideas in the ivory towers of universities and  
(trans)national political structures, are entirely detached from ordinary people 
and have simply “gone too far”.

For that reason, the anti-gender movement provided people with the prom-
ise of a better future. The future, however, is in the past: Our society, they 
claim, should return to its indigenous values and to the natural order of things. 
It is on these two grounds (fears and dissatisfaction) that the anti-gender 
movement established political alliances with right-wing nationalist actors 
and religious authorities.

The movement introduced a two-layered self-victimizing discourse. On 
the one hand, it portrayed corrupt elites as a threat to “ordinary people”. 
The elites, however, were used as a rather fluid concept: Depending on the 
context, elites could represent many groups of people – from politicians and 
academics to non-governmental activists and journalists. On the other hand, 
the self-victimizing discourse specifically addressed Catholics. The move-
ment introduced the term “christianophobia” as an antipode to homophobia 
in order to show that the true victims of marriage equality debate are in fact 
Catholics, who are labelled as homophobes just because they disagree with 
same-sex marriage. They would be denied the right to free speech, and are 
stigmatized as being backwards and as such more and more pushed to the 
margins of our society.

The idea about “us”, “our children” and “our nation” being endangered (by 
homosexuals, Muslims, radical feminists, etc.) – a typical framing of populist 
discourses – has been successfully seeded, strengthened during both referen-
dums and additionally fueled by the recent migrant crisis. For that reason, 
the anti-gender movement’s self-victimizing discourse – also in the broader 
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context of the rise of the radical Right in Europe (Lazaridis et al. 2016) – has 
been a successful strategic approach to mobilizing 279,937 voters (55%) at 
the first and 394,482 voters (64%) at the second referendum to vote against 
equal rights and everything that “gender theory” as a phantasmal theoretical 
category came to represent.

CONCLUSION

The policy debate on marriage equality – an issue that has been dividing Slo-
venian society for over a decade – facilitated the emergence of the anti-gender 
movement. When the new Family Code was presented in 2009, nearly 70% of 
Slovenian citizens disagreed with same-sex marriage and adoptions (Pečauer 
2009). Despite the fact that in the following years the support for same-sex 
marriage increased, same-sex adoptions remained unacceptable for a majority 
of Slovenians. For that reason, the image of the “innocent child”, skillfully 
combined with the first tangible effects of the economic crisis and later with 
the need for the Church to reestablish itself as a moral authority after the 
devastating disclosure of financial scandals, provided a fertile soil for the 
anti-gender movement to blossom.

The simultaneous emergence of similar policy debates and referendum 
campaigns in Europe shows that the Slovenian protests are not something 
local, but rather part of a global phenomenon against corrupt elites, where 
“ordinary people” finally got a voice to say that enough is enough. Other 
anti-gender movements in Europe provided additional contexts from which 
the Slovenian movement could import ideas, concepts and arguments. How-
ever, the cross-loading of rhetoric and strategies was surely not unidirectional, 
although visible members of the Slovenian anti-gender movement do not to 
play an important role at the European level: For example, none of them is 
among the initiators of the European Citizens’ Initiative Mum, Dad and Kids.

The situation is very different at home. The Slovenian anti-gender move-
ment has acquired significant symbolic political power over the last few 
years, and it has developed into a visible opposition of concerned citizens, 
which impacts equality and family policies. Some members of the movement 
are now members of governmental expert councils, such as the Expert Coun-
cil for Families at the Ministry of Labor, Family, Social Affairs and Equal 
Opportunities and the Expert Council on Aids at the Ministry of Health. The 
movement has also become one of the recognizable stakeholders in issues 
related to sexual citizenship: Its representatives are invited to parliamentary 
readings of the proposals of new legislation on family policy, reproductive 
health, anti-discrimination and gender equality.
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Although Primc’s civil initiative represents the core of the anti-gender 
movement in Slovenia, and the Church acts as its background support, some 
other groups, political parties and actors occasionally join its activities. 
“Gender theory” represents therefore a symbolic glue (Kováts and Põim 
2015), a common framework that squeezes different discourses of these 
groups into one big threat, which is understood either as an attack on nature, 
nation or normality. Elites are the source of the threat, but – unlike in some 
other EU countries – the focus is not on the Brussels elites, but rather on 
the local elites – both present (such as left-wing political and academic 
elites) and past (the movement together with the right-wing parties often 
claims that the former communist elites – the “forces of continuation” – are 
still operating behind the scenes). In such a constellation, they do not only 
aim to protest against these elites, but also wish to replace them. For this 
reason the decision of the movement to enter into party politics appears as 
a logical next step.

NOTES

1. I thank David Paternotte for his comments on earlier versions of this chapter.
2. 24kul.si. 2014. Zahtevajte, da poslanci ne ratificirajo kontraverzne Istambul-

ske konvencije, http://24kul.si/zahtevajte-da-poslanci-ne-ratificirajo-kontroverzne-
istambulske-konvencije (Accessed 19 July 2016).

3. All women in Slovenia have been entitled to in vitro fertilization since the 
1970s. A new law was adopted in 1999 under the conservative government to limit 
the right to artificial insemination to women in a heterosexual relationship. Left-wing 
parties proposed an amendment to allow all women to access in vitro fertilization, 
which was rejected by the conservative majority which initiated a public referendum. 
Following an extensive public debate, 73% of voters rejected the amendment. The 
turnout was 36%.

4. Prostitution was decriminalized in 2003. This led to the emergence of a civil 
movement, also led by Aleš Primc, who claimed that decriminalization would con-
tribute to the uncontrolled spread of diseases, and that prostitutes would now work 
openly on the streets, near schools and playgrounds.

5. 24kul.si. 2014. Ustanovljen Glas starih staršev, Združenje starih staršev 
Slovenije, http://24kul.si/ustanovljen-glas-starih-starsev-zdruzenje-starih-
starsev-slovenije (Accessed 11 August 2016).

6. Interestingly, the yellow colour was also used in the campaign in California in 
favour of Proposition 8. It is likely that the Slovenian movement did not use pink and 
blue because the La Manif pour Tous logo – which was copied by numerous national 
movements in Europe – did not exist yet at the time the CIDPO was established. Cali-
fornia could therefore have provided Slovenian activists with an alternative source of 
inspiration.
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7. STA. 2013. Informacijska pooblaščena nad nasprotnike družinskega zakonika. 
Dnevnik, http://www.dnevnik.si/clanek/1042418946 (Accessed 12 September 2013).

8. A public opinion poll conducted by the leading daily Delo in 2015 showed that 
59% of people surveyed (N = 400) support same-sex marriage and 38% support adop-
tions by same-sex couples. Those who are older, male and supporters of right-wing 
political parties were more likely not to support same-sex marriage and adoption. 
Potič, Zoran. 2015. Anketa Dela: Večinska podpora istospolnim porokam, http://
www.delo.si/novice/politika/anketa-dela-vecinska-podpora-istospolnim-porokam.
html (Accessed 20 September 2016).

9. Deklaracija upanja za otroke in družine, http://www.zaotrokeindruzine.si/
programska-deklaracija/ (Accessed 7 September 2016).

10. Ivelja, Ranka and Blaž Petkovič. 2015. Župniki – prevozniki do referenduma. 
Dnevnik, https://www.dnevnik.si/1042709779 (Accessed 17 March 2016).

11. There is no distinction between sex and gender in Slovenian language. Both 
words are translated as “spol”. Most commonly “spol” refers to (or is understood 
as) biological category, but “spol” can be both sex or gender. In order to avoid con-
fusion scientific texts differentiate between biological “spol” (i.e. sex) and social 
“spol” (i.e. gender), but this distinction is not known among the general popula-
tion. Unlike some other anti-gender movements, which use the term “gender” in its 
original language, the Slovenian movement mostly uses the translated term “teorija 
spola”. Furthermore, the term “gender theory” is more often used than “gender 
ideology”. The Slovenian version of Google showed (on 12 August 2016) about 
188,000 results for “teorija spola”, 84,000 for “ideologija spola” and only 63 for 
“genderizacija”. The reasons of the prevalence of “gender theory” are not clear. One 
possible explanation can be linked to the initial conflict between the CIDPO and 
part of the Slovenian academic community in 2009, when several prominent profes-
sors accused the CIDPO of abusing scientific research. Since then, the CIDPO and 
later the ZAG have been trying to show that these professors are members of the 
“corrupt elite” and the authors of the “controversial gender theory”.

12. See gender theory tab at 24Kul, http://24kul.si/teorija-spola.
13. Srdič, Urša. 2011. V iniciativi pohiteli z zbiranjem podpisov. TV Slovenija, TV 

Dnevnik (1 September 2011), http://www.rtvslo.si/slovenija/prvi-dan-zbranih-vec-
kot-10–000-podpisov-za-referendum-o-druzinskem-zakoniku/265276 (Accessed 20 
January 2015).
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While religious struggles against gender are a transnational phenomenon, the 
Spanish case was the first European example of mass street mobilizations 
of Catholics (Paternotte 2015), inspiring other mobilizations in the region. 
In 2005, the Spanish parliament legalized same-sex marriage as part of a 
package of measures concerning gender equality and sexual and reproductive 
rights (Pichardo 2011). Since then, the Spanish Catholic Church has been 
trying to reverse these reforms by participating in mass demonstrations as 
well as by setting the tone for arguments against same-sex marriage and the 
advance of women’s rights.

However, the Church’s approach has changed over the last ten years. 
Catholic bishops and the Spanish Episcopal Conference (CEE by its acronym 
in Spanish) have steadily withdrawn from the centre stage of street mobiliza-
tion, while lay Catholics have acquired increased visibility. Groups such as 
HazteOir (HO, Make Yourself Heard), the Foro Español de la Familia (FEF, 
Spanish Family Forum) and the new political party Vox share members and 
strategies as well as a radical right-wing discourse. This does not only tackle 
religious and ethical issues but also articulates concerns over national identity 
and criticisms of the moderate-conservative Partido Popular (PP, People’s 
Party), the hegemonic right-wing party.

While impressive in numbers, these mobilizations were not successful in 
influencing public opinion and repealing gender and sexual rights. Indeed, 
popular support for same-sex marriage did not decrease (with a majority 
in favour),1 while major laws in this domain (including same-sex marriage, 
criminalization of gender violence, gender equality in the national educa-
tional curriculum, abortion) remained in force after the election of a conserva-
tive government in 2011 (Pichardo and Cornejo 2015).

Chapter 13

From the pulpit to the streets: 
Ultra-conservative religious positions 

against gender in Spain

Monica Cornejo and José Ignacio Pichardo Galán
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Given Spain is one of the most Catholic countries in Europe,2 this chapter 
discusses the reasons of this failure and examines the main conservative 
actors’ characteristics and repertoire of action. We argue that the efforts failed 
because the main anti-gender actors adopted a confrontational strategy (Agui-
lar 2013), which resulted in a split between radicals and moderates. This 
explanation relies on the notion of “radical flank effect”, that is the impact 
of the actions and rhetoric of radicals upon their reputation as political actors 
and the perceived legitimacy of their demands (Haines 1984, 2013, 536).

Since issues like effectiveness, reputation and legitimacy cannot be under-
stood outside a specific cultural and historical context, we first outline the 
Spanish religious landscape. Second, we explore the rise and the diffusion of 
the Catholic rhetoric on “gender ideology”, taking into account the progres-
sive and pro-gender legal reforms, which set the pace for subsequent mobili-
zations. Finally, we analyse actors in details, with a focus on their strategies, 
behaviours and development from 2004 to 2015. We conclude by connecting 
these elements (context, discourses and strategies) in order to explain why 
confrontation and radicalization have contributed to the failure of the Spanish 
anti-gender movement until now.

RELIGION, SOCIETY AND POLITICS

Recent surveys (CIS 2015a) show that 70% of Spaniards consider themselves 
Catholic. However, only 13.3% regularly attend religious ceremonies (CIS 
2015a) and 53.4% consider religion to be of little or no importance in their 
lives (Bescansa and Jerez 2013, 9). In this context, the relationship between 
the Catholic Church and Spanish society is generally ambiguous. It is rooted 
in the proximity between the Church and Francoism during the Spanish 
Civil War and the subsequent dictatorship (1936–1975). At the beginning of 
the Civil War, the Church enthusiastically supported the Fascist movement 
(Payne 1984). Franco later granted himself the right to name bishops (dis-
regarding the authority of Rome) and cultivated a loyal crop of bishops and 
national religious institutions. Therefore, while the Catholic Church embod-
ies positive values such as freedom, tolerance and democracy in countries like 
Poland, the Spanish Church is often associated in the public imagination with 
the dictatorship, political purges, witch-hunts, sexism and sexual repression.

This historical legacy has given rise to an important cultural gap between 
Catholics and the Church. Prior to the 1980s, no reliable data is available on 
the topic because Catholicism was compulsory under the dictatorship and 
citizens could not freely express their beliefs. From the advent of democracy, 
both public opinion polls on moral issues and data on religious tolerance 
indicate a widening cultural gap between Spaniards and the Catholic Church.
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Spanish Catholics do no longer follow the Church doctrine on issues 
such as premarital sex, homosexuality, contraceptives, divorce and abortion 
(Bericat 2015, 1401).3 For instance, same-sex marriage is widely accepted 
by Catholics (48% of practicing Catholics, 67% of infrequently practicing 
Catholics and 69% of non-practicing Catholics, Assiego 2015). Furthermore, 
according to the Univision survey, Spain is the country where lay Catholics 
are most inclined to accept the idea of Catholic priests celebrating wedding 
ceremonies for same-sex couples, even though it contradicts the Church’s 
official position.4

The high visibility of lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) 
people has contributed to broad social acceptance (Pichardo 2009), with 
believers privileging the rights of their non-heterosexual friends or relatives 
over the mandates of the Catholic hierarchy. For example, during our field-
work, we met a woman who grew up with strong religious ideas during the 
dictatorship and discovered that one of her children was gay. Faced with the 
dilemma of choosing between the mandate of the Church (and spoiling the 
relationship with her child) or accepting her child’s sexual orientation and 
maintaining the relationship, she opted for the latter (Pichardo 2009, 166). 
This is something likely to occur at a large scale today in a culturally Catho-
lic Spain: A large segment of society self-identifies as Catholic but does not 
go to Church. This is a traditional cultural pattern of popular anticlericalism 
(Behar 1990; Cornejo Valle 2008).5

Regarding religious tolerance, Pickel’s analysis for the Religion Monitor 
reveals that Spain displays the highest degree of polarization between secu-
larist groups and “dogmatic religious groups” in Europe (Pickel 2013, 13): 
Only a small group of believers are considered “dogmatic” as they tend to 
believe they are the only ones to be saved (10% of Spanish Catholics, Pickel 
2013, 35). This helps us understand why anti-gender activists only represent 
a minority of the general population. Pickel’s report also confirms that secular 
values are widely accepted: According to most Spaniards, politics and state 
must be secular, with a clear differentiation between politics and religion and 
without religious leaders influencing government decisions (Pickel 2013, 26). 
In this scenario, the high level of religious polarization also explains why 
dogmatic minorities ultimately adopted extremist positions.

In sum, Spain can be described as a society that is in large measure indif-
ferent to the Catholic Church, and where religion seems to be a matter of little 
concern in daily life, values or politics. Yet, the Church remains a relevant 
political actor. In 1979, an agreement was signed with the Holy See which 
grants the Catholic Church rights and privileges in four major areas: partial 
legal autonomy; education; cultural heritage; and public financial support and 
Catholic assistance in the armed forces, hospitals and prisons (Moran 1995, 
535).6 This state-sanctioned special treatment, which has been maintained 
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under all democratic governments, does not however reflect public attitudes 
towards Catholicism, but it highlights the strong interest of the bishops and 
the dogmatic minority in re-Christianizing society and public policies (De 
Andres 2013). As other international cases also reveal, the intent to combat 
secularism has turned gender issues in a crucial battlefield (Paternotte 2015).

THE EMERGENCE OF THE DISCOURSE ON  
“GENDER IDEOLOGY”

The term “gender ideology” appeared for the first time in a document of 
the Spanish Catholic Church in 2001. In a Pastoral Instruction entitled The 
family, sanctuary of life and hope of society, bishops denounced attempts to 
present sexual differences as a mere cultural product, allegedly made in the 
interests of the gay lobby and radical feminists in order to confuse teenagers 
and liberate women (CEE 2001, §34). While the topic has been discussed in 
Catholic media since then, it did not make its way into mainstream media 
until the mid-2000s, when José Luis Rodriguez Zapatero became prime 
minister.

In his inaugural speech, Zapatero announced his intention to legalize 
same-sex marriage and to implement far-reaching gender equality reforms, 
which were turned into one of the flagships of his mandate (Rodríguez-
Zapatero 2004, 18). These brought a wave of hostile reactions from conser-
vative parties and the Church. In the following months, the CEE, headed by 
the Archbishop of Madrid Cardinal Rouco Varela, launched a media cam-
paign against these reforms. To give a few examples, the CEE spokesman, 
Mgr Martinez Camino, stated that same-sex marriage was like releasing a 
virus into society,7 while Mgr Amigo, the archbishop of Seville, described 
same-sex marriage as a Trojan horse hiding a conspiracy against Christians.8 
From this point onwards, the “gender ideology” terminology became central 
in the discourse of Catholic Church officials and was picked up by a handful 
of radical right-wing activists. There were three waves of anti-gender mobili-
zations (2005, 2008–2009, 2012), which correspond with the timing of legal 
reforms adopted in Spain in the past ten years.9

ANTI-GENDER ACTORS AND THEIR STRATEGIES

Four types of anti-gender activists can be identified in Spain: the hierar-
chy of the Catholic Church, traditional anti-abortion associations, a new 
neo-conservative lobby and radical right-wing parties. These groups differ 
in nature, social and political position, use of resources and strategies, but 
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they all share a family resemblance in their radical and unyielding agenda 
against same-sex marriage, abortion, gender and sex education, same-sex 
adoption, reproductive technologies, surrogacy, gender violence, trans issues 
(especially in public health services) and even the presence of gender studies 
in public universities.

Occasionally, the Right-moderate PP has allied with these groups, especially 
under Zapatero’s government (2004–2011). Conversely, ultra-conservative 
Catholics supported the PP’s electoral campaign for the national elections 
in 2011 (allowing this party to win an absolute parliamentary majority), but 
their paths diverged and a more conservative party, Vox, splintered from the 
PP in 2013.

The hierarchy of the Catholic Church

As the Spanish state has traditionally accorded a special treatment to the 
Church, the CEE is usually considered as one of the most powerful lobbies 
in the country. The media pays great attention to its statements, especially if 
they are polemic, and changes in Church leadership influence general politi-
cal debates. However, this influence is limited because the activation of the 
religious identity cleavage only affects a small part of society, mainly regular 
churchgoers (13.3% of Spaniards), while other Catholics do not follow the 
doctrine or bishops’ opinions.10

Furthermore, the election of Pope Francis has heralded some changes 
in the Spanish Church. In 2014, the controversial Cardinal Antonio Maria 
Rouco Varela, president of the CEE since 2008, was replaced by Mgr Ricardo 
Blazquez. The former president Rouco Varela (now emeritus archbishop of 
Madrid) had been a vigorous opponent of gender policies, and one of the 
instigators of both the largest demonstrations against same-sex marriage and 
the mass meetings in defence of the family. He also publicly aligned against 
Pope Francis on the occasion of the two Synods on the Family.11 Yet it was 
the supposedly moderate Mgr Blazquez who chaired the CEE during its most 
intense period of anti-gender activism (2005–2008), when some of the most 
important doctrinal documents were published in this regard.12

Some bishops also became celebrities of anti-gender activism because of 
their homophobic and anti-feminist rhetoric. The archbishop of Valencia, 
Cardinal Cañizares, has been formally accused by the Valencian attorney for 
hate crime against gays and women in 2016.13 The bishop of Alcalá, Juan 
Antonio Reig Pla, who chaired the CEE’s Family and Life subcommission 
and contributed to the Lexicon of the Family, faced a legal challenge for com-
paring feminism to Nazism in 2014.14 The archbishop of Granada, Francisco 
Javier Martínez, was also accused of inciting gender violence by the Attor-
ney General’s office of Granada for the publication of the Spanish edition of 
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Constanza Miriano’s Get Married and Be Submissive.15 Finally, Bishops José 
Ignacio Munilla and Demetrio Fernández, respectively of San Sebastián and 
Córdoba, have also made numerous homophobic and sexist declarations and 
frequently joined “pro-family” events.

Until now, the accusations of hate speech or discrimination by church-
men have always been dismissed or settled without punishment in the courts 
based on the right to religious freedom. This judicial interpretation allows 
churchmen to produce public hate speech without legal, political or economic 
consequences, while discouraging feminist and LGBT activists from bring-
ing legal actions. While lay activists are cautious to prevent possible legal 
actions, churchmen can be more offensive. At the same time, Spaniards are 
their captive audience, for example, during milestone rites of passage, which 
are present in many cultural groups and are important for the social life of 
individuals. Baptisms, first communions, funerals and local and traditional 
rituals are still monopolized by the Catholic Church, and LGBT people have 
to comply with their representatives if they want to take part in them (Stéfano 
Barbero and Pichardo 2016).

The foro español de la familia (FEF, Spanish family forum)

Founded in 2000, the FEF is a network of more than 5,000 different asso-
ciations claiming to represent “over 4 million Spanish families”.16 Though 
it emphasizes a non-religious approach to family, the most influential asso-
ciations in the FEF are explicitly or implicitly Catholic. Members include 
the Asociación Católica de Propagandistas (Catholic Association of Propa-
gandists), the Asociación Católica de Farmacéuticos (Spanish Association 
of Catholic Apothecaries), the Confederación Católica de Padres (Catholic 
Confederation of Parents), the Asociación para la Objeción de Conciencia 
(Association for Conscientious Objection), the Instituto de Vida Familiar – 
S.O.S Familia (Family Life Institute-S.O.S. Family) and the Formadores de 
planificación de la familia natural (Teachers of Natural Family Planning). It 
also includes specifically religious groups such as the Legionaries of Christ 
and its lay branch Regnum Christi (represented by foundations such as Altius, 
Dif), as well as individuals belonging to groups like the Fundación Más 
Humano (Foundation More Human) and the Opus Dei (represented by Evan-
gelium Vitae and Fundación Familia, Sociedad y Educación [Foundation 
Family, Society and Education]). The president of the FEF, Benigno Blanco, 
is a well-known Opus supernumerary.

The FEF’s missions include the defense of family using the terminological 
toolkit of the Catholic Church (including “gender ideology”), the defense of 
marriage as an “essential” institution (which implies opposing same-sex mar-
riage), the defense of human life as “inseparable from the family” (therefore 
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opposing feminism in general and abortion in particular) and the defense of 
“the right of parents to educate their children in freedom” (opposing gender 
and sex education in schools).

Although it often uses defensive language, the FEF proclaims that it 
attempts “to propose and communicate family policies to political parties”, 
revealing its aim to influence public policy. According to its online presen-
tation, its “way of doing things” includes the promotion of specific actions 
“which have a social and public resonance, such as signing petitions or 
large demonstrations . . . to provoke debate and to appeal to the collective 
conscience”.17

In 2005, the FEF launched two major campaigns aimed at shifting public 
opinion. The first one, No es Igual (It is not the same), was directed against 
same-sex marriage. It included an Iniciativa Legislativa Popular (Popular 
Legislative Initiative) to change the Family Code and to block the proposed 
reform with the support of the PP. The FEF mobilized more than 7,000 volun-
teers in 33 cities, collecting more than a million signatures. On 18 July 2005, 
the FEF organized a large demonstration in Madrid under the slogan “Family 
Does Matter” with the support and attendance of members of the PP. This 
demonstration was followed by an enormous public mass performed by the 
leading authorities of the CEE and organized by Kiko Argüello, the founder 
of the Neocatechumenal Way. Participation was high (166,000 attendees 
according to government figures, 200,000 according to El País and one mil-
lion according to event organizers18). The FEF promoted the event with a 
radio commercial on the COPE (the CEE-owned radio network), a video 
broadcast on PopularTV and a banner published in the conservative news-
paper La Razón for four days. According to their own report, the FEF was 
mentioned 1,338 times in the press, including on CNN, BBC, Fox and other 
international media.

The FEF carried out a second campaign against Zapatero’s Law on Educa-
tion in the same year, with a demonstration held in Madrid on 12 Novem-
ber 2005 under the slogan “For Quality Education in Freedom”. This was 
led by the Catholic parents’ association CONCAPA. Again, a large crowd 
participated to the rally (407,000 people according to police figures, 375,000 
according to El País, 1.5 million according to the conservative regional gov-
ernment and two million according to event organizers19), and the event was 
supported by the PP and the CEE (with four bishops and numerous priests 
attending).20 This campaign achieved 2,613 references in the national press.

The activities of the FEF continued for some years with a lower impact, 
but its public prominence during 2005 developed its profile and won it new 
associates. In 2009, when Zapatero announced a new law on abortion, the 
FEF returned to the frontline of public mobilization with a new demonstration 
held in Madrid on 17 October 2009. The demonstration was again supported 
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by the PP and CEE,21 but the media impact was lower, with only 300 refer-
ences in the national and international press (according to the FEF annual 
report for 2009). This and other minor campaigns were usually reinforced 
with petitions.

The FEF regards as its most important contribution to society the training 
of its members as defenders of the family by “helping them to strengthen and 
defend their convictions”. They claim not to be a “generator of activists”, but 
a “group of people who are trained to speak knowledgeably and positively 
about the family”.22 In this vein, a great amount of FEF’s economic and 
human resources are invested in conferences and training activities, includ-
ing online and conventional media ideological communication. According to 
its annual reports,23 they hold an average of 122 conferences per year (209 
in 2010, 63 in 2013). These are generally organized during periods of low 
mobilization.24

The cyber lobby and the new associative movement  
hazteoir.org (HO)

HO is the organization leading a range of specialized initiatives operating 
as a combined front against gender policies, sexual rights and other issues 
on the Catholic and radical right-wing agenda. The organization was estab-
lished in 2001, when a group of friends linked to an American neoconserva-
tive think-tank, the Phoenix Institute, launched a “citizen alert” via mobile 
phones to demand “a comprehensive family policy” from President Aznar. 
The organization currently claims to comprise 520,103 “active citizens”, and 
almost 50,000 Facebook likes. According to the HO website, it remained a 
“friends’ initiative” during its first three years, but transformed into a profes-
sional organization after Zapatero’s election. At that time, HO opposed the 
same-sex marriage bill through a Popular Legislative Initiative (matrimo-
niosi.hazteoir.org), which was in fact coordinated by the FEF.

From 2005 to 2009, HO continued to work in broader FEF-led campaigns 
while starting its own campaigning. In 2005, it combatted the recognition 
of same-sex couples’ rights by the European Union with the Europa así no 
(Europe, not like this!) campaign. In 2006, it initiated a campaign against 
gender education at schools and launched the platform ChequeEscolar.org. 
In 2009, HO created the anti-abortion platform DerechoAVivir.org (Right 
to Life) as a new brand to gain visibility in the FEF-organized anti-abortion 
march in Madrid. During the preparation for the demonstration, some FEF 
members expressed their discontent with HO for attempting to co-opt and seize 
control of the whole pro-family movement for the sole benefit of its public 
image. HO was then forced to abandon the FEF to start its own political path.25
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In 2011, HO created the platform MasLibres.org (More Free) in defense of 
Catholic interests, with a special emphasis on Islam and atheism. In 2014, HO 
started the campaign #YoRompoConRajoy (“I’m done with Rajoy”26), hound-
ing the PP with mass telephone call campaigns to protest against its tolerance 
about egalitarian marriage and abortion, among other issues. It subsequently 
supported the newly created party Vox. In 2015, it publicly attacked the PP 
candidate for the Presidency of the Community of Madrid, Cristina Cifuentes. 
Making a final break with moderate conservatism, HO members put banners, 
bus signs and posters all around the city with the slogan “A vote for Cifuentes 
is a vote for abortion”.27 This campaign was a failure, as Cifuentes won more 
votes than the mayoral candidate Esperanza Aguirre (also a member of the 
PP, who was not boycotted by HO).

This group has developed a complex network of alliances, both nationally 
and internationally. Ignacio Arsuaga, the organization’s chair (and a nephew 
of Rodrigo Rato, former managing director of the IMF), was a member of 
the Phoenix Institute, whose more prominent members in Spain are linked to 
the ultra-conservative multimedia group Intereconomia and the Asociación 
Católica de Propagandistas (which owns several Catholic universities). 
Another board member, Alex Rosal, is the former head of the CEE’s Informa-
tion Office and the current director of the website Religión en Libertad (Reli-
gion in Freedom), as well as the chairman of Fundación Nueva Evangelización 
para el Siglo XXI (New Evangelization for the 21th Century Foundation), and 
of Grupo Libres (Free Ones Group). Known as a member of Regnum Christi, 
he recently declared he has joined the Charismatic Renewal. He also enthusi-
astically backs the Legionaries of Christ.28

Although they have always denied it, several members of HO have also 
been formally accused of belonging to the secret society El Yunque, a para-
military society created in Mexico in 1955. In Spain, this society was accused 
of being a sect and of recruiting adolescents.29 This connection was a source 
of concern for several bishops, and the Catholic press warned Catholics not 
to trust HO.30 Critics pointed out that the former president of the CEE, Rouco 
Varela, had previously supported El Yunque and its activities.

Finally, HO has placed great emphasis on its international activism. It is 
known internationally for the platform CitizenGo.org. Created in 2013, the 
platform currently claims 2,943,630 followers worldwide and is available in 
numerous languages.31 HO also organized the 2012 edition of the World Con-
gress of Families (WCF) in Madrid, and partnered subsequent editions of the 
WCF, becoming the only Spanish association and one of the few Europeans 
acknowledged as a supporter. As a result, Ignacio Arsuaga was granted the 
first Natural Family Man and Woman of the Year Award in Sydney in 2013 
and delivered a keynote in Salt Lake City in 2015.
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The emphasis on international networking has continued until today. HO 
took part in the Global Marriage Forum held in 2014 in Washington by 
the International Organization for Marriage (launched by the US National 
Organization for Marriage) and the European Advocacy Academy (convened 
in 2014 by European Dignity Watch). It has also invited Ludovine de la 
Rochere as a speaker when the French leader travelled to Spain to support 
the FEF-held Cada vida importa (Every Life Matters) demonstration in 2014.

Anti-abortion parties: The emergence of the radical  
right wing and the PP’s about-turn

On 3 December 2014, HO invited five political parties with anti-abortion 
policies to a political debate held at its headquarters. Moderated by Ignacio 
Arsuaga, it featured representatives from Vox, Alternativa Española (AES, 
Spanish Alternative), Comunión Tradicionalista Carlista (CTC, Carlist Tra-
ditional Communion), Partido Familia y Vida (FyV, Family and Life Party) 
and Solidaridad y Autogestión Internacionalista (SAIN, Internationalist 
Self-management and Solidarity), which ultimately refused to participate.32 
Other right-wing parties have resisted a fuller decriminalization of abortion,33 
but these (with the exception of SAIN) are the only ones that have consis-
tently and clearly opposed both gender and abortion. The most important 
difference, however, lies in realpolitik. Moderate parties are part of national 
and regional governments, are bigger and present a greater internal diversity, 
while radical parties are small and have no representation in formal institu-
tions, which allows them to adopt more radical positions on controversial 
issues.

The landscape of anti-gender discourse in political parties changed signifi-
cantly when the PP entered government in 2011. Until then, the PP had main-
tained a common radical position against Zapatero’s gender policy, actively 
participated in the protests organized by FEF and associated groups, and won 
the support of anti-gender activists during the 2011 elections.

In line with this, the PP initiated two major counter-reforms during its 
first years back in government. In 2013, it amended the previous educa-
tion law and eliminated the school subject of Education for Citizenship and 
Human Rights, granting religion the same level of curricular importance as 
other subjects. This reform also allowed access to public funding for private 
schools where boys and girls are educated separately. Although this initiative 
encountered widespread popular and political opposition, it was the only one 
that was eventually passed.

The second major initiative, launched in 2014, attempted to reform the 
2010 Abortion Law – a move that met with strong resistance in the streets, 
in the media and even within the PP. The first draft of the law included the 
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abolition of abortion, following the demands of the most radical anti-abortion 
groups. A highly diluted text was adopted in 2015, resulting in minor amend-
ments to the 2010 law, which frustrated the demands of anti-abortion groups.

The PP also refused to repeal the law permitting same-sex marriage. Prime 
Minister Rajoy even attended the wedding of an openly gay party vice sec-
retary, Javier Maroto, in 2015. By doing so, the PP marked its distance from 
the most radical anti-gender activists publicly. If the PP had been part of 
anti-gender activism prior to 2012, it moved towards the centre of the politi-
cal spectrum when they entered government.

In this context, only four anti-gender political parties can be identified 
(CTC, FyV, AES and Vox), and have no representation in regional, national 
or European parliaments. This low representation provides us with an expla-
nation for the low impact of anti-gender activism on the electoral scenario.34

The most significant of these four parties are Alternativa Española (AES) 
and Vox. A proud supporter of the Francoist regime, Alternativa Española 
(AES) was founded in 2003 as a reaction to the alleged betrayal of Catho-
lic voters by the PP.35 It displays interesting European alliances: AES was 
backed by the British Conservative Party for the 2009 European elections 
and won the vote of some British residents.36 Later, during the 2014 Euro-
pean elections, it joined Impulso Social, backed by Marine Le Pen’s Front 
National. Despite these alliances, its results were worse than in 2009 (17,774 
votes, 0.11% of total votes).

The other leading party is Vox, founded in 2013 by ex-members of the PP 
and supported by disillusioned PP voters.37 HO was one of Vox’s main sup-
porters in the last electoral campaigns (2014, 2015), presenting it as the only 
party that could have passed all the questions of its voting guide, followed 
by Ciudadanos and, far behind them, by the PP.38 According to this voting 
guide, Vox is economically liberal, morally conservative, Church-friendly 
and strongly Spanish nationalist. It also provided responses on ethical issues 
in line with the anti-gender movement. It recently allied with Familia y Vida, 
gaining the sympathy of most Catholic media.39

EXPLAINING THE LOW IMPACT OF HIGH MOBILIZATION

Our analysis of anti-gender activism in Spain has shown that actors share 
the same confrontation pattern. While they opposed the socialist govern-
ment during the first stages of mobilization (between 2004 and 2011), they 
confronted their former political ally in the streets, in the media and in the 
elections when the moderate-conservative PP came back to power in 2011. 
Even if the Foro Español de la Familia has devoted resources and efforts to 
information campaigns promoting a renewed Catholic framework on gender 
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and sexuality issues, other strategies like demonstrations, homophobic and 
misogynistic statements gained more media attention. Reaction is at the core 
of these strategies, which have mostly been attempts to oppose progressive 
reforms and have followed the rhythm imposed by state reforms, as exempli-
fied by street demonstrations.

At the end of this chapter, a central question remains: Why have these 
efforts, well aligned with the Catholic doctrine and supported by the Church, 
achieved only such a limited influence? As developed in this chapter, we 
argue that these efforts have failed because the general strategy of confronta-
tion adopted by these actors led to a split between radicals and moderates, 
which negatively affects the reputation, legitimacy and effectiveness of the 
demands and profile of the radical wing. This is what Haines has described 
as a radical flank effect (Haines 2013).

Applying the radical flank effect thesis to our case requires the presence 
of a real or perceived ideological minority. As set out in the description of 
the Spanish context, the adherence of Catholic Spaniards to the official doc-
trine is low and, at the same time, public opinion is highly supportive of the 
separation of Church and state. Considering the data available, we estimate 
that the anti-gender movement is socially made up of the confluence of 10% 
of “dogmatic Catholics” (Pickel 2013, 35) and an unknown proportion of the 
14% regular Church attendees (CIS 2015a). This is a clear ideological minor-
ity: Though it was able to mobilize thousands of people in the streets, it has 
obtained disappointing and insignificant electoral results.

Furthermore, opposing the socialist government in 2004 garnered some 
sympathy from the moderate right wing of the PP, which took advantage of 
the radicals’ mobilization and supported them. However, after the PP came 
back to power, it did no longer support radical fringes, which then pursued 
their own strategy of confrontation against their former allies. Anti-gender 
activists started to attack both the policies and the candidates of the PP and 
started to endorse other political parties. Until now, however, they have had 
no significant impact on decision-making and public policy, and Spanish 
moderates and average Catholics often dismiss them as fanatics.

Finally, the cultural and historical context plays a crucial role. In Spain, 
like in other countries, these activists are ideologically guided by the Church. 
But the damaged image of the Spanish Church because of its role during the 
dictatorship impedes turning a Catholic identity into a political and electoral 
asset, as shown by the poor results of the anti-gender parties. During the 
transition from dictatorship to democracy, the Spanish Church has avoided 
supporting concrete political parties, not shaking the religious motivation of 
the voters (Collado Seidel and Duato 2007), and the surveys on Church-state 
separation confirm that this conviction is still strong. Since 2004, anti-gender 
activists have tried to transform the relations between Church and state by 
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forming religious parties, using Church media and resources and urging bish-
ops to join them. Average Spaniards are, however, well aware of the close 
relationship between the institutional Catholic Church and the Spanish right 
wing, and, despite the ability of Catholic clerics and lay people to mobilize a 
huge social base, the activation of the religious cleavage has failed. This leads 
to two major consequences. Catholic identity remains an inactive political 
asset when connected to gender,40 and anti-gender actors appear as a small 
and isolated group of doctrinaire ultra-conservatives.

In conclusion, the strategy of the Catholic hierarchy and its lay allies, 
including traditional associations, new cyber lobbies and political parties, has 
not been met with success. The reasons do not merely relate to poor strategic 
choices but also refer to the evolution of relationships among actors, their 
changing positions, as well as the management of confrontation and religious 
belligerence in a tolerant society, where secular values and popular scepti-
cism about the Church cohabit with a non-dogmatic (and somewhat anticleri-
cal) form of Catholicism.

NOTES

1. According to the reports of the Centro de Investigaciones Sociológicas (CIS, 
Centre for Sociological Investigations), in 2004 66.2% of Spaniards agreed with 
same-sex marriage and 26.5% disagreed (CIS 2004). Eleven years after, in 2015, 
63.6% of Spaniards agreed with same-sex marriage and 22.3% disagreed (CIS 
2015b).

2. According to a Pew Research Center’s report (2011), Spain is the fourth Euro-
pean country in terms of size of Catholic population, after Italy, France and Poland.

3. According to data from the European Values Survey (EVS) for 2008, on a 
scale of one to ten, the average acceptance of divorce in Spain is 6.9, in contrast to 
lower averages for Italy (4.7 of the same scale), Ireland (5.3), Poland (4.5) and France 
(6.6). The trend can be found on other topics except for abortion, since France is more 
tolerant on this issue (average of 6) than Spain (4.9), which is in turn more tolerant 
than Italy, Ireland or Poland. For further details: Bericat (2015), Collado Seidel and 
Duato (2007).

4. BBC Mundo (2014).
5. Political and revolutionary anticlericalism has been central in Spanish history, 

especially under the Second Republic, when clergymen, nuns, sacred places and 
objects were violently attacked and profaned (De la Cueva 1998). Such revolution-
ary anticlericalism does no longer exist, but many anthropological studies reveal the 
persistence of a latent anticlericalism as a part of Spanish Catholic culture (Álvarez 
Santaló, Rey and Becerra 2003; Behar 1990; Christian 1996; Cornejo Valle 2008; 
Delgado 1992, 1993, 2001; Maddox 1995).

6. Since 1992, similar rights have been extended to the Federation of Jewish Com-
munities of Spain, Evangelical Religious Entities and the Spanish Islamic Commission. 
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However, these agreements differ from the Catholic convention, as the latter is an 
international treaty signed with a foreign state while the agreements with other religious 
communities are ordinary national laws.

7. ABC (2004).
8. ABC Sevilla (2005).
9. These are: the Law 13/2005, amending the Civil Code to legalize same-sex 

marriage; the Education Law 2/2006, including sex education, gender equality, fam-
ily diversity and the fight against homophobia; the Sexual and Reproductive Health 
Law 2/2010, with a new regulation for abortion; the Law for the Improvement of 
Education 8/2013, increasing the curricular status of “religion” as a course in public 
schools; and a Bill of Law (20/12/2013) for the “protection of the life of the unborn 
and the rights of pregnant women”, which would have left the final decision to abort 
in the hands of doctors and reduced the scope of legal abortion. This bill was with-
drawn in 2015.

10. For a different point of view, see Montero et al. (2008).
11. Rouco Varela has contributed to the book Eleven Cardinals Talk about Mar-

riage and Family, which is a conservative attempt to influence the Synods on the 
Family (Aymans 2015). For further information about Rouco Varela, see Vidal 
(2014).

12. Such as Acerca de la objeción de conciencia ante una ley radicalmente injusta 
que corrompe la institución del matrimonio (CEE 2005a); La familia sí importa (CEE 
2005b); Grave preocupación por la LOE enmendada (CEE 2005c); La Ley Orgánica 
de Educación (LOE), los reales decretos que la desarrollan y los derechos fundamen-
tales de padres y escuelas (CEE 2007).

13. Ochando (2016).
14. La Sexta (2014).
15. Cano (2014).
16. Foro Español de la Familia (2015).
17. Foro Español de la Familia (2009).
18. Arroyo (2005).
19. Perez de Pablos (2005).
20. El Mundo (2005).
21. 250,000 attendees according to the police, 1.2 million according to Madrid’s 

conservative regional government and two million according to the organizers (Cebe-
rio Belaza 2015).

22. Quoted in the FEF’s website, http://www.forofamilia.org/nosotros/
quienes-somos/el-foro/ (11 Accessed December 2015).

23. Available online in http://www.forofamilia.org.
24. For further analysis, see Aguilar (2010, 2011, 2013), as well as Limon (2013).
25. El Mundo (2005) and Paradinas (2014).
26. Rajoy was the PP’s candidate for a new term as prime minister.
27. The electoral authorities banned the campaign at the request of the PP (“La 

junta electoral” La Gaceta 2015a).
28. Alex Rosal interviewed by Infovaticana (Ariza 2014).
29. López Luengos (2010), and Lobo (2012, 2014).
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30. ABC Toledo (2015).
31. The members of its board of trustees include leading international figures such 

as Luca Volontè and Brian Brown. Ignacio Arsuaga and Alvaro Zulueta are both 
known internationally.

32. HazteOir.org (2014).
33. Some PP members and some nationalist Christian Democrats from the Basque 

Country (PNV) and Catalonia (CIU).
34. According official data by Ministerio de Interior (available on http://interior.

gob.es), Vox won 1.56% of the votes in the 2014 European elections.
35. Vaquero Oroquieta “Entrevista a Rafael”.
36. Hannan (2009).
37. The former president and other founders include prominent PP members such 

as Alejo Vidal-Quadras, Jose Antonio Ortega-Lara and Santiago Abascal.
38. VotaValores (2015).
39. Ariza (2015) and Religión en Libertad (2015).
40. For a different point of view about the religious vote in Spain see Montero 

et al. (2008).
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Despite national specificities, which result from things including specific 
policy debates, power relations and the role of religious organizations in 
each country, numerous similarities can be discerned in the strategies and 
the rhetoric used by anti-gender activists across Europe. It is also interesting 
to pinpoint that the East-West divide does not offer a particularly useful lens 
to study these mobilizations. Despite the fact that some differences can be 
accredited to the historical and political contexts of Eastern European coun-
tries, this division does not have major explanatory power, for the basic “dis-
cursive and strategic alphabet” is the same across Europe. These similarities 
rather show that anti-gender campaigns are neither mere national trends nor 
isolated occurrences, but are part of an organized transnational – and increas-
ingly global – phenomenon, which we identify as the anti-gender movement.

By using the notion of anti-gender movement, we aim to describe the 
mobilizations and campaigns against gender which have appeared since the 
late 1990s in several European countries and elsewhere (particularly in Latin 
America). We want to insist on a specific type of mobilization, and we claim 
that these mobilizations, which have often been studied separately, can be 
gathered under a single notion. These countries are facing specific forms of 
mobilization which should not be understood as mere reiterations of the past 
but rather as new forms of mobilization against gender and sexual equality. 
Indeed, as described in this book, a common pattern of mobilization can be 
observed across borders, including a shared discourse, a travelling repertoire 
of action and similar strategies. Despite a diversity of triggers at national lev-
els, all these mobilizations address “gender ideology” or “gender theory” as 
the root cause of the reforms they want to combat. For this reason, we gather 
them under the label of anti-gender movements (see also Kováts 2017).

Chapter 14

The anti-gender movement in 
comparative perspective

David Paternotte and Roman Kuhar1
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With this conceptualization, we also want to distance ourselves from com-
peting notions, such as “counter movement”, “polarization” or “conservative/
reactionary movement”. Unlike the notion of counter movement, we do not 
necessarily locate the anti-gender movement in relation to another move-
ment, such as the feminist or the LGBT movement, which often precedes 
the counter-movement and would explain its emergence (Mottl 1980; Lo 
1982). Although scholars have tried to develop subtler approaches to the 
movement/counter-movement dynamics (Meyer and Staggenborg 1996; Dorf 
and Tarrow 2014; Ayoub and Chetaille 2017), most accounts still rely on a 
rather mechanical understanding and are generally modelled after the specific 
historical experience of the United States. Moreover, the dynamics in play 
are not only restricted to civil society organizations but also call for a more 
complex understanding of the actors involved. Indeed, the state also combats 
“gender ideology” in Russia or in Poland, and it may support these struggles 
abroad, as shown by Russia again and by the Vatican. Finally, some of the 
chapters clearly show that anti-gender movements are not necessarily direct 
reactions to massive or influential campaigns, but can be unleashed as a pro-
phylaxis, a preventive means to impede the development of specific claims.

We are equally worried by the scientific and political implications of 
notions such as polarization (Altman and Symonds 2016) and culture wars 
(Hunter 1992; Kaoma 2009; Mondo 2014; for a critical account see Ozzano 
and Giorgi 2015). Again, these notions mirror to a large extent the US expe-
rience of the emergence of the Christian Right, which happened at another 
time and in a much less globalized context, or interpret these campaigns as an 
export from the United States, overlooking the homegrown roots of the phe-
nomenon. More crucially, popular – and to a lesser extent scientific – usages 
of these notions do not only encapsulate these mobilizations into binary 
categories, but often imply normative considerations about the actors, falling 
into and reinforcing a series of additional binary oppositions such as the good 
vs. the evil, the modern vs. the ancient and so on. Such oppositions impede 
us from understanding the internal diversity within each camp, as well as the 
multiple positionings outside or across them. They also obscure the analysis 
by pushing anti-gender activists into the darkness of the past, depicting them 
as warriors fighting against the course of history. The same could be said 
of the notions of conservative (e.g. Agrikoliansky and Collovald 2014) or 
reactionary (e.g. Lamoureux and Dupuis-Deri 2016) movements, which often 
take the definition of conservative or reactionary politics for granted instead 
of leaving it open for discussion.2

To offer a sketch of anti-gender movements in Europe today, we will 
answer three questions, using the chapters presented in this volume to 
build a comparative and transnational account of anti-gender mobilizations 
in Europe. First, what are the specificities and the commonalities of these 
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mobilizations in Europe? In this section, we will provide a comparative over-
view of these movements, and discuss targets, actors, strategies and rhetorical 
tropes, allowing us to bring them under the same analytical category. We also 
examine the specific role of religion, with a focus on the Catholic Church. 
Second, how do we explain their differences across borders and the specific 
forms they take in specific contexts? As national chapters have made clear, 
mobilizations were massive in some countries while they remained almost 
confidential in others. Third, how do such forms of mobilization travel across 
borders, both within and outside of Europe? This will allow us to discuss the 
diffusion across borders, the increasing structuration of these movements at 
the European level and their connections to actors in other parts of the world.

OVERVIEW OF THE ANTI-GENDER MOVEMENT IN EUROPE

In this section, we discuss the commonalities of these mobilizations in tar-
gets, actors, strategies and rhetorical tropes across national case studies. As 
described in the introduction, discussions on “gender ideology” started glob-
ally around 1994–1995 as a reaction to the Cairo and Beijing conferences. 
This discourse was elaborated between the mid-1990s and the mid-2000s, a 
process which culminated with the publication of the Lexicon: Ambiguous 
and Debatable Terms Regarding Family Life and Ethical Questions in 2003. 
However, mobilizations on the ground did not emerge until later. This prob-
ably corresponds to the time needed for this discourse to be propagated and 
for activists to mobilize a wider constituency.

Spain appears as the earliest case in Europe: From 2004, the Church, 
conservative groups and political parties mobilized against the government 
of José Luis Rodríguez Zapatero and the same-sex marriage bill (Aguilar 
Fernandez 2010, 2013; Cornejo and Pichardo in this volume). Early mobili-
zations have also been identified in Croatia where sex education has been at 
the centre of the debate since 2006, in Italy with the 2007 Family Day against 
the Diritti e doveri delle persone stabilmente Conviventi (DICO), a local form 
of civil partnership, and in Slovenia where the government’s 2009 proposal 
to open up marriage to same-sex couples encouraged the establishment of 
the civil initiative which is still at the core of the anti-gender movement. 
Interestingly, the notion of “gender ideology” was not necessarily central at 
the time, although these mobilizations resemble and undoubtedly precede the 
ones which spread across Europe in the 2010s. In Spain, “gender ideology” 
appeared in Church documents in 2001, but it neither reached mainstream 
media nor was it seized upon by activists until 2005–2006. In Italy, the notion 
was also used in closed circles soon after the publication of the Lexicon, but 
did not make its way onto the streets until recently. Finally, in Croatia, the 
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group GROZD started to use it in 2006, claiming that gender is a “feminist 
figment” (Kuhar 2015).

In most countries, however, mobilizations started in the 2010s, with 2012 
appearing as a turning point. As discussed in the next section, these mobi-
lizations were all triggered by a specific policy debate, which may vary 
across countries. Furthermore, in several countries, mass mobilizations were 
preceded by smaller forms of protest and sometimes by confidential discus-
sions of the issue. Two models may be discerned, depending on the political 
context. In the most common one, movements come into existence in reaction 
to a proposed policy and present themselves in opposition to clearly identified 
actors such as feminists, LGBT activists, specific elites and others. In some 
cases, however, they mobilize on the basis of a reverse and more preventive 
model. While they may react to the development of certain policies interna-
tionally, these reforms are not yet tabled in their own countries and the mobi-
lization aims at preventing them from emerging. This happened, for instance, 
in Croatia (Hodžič and Štulhofer in this volume) and in Slovakia (Smrek 
2015), where anti-gender movements anticipated possible bills for marriage 
equality and called for a constitutional referendum to change their national 
constitutions before LGBT activists and their allies could move forward.

Targets

The targets of anti-gender movements include concerns defined by Diane 
Richardson (2000) as the essence of sexual citizenship: issues related to 
control over one’s physical body, possibilities of self-realization through 
one’s identity and social protection in the context of legal recognition of 
(non-heteronormative) partnerships. Actual targets, however, depend on 
the opportunities offered by national policy debates. In the foregoing chap-
ters, authors have identified five clusters of rights and issues attacked by 
anti-gender activists: LGBT rights, reproductive rights, sex and gender edu-
cation, gender studies and democracy. Not all these issues are attacked in 
every country, and they may be combined in different ways and contested at 
different times. However, their development is always connected to “gender 
ideology” in one way or another: Even in the few countries where gender as 
such is rarely explicitly addressed, most arguments derived from this theoreti-
cal frame.

LGBT rights – particularly civil partnership and the opening up of civil 
marriage to same-sex couples – appear as a powerful trigger, as confirmed 
by early campaigns in Spain and Italy. Marriage equality was also the main 
catalyser for the French protests (2012–2013) and the referendum campaigns 
in Slovenia (2009–2012, 2014–2015). The attempts of the anti-gender move-
ments to prevent marriage equality proposals by defining marriage as a union 
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of a man and a woman were successful in Croatia (2013) and unsuccessful 
in Slovakia (2015). Similar developments could take place in Romania in 
spring 2017. Conversely, Ireland saw the development of a rather limited 
anti-gender mobilization during its referendum on marriage equality (2015). 
It has to be noted that unlike Croatian or Slovak referendums, the Irish ref-
erendum was not initiated by anti-gender activists but was a consequence of 
constitutional provisions: Any amendment to the Constitution of Ireland has 
to be made by referendum.

The visibility and the media resonance of same-sex marriage struggles 
might give the misleading impression that the protection of (traditional) mar-
riage is the only issue on the anti-gender agenda. Opposition to LGBT rights, 
however, also includes concerns about access to kinship by (gay and lesbian) 
individuals and same-sex couples, including fierce debates on second-parent 
and joint same-sex adoption, surrogacy and reproductive technologies. Often, 
anti-gender activists claim they defend the best interests of a child against 
the “egoistic wishes and desires” of adults and pretend to warn citizens 
about a slippery slope: Same-sex marriage would necessaryly lead to more 
controversial policy reforms in the near future, which would overthrow the 
traditional model of family in Europe. Surprisingly, while Pope Benedict and 
Pope Francis have repeatedly denounced transgenderism, transgender rights 
have rarely been attacked by anti-gender activists, including when the issue 
was discussed in parliament, as in France in 2016. Yet, a few exceptions can 
be identified, such as the 2015 Slovenian referendum campaign, during which 
transgender people were objectified as the ultimate goal of gender ideologists.

As discussed in the introduction, reproductive rights were historically the 
first target of “gender ideology”, and issues like abortion, contraception and 
reproductive technologies remain at the center of the debate (Heinen 2013; 
Grabowska 2014). This was obvious in Spain, where the conservative gov-
ernment tried to limit access to abortion when it came back to power in 2011 
(Cornejo and Pichardo in this volume). More recently, the proposal of the 
Polish ruling Law and Justice (PiS) Party to ban abortion appears as the result 
of a similar kind of mobilization. While the proposal was dropped after the 
so-called black protest (3 October 2016) where tens of thousands of people, 
dressed in black, boycotted work and school to protest against the proposal, 
it stirred debate in other countries. In Slovenia, for example, an anti-abortion 
group staged a 24/7 screening of a pro-life movie on the outside walls of the 
Church during the Polish protest of October 2016. This screening lasted for a 
week and received public support from anti-gender activists.

It has to be said, though, that attacks against reproductive rights rarely 
take the form of mass mobilizations such as the ones stirred by LGBT rights. 
They are more insidious in countries like Belgium, France or Italy, taking 
the form, for instance, of an increase of conscientious objection by doctors 
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(Marques-Pereira and Pereira 2014). Often, while they are more recurrent 
over time, they also gather less people, as shown in Croatia, Spain or Slovenia, 
where a few activists have been praying for 40 days outside of gynecologi-
cal clinics to protect unborn children as part of the mostly American-based 
campaign 40 Days for Life.3 Ireland might become an exception: After their 
failure in the marriage referendum, activists are now mobilizing against abor-
tion, which will be one of the main issues on the agenda in the near future. 
Finally, abortion is sometimes connected to euthanasia through the notion of 
“culture of death”. While the issue is not discussed in most countries under 
study, this is the main terrain of the small Belgian anti-gender movement 
(Voyé and Dobbelaere 2015).

Sex and gender education in schools appear as a third area of discontent. 
Since 2006, Croats have been discussing different modules of sexual educa-
tion in schools, in which gender equality and homosexuality appear to be 
contentious issues (Bijelić 2008; Hodžić et al. 2012; Kuhar 2015). Similarly, 
French mobilizations started with a discussion about the insertion of gender 
in textbooks in 2011 (Béraud 2013). In all these cases, opponents invoke the 
figure of the innocent child and claim to combat any form of indoctrination 
at school while defending parents’ freedom to raise and educate their children 
in accordance with their moral and religious beliefs. Debates on the sexu-
alization of children also offer a fertile background to such mobilizations, 
particularly in Germany.

Gender itself has been under discussion. Beyond the debates on the notion 
itself, which can be found in almost every country under study, three issues 
directly connected to gender relations have been targeted: gender violence, 
gender mainstreaming and gender studies. Polish debates started in 2012 in 
opposition to the ratification of the Council of Europe Istanbul Convention 
on preventing and combating violence against women and domestic violence 
(Graff 2014). Similarly, in Slovenia, anti-gender activists claimed that this 
convention would turn “gender ideology” into the official ideology of the 
state. Similar debates took place in Spain, when the right came back to power 
in 2011. While combating gender violence was a priority of Zapatero’s 
presidency, conservative politicians long refused to use the term “gender”, 
preferring the concept of domestic violence (on similar debates in Mexico, 
Lapalus 2015).

As reminded by Gabriele Kuby’s quote in the introduction, gender main-
streaming was at the core of the debate in Germany and Austria. According 
to activists, it is a totalitarian ideology and non-democratic practice, imposed 
on European countries by the feminist lobbies and elites from Brussels. They 
regard it as a destabilizing policy tool, which does not take the natural differ-
ences between men and women into consideration. Some claim even further 
that, as equality between men and women would have already been reached, 
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gender mainstreaming would serve to discriminate against men, eliminate 
biological sex and destroy the institution of family.

Gender was thirdly discussed in connection to gender studies and the 
existence of gender curricula and gender departments at universities. Often 
brushed aside as a waste of public money, gender studies are constructed 
as ideological and non-scientific, and the anti-gender project appears as a 
struggle over the legitimacy of knowledge production. In some countries, 
anti-gender activists have even either deliberately misinterpreted results from 
social science studies or have quoted methodologically malformed studies, 
such as the work by US Catholic sociologist Mark Regnerus (Moore and 
Stambolis-Ruhstorfer 2013; Manning, Fettro and Lamidi 2014) or by US 
essayist Judith Reisman (Kuhar 2015; Hodžić and Štulhofer in this volume).

Finally, protesters discuss the very notion of democracy. They claim the 
popular will has been confiscated by corrupt elites, and argue “gender ideol-
ogy” is a new form of totalitarianism. Particularly in post-socialist Europe, 
they equate it with (new) Marxism and the communist political regime in 
order to emphasize its undemocratic character. They mobilize to defend 
their rights and present anti-discrimination policies as attempts to curtail 
the freedom of speech. This is the very meaning of the Italian movement 
the Sentinelle, which first mobilized to oppose a law against homophobia. 
More recently, these actors have claimed that they defend religious freedom 
and denounce rising forms of “christianophobia” in Europe, for instance by 
forcing Catholics to act or speak against their conscience and their beliefs. 
In order to support their claims they often make explicit connections to the 
situation of Christians in the Middle East (Anderson 2015; Eberstadt 2016).

Actors and allies

The anti-gender movement encompasses a complex constellation of actors in 
each country: family associations, anti-abortion groups, religious conserva-
tives, Catholic dignitaries, nationalists and populists, far Right groups and 
others. The main actors are of three types: already-existing and sometimes 
well-established groups, newly established ones and allies. In several coun-
tries, a generational shift has been noted, with the emergence of a new gen-
eration of activists. For them, these campaigns may constitute a foundational 
moment in the same way May 68 was considered as a milestone by progres-
sive forces in Western Europe (Brustier 2014). In this context, gender appears 
as the symbolic glue or the empty signifier that allows the emergence of such 
coalitions, especially when actors do not share the same ideological frame-
work (Kováts and Põim 2015). It squeezes different discourse into one big 
threat that different actors can connect to, and appears as a unifying ground 
because it is constructed as an attack on at least one of the three Ns defended 
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by these actors: nature, the nation and normality. These three Ns operate as 
entry points into the movement.

The first group encompasses actors who existed before the emergence of 
the movement and have used “gender ideology” as a means to re-launch their 
activism. This is for instance the case of anti-abortion groups, who found 
a way to revive their activism in several countries (Avanza 2015; Brébant 
and Vanderpelen-Diagre 2015). Other pre-existing actors include family 
groups and men’s rights and father’s rights groups; far-Right and religious 
organizations, conservative institutes, associations of (local) politicians and 
faith-based professional organizations, such as Catholic organizations of law-
yers, teachers and doctors.

A second group includes newly established groups which were specifi-
cally created to combat “gender ideology”. Civil initiatives and groups of 
concerned citizens, such as the Manif pour Tous (France, Italy), Demo für 
Alle (Germany), U ime obitelji (Croatia) or Civilna iniciativa za družino in 
pravice otrok (Slovenia). They often initiate anti-gender campaigns, are the 
ones appearing in the media and may unite (pre-existing) organizations or 
work as an umbrella. Other newly established groups include associations or 
committees of elective representatives, such as the parliamentary committee 
STOP Gender Ideology in the Polish parliament, and dissident groups which 
are derivatives from existing organizations, often because of disagreements 
with the original group (e.g. the Printemps français in France). Finally, 
anti-gender campaigns have led to the creation of new political parties in 
countries like Slovenia or Croatia. There, the initial success – particularly in 
the case of referendums – encouraged the leaders of the movement to trans-
form it into a political party and consequently stabilize what was initially an 
ad-hoc organization.

Allies form the third group of actors. These are extremely diverse: academ-
ics, politicians or media actors. Some are intellectuals and academics, and 
may be discredited in academic circles. They often deny being part of the 
movement, although they act as (independent) experts providing a (scientific) 
backup for the movement’s causes. Academic departments and institutions 
may also be strongly involved, such as the Sociology Faculty at Moscow 
State University, and the Russian Academy of Sciences in Russia, the uni-
versity established by the Hungarian National Bank, which has appointed 
Gabriele Kuby, or the Spanish Universidad de Navarra.

Political parties and individual politicians may also engage with anti-gender 
campaigns. Some political parties have supported the movement to attract 
more voters, to improve their public image or to increase their visibility. This 
is the case – to a certain extent – of conservative or Christian-democratic 
parties in countries such as France, Spain, Slovenia or Croatia. Such sup-
port, however, may not last: In Spain, the Partido Popular endorsed these 
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campaigns when opposing the socialist government but rapidly tried to 
publicly distance itself from them when it came back to power in 2011. In 
other parts of Europe, like Poland and Russia, “gender ideology” discourse 
may become a central part of the party agenda and eventually a state policy 
if this party comes to power. In most countries, (far)-Right parties are the 
main allies. They may have a Catholic or other Christian background, but are 
also attracted on the basis of their populist and nationalist potential and their 
essentializing discourse. Finally, individual politicians may be central figures 
in these campaigns and embody them both in public debate and in parliament.

Friendly media groups are a third type of movement allies. Although the 
movement skillfully uses the potential of social media, the support it receives 
from sympathetic (conservative and right-wing) media is substantial and 
crucial for the reinforcement of anti-gender discourse in public debates. In 
some countries, these may be major media outlets. Conservative and religious 
groups may also have their own channels which can be used to promote the 
campaigns.

Three additional remarks are needed. First, the number of actors and groups 
that constitute the anti-gender movement varies significantly in each country. 
In some, the networks of actors are extensive and potentially competitive, 
and they may address – sometimes strategically – different constituencies. In 
other contexts, networks are small and the movement might be represented by 
just one or two organizations or – as they often called themselves – a group 
of concerned citizens.

Second, some of these actors are empty shells. They display a facade 
organization which gives the impression of being an actual organization 
and simulates the existence of an extensive network. Similarly, research 
has shown that the same actors often assume different positions in different 
organizations: One person can be the president of an organization, a board 
member in another, the founding member of a third one and so on. Close 
family connections have also been identified in countries like Croatia, where 
nearly all organizations under the anti-gender movement umbrella stem from 
a few families. Finally, an overlap between anti-gender movements and – 
often transnational – religious and political organizations like the Opus Dei, 
the Neocatechumenal Way or Tradition, Family and Property has been noted.

Third, women play a distinctive role in many of these organizations, also 
as leaders. This is not a new phenomenon, as research on the United States 
has indicated (Schreiber 2008; Ozzano 2014). Campaigns also heavily rely 
on the activism of numerous anonymous women, sometimes acting out of 
their gendered role as mothers (Avanza 2015). Similarly, several of these 
movements display an active participation of openly gay men and women, 
such as in France and in Slovenia. Sometimes intersecting with the figure 
of the repentant homosexual, they participate in the image of modernity and 
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inclusiveness often promoted in these campaigns. Finally, campaigns may 
give a voice to children raised in same-sex families, as in Ireland during the 
marriage referendum.

The religious dimension

Most of the chapters insist on the role of organized religion, mainly Roman 
Catholicism, in building and sustaining the movement. As we have shown in 
the introduction, the emergence of “gender ideology” is closely intertwined with 
debates and strategies of the Catholic Church, especially at the Vatican. At the 
national level, Catholics also play a key role, although they are neither the only 
actors involved nor necessarily the most important ones. In some countries, 
priests have read official documents about the danger of gender sent by their 
hierarchy during the Sunday mass, distributed the movement’s leaflets in the 
Church or even helped the parishioners go to voting stations and demonstrations.

While the bishops and other religious dignitaries may not be the driving 
forces of the movement and are not always visible in national campaigns, 
research has shown that most leaders are active in Catholic circles, although 
they might publicly deny such connections and present their organizations as 
non-confessional, secular or ecumenical. In line with the “new evangeliza-
tion” strategies discussed in the introduction, these lay Catholics, who depict 
themselves as “concerned” citizens or a victimized and silenced majority, 
often advocate for the public role of religion and mobilize on the basis of 
their faith (Casanova 1994; Vaggione 2005; Giorgi and Polizzi 2015). Fur-
thermore, as illustrated by the cases of Croatia or Slovenia, civil initiatives 
may sometimes be regarded as Church’s satellite organizations, established 
to work on behalf of or in close connection with the Church. In such a con-
text, as discussed in the introduction, the Catholic Church as an organization 
appears as a fundamental discourse producer, and a space for intellectuals and 
activists to meet and exchange views and strategies, as well as an extremely 
powerful mobilization and diffusion network (Béraud 2014, 346; Paternotte 
2015; Robcis 2015).

Having said this, the actual cooperation between anti-gender movement 
and the Catholic Church varies significantly: from very few connections 
to the Church in Germany to closely intertwined collaborations, where the 
Church is a key actor of the movement, such as in Poland and to a certain 
extent in Spain and in Italy. From our study, the role of the Catholic Church 
and its support depends on its position in each country: The more the Church 
is regarded as a moral and a national authority (Gryzmala-Busse 2015), the 
more its actors play visible and front-line roles in the anti-gender movement. 
The nature of connections to the Vatican, especially under Pope Benedict, 
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is another important factor. For instance, the precocity of Spanish protests 
in the mid-2000s, which were mounted by some of Spain’s leading bishops, 
are partly explained by the close relations between the German pope and the 
national ecclesiastic authorities, in particular Cardinal Rouco Varela (Vidal 
2014). Similarly, the Vatican remains a crucial actor in Italian Catholicism. 
Conversely, the Belgian or the German national churches – two countries 
where anti-gender campaigns are limited and where the Church is not a key 
actor – have long distanced themselves from the Vatican’s orthodoxy. In the 
same vein, the Catholic dimension of the campaign is often downplayed in 
countries where the Church’s reputation has been compromised by sexual 
and/or financial scandal, such as in Ireland or Slovenia.4 This also seems to 
be the case in widely secularized countries, where a public intervention of the 
Church would not be easily understood and could jeopardize its official status 
and its public legitimacy.

Divisions within the Church, both in the Church hierarchy and in the wider 
community, also influence the involvement of the Church in the campaigns. 
Some bishops, like those who fought for a better acceptance of divorced and 
homosexual people during the 2015 Synod of Bishops on the Family, refrain 
from supporting the germs of the anti-gender movement in their countries 
and were sometimes personally targeted by anti-gender activists, such as 
Johan Bonny in Belgium. Divisions may also prevent joint participation in 
the movement or explain why the hierarchy of a national church only sup-
ports the movement for a certain time and then withdraws from the campaign.

Two caveats must be mentioned. First, the Catholic Church is not a mono-
lithic body, but hosts different factions with diverging opinions on the topic, 
as shown by the two recent Synods on the Family. Not all its components 
are mobilized against gender, and dissent was initially expressed from within 
(Marschütz 2014; Béraud 2015). Second, the Catholic Church is not the only 
religious organization behind the anti-gender movement. Coalitions with 
Protestants, Muslims, Jews and other religious groups have been documented 
in numerous chapters in this book. Protestants have been involved in protest 
in countries like Germany. In France, activists endeavoured – rather unsuc-
cessfully – to involve both Jewish and Muslim leaders and communities 
(Gross 2015; Larisse 2015). In Slovenia, however, Catholics, Protestants 
and Muslim issued the first ever common public statement against same-sex 
marriages just before the referendum in 2012. In Russia, the Moscow Patri-
archate of the Orthodox Church – close to the political power – is backing 
Vladimir Putin’s policies. Finally, at the United Nations, Evangelicals and 
Catholics have been working together for several decades, and were often 
joined by a changing coalition of Muslim states. Vladimir Putin’s Russia has 
become a new ally in the international coalition in defence of “traditional 
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values”, supporting conservative groups in the West and contesting gender 
and LGBT rights in international institutions in the name of “traditional 
values”.

Strategies and repertoire of action

The staging of the protests against gender in Europe shares one outstanding 
feature: Their outlook is colourful and festive. As suggested by several authors 
in this book, local events – be it Family Day in Italy in 2007, mass protests 
by the Manif pour Tous in France or the Slovenian protest against marriage 
equality called Day of Love in 2015 – often display elements reminiscent of 
Pride Parades or techno music gatherings. These protests move away from 
stereotypical images of the “old conservative folk” to appear as hip, modern, 
pop and young. This feature reflects both a generational shift in this kind of 
movement and an attempt to attract young people. However, this movement 
does not focus on a single generation, but articulates a multilayered discourse 
which allows the movement to reach different audiences. In Slovenia, even 
grandparents were specifically targeted during the 2015 referendum.

As illustrated by these events, the anti-gender movement tries to build a 
pluralizing (and secularizing) self-image against the religious or conserva-
tive imagery often conveyed in public opinions. It builds itself as a rational, 
moderate and commonsensical actor, who raised its voice because things 
have simply “gone too far”. This implies making a distinction with its radi-
cal fringes, as happened in France with both extreme right activists and the 
ultra-Catholic movement Civitas (Paternotte 2017). Often this movement also 
uses a self-victimization strategy, presenting itself as the true defender of 
oppressed people, of a majority who is silenced by powerful lobbies and elites, 
as well as the savior of national authenticity against international powers.

As shown in the introduction with the example of the standing vigils, 
anti-gender movements also share a common repertoire, which is articulated 
in different ways according to the context. This repertoire includes dem-
onstrations, stand-ins and sit-ins, petitions and the collection of signatures, 
litigation, expertise and knowledge production, lobbying, referendum cam-
paigns, electoral mobilization, party politics (including the establishment 
of new political parties), incitement to vigilance and ad hominem exposure 
campaigns in schools and hospitals.

Anti-gender activists are extremely active on the web and take advantage 
of the possibilities offered by new information and communication technolo-
gies. Their online activities are multidimensional and go far beyond a mere 
informative function. They skillfully use the Internet to build communi-
ties and to create feelings of belonging among their supporters, to develop 
national and international networks, to reach new publics and to mobilize 
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their membership for actions in physical spaces, such as demonstrations, pro-
tests, stand-ins and on the web (Tricou 2015). The latter includes e-mail bom-
barding (i.e. sending identical complaint mails to the same list of addressees, 
usually politicians), appeals for boycotts, the production of news-like stories 
and e-petitioning, as promoted by the transnational CitizenGO platform, 
which gathers – according to its own estimation – over 4.5 million followers.

This active presence on the web does not mean that the movement does not 
target traditional media. The organization of events, lectures, preparation of 
statements and press conferences are all targeted towards traditional media 
outlets. These activities also fit into a broader struggle over the production 
of knowledge and the legitimacy of scientific work on gender, which is 
illustrated by the increasing number of books on “gender ideology” and their 
translation in several languages. Interestingly enough, in several countries, 
these books are presented on the same shelf as gender studies in mainstream 
bookstores like Feltrinelli in Italy.

Anti-gender campaigns also include extensive lobbying, at both national 
and transnational levels. In some countries, these actors even became an 
authorized political voice and their public actions and the loudness of their 
protests turned them into new stakeholders in issues such as family policies, 
quality measures and bioethics. As mentioned earlier, the transformation of 
several national anti-gender movements into political parties or their incorpo-
ration into existing parties appears as a new strategy.

Finally, the recurring usage of the image of an innocent and endangered 
child appears as a mechanism for triggering moral panic (Thompson 1998). 
By seeking to produce a moral panic, anti-gender activists try to legitimize 
their particular claims, establish the validity of the issues raised, stir up con-
cern among the general population and attract media attention. They present 
their claims in terms of good versus evil and use specific examples to present 
them as general (Goode and Ben-Yehuda 2009). As developed by Robinson 
(2008), moral panic strategies are political mechanisms consciously estab-
lished at a specific critical moment to preserve the status quo. The Western 
construction of “child innocence” is a particularly effective frame, which can 
rally larger crowds than anti-gender claims alone. This strategy is reminiscent 
of the early anti-gay rights movements in the United States, such as the 1977 
“Save Our Children” campaign, led by Anita Bryan (Fejes 2008, 99).

AN UNEVEN DEVELOPMENT IN EUROPE

As social movement scholars have long demonstrated, a movement’s 
resources are not sufficient to explain the development or the fate of a spe-
cific movement, and the context matters greatly if we want to understand the 
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tribulations of a mobilization. This, for instance, is the objective of the notion 
of political opportunity approach, which emphasizes the opportunities and the 
constraints offered to activists by the political context in which they mobilize 
(Meyer 2004).

In this section, we do not want to enter into a debate on the definition 
and the nature of political opportunities, but rather build on the insight that 
the context matters to understand both the forms and the fate of anti-gender 
movements in specific settings. While some dimensions of political oppor-
tunity structures such as access to political institutions and the division of 
elites or the role of allies have already been discussed earlier, we add specific 
contextual elements that played an important part and are often overlooked in 
the literature on political opportunities. We also insist on the importance of 
time: The same reform discussed at different moments in different countries 
may face different forms of opposition. Finally, we discuss the importance 
of discursive opportunity structure in creating a favourable environment for 
activists’ discourse to resonate in their own country.

State-Church relations

While the Church has been discussed as an actor, a network or a bridge 
between different sorts of actors, we insist in this section on the impact of the 
multiple ways of settling state-Church relations across Europe, with a focus 
on Catholicism. A wide literature has indeed revealed the existence of dif-
ferent patterns in Europe (Manuel, Reardon and Wylcox 2006; Pérez-Agote 
2012; Dobbelaere and Pérez-Agote 2015; Gryzmala-Busse 2015), and these 
seem to play a crucial part in anti-gender campaigns.

In their chapters, authors have identified different patterns and attempted to 
trace their influence on the mobilizations. Often, the relation to a certain idea 
of the nation is crucial. When the Church was considered as the conservatory 
of the national identity, as in Poland, Italy, Ireland or Croatia, it is – or at 
least was – allowed more political prominence. The legacy of the past is also 
crucial. In Spain, the role of the Catholic Church under the dictatorship has 
severely undermined its legitimacy to intervene in public debate, while the 
heritage of socialism plays out in divergent ways in Eastern Europe. Indeed, 
in post-socialist societies, the Church is often understood as one of the vic-
tims of the communist regime (Zrinščak 2004). Since the early 1990s, the 
Church has tried to restore its previous role of moral authority and collective 
intellectual (Kerševan 1996). Furthermore, while trying to regain its power, it 
started a process of re-traditionalization of society, which is seen as a return 
to the traditional values destroyed during the communist regime (Kuhar 
2015). The latter has been achieved with varying degrees of success and plays 
a role in the visibility of the Church in the national anti-gender movements: 
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The more the Church is seen as a moral authority, the more visible it appears 
in the anti-gender movement.

Finally, different modes of separation between Church and state, each with 
a different impact on anti-gender mobilizations, can be identified. In France, 
the strong separation between the Church and the state, with the implemen-
tation of a specific type of secularism, has not impeded the development of 
radical forms of Catholicism. In Italy, the proximity of the Vatican has never 
allowed the Italian Church to be fully independent and the Vatican intervenes 
in Italian politics through numerous formal and informal channels, including 
political parties. In Germany, religious diversity has turned Catholicism into 
one religious actor among a plurality of authorized voices. Finally, Belgian 
pillarization has guaranteed a social presence and important resources for 
Catholicism while moderating its political expression.

These structural arrangements have long-term social and political effects. 
They impact the identity of national churches, their financial resources and 
their political capacity. They also influence the type of alliances with specific 
civil society actors and the forms of the public interventions of the Church 
hierarchy. They determine the nature of the relationship to the state and to 
the nation, and the available set of strategies when Church leaders want to 
express their discontent. While research has indicated that the relation to the 
(mostly Catholic) Church is crucial to understand anti-gender mobilizations, 
these elements significantly impact their forms in specific countries.

Timing

Time matters. As shown in Chapter 3, it is one of the factors explaining the 
limited traction of the anti-gender movement in Belgium. Indeed, most of the 
reforms that triggered a strong opposition in other countries happened earlier, 
and there was probably a disconnection between the timing of reform and that 
of the transnational offensive against gender.

Furthermore, as we have already discussed with the idea of prophylaxis, 
timing should not be strictly understood within national borders. Although 
the policy issues that are tabled nationally have the most direct influence over 
the (non)-existence of anti-gender movements, oppositions may rise in reac-
tion to diffuse liberalizing trends and reforms adopted elsewhere.

Discursive opportunities

Scholars have tried to assess the impact of the discursive environment on 
specific mobilizations. By using the notion of “discursive opportunity”, they 
examine “the aspects of the public discourse that determine a message’s 
chances of diffusion in the public sphere” (Koopmans and Olzak 2004, 
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202; see also Ferree 2003). Activists face both discursive opportunities and 
constraints, which influence the resonance of their message. In this section, 
we want to pinpoint that the discourse against “gender ideology” strongly 
resonates with several ongoing debates in European societies, and we sug-
gest that these intersections have diversely contributed to the development 
of anti-gender mobilizations. Three of them, which characterize European 
societies with different intensities, have been crucial: European skepticism, 
national and racial anxieties and resistances to globalization.

First, one needs to pay attention to the growing scepticism – not to say 
the critique – of the European Union which is fuelling among other things 
the current populist wave in Europe (Laursen 2013). As dramatically illus-
trated in recent years by the negative vote of the Dutch and the French on 
the European Constitution in 2005, of Irish citizens on the Lisbon Treaty in 
2008 and of the Brits on Brexit in 2016, there is a growing breach between 
the European project and the citizens of Europe. In many countries, public 
opinions raise doubts about what happens in Brussels, and some political par-
ties have voiced and instrumentalized this discontent. Their discourse is often 
echoed by the critique of “gender ideology”, which relies partly on the same 
discursive structures.

This often intersects with fears about national and racial identities, par-
ticularly in the context of the so-called refugee crisis and a global discussion 
about Islam, which profoundly interrogates European secularism (Scott 2009; 
Bracke 2013). These can be connected to demographic anxieties, which are 
particularly strong in Russia and parts of Eastern Europe, and to worries 
about what it means to be French, German or Polish in a globalized world. 
This explains the specific focus on the child as the future of the nation. 
Similarly, opposition to specific forms of parenting, kinship and reproduction 
partly ensue from worries about the (re)production of the nation (Fassin 2014; 
Perreau 2014, 2016). Furthermore, as shown in Sara Garbagnoli’s chapter, 
these are not only debates about national identities, but also about the collec-
tive destiny of Europe, understood as the standard-bearer of civilization, often 
in opposition to Islam.

Such debates cannot, finally, be disentangled from growing concerns about 
the status of a region heavily struck by economic crisis in a globalizing world. 
Against global transformations, citizens and politicians are defending both 
their nation and Europe against the rest of the world and potential invaders. 
This is connected to a return of the national in many European societies, with 
debates on the defence of national sovereignty and authenticity against supra-
national diktats and the uniformization resulting from globalization. These 
fears may also take the form of a defence of national values and traditions 
against supranational and unrooted elites. In this context, many citizens look 
for firmer foundations of the nation, which would be found in an idea of nature 
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and biology. As claimed by Eric Fassin “The French battle about kinship is not 
simply about the family; it is much about the nation. Naturalizing filiation (as 
conservatives would have it), or denaturalizing it (in progressive terms), is not 
just about heterosexuality or homosexuality; it is equally about Frenchness, 
that is, about whiteness in postcolonial France” (Fassin 2014, 288).

EUROPE IN A GLOBAL PICTURE

It has become obvious that anti-gender mobilizations are not specific to a 
single country, but that they spread across the continent and beyond. This 
is illustrated by the circulation of logos, flags and names, as well as lines of 
argumentation. To give an example, the French La Manif pour Tous has been 
a crucial source of inspiration for activists abroad, as shown by the circulation 
of its iconographic material. This movement has been directly “exported” to 
Italy, where activists first named themselves La Manif pour Tous Italia (in 
French), adopted the same image, translated French posters and maintained 
contacts with its French counterpart. The logo of the “proper” family (mother +  
father + children – one boy and one girl), posters, strategies and/or rhetorical 
tropes have been copied elsewhere, as in Germany (Demo Für Alle), Slovakia 
(Alianca za rodinu), Croatia (U ime obitelji) or Finland (Aito Avioliitto). In 
2015, Russian politicians even wanted to turn the national flag into a symbol 
of heterosexuality, a project fiercely opposed by French activists.

Figure 14.1. Logos of anti-gender movements
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In brief, we see declinations of the same symbols across Europe: depic-
tions of a traditional heterosexual family and use of colour codes such as pink 
and blue. Modes of action also look alike, as shown by the proliferation of 
concerned citizens’/parents’ committees, the investment of the public space 
or the launch of civil initiatives. In this section, we map the different forms 
of circulation, and we attempt to understand the roads through which these 
ideas and modes of actions travel across borders. Four are explored: diffu-
sion, transnational activism, Europeanization and globalization.

First, diffusion refers to the circulation of ideas, strategies, modes of 
action, types of organizing and so on from one point to another, in this case 
from one country to another. It implies punctual exchanges and contacts 
among domestic actors or through a common third country, leading to the 
adoption of foreign strategies, goals and so on. Two types of diffusion have 
been central here: direct and personal or indirect and without any personal 
contact (through newspapers, Internet, etc.).

On the one hand, without establishing personal contact with them, activists 
in one country have learned from their homologues abroad, a mechanism rein-
forced by the development of social media. This was obvious in 2012–2013, 
when the Manif pour Tous was carefully followed and later emulated outside 
of France. Russian media, for instance, have carefully covered French pro-
tests, and were instrumental in recycling the anti-gender discourse as a way to 
distinguish Russia from the decadent West, where “gender ideology” is part 
of the problem (Stella and Nartova 2015; Moss this volume).

On the other hand, research has documented the travels of anti-gender 
activists. This is the case of the French Ludovine de la Rochère and Frigide 
Barjot, who have visited Stuttgart, Helsinki, Dublin, Madrid, Rome, Zagreb, 
Brussels, the Vatican and the United States, or of Croatian activist Željka 
Markić, who was invited to tour Slovakia and assist in organizing the refer-
endum on same-sex marriage.

Second, transnational activism implies more sustained and frequent con-
tacts among actors. Within these networks, actors do not only exchange ideas 
and strategies but also elaborate them altogether. In other words, these groups 
not only encourage the diffusion and exchange of some ideas and practices, 
a situation in which they operate as a bridge between different countries, but 
they also constitute laboratories where new ideas and strategies may emerge 
and can be discussed before being used in national arenas.

In many parts of Europe, we see a shift from punctual contacts towards 
attempts to create a pan-European anti-gender movement. Again, the French 
example is illustrative. Activists not only tour Europe, inducing diffusion 
mechanisms, but they also try to build a more sustained European initia-
tive. On 2 February 2014, they organized a European demonstration which 
led to (rather small) demonstrations in Germany, Spain, Italy, Belgium and 
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Slovakia, and they mobilized for the 2014 European elections, starting the 
Europe for Family Campaign. Similarly, the Spanish organization HazteOir 
is the driving force behind CitizenGo, who is now available in 12 European 
languages and operates as the transnational online platform of anti-gender 
activists. Finally, the European Citizen’s Initiative Mum, Dad & Kids can be 
read as a joint initiative of domestic activists who are active transnationally, 
like Ludovine de la Rochère and Željka Markić and European actors such as 
Roger Kiska, Maria Hildingsson, Gregor Puppinck and Paul Moynan, that is, 
as an attempt to stabilize an emerging transnational network.

Third, the latter example also illustrates the increasing Europeanization 
of these actors, with the establishment of specific networks in Brussels and 
Strasbourgh to target European institutions. According to Neil Datta (2013), 
three types of actors may be identified at the European level: an old Catholic 
network active close to the Vatican, a Northern group mixing traditionalist 
Protestants and Catholics who are sometimes joined by the Orthodox and the 
Ultras who are often opposed to Vatican II. These groups may occasionally 
collaborate, and the first one is by far the biggest and the most influential. It 
includes European Dignity Watch, led by Gabriele Kuby’s daughter Sophie 
Kuby (who recently became the director of EU Advocacy at ADF Interna-
tional in Brussels) and the European Centre for Law and Justice, directed by 
Gregor Puppinck. Beyond their role in lobbying European institutions and 
litigating at European courts, they also create connections between activists 
on the ground. Their leaders have visited several countries during anti-gender 
mobilizations, and this activism may strengthen domestic actors by sharing 
resources and know-how.

Fourth, European actors are inserted into a growing global movement. The 
United States appears as a major international hub, with European NGOs 
ADF and the European Centre for Law and Justice being regional branches 
of US organizations. Contacts between US actors such as the National Orga-
nization for Marriage and domestic actors in Europe have been documented 
in countries like France, Ireland, Russia, Spain or Croatia. The same actors 
may be involved in other parts of the world such as Latin America. ADF is 
for instance active in the region,5 while journalists have traced dense connec-
tions between Spanish and Italian anti-gender activists and the 2016 Mexican 
demonstrations against same-sex marriage.6 Organizations like the World 
Congress of Families, established by US and Russian activists in the 1990s, 
are building a global network to promote “family values”, which relies on 
the activism of European actors such as Ignacio Arsuaga, Alexei Komov and 
Luca Volonté.

As we see, the anti-gender movement is far from being an isolated national 
phenomenon, but is part of a complex constellation of global actors. We 
argue in this book that these mobilizations should not be regarded merely 
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as contemporary reiterations of established forms of opposition to particular 
understandings of gender and sexuality, but rather that these mobilizations 
are shaped by new discourses and forms of organization in which established 
and new conservative actors seek to reach beyond their traditional circles and 
to connect with a wider audience.

NOTES

1. The authors thank Dan Smith and Michael Stambolis-Ruhstorfer for the lin-
guistic assistance.

2. In addition, these notions do not allow researchers to see how self-declared 
progressive actors may advocate conservative positions, as shown at length in the 
French context (Perreau 2016; Paternotte 2017; Stambolis-Ruhrstorfer and Tricou in 
this volume).

3. 40 Days For Life. Accessed 16 November 2016. https://40daysforlife.com/
browse-campaigns/.

4. It must be said that similar scandals have urged religious authorities to 
embrace anti-gender campaigns more intensively in other countries such as Poland.

5. Kane, Gillian. 2015. “Latin America in the crosshairs: Alliance defending  
freedom takes aim.” Political Research Associates, 13 July. Accessed 15 November  
2016. http://www.politicalresearch.org/2015/07/13/latin-america-in-the-crosshairs- 
alliance-defending-freedom-takes-aim/#sthash.GRdu7t4D.dpbs.

6. About Spanish activists see Garcia, Jacobo. 2016. “El lobby ultraderechista 
español que mueve los hilos del movimiento antigay en México.” El Pais, Sep-
tember 24. Accessed 15 November 2016. http://internacional.elpais.com/internacio 
nal/2016/09/24/mexico/1474701661_252876.html; About Italian activists see Gay-
burg. 2016. “La Conferenza Episcopale messicana arruola Gianfranco Amato, da mer-
coledì in trasferta per creare odio contro le unioni gay.” Accessed 15 November 2016. 
http://gayburg.blogspot.be/2016/11/la-conferenza-episcolae-messicana.html?m=1.
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